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ABSTRACT 

Although Derrida, Deleuze, and others have shown the cen

trality of Friedrich Nietzsche's work for contemporary philosophy, the 

breadth of his influence is only just beginning to be understood in 

literature. Nietzsche saw himself as a philosopher and as a poet, and 

wrote in all his major works of the importance of understanding the 

vital interaction of conceptual thinking and its "practical" applica

tion by the litterateur. The place of the philosopher/poet, modelled 

on Nietzsche himself, was to be considered the highest attainable by 

man. 

Yet Nietzsche's elevation of poetic thought contains a 

dynamic paradox, which he himself not only saw but which was for him 

a--perhaps the--pivotal aspect of his philosophy: since both thinking 

and writing occur in the same place, language, man must acknowledge 

that to engage in either is to accept the destruction of his "unity," 

and to place his attention "out" into language. To articulate, then, 

is to establish a double focus, an outer one first (in language), and 

then an inner one posited in that outer medium. The paradox is that 

this distancing is both necessary to man and disruptive to his sense 

of himself. 

Once one perceives this condition as, after Nietzsche, ende

mic to man, one c~n begin to see how pervasively the dilemma can be 

used as a strength, a source of power, by the writer. 

This study explores applications of Nietzsche's etrangete. 
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Part One considers Nietzsche's writings themselves, selectively, and 

some precursors on whom he depended for his insights. Part Two 

applies these ideas to criticism of a number of contemporary writers, 

showing how the Nietzschean triangulation of articulation, €trangete, 

and power (Nietzsche's "eternal recurrence, II "Overman, II and "will to 

power") informs such diverse writers as Joyce, Faulkner, John Fowles, 

and Samuel Beckett. Each of the chapters of Part Two explores an 

aspect of Part One's conclusions relative to a particular writer, 

showing how he works within the Nietzschean paradigm whether he would 

repudiate that paradigm (as in the cases of Faulkner and Fowles), or 

acknowledge it (as with Joyce and Beckett). 

The dissertation's effort is to demonstrate that Nietzsche's 

pervasive infuence on contemporary literature is systematic, indigen

ous, and inescapable. 



INTRODUCTION 

The grounding assumption here, derived from Nietzsche, is 

that language is no longer to be seen as integrative, as it has been 

in the Judeo-Christian tradition, in which words are consistently seen 

as the words of God or their descendants; nor are words to be seen as 

iliintegrative, in the sense that they "mean nothing," an assertion 

made falsely against a deconstructive strategy. Language, for 

Nietzsche, is a useful tool, designed to aid man in his search for a 

sense of reality and of value. This useful tool is deeply 

problematic, fraught with inconsistencies. The way to overcome these 

problems, Nietzsche claims, is to see language as play, and therefore 

as a model of that play of which life consists. In this respect, 

thought, insofar as it consists of interpretation of perceptual 

phenomena, is itself play. Thus the "artistry of thought" takes on 

(constantly) new meaning: thought itself is artistry, as Daniel 

Breazea Ie says: "knowing always involves the kind of creative 

transference of meaning which we associate with metaphors; indeed, it 

is nothing but working with one's favorite metaphors" (xxxiii). 

Nietzsche himself declares in The Will to Power: 

Gegen den Positivismus, welcher bei den Phanomenen 
stehnbleibt 'es gibt nur Tatsachen,' wUrde ich sagen: nein, 
gerade Tatsachen gibt es nicht, nur Interpretationen. Wir kennen 
kein Faktum 'an sich' feststellen: vielleicht ist es ein Unsinn, 
so etwas zu wollen. 

'Es ist alles subjektiv' sagt ihr: aber schon Das ist 
Auslegung. Das' Subj ekt' ist nichts Gegebenes, sondern etwas 
Hinzu-Erdichtetes, Dahinter-Gestecktes.--Ist es zuletzt natig, 
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den Interpreten noch hinter die Interpretation zu set zen? Schon 
Das ist Dichtung, Hypothese. 

Sowei t Uberhaupt das Wort 'Erkenntniss' Sinn hat, ist die 
Welt erkennbar: aber sie ist anders deutbar, sie hat keinen Sinn 
hinter sich, sondern unzahlige Sinne.--

[Against positivism, which halts at phenomena--'There are 
only facts'--I would say: No, facts is precisely what there is 
not, only interpretations. We cannot establish any fact 'in 
itself': perhaps it is folly to want to do such a thing. 

'Everything is subjective,' you say; but even this is 
interpretation. The' subject' is not something given, it is 
something added and invented and projected behind what is there. 
Finally, is it necessary to posit an interpreter behind the 
interpretation? Even this I.f:l invention, hypothesis. 

Insofar as the word 'knowledge' has any meaning, the world 
is knowable; but it is interpretable otherwise, it has no meaning 
behind it, but countless meanings.) (481) 

Counteracting this false sense of reality is a sense that reality is 

interpretation, that is it not "false" nor "true" but the countless 

meanings of "art." Reality is for Nietzsche "an appropriation of an 

unfamiliar impression by means of metaphors; stimulus and recollected 

image are bound together by means of metaphor" (Breazeale 148). Logic 

itself, Nietzsche declares, and even the concept of logic, "which is 

as bony, foursquare, and transposable as a die--is nevertheless merely 

the residue £!. ~ metaphor ("On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense" 

85). Far from being a ratification of the "text" of phenomena, then, 

language cancels it, or becomes at best a paradoxical confirmation of 

the concrete EY. means of its evocation. We are not permitted to 

respond to the Nietzschean t,f!lt.t in the usual way. David Allison 

explains that 

the Nietzschean text becomes something to be ingested, digested, 
transformed, 'and transfigured, and together with it, the reader. 
Such a text becomes inseminated by the reader and disseminated 
through the reader, just as the reader inevitably undergoes this 
exchange with the world. (xxiv-xxv) 

The imagery here, digestive, tactile, in Nietzschean fashion 
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metaphorizes the subject it treats. 

And finally, the Nietzschean strategy is one of questioning. 

Peter Ackroyd claims that Modernism, which he claims results directly 

from Nietzsche's re-directed forces, is that movement in which 

created form began to interrogate itself. • •• This is the life 
which first appeared in th~ writings of Nietzsche, and it finds 
its specific reference in the novel idea of literature. Language 
is seen to constitute meaning only within itself. (145) 

This is a release and, simultaneously, a loss, and in this polarity 

lies Nietzsche's revolution, what Ackroyd calls a "process of 

unfolding" (26). In this term, Nietzsche's unfolding of language-

meaning, lies the inception of the articulation with which my trinity 

of terms begins. 

Nietzsche builds a philosophical edifice, and one that 

transforms the nature of philosophy, on the foundation of three terms: 

the Overman, the Eternal Recurrence, and the Will to Power. That is 

not to say that these terms need necessarily to coincide with what 

traditional philosophy calls "concepts"; Nietzsche in this respect 

precisely anticipates the problematic position of Jacques Derrida in 

the same respect. As a result of the slippage, the openness, and the 

metaphoricity of these terms, they have from the beginning been 

frustrating and elusive, as well as being immensely easily 

misunderstood. One could say that in some respect they cannot but be 

misunderstood, since to "understand" them means to place them in a 

traditional philosophical context. To "interpret" Nietzsche, then, is 

to walk a fine line between explaining, which is not possible, and 

acknowledging that no understanding of Nietzsche's terms is possible, 

a position which smacks of the nihilism Nietzsche abhorred. What I 
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will try to do will be to show w,ys to think about and use Nietzschean 

terminology according ~ Nietzsche and beyond Nietzsche, since that is 

what he asks the reader to do: for Nietzsche the only good student, 

of his work or anyone's, is the student who effectually kills the 

teacher. My version of killing Nietzsche is to translate his trinity 

of grounding terms into another trinity, based on his and engaged in 

the same combinative and combative tensions, to l) show how 

Nietzsche's terms can be seen to work, and 2) open a strategy for 

interpreting contemporary texts that find their grounding assumptions, 

I contend, in Nietzsche's. My trinity of terms, announced in my 

title, placed in a Nietzschean context and fleshed out in Chapter One, 

begin throughout the remaining chapters of Part One to weave an 

abstract framework of Nietzsche's own texts, others he considered 

seminal to his own strategic re-definitions, and those subsequent 

texts (like Derrida's) which possess and acknowledge their own force 

as Nietzschean. 

In Part Two, then, I apply these grounding forces to the 

interpretation of literary texts that can be illuminated in this way. 

Joyce, Faulkner, Fowles, and Beckett all, in their own ways, rely on 

the Nietzschean revolution for their matrices. Each approaches the 

ideas developed in Part One in quite a different way from all the 

rest; my challenge in choosing such diverse figures is that they show, 

collectively, the breadth of Nietzsche's influence in twentieth 

century literatur~. For these writers, as for Nietzsche, "grammar" 

has become "the metaphysics of the people" (~Gay Science 354). 

* * * 



CHAPTER ONE 

NIETZSCHE'S TRINITY OF TERMS AND MINE 

Ein Werden und Vergehen, ein Bauen und Zerstciren, ohne jede 
mora1ische Zurechnung, in ewig gleicher Unschu1d, hat in 
dieser Welt a11ein das Spiel des KUnst1ers und des Kindes • 

• So schaut nur der asthetische Mensch die Welt 
an, der an dem Kunst1er und an dem Entstehen des Kunstwerks 
erfahren hat, wie der Streit der Vie1heit doch in sich Gesetz 
und Recht tragen kann, wie der Kunst1er beschau1ich uber und 
wirkend in dem Kunstwerk steht, wie Nothwendigkeit und Spiel, 
Widerstreit und Harmonie sich zur Zeugung des Kunstwerkes 
paarenmussen. 

[A coming-to-be and passing away, a structuring and a 
destroying, without any moral additive, in forever equal 
innocence, shows itself in the play of artists and of 
children. 

Only aesthetic man can look thus at the world, one who 
has experienced in artists and in the birth of art objects how 
thestrugg1e of the many can yet carry rules and laws inherent 
in itself, how the artist stands contemplatively above and at 
the same time actively within his work, how necessity and 
random play, oppositional tension and harmony, must pair to 
create a work of art.] 

--Nietzsche, Philosophy in the Tragic Age 
Ei. the Greeks, 7 

5 

Man's sophistication and power begin and end with his 

realization and acceptance of the power of the word; such is 

Nietzsche's contention. I do not mean man's dominance of the word, 

nor his control of its functions. Likewise, I do not mean that man 

gains power when he treats the word as an object that can be "had," or 

that can be "given." Far more appropriate as an image of the way I 

want to look at words, their energy and their tensions, is not in 

terms of the way man deals with words but how words ~~~. This 

play, I contend, is always a tracing ~ and a distancing. Words, as 

things, however problematic, are always pointing toward a dimension 
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beyond traditional "understanding" or appropriation. In this respect, 

language is usually seen as the opaque transcription of reality: 

"book" stands for the object book, "tree" for tree, etc. The archaic 

suppositions we still make about language I control the greater part of 

our discourse. Nor do I mean that language is "simply" a set of 

internal differences, in a Saussurean sense, in which words are to be 

recognized and understood only by their nature as signs and their 

differences from other words. In defense of both of these simplistic 

methods of understanding language, it must be said that they see 

language as the vehicle by which man identifies himself with a 

culture, a way of life, a civilization, and a tradition. A central 

part of this encul turation is language's functioning to produce a 

"sense of self." Nietzsche also saw the innate differentiation of 

words, but his sense of them occurs differently: in Nietzsche, no 

longer can one expect words to act as the extension of human 

consciousness, or as the discoverers of the plan of the intellect; no 

longer can words be seen as objects. 

Or if they can be objectified, it is only within a field of 

forces of which the words are held momentarily in tensions produced by 

other forces acting on them, most centrally the force of writing 

itself • The tensions wi thin language itself, between subj ect and 

predicate, noun and adjectivei ~tc., as well as between page and mind, 

1 These notions are not completely denied by Nietzsche and by 
contemporary theory. Nietzsche's claim is that we "forget" that the 
associative security of language is not its only use, and treat 
language as a mere functionary of explanation. It is only when we 
look at the inherent metaphoricity of language that we begin to 
question this simple, utilitarian equation of word and thing or of 
word and state or condition. 
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comes under new scrutiny in Nietzsche, for whom 1anguage--particu1ar1y 

written 1anguage--is at once radically privileged and displaced. For 

Nietzsche, the outer reality of the world is dissolved in language: 

the world is made up, constructed, of language, the raw material of 

experience and the empirical ~xistence of things showing themselves as 

secondary to the "ordinary" significatj_on language/writing seems to 

produce. 

This displacement is a loss, to be sure. The complacency 

and certitude with which the Judeo-Christian tradition views its 

relation to reality is destroyed by Nietzsche. Everything comes 

energetically into question; indeed, the Nietzsche revolution in 

language consists of the fact that even the most categorical assertion 

langauge can make (such as those made throughout Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra) reveals that its necessary corollary, inherent in its 

structure of forces, is a question, and one that brings into question 

the nature of assertion. 

But displacement is also a gain. For Nietzsche, the 

movement away from the convergence of language on the utility of 

meaning, and toward the openness of metaphoric tension, is the closest 

man, bound by his consciousness and the reductive need to communicate, 

can come to the exercise of free will. Nietzschean man goes on trying 

to understand the implications of his cancelling the static nature of 

language and the assertion (and questioning) of its dynamics. 

Nietzsche models and ironically structures this displacement 

on the adoption of a "trinity" of terms. Nietzsche's central terms, 

Overman, Eternal Recurrence, and Will to Power, are modeled on the 

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, just as surely as Nietzsche himself 
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modeled his own course through language and life on "the Crucified.,,2 

At the same time, his terms are a categorical denial of the ordinary 

place of these terms. 

It is in this new energizing of the word that the 

triangulation I want to explore commences. As Nietzsche points out, 

triangulations are everywhere in our tradition. Like Nietzsche, I 

want to look at the world as a play of tensions,3 resultant from the 

displacement that characterizes all meaning. This is not simply the 

triangulation found, for example, in Girard's Deceit, Desire, and the 

Novel, in which the obj ect of desire is displaced by another in !!. 

narrative setting in order that the desirer may have a surrogate 

object through which to deal with his desire. 4 Nor does it have to 

do with the kinds of Freudian surrogation that finds obj ects for 

2 One must remember his distinction between Jesus and Christ, between 
the radical dissenter and the eschatological judge. The forme~ is for 
Nietzsche a figure of disenfranchizement and alienation, though of 
wisdom; the latter is an iconic figure of dogmatic oppression. For a 
full treatment of this theme, see The Antichrist. Walter Kaufmann 
also treats this theme (in Nietzs~: Philosopher, Psychologist, 
Antichrist), though he does not follow out many of its implications. 
Jesus/Christ is the perfect figure, for Nietzsche, of the dilemma of 
inclusion and exclusion: he is a figure of pure metaphor. 

3 Gilles Deleuze develops this idea most clearly in Nietzsche ~ 1!!. 
philosophie. 

4 Of course, Girard's triangulation is heavily influenced by the 
Nietzschean "rift," as (11 rard himself acknowledges. He comments on 
the connection between Nietzsche and Dostoevsky, and on Nietzsche and 
Valery, as "the supreme temptation. • murmured in the ears of 
twentieth-century men" (274)--the temptation to see autonomy as a 
function of man's. desire to empower himself through the "worship of 
his own nothingness" (275). Girard regards this "transcendence" as 
the fundamental human "askesis," a praxis of displacement. Girard, 
however, goes on to posit man's desire for death in Nietzsche's 
program, which fits his (Girard's) program but certainly not 
Nietzsche's, in any simple way. 
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desires that displace the "real" (albeit concealed) object to assuage 

desire or to make it palatable. 5 The triangulation I find at work in 

the texts of Nietzsche, and in those of some writers who take it up, 

consciously or not, after him, and at whose work I will look in 

subsequent chapters, i~ one that does not place objects in a 

relationship, but which displaces the object entirely: Nietzschean 

triangulation is a play of forces, not of objects. 6 Nietzsche sees 

the thinker--and the poetic artist--as a juggler; for him, however, 

the juggler does not have three balls to deal with, but three 

movements, three forces. Nietzsche's triangulation is one in which 

the flow of displacement is privileged, in which displacement itself 

is displaced, where there is not the possibility of stasis on the page 

or on the mind's page, and where the "object" (which after Nietzsche 

includes also the "subj ect," as he declares first in "On Truth 

and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense") is always moving and transmuting, 

metamorphosing and metaphorizing, so that a "structuration" itself, 

made up of these shifters called "objects" (including words), 

radically slipping out of the sorts of relationships providing what 

Nietzsche calls "metaphysical comfort," becomes a subversion of the 

process that produces it. 

5 As in Freud's concept of sublimation, a process of "obj ect-Ii bido" 
that displaces sexual gratification, what Freud describes in "On 
Narcissism" as "deflection." See also "Three Contributions to the 
Theory of Sex," both in the Collected Papers. 

6 As in so many things, Nietzsche here takes his cue from Heraclitus, 
whose primal element, fire, is not primal because it is a generative 
object (like water, for example), but because it is a metaphor for the 
continuous force of change, his word for displacement. 
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* * * 

For Nietzsche, then, objects-in-language (concrete or 

abstract) are always receding. This is what post-structuralists mean 

when they claim "that substance is mise ~ ab1me, divorced from 

comfortable and static definition. The abyss into which meaning is 

thrown is literally that: bottomless, dimensionless, wholly open: 

Nietzsche's abysmal language is a return (part of the eternal return) 

to Hellenic plenitude, or "creative chaos.,,7 The Nietzschean "Will", 

and what Michel Haar calls "its need for a demonstration of the 

continuous growth of its power redefines Nietzsche's concept of chaos 

also--it is 'Proteus,' the 'primordial indetermination of the Will to 

Power" (11). Nietzschean chaos is, according to Haar, "not at all 

disorder, but rather the multiplicity of impulses, the entire horizon 

of forces, within which knowledge and art are to delineate their 

perspectives" (11). Any safe equivalency of word and thing, word and 

single concept, is cancelled. No longer do "things" "mean" as they 

have seemed to do: they turn back on themselves. As in Nietzsche, 

the terms in which this inquiry is couched partake of the rift--what 

7 In his notes, which became The Will to Power, Nietzsche sees his 
philosophy, the best of Germallphilosophy, as returning to "allen 
jeden grundsatzlichen Formen der Weltauslegung wieder, welche der 
griechische Geist • • • --wir werden von Tag zu Tag griechischer [all 
those fundamental forms of world interpretation devised by the Greek 
spirit • • .--we are growing more Greek by the day]" (Will to Power 
419) • In the text, this is a direct reference to NietZsche's 
relationship with Heraclt{us. 
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Derrida calls the "interval,,8_-between things and meaning, in the 

energizing and enervation of Nietzsche's displacement into and through 

language. The very terms in which my project is declared 

("articulation," "etrangete," and "power") are functions of this word-

play. Words, for Nietzsche, are always in a dialogue with themselves, 

reversing expectations and affirming them at the same time. 9 Words 

are parabolic, turning back on themselves, curving ("Beware the 

straight!" Nietzsche warn' us). Nietzsche's central terms, as well as 

the grounding terms of this paper, insist on and reward investigation. 

The purpose of my inquiry is twofold: 1) to explore an 

alternative set of terms, my own, here laid out as a shifting 

foundation of thought on the nature of writing and the force of 

literature, and 2) to show the way in which these terms of mine are 

rooted in Nietzsche's "holy trinity" of terms. It is vital to recall 

that Nietzsche's inquiry and my own do not rej ect traditional 

meanings, do not even reject the idea of the closure of meaning. The 

point is that a Nietzschean investigation never arrests itself at 

those traditional meanings, which are co-opted and used but no longer 

exercise final power over the thinker (i.e. the user). Nietzsche's 

co-option of the paradigmatic foundations of discourse includes the 

use of paradigmatic structures (like trinities) as well, shown so 

8 See Derrida's Positions (42), where Derrida refers to this interval 
as "this biface or biphase ••• of bifurcated writing", a writing to 
which he refers as· "dislodged and dislodging" and finally, to complete 
the Nietzschean association, as provoking the "overturning of the 
hierarchy" (42). 

9 His writing from "On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense" (which 
concerns this issue specifically) through ~ Antichrist demonstrates 
this preoccupation. 
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clearly and so repeatedly in ~ Spoke Zarathustra' s preoccupation 

with cabalistic or gnostic numbers, with prophetic tradition, with 

repetition as a function of structure, and with the (eschatological) 

issue of conclusion. 

But precisely because it is so easy to misunderstand 

Nietzsche's terms--and we are still struggling to free outselves of 

the interpretation Nietzsche's sister and the Third Reich annointed 

for them--I want to open a new avenue of use for them. In translating 

Nietzsche's terms into another "constellation," I have tried to 

maintain the subtle relationship in which these three terms move, as 

explanation and use of them occurs and develops in this chapter and 

the following ones. My terms are palimpsestic, writings over, 

metaphoric echoes of Nietzsche's, but by virtue of their Nietzschean 

origin, are also irreverent and ironic rethinkings. Nietzsche's "die 

ewige Wiederkehr," the Eternal Recurrence, is echoed as 

"articulation"; the Ubermensch,lO so maligned, mistranslated, and 

misunderstood, receives a kind of existential apotheosis as 

"lhrangete", itself an untranslatable crossing-over of an abyss of 

language and of meaning; and what I have called "power," in a what 

looks like a fairly straightforward way, is akin to Nietzsche's Wille 

~ Macht, the will to power. For me, as for Nietzsche, power is not 

10 A concept--indeed a word--not invented by Nietzsche but, as Walter 
Kaufmann points out, by Lucian, in the second century A.D. Lucian's 
hyperanthropos comes into German in the seventeenth century in the 
writing of Heinrich Muller, and then is used by Herder, by Jean Paul, 
and then appropriately by Goethe himself i~. a poem (Zueignung) and in 
Faust (I 490), where Faust is called the Ubermensch who can control 
spirits (Kaufmann 266). Nietzsche characteristically gives the term 
new meaning, particularly in that most Ubermenschische of texts, Thus 
Spoke Zarathustra. 
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a condition but a force, a becoming that never ~, but which can claim 

for itself, among the infinite things it can claim, being. It is my 

hope that the force and suggestiveness of Nietzsche's association of 

these inter-related terms as a revaluation of values will remain, in 

proper pa1impsestic fashion, and will exert continuous influence. 

There is no record that anyone actually asked Nietzsche just 

what the tibermensch meant, after all. Nietzsche saw himself as the 

Dionysian me1diDg of thinker and poet, no longer needful of 

explanation, only revealed in his concealment, as Alphonso Lingis 

asserts: 

Nietzsche conceived of thought itself as an artistry. The 
world is full of beautiful things, but nonetheless poor, very 
poor in beautiful moments and beautiful revelations of these 
things. What is needed is to locate oneself at the right spot 
from which the summits can be seen gleaming through the mists 
and veils. Not a dissipation of those mists and veils ••• 
not an ordering, dominating as from a point of origin, but the 
very sense of chance, fragment, enigma; the surprised, 
fragmented, stupified view held by the veils and surfaces 
(90). 

In this view held by veils and surfaces, for Nietzsche the surface of 

writing itself, is the plenitude of meaning. This is a beautiful 

idea, utterly liberating and energizing. But I cannot claim 

Nietzsche's license: in the following section my terms receive some 

explanatory grounding. 

Articulation 

As the opening gambit, "articulation" presents, engages, and 

declares the reve~sa1 in which terms are always engaged. When Willy 

Loman discourses on how much it has advantaged him to have learned to 

articulate, he means to speak clearly, to present an idea in a 

straightforward fashion, with clarity and force. When Aristotle 
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encourages the rhetorical use of language to articulate a goal and a 

strategy for reaching it, he makes good sense. These are indeed ways 

in which "articulation" is generally and correctly used. But Willy, 

Aristotle, and we must be forced to see and acknowledge the Platonic 

serenity behind this definition: the traditional view of articulation 

concerns itself with the primacy of the spoken word and with an 

idealized view of both communication and idea, of a IImind" seeking out 

and finding another "mind." I mean much more than this. 

"Articulation" is patently Nietzschean, a play of words itself. It is 

both joining and division, "straight talk" and deviation. 

"Articulation" means here not only "a spoken sound" but also "a 

joining" and "the way in which things are joined together," linking 

the spoken word to the written word and its system of joinings and 

differences. This, in turn, re-introduces the entire Derridean 

discussion of association and dissociation,ll as well as that of the 

questioning of the primacy of spoken dialogue. In this sense, 

articulation is the energy of association, the associative principle. 

To articulate, in ~ its senses, to divide and to conjoin, is to 

acknowledge the syntactic tensions that both produce and prevent 

communication. For example, placing this discussion in the ambivalent 

context being suggested here, Derrida quotes Saussure in Part I of 

Grammatology: 

'La question de l'appareil vocal est donc secondaire dans Ie 

11 See particularly the discussion of copula and of metaphor in 
Hargins Ei Philosophy ("The Supplement of Copula: Philosophy before 
Linguistic§." 175-207, and "White Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of 
Philosophy," 207-273). This discussion begins in the sections on 
"supplement" in Of Grammato10gy, 141-65. 



probl~me du langage. Une certaine definition de ce qu' on 
appelle langage articule pourrait confirmer cette idel!. En 
latin, articulus signifie "membre, partie, subdivision dans 
une suite de choses"; • • • En s"attachant a cette seconde 
definition, on pourrait dire que ~ n'est ~~ langage parl~ 
qui ~ naturel a l'homme, mais la facultl! de constituer une 
langue, c'est-a-dire un syst~me de signes distincts 
correspondant ~ des idees distinctes.' 

['The question of the vocal apparatus obviously takes a 
secondary place in the problem of language. One definition of 
articulated language might confirm that conclusion. In Latin, 
articulus means a member, part, or subdivision in a series 
• • • • Using the second definition, we can say that what is 
natural ~ mankind ~ ~ spoken language but the faculty of 
constructing a language; i.e. a system of distinct signs 
corresponding to distinct ideas'] (96) 
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It is out of this opening that Derrida initiates the discussion of the 

trace, out of what Gayatri Spivak, in her introduction to the 

translated volume, calls "Nietzsche's pervasive strategy of 

intersubstituting opposites" (xxviii). Articulation is thereby not a 

system of closings, of definitions, but of openings, always a 

dialectical returning. 

Additionally, "articulation" indicates "a joint between 

different parts," Le. a fold,12 and this is the tendency of language 

I want to investigate relative to certain texts of Nietzsche, and 

others, whose impetus seems clearly to come from the opening out of 

textuality, for philosophy and literature/poetry (these, working in 

tandem and fulfilling each other's aims, equal Nietzsche's ~ 

science) created and nurtured by Nietzsche. Nietzsche sees 

articulation as a folding, and then a tearing, that first creates and 

then divi;ges flesh and spirit; it is intensely physical and it is 

12 See Derrida's discussion of "The Hinge" ("La Brisure"), based on a 
letter from Roger Laporte, in Grammatology, 65-73. 
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ineluctably metaphysical at once. Michel Uaar says that Nietzschean 

language is "a machine fabricating false identities" (6), "explosions" 

of "metaphorical transpositions (so primeval that they are always 

forgotten)." Hollingdale points out that the "key" to Greece and the 

answer to the question "what is rea11" lies in the concept of agon, 

the fundamental motivating force (see Nietzsche's "Homer's Contest"); 

Nietzsche saw himself as the recreator of this force (Hollingdale 90-

93). This strife of opposites, coming from Heraclitus's view that the 

world is constant warfare: 

Aus dem Krieg des Entgegengesetzten entsteht alles Werden: 
die bestimmten, als andauernd uns erscheinenden Qualitaten 
drficken nur das momentane Ubergewicht des einen Kampfers aus 
• • • Alles gescheiht gem~ss diesem Streite. 

[The strife of the opposites gives birth to all that comes to 
be; the definite qualities which look permanent to us express 
but the momentary ascendency of one partner • • • Everything 
that happens, happens in accordance with this strife.] 
(Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks 5) 

This strife places language in a new relation to the world. The 

escape from (or abrogation of) metaphysics, like the entirety of 

Nietzsche's project, occurs in an impossible realm of reversals and 

contradictions. That which is employed to cancel metaphysics is 

itself metaphysical. Nietzsche's comment that we continue to believe 

in God because we have not lost our faith in grammar (in Twilight of 

the Idols) attests to this reversal. Articulation can declare its own 

nature, and it can declare that its own nature cannot be declared. 

Nietzsche's strategy of articulation employs the inductive 

method» presenting evidence, concretion, specificity before 

generalization. This is the echo of the poet in him, the writer for 

whom the image engenders the idea, and it is the eiron mocking the 
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philosopher in him, the empirical ("scientific") philosopher who sees 

evidence and generalizes from that to the abgrund. The message of 

Zarathustra, for example, is articulated in such parabolic terms that 

it is invisible until one sees Zarathustra come out of his cave at the 

end, ready to bless the day, his disciples at the ready, aware and 

unaware that he himself has only begun to learn as a result of his 

coming down into the world of men. His message has not been 

articulated: only the reader has the potential to discover the 

reality of the book's lesson, which is that the Ubermensch cannot come 

down to man, cannot be the physical manifestation of his articulated 

ideals, that he exists only in the writing that forms him. This is 

particularly salient since like a Platonic dialogue Zarathustra is to 

be read but is to be heard at the same time; it relies on its folding 

of speech around the axis of writing, its poetic condensation 

disassembling and dissembling out into a spoken discourse that behaves 

like an Old Testament prophet-tale but that is rhetorically encoded as 

a written narrative, compact, harmonious, and opaque. 

Nietzsche demonstrates in the wealth of his strategies for 

writing the breadth of possibilities for rhetorical structure. Though 

he does, on several occasions, employ Aristotelian deduction (as in On 

the Genealogy of Morals), Nietzsche is most often inductive. 13 One of 

13 One must remember that On the Genealogy of Morals was written to 
"explain" Beyond Good and Evil, which was written to "explain" ~ 
Spoke Zarathustra •. The three essays of the Genealogy conclude, at the 
end of the book, with one of Nietzsche's strongest statements about 
the will's power of the play of denial and assent: 

Man kann sich schlechterdings nicht verbergen, ~ eigentlich 
jenes ganze Wollen ausdrUckt, das vom asketischen Ideale her 
seine Richtung bekommen hat: dieser Hass gegen das 
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Nietzsche's points in doing this is that articulation is not affected 

by this format: the reversals inherent in language operate despite 

the format by which it is ordered. 

It seems impossible to read Nietzsche without wanting to 

imitate his play with the forms of discourse, his mixing of forms, and 

his reinvention of them. Nietzsche shows us that it is not only 

permissible to think and write aphoristically, but that we capture 

most when we do so. Every writer, Nietzsche argues, whether he knows 

it or not, walks the tightrope over the abyss of meaning between 

obfuscation and the obvious, allowing a certain innovation to present 

itself while fighting back the urge to let it have full rein. 

In the fold of articulation the connection to Nietzsche's 

Menschliche, mehr noch gegen das Thierische, mehr noch gegen 
das Stoffliche, dieser Abscheu vor den Sinnen, vor der 
Vernunft selbst, diese Furcht vor dem GlUck und der Schonheit, 
dieses Verlangen hinweg aud allem Schein, Wechsel, Werden, 
Tad, Wunsch, Verlangen selbst--das Alles bedeutet, wagen wir 
es, dies zu begreifen, einen Willen ~ Nichts, einen 
Widerwillen gegen das Leben, eine Aufl ehnung gegen die 
grundsatzlichsten Voraussetzungen des Lebens, aber es ist und 
bleibt ein Wille • • • Und, um es noch zum Schluss zu sagen, 
was ich Anfangs sagte: lieber will noch der Mensch das Nichts 
wollen, als nicht wollen ••• 

[We can no longer conceal from ourselves what is expressed by 
all that willing which has taken its direction from the 
ascetic ideal: this hatred of the human, and even more of the 
animal, and more still of the material, this horror of the 
senses, of reason itself, this fear of happiness and beauty, 
this longing to get away from all appearance, change, 
becoming, death, wishing, from longing itself--all this 
means--let us dare to grasp it--a will to nothingness, an 
aversion to l.ife, a rebellion against the most fundamental 
presuppositions of life; but it is and remains a will! ••• 
And, to repeat in conclusion what I said at the beginning: 
man would rather will nothingness than ~ will ••• J 
(On ~ Genealogy of Morals 111.28) 
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eternal recurrence can be seen. In its most famous usage, in Thus 

Spoke Zarathustra, Nietzsche declares that 

Die Lehre von der "ewigen Wiederkunft," das heisst vom 
unbedingten und unendlich wiederho1ten Kreis1auf a1ler Dinge-
diese Lehre Zarathustra's konnte zu1etzt auch schon von 
Heraklit ge1ehrt worden seine 

[The doctrine of the "eternal recurrence," that is of the 
unconditional and infinitely repeated circulation of all 
things--this doctrine of Zarathustra might in the end have 
been taught already even by Heraclitus.] (~~, liThe 
Birth of Tragedy" 3) 

I will develop these Heraclitan connections at greater length in the 

following chapter; my intention here is to show the wealth of inter-

textua1ity Nietzsche deposits in this central concept. What is taught 

by Heraclitus, in his concept of constant flux, is not nihilism and 

not devaluation but constant and unremitting revaluation, a condition 

of eternal judgement on which Zarathustra capitalizes in his 

assessment of this concept. Nietzsche introduces the eternal return 

in Part Three of Zarathustra, in one of the pivotal sections of that 

pivotal text, "On the Vision and the Ridd1e.,,14 The effort, the force, 

of eternal return is to evaluate each moment in order to find, or at 

least to search for, a moment worthy of eternal recurrence. But here 

Nietzschean triangulation is at work again: any understanding of the 

idea of the eternal recurrence iG to be had through an understanding 

of the Ubermensch--and the forces that tie them together (articulate 

them) • Only in the understanding of the Ubermensch does eternal 

recurrence signify; without the Overman it is merely ressentiment. 

14 See the following chapter, on Thus Spoke Zarathustra; see also the 
first and last chapters of Hillis Miller's The Linguistic Moment. 
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Thus valuation is always cross-valuation and devaluation; Nietzsche 

sets up conditions for evaluation and for revaluation, terms which 

themselves must constantly undergo (as in Zarathustra' s untergehen, 

his descent into the world of men) the scrutiny that will make them 

significant though by no means constant. The linking of eternal 

return with articulation, i.e. of perpetual revaluation with the 

folding of discourse, is at the foundation of Nietzsche's project and 

of mine. 

Etrangete 

Another transparently related Nietzschean device is the 

cross-referencing of definitions. Similarly to the way in which he 

uses ressentiment, I want to use force and ~trangete.15 It is wrong 

(and tendentious) to say that these words are untranslatable, but it 

is equally wrong to say that much is not changed when they are 

translated: to translate force as "force" is to lose its overtones of 

physical interference (akin to "rape") and dynamism, so vital to an 

understanding of Nietzsche's project. On the other hand, I want to 

maintain the force of articulation. 

This is patently the case with "~tranget~." Nietzsche's own 

sense of outsideness and insideness is brought to bear in this 

15 Two texts stand behind this term as used; Nietzsche himself does 
not use the French. Sarah Kofman uses it in her Nietzsche et III 
metaphors. In his "L'etrangete du texte, Claude Levesque developS-the 
theme extensively in the chapters "L' etrangete du texte, " "Entre 
ecriture et lecture," and "L'inscription du dialogue." I want to 
maintain, by my use of the French, the sense in which Camus uses 
etranget~ in L'etranger, with its sense of floating and veiled 
significance. 
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"foreignness," "outsideness," and "strangeness." These, however, not 

only lose the very translated quality of the original, without drawing 

more than ghostly attention to the other translations. Like 

Nietzsche's ressentiment, which he maintained in the French, etranget~ 

manifests that cosmopolitonism that made Nietzsche a stranger to 

German Idealism, philology, and philosophy, first professionally, then 

philosophically, then polemically. "Etrangete" is, in my usage of it, 

a very specific term with a very specific locus of meaning not to be 

found in a single translation. It is the position in which the writer 

puts himself when he writes, the position of the text relative to the 

writer (who is then a reader like all others), and it is the position 

of the text relative to the ~criture of which the text consists and 

out of which the text is fabricated. None of these things is 

identical with any other; none can be seen as of the same level, of 

the same order, to the same purpose. But this phenomenon, one of 

distancing and of inclusion, of desire for inclusion and of the 

inherent "distance"--the metaphoricity--of writing, becomes with 

Nietzsche the situation and the acknowledgement of the writer when he 

writes and when he has written. 16 Etrangete is at once an ensconcing 

and an aftermath, like space and time themselves. "Etrangete" can 

only be understood, Nietzsche would say, by the Ubermensch himself. 

The fact that the Ubermensch is impossible even while always 

16 Aufheben, a common word in German, introduces the active double 
gesture: it literally means to "pick up," Le. to "overcome," but 
secondary meanings include both "to cancel" and "to preserve," thus 
introducing the motif of reversal and of contending forces, as in 
metaphor, into the discussion. Kaufmann reviews this in an 
interesting and useful Note to 11.10 of ~ the Genealogy of Morals. 
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emergent is a function of his and my etrangete. As Nietzsche 

develops the concept of the Overman, particularly in Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra, through Zarathustra's (eternally) repeated going under, 

his descent into the world of man, he shows us that the achievement of 

the Overman is a question of what he calls the Uberwindungsmotif, the 

activity of overcoming, and its necessary coro11ar~, Se1bstuberwindung 

or Se1bstaufhebung, the self-overcoming that is the requisite for any 

part of that discovery.17 It is up to us to interpret what this se1f-

overcoming consists of. My contention is that Nietzsche I s sense of 

this phenomenon is that of Derrida I s re1eve, and that of the 

ambiguities of the German "aufheben," an abstracting which is also a 

deepening. That is to say, when Nietzsche urges us to overcome 

oursel ves, he means tha t we come to see ourselves as a function of 

language, and more specifically, of metaphoric tension. His view, 

developed from his earliest essays and carried through to the end, is 

that man has no relevance if he does not incorporate his life into the 

language of which it is constructed. 1S This construction in language, 

17 This is Alexander Nehamas' point in Nietzsche: Life as 
Literature, though Nehamas wants to take the slightly differ~ack 
of seeing Nietzsche narratizing his life, making it into an enabling 
fiction, and thereby achieving something like the distance I suggest 
here, though in the end his assertion, after much stunning 
preparation, seems anticlimactic. 

IS This is what Sarah Kofman means when she states, in her fine 
Nietzsche ~~ metaphore, that 

Ie retour au· texte va de pair avec l'exigence d'une nouvelle 
ecriture philosophique. En philologie rigoureux, afin de 
dissiper les seductions m~taphysiques et 1es contresens des 
interpretations fal1acieuses, Nietzsche, strategiquement, se 
fait poete: i1 multiplie 1esmetaphores, repete 1es 
metaphores traditionelles en 1es acco1ante a des metaphores 
moins usuelles ou encore les pousse jusqu'a leurs dernieres 
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adumbrated in "On Truth and Lies" and continuing forward through the 

famous section of Twilight of ~ Idols in which Nietzsche declares 

that God itself is a function of "faith in grammar," is a se1f-

construction which also se1f-deconstructs. It is a suspension of 

self. This central motif will be developed in each of the following 

chapters. It grows out of Herac1itan ambiguity and the radical 

displacement of the thing, which is undermined and made chimerical by 

these Nietzschean semiotics of distance. 

Our (and Nietzsche's own) relation to the OVerman is itself 

etrangete. It is at once an attempt to escape bana1ity,19 and at the 

same time an acknowledgement of our collapse into the habits of 

speech, writing, and life that preclude originality, which is always 

other. 

But the Overman can exist. He can be reified in the 

articulation with which he is created in writing, by the poet-

consequences pour voir jusqu'ou e1les peuvent m~ner. 

[the return to the text is on a par with the exigency of a new 
philosophic writing. In rigorous philology, after the 
dissipation of metaphysical seductions and the errors of false 
interpretations, Nietzsche, strategically, makes himself a 
poet: he multiplies metaphors, repeats traditional metaphors 
and links them with unusual ones or else extends them to their 
final consequences to see where they will lead.] (l,~9) 

To see "where they (metaphors) will lead," itself a fascinating idea 
for the inception of a "poetic mode" of thought, is to see--and to 
reproduce--the etrangete of writing. 

19 See Leopold Flam's IISo1itude et 'etrangement' de Nietzsche dans 1a 
pensee de Heidegger," in Nietzsche aujourd'hui, Volume 1 (395-427), 
for a discussion of the way in which a Heideggerian interpretation of 
etrangete brings its possibility into the world. One could see 
Heidegger's project vis-a-vis Nietzsche as one of the emergence into 
the world of the Overman and his power of language. 
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philosopher, even though he cannot be fabricated in the flesh nor in 

the world. That he cannot be the Overman causes Nietzsche to posit a 

new interpretation of falling short. The descent into life and death 

is at the same time, according to Nietzschean eschatology, the Fall. 

Just as Zarathustra goes down from his mountaintop, and just 

as the tightrope-walker falls from his rope into life and 

death, man imitates the fall of the Ubermensch into writing. The 

nature of etranget~ is such that it persists in and underlies the 

distance of writing, its inherent metaphoricity, and the crossing of 

articulation/folding and writing, as grammatology. The Overman is not 

writing itself, but an image of its substance and its master, one of 

its myriad potentialities. The problem of the Overman, like that of 

etrangete, is the carrefour at which Nietzsche works, and which he 

worries over until it yields its most engaging forces. This 

crossroads is a set of tendentious vectors on which man travels, and 

of which he is more or less aware. Etrangete is desire without object 

and without the possibility of fulfillment, desire ~~, and the 

tension of association and difference. 

Indeed, Derrida' s positing of differance, as in his 

interview with Henri Ronse in Positions, provides the opening for 

~trangete. Ronse points to Derrida's essay, "Force and Signification" 

(in Writing and Difference), and points out that it is differance that 

led Derrida "back to Nietzsche (who linked the concept of force to the 

irreducibility of' differences)" (9).20 It is the purpose of this 

20 Ronse goes on to suggest that this path led Derrida back through 
Nietzsche to Freud and then to Heidegger; Derrida politely suggests 
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dissertation to show that we are all "led back to Nietzsche" when we 

perceive the grounding nature of etrangete. Ofelia Shutte comes close 

to this idea (but only close) in her discussion of "Nietzsche's 

Critique of Metaphysics, ,,21 in which she sees Nietzsche as offering 

an antidote to the "ego-world disjunction" in the form of the positive 

and continuous experience of becoming in the world, which Nietzsche 

calls "will to power" (46-47). Shutte interprets Nietzsche as saying 

that "in the world of becoming there is no such thing as a detached 

self," that the "self is rooted in a world which, like the self, 

consists of a play of forces" (47). The advantage of this Deleuzian 

position is that it can allow us to see Nietzsche's will to power as a 

play of life-forces, a metaphor for vitality; the disadvantage of 

Shutte's position is that it does not take into account Nietzsche's 

own comments on the subject, on the nature of subjectivity (which 

begin so forcefully in "On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense" and 

form a leitmotif throughout his writing) and on the nature of subject 

as a function of writing (articulated first in the same early essay). 

In "On Truth and Lies" Nietzsche claims that 

zwischen zwei absolut verschiedenen Spharen wie zwischen 
Subjekt und Objekt giebt es keine Causalitat, keine 
Richtigkeit, keinen Ausdruck, sondern hochstens ein 
aesthetisches Verhalten, ich meiue eine andeutende 
Uebertragung, eine nachstammelnde Uebersetzung in eine ganz 

that he was indeed "moving along lines that would be more Nietzschean 
than Heideggerean" (10), and indeed Derrida is concerned in his 
critique of Heidegger to adumbrate his Nietzschean position, which is 
corroborated by Richard Rorty in Consequences of Pragmatism 
(particularly in his Introduction and in Chapter Six, ffilphilosophy as 
a Kind of Writing: An Essay on Derrida" [90-110]). 

21 In Beyond Nihilism: Nietzsche Without Masks, 38-57. 



fremde Sprache. 

[between two absolutely different spheres, as between subject 
and object, there is no causality, no correctness, and no 
expression; there is, at most, an aesthetic relation, I mean, 
a suggestive transference, a stammering translation into a 
completely foreign tongue.] (1) 
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Subject is itself a function of the language in which it is declared. 

As though anticipating Heidegger's misinterpretation of him, Nietzsche 

then declares in On the Genealogy of Morals that 

es giebt kein 'Sein' hinter dem Thun, Wirken, Werden; 'der 
Thater' ist zum Thun bloss hinzugedichtet. 

[there is no 'being' behind doing, effecting, becoming; the 
'doer' is merely a fiction added to the deed] (I. 13) 

Deeds are always at a distance; efforts to "re-attach" the self to the 

world cannot hold, in the end, because of the Zarathustran path toward 

life's dilemma of ironic self-discovery. For Zarathustra this is the 

process of advancing toward the loneliest man--toward becoming the 

loneliest man. 

It is impossible to understand the Overman without 

understanding him as being a function of etrangete. This is not to 

say, as Shutte suggests, that man, nor indeed the highest goal of man, 

represented by the Overman, is alien. Alienation is quite different. 

It is indeed a paradigmatic contemporary term precisely because of its 

relationality: alienation always occurs relative to something, to a 

fixed point of reference. Alienation can orient itself relative to 

religious~ social, or philosophical systems, or it can manifest itself 

as a function of 'individuals. Alienation is always pejorative, a 

condi tion of undesirability: alienation, as Sartre would say, is 

condemnation. And indeed this introduces the central aspect of 

~tranget~: it is a judgement. But ~trangete is not condemnation: it 
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is a position of power because of its distance, and it contains the 

relationality of alienation. 22 The unheimlich, like the etrange, must 

always be simultaneously self-sufficient, contained, and other. 

Claude Levesque's discussion of this phenomenon of ~trangete declares: 

Cette pensee du dehors serait essentiellement une pensee de la 
limite et de la. transgression de la limite, une pens'e a la 
limite de la pensee. Plus affirmative que negative, elle 
irait jusqu'a l'exces de l'affirmation, excedant toute 
negation et toute affirmation. • •• Pensee de l' etrangete 
non negative. 

[This outside-thought would be essentially a thought about the 
limit and transgression of the limit, a thought at the limit 
of thought. More affirmative than negative, it would go 
overwhelmingly towar~3affirmation. • •• Thought of etranget~ 
not negative.] (86) 

Levesque links this Nietzschean discussion to the issue at hand 

directly through "son article intitule Das Unheimliche (L'inquietante 

etrangete)" (91), which he incorporates into his claim that 

dans l'inqui~tante etrangete s'affirme la differance 
"originaire" a l' interieur de laquelle se deroulent nos 
gestes, tous nos actes et la possibilite meme de notre 
langage. 

[in the disquieting etrangete the "originary" differance is 
affirmed in whose interior unfolds our gestures, all of our 
acts and even the possibility of our language.] (91) 

Indeed the discussion reveals itself as being of "la dangereuse 

22 It even contains the etrangete of the unheimlich, which abides but 
is what Nietzsche would r.all "abysmal": etrangete as unheimlich 
reintroduces the element of the "unnatural," the unconnected and 
detached, but not necessarily the other: the unheimlich is always a 
powerful occul t (and occul ting) force precisely because it is 
concealed, not because it is "outside." 

23 Levesque discusses this issue extensively in a chapter entitled 
"L'etrangete du texte" in his book L'etrangete dU,.texte: essais sur 
Nietzsche, Freud? Blanchot? ~ Derrida (Montreal: VLB €di te'Ur,"" 
1976). 
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ambivalence lexicale de l'Unheimlich" (92), the "original repetition." 

Levesque points out that for Nietzsche, as for Blanchot, the "same" is 

not the identical, the eternal return is not a return to the same. To 

be consigned to language is to "repete ce qui n'a pas lieu, n'aura pas 

lieu, n'a pas eu lieu" [repeat what does not take place, will not take 

place, and has not taken place] (108-109).24 Etrangete is outside b~t 

not only that; it is the condition of the neutral and strange, as well 

as the "other," of the displacement marked out by the radically posi-

tive force of language, linked to "death" but only to affirm "life." 

Power 

And yet ~trangete is also indeed beyond desire, the force 

behind the force25 of etrangete. Power, then, is that which accrues 

from an understanding of the force of articulation and of etrangete. 

Power, in this Nietzschean sense, is the impetus toward proper 

understanding and implementation of etranget~ in articulation; it has 

nothing whatever to do with domination, except at the most initial and 

base level, but everything to do with relation and with 

hierarchization. Power is the relation of writer to text, of text to 

writing, of writing to exegesis. At each level, something is withheld 

24 It is this placelessness that prompts Levesque to link Freud's 
unheimlich, as the fear of castration, to Blanchot's Neutre, to 
Nietzsche's "lexical ambivalence" in the eternal return, and to 
Derrida's differance. This is what Levesque calls, in the last words 
of the chapter, "Ie texte: Ie mouvement d'ecrire dans sa neutralite 
[the text: the movement of writing in its neutrality]" (111). 

25 This very language demonstrates the 
such writers as Mallarme and Joyce, and 
force "beyond" desire is, of course, 
formulation of and by the Ubermensch. 

link between Nietzsche and 
with Derrida. To claim a 
also a metaphor, i.e. a 
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and cannot cross over; in this withholding occurs the inception of 

power. It works as an accumulation of understanding and as a boundary 

of identity: it permits the crossing over, however incomplete, that 

forms the relations between writing and interpreting, between word and 

metaphor. It is, as Alphonso Lingis points out, 

the force behind all forms. • It is not an essence; it is 
neither structure, telos, nor meaning, but continual sublation 
of all telos, transgression of all ends, production of all 
concordant and contradictory meanings, interpretations, 
valuations. It is the chaos, the primal fund of the unformed 
--not matter, but force beneath the cosmos, which precedes the 
forms and makes them possible as well as transitory. (38) 

Echoing both De1euze' s force and Derrida' s diffE!rance here, Lingis 

points to the dialectical impetus of the will to power. Indeed, 

Lingis goes on to emphasize this grounding nature of the will to 

power, which is simultaneously "plural" (40). That is, will to power 

is differential and distinctive, not a comprehension or co-option of 

etrangete but its affirmation, its implementation. 

When Nietzsche describes this ultimate force, he does so in 

its own terms, introducing (the differentiation of) metaphor into the 

heart of the matter, at the point of signification. He does so in a 

section of Book Four of The Gay Sci~~ which conflates metaphor, 

self-awareness, self-overcoming, and etrangete: 

Excelsior 1--' Du wirst niema1s mehr beten, niema1s mehr 
anbeten, niema1s mehr im end10sen Vertrauen ausruhen--du 
versagst es dir, vor einer 1etzten Weisheit, 1etzten Gute, 
1etzten Macht stehen zu b1eiben und deine Gedanken 
abzuschirren--du hast keinen fortwahrenden Wachter und Freund 
fur deine sieben Einsamkeiten--du 1ebst ohne den Ausb1ick auf 
ein Gebirge, das Schnee auf dem Haupte und G1uthen in seinem 
Herzen tragt--es giebt fur dich keinen Verge1ter, keinen 
Verbesserer 1etzter Hand mehr--es giebt keine Vernunft in dem 
mehr, was geschieht, keine Liebe in dem, was dir geschehen 
wird--deinem Herzen steht keine Ruhestatt mehr offen, wo es 
nur zu finden und nicht mehr zu suchen hat, du wehrst dich 
gegen irgend einen 1etzten Frieden, du wi11st die ewige 



Wiederkunft von Krieg und Frieden --Mensch der 
Entsagung, in Alledem willst du entsagen? Wer wird dir die 
Kraft dazu geben? Noch hatte Niemand diese Kraft!"--Es giebt 
einen See, der es sich eines Tages versagte, abzufliessen, und 
einen Damm dort aufwarf, wo er bisher abfloss: seitdem steigt 
dieser See immer heher. Vielleicht wird gerade jene Entsagung 
uns auch die Kraft verleihen, mit der die Entsagung seIber 
ertragen werden kann; vielleicht wird der Mensch von da an 
immer hoher steigen, wo er nicht mehr in einen Gott 
ausfliesst. 

[Excelsior!--You will never pray again, never adore again, 
never again rest in endless trust: you do not permit yourself 
to stop before any ultimate wisdom, ultimate good, ultimate 
power, while unharnessing your thoughts: you have no 
perpetual guardian and friend for your seven solitudes--you 
live without a view of mountains with snow on their peaks and 
fire in their hearts--there is no avenger for you any more nor 
any final improver; there is no longer any reason in what 
happens, no love in what will happen to you; no resting place 
is open any longer in your heart, where it only needs to find 
and no longer to seek; you resist any ultimate peace; you will 
the eternal recurrence of war and peace; man of renunciation, 
all this you wish to renounce? Who will give you the strength 
for that? Nobody yet has had this strength!" There is a lake 
that one day ceased to permit it~1!f to flow off; it formed a 
dam where it had hitherto flowed off; and ever since this 
lake is rising higher and higher. Perhaps this very 
renunciation will also lend us the strength needed to bear 
this renunciation; perhaps man will rise ever higher as soon 
as he ceases to flow out into a god.] (285) 
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Like the lake rising out of its sedentary nature, man must rise out of 

his imprisonment in religion and metaphysics. No longer can he count 

on the "metaphysical comfort" in which he has languished (and in which 

he has found only the comfort of ressentiment). Phoenix-like, when 

man denies this power over him and asserts his own power, he is reborn 

into another dimension. Not only does this emblematic section rely on 

the will to power as metaphor to achieve its realization, and not only 

26 In Kaufmann's translation, this word is "flown," indicating the 
double meaning Nietzsche intends: the lake flows off, but it also 
flies off, rising higher and higher, defying gravity. 
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does it declare the solitude and separation in which this condition 

can be born and understood--it is also the first instance of 

Nietzsche's use of eternal recurrence. Movement toward the 

solitariness of the Overman is also toward an understanding of the 

evaluation with which he lives, and simultaneously of the power of 

~tranget~. Here in a Herac1itan mode Nietzsche refers to the 

perpetuity of difference, and of the Entsagung, the renunciation which 

facilitates such a fundamental struggle. In this renunciation, this 

withholding, is the concentration and accumulation that form writing's 

power. It is in metaphor that "Macht in jedem Augenb1icke ihre 1etzte 

Consequenz zieht [power draws its ultimate consequences at every 

moment]" (Beyond ~ and .§!!!.' "On the Prejudices of Philosophers," 

22). Inherent in renunciation, metaphoric distance, and their 

"ultimate consequences" are the revaluation and the critique of which 

Nietzsche's writing consists. 

This power of detachment27 provides the ground for all of 

Nietzsche's operations of language, and for that of all poets. In the 

essays that follow, I will investigate the interaction of this concept 

of power, as it functions in a dialogue (an articulation) with 

etrangete in the writing of several contemporary literary figures. My 

27 For a fascinating discussion of this detachment, which is also for 
Nietzsche a d6passement, i.e. for another perspective on the issue of 
etrangete, see Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe's essay "La Dissimulation: 
Nietzsche, 1a question de l' art et 1a 'litterature'" in Nietzsche 
aujourd'hui: 2. Passion (Paris: Union genera1e d'editions, 1973). 
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goal is to show that this Nietzschean triangulation, a kind of atomic 

cluster of forces, is at the base of their operations as well. 

* * * 
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CHAPTER TWO 

OPENING THE DIALECTICS OF WRITING: HERACLITUS/NIETZSCHE 

A Note on Translation and the Text ---- ----
In the following section, references to Heraclitus are to 

the translation of G. S. Kirk (Cambridge, 1962). On occasion, a more 

recent translation by Charles Kahn (Cambridge, 1979) has been 

employed. Both derive their translations from the Diels Greek text 

(~ Fragmente der Vorsokratiker), though both acknowledge some 

deviations from Diels. I have employed the English translations as 

they stand in the translation cited, and have cited each fragment and 

each instance of a fragment cited. For example, the first fragment 

cited is Diels' Fragment 41, translated by Kirk; the citation is (D41, 

Kirk) • 

References to the texts of Nietzsche are to the Colli-

Montinari edition (de Gruyter, 1968). I have consul ted both the 

Kaufmann and Hollingdale translations, and have adapted them slightly 

where I considered it appropriate. In the case of both Heraclitus and 

Nietzsche, I have analyzed the translated text. 

* * * 



OPENING THE DIALECTICS OF WRITING: HERACLITUS/NIETZSCHE 

Ich nehme, mit hoher Ehrerbietung, den Namen Heraklit' s bei 
Seite. Wenn das andre Philosophen-Volk das Zeugniss der Sinne 
verwarf, weil dieselben Vielheit und Veranderung zeigten, 
verwarf er deren Zeugniss, weil sie die Dinge zeigten, als ob 
sie Dauer und Einheit hatten. Auch Heraklit that den Sinnen 
Unrecht. Dieselben lugen weder in der Art, wie die Eleaten es 
glauben, noch wie er es glaubte,--sie lugen Uberhaupt nicht. 
Was wir aus ihrem Zeugniss machen, das legt erst die Luge 
hinein, zum Beispiel die Luge der Einheit, die Luge der 
Dinglichkeit, der Substanz, der Dauer ••• Die 'Vernunft' ist 
die Ursache, dass 'Jir das Zeugniss der Sinn falschen. Sofern 
die Sinne das Werden, das Vergehn, den Wechsel zeigen, lugen 
sie nicht ••• Aber damit wird Heraklit ewig Recht behalten, 
dass das Sein eine leere Fiktion ist. Die 'scheinbare' Welt 
ist die einzige: die 'wahre Welt' ist nur hinzugelogen • 

[I set apart with high reverence the name of Heraclitus. When 
the rest of the philosopher-crowd rejected the evidence of the 
senses because these showed plurality and change, he rejected 
their evidence because they showed things as if they possessed 
duration and unity. Heraclitus too was unjust to the senses, 
which lie neither in the way the Eleatics believe nor as he 
believed--they do not lie at all. It is what we make of 
their evidence that first introduces a lie into~ for 
example the 1 ie of unity, the lie of ma teriali ty, of 
substance, of duration • 'Reason' is the cause of our 
falsification of the evidence of the senses. In so far as the 
senses show becoming, passing away, change, they do not lie 
••• But Heraclitus will always be right in this, that being 
is an empty fiction. The 'apparent' world is the only one: 
the 'real' world has only been lyingly added ••• J (Twilight 
£E. the Idols, "Reason in Philosophy," 2) 
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One of Nietzsche's last references to the philosopher with whom he 

felt the closest kinship, and with whom he compared himself throughout 

his life, I shows the reverent "son" contending with the original 

1 From Nietzsche's earliest essays he refers to Heraclitus as his 
philosophical ancestor. The most gripping sections of Philosophy in 
the Tragic Age of the Greeks, quoted previously, are expositions of 
Heraclitus. Nietzsche refers to the "dark sage of Ephesus" repeatedly 
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father, and this is just how Nietzsche saw his relationship with 

Heraclitus, who always provided the impetus for Nietzsche's worldview: 

the driving of forces and the energy of inquiry propel Nietzsche into 

that "total instability of all reality" in which writing operates. It 

is in this plenteous chaos that the artist works, and in which 

philosophy is itself a work of art. Nietzsche's project is to re-

instill Heraclitan creativity in a world of which Nietzsche declares: 

Man gestehe es sich doch ein, bis zu welchem Grade unsrer 
mod ern e n WeI t die g a n z eAr t d e r Her a k lit e , P I a to' s , 
Empedokles,' und wie alle diese koniglichen und prachtvollen 
Einsiedler des Geistes geheissen haben, abgeht. 

[Let us confess how utterly our modern world lacks the whole 
type of a Heraclitus, Plato, Empedocles, and whatever other 
names these royal and magnificent hermits of the spirit had.] 
(Beyond ~ and Evil, "We Scholars," 204) 

The Nietzschean project, then, is no less than to change the world or 

to leave it. From the condemnation of Beyond ~ and ~, Nietzsche 

moves to the "Yes"-saying of the Genealogy ~ Morals: 

Der Mensch zahl t seitdem mit unter den unerwartetsten und 
aufregendsten GIUckswiirfe;:- die das 'grosse Kind' des 
Heraklit, heisse es Zeus oder Zufall, spielt,--er erweckt fur 
sich ein Interesse, eine Spannung, eine Hoffnung, beinahe eine 
Gewisshei t, als ob mit ihm sich Etwas ankundige, Etwas 
vorbereite, als ob der Mensch kein Ziel, sondern nur ein Weg, 
ein Zwischenfall, eine Brucke, ein grosses Versprechen 
sie • • • 

in The Birth ~ Tragedy in terms of Heraclitus' privileging of the 
chaotiC, the disruptive nature of that "darkness" of Heraclitus' 
"primordial delight" (Section 24). In his doctrine of what 
Hollingdale calls "the eternal and exclusive becoming, the total 
instability of all reality, which continually wills and becomes and 
never is" (93), Ni,etzsche found the "ancestor" to go with Empedocles, 
Spinoza, and Goethe, as he points out to himself in a note (Musarion 
1920-29, V-XIV, 109). Heraclitus' was, for Nietzsche, "the most 
profound insight into the Greek soul" (Hollingdale 93). 



[From now on, man is included among the most unexpected and 
exciting lucky throws in the dice game of Heraclitus' 'great 
child,' be he called Zeus or chance; he gives rise to an 
interest, a tension, a hope, almost a certainty, as if with 
him something were announcing and preparing itself, as if man 
were not a goal but only a way, an episode, a bridge, a great 
promise.] (11.16) 
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The "promise" of man lies in that string of appositives with which 

Nietzsche paints him. That initial "from now on," Nietzsche's 

manifesto for the Overman toward which he aspires, is inspired by 

Heraclitus' "dice game," and leads to the struggle between each of the 

terms by which "man" is "included." The great Heraclitan struggle, 

the agon of which the world is made, with its clashing of forces, is 

carried over by Nietzsche into the realm of language itself. Karl 

Jaspers summarizes Heraclitus' influence on Nietzsche thus: 

From beginning to end Heraclitus, as the philosopher of 
becoming, is the philosopher to Nietzsche. Never does he 
write anything derogatory of him. Even in his first account 
of the philosophy of Heraclitus [in Philosophy in the Tragic 
Age of the Greeks], he presents, in effect, his own conception 
of becoming and, therewith, of the strife of opposites that 
underlies the constant movement as well as his thoughts about 
necessity, justice, and the innocence of becoming. (350) 

It is in this strife of opposites that the dialectics of writing opens 

to Nietzsche; Heraclitus is responsible for the etrangete which 

informs Nietzsche's thought and art. This "artist thought,,2 so 

admired by Nietzsche is to be reached by reason and creative 

imagination--in writing. 

Heraclitus is the perfect figure for this opposition. He is 

2 See Alphonso Lingis' "Difference in the Eternal Recurrence of the 
Same," Research in Phenomenology 8 (1978), for a fuller treatment of 
the "artist thought," which is one that attempts to realize the 
potential of a "world full of beautiful things," the forming of 
perspectives that do not "order" but "stupify" and "veil" (90). 
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almost entirely fictional. He has no dates, none of his substantial 

writing remains other than in fragments referred to by other writers 

of antiquity. He is an originless text, a metonymy. In the 

following, I will look at a selection of the Heraclitan fragments and 

articulate, with them, a vital aspect of Nietzschean textuality. 

* * * 

Wisdom is one thing: to be skilled
3
in true judgement, how 

all things are steered through all. (D4l, Kirk) 

--Heraclitus 

For Heraclitus as for Nietzsche, knowledge, wisdom, insight, 

and writing all begin in exegesis. The power and the irony of this 

formulation are clear, but are as a result of this clarity no less 

ironic. Proximity-in-distance, what I have called "etrangete," is a 

first principle of the interpretive process. Interpretation is always 

a question of influence. 4 In the exegetical process resides a 

grounding and fundamental desire, a questioning, and a concomitant 

fragmentation. In appropriate fragments, Heraclitus presents to us, 

as though in echoes, the questions and assertions that galvanize and 

3 (jI TO J'o<pOI/' ~7f,dr(j.a8Q(~ tAWJHlI/, lJ~fJ I<.V8Ef>IIr:rrA( 1f~Vtlil O(~ 1tClyrc3v. 
In the following exegesis, I will treat the English translation, not 
the Greek "original," which in the sense in which I am using it is no 
more "Heraclitus fir than the English. This exegesis will include use 
of the Kirk's English punctuation. 

4 in-fluence: a flowing in, polarity of inclusion and exclusion, of 
limitation and totality, of horizons, broken circles, intrusion, and 
finall}, inescapably, violation or incision, of force and force. 
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energize our flight and our fall into interpretation and into what we 

designate as modernity. His rhetorical strategy, particularly in the 

second part of the epigram above, manifests a syntactical progression 

that proceeds without illumination, develops without conclusion. In 

Heraclitus' formulation of that of which wisdom consists one sees the 

closing and opening that regulate the dilemma of modern thinking and 

writing. He begins with a formulaic, succinct pronouncement, "wisdom 

is one thing." But the epigrammatic nature of the pronouncement 

contains at least one other side: in its finality it precludes the 

formulation of wisdom as ~ things, or more, or indeed of wisdom as 

nothing. The dogmatic orthodoxy he gives this initiatory statement 

is appealing in its simplicity and its confidence: it itself 

indicates what we, in a post-Platonic world, think of as wisdom. The 

period with which the epigram concludes is actually a colon, but in 

its service the colon/period has an enticing solidity about it. 

But this colon/period (and this periodicity) is also the 

place at which trouble begins. Here Heraclitus reveals the program 

by which modern thought, and the writing that is its existence, will 

come about; all writing is in some sense writing after the colon. And 

this is not only grammatical. The medical analogy of this colon 

should not be lost. Writing is always a dialectic with expelling and 

retention, a letting go after a metaphorically overloaded ingestion. 

The questioning that produces writing is a follow-on to a process of 

consumption that, even if it is satisfying, must organically lead to 
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expression. 5 This phrase, "writing after the colon," the implications 

of which Derrida discusses in Writing and Difference, also implies 

the spatial/physical order into which writing always works to fit 

i tsel f, as well as the "order," again wi thin the sphere of 

physicality, with which processes of the body, ranging from the sexual 

to the respiratory to the imaginative, by which literature and writing 

have traditionally metaphorized themselves. The colon, 

grammatically, is the explication of that which has been formulated 

but which, for us, is now missing. Heraclitus has seen this: 

"wisdom is one thing" is, taken in one way, an inherently meaningless 

clause--it does not mean "one thing"--at once indeterminate and 

overdetermined. 6 

After the colon, Heraclitus' second "sentence" undercuts the 

problematic closure of the first even while it purports to act as its 

completion and concluding explanation. One must first ask if this 

reversal in fact undoes the problem itself, whether the qualification 

of the second sentence enhances or cancels the difficulty we have just 

5 Freud's attention to the expulsive impetus of the poet, and on the 
pathology of that purgation, is appropriate to this idea, as are 
Jung's "The Poet." The pathology of art, in terms of its play of 
forces, is an adumbration of etrangete. This is even evident in 
Emerson's "The Poet." 

6 For example, how can we know and therefore judge, after the previous 
"opening," what he means: does he intend that wisdom is a single 
thing? or that wisdom is the thing that is to follow? or that it is an 
actual "thing," with the haeccitas of a thing? a combination or 
summation of these? something else entirely that is contained but not 
visible in his formulation? something, even, not contained in what he 
has formulated but to which it gives voice, as~rough a transference, 
in both its physical and its psycho-analytical senses? These 
questions, along with myriad others, remain unanswered, suspended in 
Heraclitus' text. 
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encountered in the first sentence. Does it, on the other hand, 

corupound the difficulties we might have had with understanding him ~ 

all, let alone IIfully. II One could postulate that the reader needs 

this lIinformationll sentence to IIgraspll Heraclitus' meaning; and yet it 

is precisely here that meaning is denied: II ••• to be skilled in true 

judgement, how all things are steered through all ll ; what does it 

IImeanll to steer judgement through things? is judgement a thing? if 

not, can it interact with things? if so, steer it through all? and if 

all things are steered through all things, where is the vantage point 

from which we IIseell this movement taking place: is any steering done 

(i.e. is this not a condition of supersaturation, of a contradictory 

stasis in plenitude)? 

Moreover, and most importantly, how are we to treat this 

metaphor of steering, which will itself not come to rest? Whatever 

else it is, Herac Ii tus' answer is purely metaphorical : it is 

controlled by the images of steerage, of careful control, of the 

indeterminate vehicle moving through lIall,1I and it is metaphorical in 

that it originates and exists only in the tension of its formulation. 

Were it given another form, one might know an equal or even a greater 

amount about what constitutes wisdom, but in this formulation wisdom 

is and is created by Heraclitus' particular metaphor. And if the 

thought is a metaphor, how can we say it is a thing; is it not an 

interstice, a hiatus between IIthings, II which can themsel"es only be 

designated (1. e. made into signs) in their problematic formulation. 

The terms here are, as are all metaphors, an elusive quantum of 

energy. 

These questions invite another opening of the aphorism. 
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Heraclitus pretends to philosophy-as-science here: science as 

scientia, knowledge, by which one may "know" "things." And yet he 

appeals to the imagination. In this way, he collapses together 

science, art (poetry), and, hence, language, in an adumbration of 

Nietzsche's marriage of these. As we ponder Heraclitus' aphoristic 

meaning, we might think of that passage in On ~ Genealogy of Morals 

in which Nietzsche claims that 

Ein Quantum Kraft ist ein eben solches Quantum Trieb, Wille, 
Wirken--vielmehr, es ist gar nichts anderes als eben dieses 
Trieben, Wollen, Wirken selbst, und nur unter der Verfuhrung 
der Sprache (und der in ihr versteinerten Grundirrthumer der 
Vernunft), welche alles Wirken als bedingt durch ein 
Wirkendes, durch ein 'Subjekt' versteht und missversteht, kann 
es anders erscheinen. 

[A quantum of force is equivalent to a quantum of drive, will, 
effect--more, it is nothing other than precisely this very 
driving, willing, effecting, and only owing to the seduction 
of language (and of the fundamental errors of reason that are 
petrified in it) which conceives all effects as conditioned by 
something that causes effects, by a 'subject,' can it appear 
otherwise.] (1.13) 

In questioning judgement, Nietzsche places science firmly in the realm 

of language--precisely what Heraclitus himself does. And yet 

judgement continues, for Heraclitus and for Nietzsche, as an active 

defense7 against disorder; the primacy of reason (and the tradition 

7 Whether or not it is defensible is another matter, to be taken up 
later. One of the central Nietzschean doctrines, inherited from 
Heraclitus, consists of the undermining of the defensive strategies of 
knowledge. 

Atomic theory, as it has evolved, applies directly to this 
dilemma of language and knowledge. Its relational application of 
imagination to science is in terms of the way in which the very 
traditional notion of metaphor as the energy of transference relates 
to the formation of "reality" itself in quarks, leptons, and the other 
subatomic particles placed in (metaphoric) combination by the four 
basic forces physicists now believe "control" all of reality, the 
"weak" force, electromagnetic force, the "strong" force, and gravity. 
Science at the outer limits of such research finds itself existing in 
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that privileges it) derive from a response to this fear of disorder, 

chance, unpredictability. Judgement is a posi ti ve force for order. 

"Judgement" in the way Socrates coins it is equivalent to virtue, 

indeed is the first of the Socratic virtues; the second is that the 

only "sin" is ignorance; the corollary of these, and the third virtue, 

is that the virtuous man is a happy man. One could say that this 

impetus to the unity, truth, and goodness of knowledge are the 

Socratic counter-attack against the Heraclitan force. This force will 

lead, in Nietzsche, to the reverence for (what he calls the "love of") 

"error, the mother of knowledge" (Vaihinger 347). In keeping with 

this idea, science is a dialectical foil for Heraclitus, seeming to 

embody or to demonstrate the ability to manifest knowledge as an 

answer to the questions one poses about the world, yet at the same 

time sliding constantly into poetic language. For Hera(!litus, 

although knowledge is not to be had, it is to be searched for. Any 

a world that increasingly resembles a poem; it is a world of 
indeterminacy of an order that Heisenberg or Godel could only have 
imagined. Nobel Prize-winner Carlo Rubbia, one of CERN's [the leading 
European atomic energy experimentation group] most energetic and 
innovative experimentors, who is appropriately searching for a linking 
force that "unifies" and "orders" the four known forces at work in the 
universe, has likened the search for the subatomic particles that 
provide clues to these forces to "trying to te11 the color of 
invisible jerseys on invisible football players by watching the 
movement of the ball," a most poetic fc.rmulation. Of course the word 
"quark," the designation for the "partie I e" of which protons, 
neutrons, and other nuclear matter are constructed, comes from 
Finnegans Wake (383). "Quark theory" at the same time restores 
simplicity to what had become an increasingly complicated nature and, 
at the same time; puts it beyond the realm of certainty--into the 
realm of metaphor. Nuclear physics works at a level of the 
infinitesimal that is unapproachable by contemporary instrumentation, 
and so purely speculative: tracks in a cloud chamber--ciphers, 
signs--are all scientists have to go by. So much for scienUfic or 
empirical reality: "life" imitates "art" once more. 
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and all such action is good. In this Heraclitan designation of 

science is the root of Nietzsche's use of the term, as in ~ Gay 

Science,S in which the predictive meaning of the word is ironized and 

mUltiple: for Nietzsche, as for Heraclitus, "science" is no more an 

explanation than poetry. 

Inherent in the epigrammatic fragment with which Heraclitus 

"explains" himself is the very slippage he seeks to avoid but which, 

in the poetic/epigrammatic form he chooses, must manifest itself. 

This slippage appears in the images themselves: the odyssey implied 

in the imagery of Heraclitus' epigraph's second sentence, nautical or 

aeronautical in nature, conjures up the frustration and enigma of 

Daedalian flight and all the problems of what Nietzsche will consider 

the oxymoron of logical discourse. 

Thus Heraclitus' present, a gift in writing and in time, is 

the moment of our own thought as it is constituted in those images 

(and the potential images adumbrated in the movement of the metaphor). 

His "present" is not simply one of the insecurity of such a fall, but 

of a volcanic, though at the same time vulcanizing (in the sense of 

testing and hardening), redirection of the energy of philosophy and 

(literary) art that we ourselves have experienced in the century since 

Nietzsche: he both frees us and hardens us. 

Heraclitus understands, and one might say most perfectly 

embodies in his philosophy's dark vision, the nature of the soul as it 

8 The "gay science" is, of course, philosophy and poetry 
combined; appropriate to the mixture of science (philosophy) and 
interpretation (art) is the notion of atomic theory as a manifestation 
of the dilemma of language and knowledge. Thus atomic theory becomes 
an interpretation, and part of its discourse. 
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was seen by the Greeks and admired by Nietzsche: everywhere in 

Heraclitus is the duality of agon, of the contest. When he says that 

"war is the father of all things," ~ are in danger of conjuring up 

images of battles and strategies, whereas his "war," like that of 

Nietzsche, is context, striving, the working of Eris, the goddess of 

discord. 9 Victory and defeat are secondary to contest itself. 

Exegesis is, in this respect, contest and paradox, a wresting forth of 

that which the process of exegesis places "there" itself. This 

extraction is the force behind the culture of Hellas, metaphorized and 

made central to thought, as judgement, itself in Heraclitus. lO 

Nietzsche, in his assessment of this Hellenic phenomenon in Philosophy 

in the Tragic Age of the Greeks, instructs us that 

Aus dem Krieg des Entgegengesetzten entsteht al1es Werden: die 
bestimmten, als andauernd uns erscheinenden Qua1itaten drucken 
nur das momentane Ubergewicht des einen Kampfers aus, aber der 
Krieg ist damit nicht zu Ende, das Ringen dauert in Ewigkeit 
fort. Alles geschieht gemass diesem Streite. 

[The strife of the opposites gives birth to all that comes to 
be; the definite qualities which look permanent to us express 
but the momentary ascendency of one partner. But this by no 
means signifies the end of the war; the contest endures in all 
eternity. Everything that happens, happens in accordance with 
this strife.] (5) 

This organic, progenitive image of strife-in-accord, a cosmic vision 

of contest, is an evocation of the power this fundamental force exerts 

on the world, however inaccurately we may "see" it. Heraclitus' "war 

9 Nietzsche discusses this in "Homer's Contest." 

10 See Hollingdale for fuller discussion of this issue (91ff.). It 
is Hollingdale's contention that the value of ~ Birth of Tragedy is 
that it "postulates that creation is a product of conflict/contest" 
(101), and thus furthers what Nietzsche had al ready begun to 
(re)discover about the nature of Greek thought as akin to his own. 
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is the father of all things" becomes Nietzsche's "strife is the 

perpetual food of the soul" (Hollingda1e 93). For Heraclitus, 

thoughts move in a world of purportedly free-standing but in fact 

deeply-buttressed metaphor; we value the new because it capitalizes on 

a past that it seems to contain, just as does Heraclitus' epigram. We 

are haunted by "the avant-garde" just because of this momentous 

impetus, with its implications of the multivalence of voices. 

Writing, inherently from the very beginning, is traced across the 

partially erased, partially eroded, but still immensely influential 

writing of its own past, which it considers its va1idifying creative 

act, but which is, if not derivative, at least no more than 

dialectical. 

The implications of Heraclitus' flux ("nothing stands 

still; all is flux") and that of its genealogical descendants mandate 

a program by which to account for that which we now call modern, or, 

for Jean-Francois Lyotard, "post-modern" (the phi10sophico-narrative 

time when the innovations of the "modern" are considered and fitted-

or not--into a conceptual structure) and at the same time draw forth 

the implications of writing. Just as does the epigraph, writing 

itself produces that for which the philosopher and the artist always 

search, and which serves as a response to its own inherent 1y 

indeterminate act in the same way as does Heraclitus' pronouncement: 

they both produce a necessary veil of solidity. The moment we ask the 

pervasive Nietzschean question "what kind of statement is 'all is 

flux'?" we submit ourselves to the obliquity of the existence not only 

of a satisfactory response, but of this very question's validity 

beyond its formulation; when that formulation is substantiated in and 
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given the power of entablature, when it is written, its problematic 

nature is enhanced, simply because it is clarified. For Nietzsche and 

his theoretical progeny, the entire concept of "Weltanschauung" has 

been inverted, transposing itself into an inverted mirror of the 

world; that is, into metaphorici ty. Heracli tus' "currency" for the 

"modern" conceptual world lies in this metaphorici ty: Heraclitus 

points us directly toward a questioning of inclusionary programs from 

Aristotle's, to Schopenhauer's, to those of our own day, and toward 

their antidote in the process by which programs refuse to stand still. 

Equally, Heraclitus' activity engages with language in the same way as 

does Joyce's, according to Samuel Beckett: it is not about something; 

~ is that something itself (Our Exagmination 14). In this momentum, 

the equally problematic space of "modern philosophy" reveals itself as 

a revolutionary (or worse: insurrectionary) phenomenon, receiving its 

impetus from a new awareness of the power of discourse. 

* * * 

The way up and down is one and the same. l1 

--Heraclitus (D60, Kirk 105). 

Exegesis is teleological: it works toward a full 

disclosure, a funding of knowledge toward a goal of full knowledge. 

This is both impossible and anti-Nietzschean. For Nietzsche, as for 

Heraclitus, the full knowledge of knowledge is impossible and inhuman: 

11...!.l' I' , • • , 
"'VOt; Oollw KOt'ltu ..ttlOl I<.t;j. (, OIlffYJ (D60, Kirk 105). The fragment 

refers to the absolute relativism of any terms. This fragment has 
elsewhere been interpreted as having to do with writing, Le. with 
metaphoric transference and its ostensible polarity. 
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our highest aspirations take us beyond our capabilities as a species. 

It is at this point that the power of writing becomes evident. To 

come to terms with this power, and with the way it is manifested in 

discourse about writing, one must deal first with the pivotal problem 

of the place of exegesis itself. The idea that exegesis should have a 

"place" in ~riting is initially not an obvious nor necessary one. The 

exegetical locus comes into being as a result of a set of questions 

writing invites--questions about writing vis-a-vis writer, world, 

text, and writing itself. This formulation itself relies on a 

particular spatial model, as though the writer and the world occupy 

divergent spaces, or that "text" is discrete and separate from writer 

and world. These are questions that have always occupied, even 

plagued, criticism, philosophy, and literature; they are also 

questions confronted by every mode or school of theoretical response 

to literature (in its loosest sense). Derrida' s discussion of "the 

book as world," Barthes' concern for the mythification (and de

mythification) of the text (for that which never happened but always 

is), Lacan' s textualization of self, indeed of identity itself, all 

show the same concern for the question of exegesis. The space of 

exegesis is one that concerns itself with the drawing of spatial 

distinctions, separations, which activity always occurs in time. 

This temporal order of spatialization, the actual activity of 

expanding into space, would place exegesis posterior to the production 

of a "prior" text", on which the act of exegesis seems to act; this 

order seems separate from writing, in that it is a product of an 

initial or originary action, a prior act devoid of association or 

antecedence. But dt~fining what one means by exegesis inevitably 
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involves one in determining a cultural position, an enculturation, so 

to speak, indeed identifying oneself as occupying a certain place 

within a structure of critical discourse. The IIUpll or IIdownll of the 

course writing takes, to use Heraclitus' terminology, however much it 

may be 1I0ne and the same, II is of course more diverse still than the 

writer and the interpreter/exegete examining it. Exegesis implies an 

opposition, a dialogue or dialectic within which various voices work. 

Since the present investigation concerns itself most centrally with 

this problem of the tension of opposition, with the creation of a 

privileged position either inside or outside of a recognized 

tradition, it is appropriate to begin with Heraclitus,· the 

philosopher who is for the modern reader purely epigraphical, whose 

entire opus is anterior to the non-existent book. 

The dialectic this Heraclitan pOSition entails, and which 

gives rise in a newly and purely metaphoric way to the Heraclitan 

flux, is one that can be seen in a number of different ways. One can 

see it as Roy Boyne does in IIAlcibiades as Hero, II in which Boyne 

claims that lIexegesis is a dialogue with-in the self masquerading 

under the form of a monologue about the other II (34), in which case one 

must always be concerned about deconstructing the inner impetus that 

leads to the exegesis, whatever its goal seems to be. If one adopts 

Boyne's position, one must see the process of exegesis as one in which 

a lIunifiedll self is always in the process of being revealed in a kind 

of Fletcherian allegory, the 1I0uter" manifestation of exegesis (the 

lIinterpretationll ) pointing to an inner index (the "meaning, II the 

IIself,1I the IIsoul ll ) which inevitably grounds and catalyzes it. Or, 

one can view the process of exegesis as Heraclitus and Nietzsche do, 
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never quite finite nor definitive, always "in process" (Jaspers 292), 

any final outcome of which is always in question, and the terms of 

which alter to accommodate the existential position required for such 

a seemingly groundless reading. In either case, exegesis becomes a 

programmatic manifestation of a given philosophical context. 

It would be possible to argue that indeed exegesis is always a 

revelation of the teleology of the exegete, that even the meta

exegetical structure in which any textual investigation occurs is pre

determined by goals of the investigator. But it is also possible to 

say some things about exegesis as an activity, about meta-exegetical 

process, that can lead us beyond the local needs of any textual 

interpretation. In this way, the diversity of constructs of exegesis 

might simply dissolve. It would be at this point that the Nietzschean 

impetus of this study, an impetus that involves the reader in a 

transcending of division, but always through division, would come 

about. On the one hand, exegesis represents a delving in, an 

investigation into the substance of any utterance to find, as for 

example in the case of biblical exegesis, the "true meaning" in the 

midst of possible error; on the other hand, exegesis is a drawing out, 

formed and shaped by the teleological structure in which the writer 

operates. The tradition of exegesis examined here will touch both, 

and will attempt to articulate the ways in which this opposition 

itself, the exclusionary and the inclusionary, can be seen as 

complementary, even mutually interdependent, and indeed given new life 

by Nietzsche, through Heraclitus. Thus does Nietzsche see the "great 

philosopher as an amalgam of the great thoughts of world philosophy: 
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the wise is indeed "one," the unifier, knowing "the thought" by which 

all things are steered through all. 

* * * 

The fairI~t order in the world is a heap of random 
sweepings. 

--Heraclitus (D124, Kahn 125) 

The sort of exegetical concern Heraclitus initiates, and which 

informs the exegetical rift Nietzsche will bring into the focus that 

makes it the model of twentieth century interpretation, makes its 

appearance in Heraclitus' declaration of the conundrum of order. 

Here, the "judgement" declared in Fragment D41, with which this 

discussion began, is revealed as being not nearly as simple, not as 

straightforward nor unified as it seems and as Heraclitus seems to 

insist. The "random sweepings" of which this "fairest order" (kosmos) 

are composed are themselves fragments of other orderings, like 

Heraclitus' aphorisms and Nietzsche's style; the sweeping together of 

these fragments is the te10s of exegesis itself. Ironically and 

appropriately, that "fairest order" is a collapsing together of the 

contemporary meaning of kosmos, best order or world-order, the 

received usage it is still given, in which case this fairest order is 

12 rraPIAOI Ec.K.~ ~€;(vpivt.JJI 6 ~c(A>t.Ztit:()' [/,J KOO').(O). This last of 
Die1s' "non-spurious" fragments is referred to in Die1s but not 
analyzed, presumably because he considers it as much a product of 
Theophrastus as of Heraclitus. Kahn cites it as being found in 
Theophrastus' Metaphysica, but as being genuinely Herac1itan. If so, 
it is among the first uses of kosmos as meaning "order" in early 
Greek, according to Kahn's commentary. 
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indeed a basis for essentialist doxa or dogma, and of an archaic 

meaning, kosmos as "adornment," an added attraction, an embellishment: 

"kosmos" is itself a heap of random sweepings. The gathering together 

implicit in this determination is one that includes pre-ordination, 

fate, chance, and the hand of the sweeper. Central among the 

sweepings this aphorism produces are the harmonics of kosmos13 ; the 

duplicity (at least) of the fragment's key word points up the sliding 

nature of Herac1i tan grounding, and makes exegetical "solutions" to 

his own puzzles the more impossible, fascinating, and current. This 

Herac1itan formulation further engages in the intricacies of exegetic 

obfuscation in that it is recorded by Theophrastus, whose text is 

itself corrupt, so that the Heraclitan declaration is only, at best, 

approximate, or even apocryphal. Heraclitan wisdom, then, consists of 

the play of opposition and indeterminacy in which his own utterance is 

generated, so that aphorisms in which he engenders thought are 

themselves constantly slipping away from prescriptive meaning. Thus 

is doxa transmuted into question, assertion into incertitude. 

The "drawing out" that exegesis always announces alters with 

the nature of that which is drawn out and that from which it is drawn; 

the relationship between them is established by the way in which the 

exegete perceives that nature. No text is free of this dilemma and 

its central, grounding question: is it possible to speak at all of a 

text as something from which a "drawing out" can occur? The conundrum 

13 As discussed in Kirk (220); Kirk points out the historical 
ambiguity of kallistene, which could only have meant "scale" for 
Heraclitus, according to Kirk, thus radically altering the nature of 
the fragment. For this etymological reason, Kirk does not treat the 
fragment as "reliable," as Kahn does. 
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of Fragment 124 points up the difficulties of adequately answering the 

question. Derrida brings this question into even higher focus by 

pointing out the question's metaphoricity, and provides a certain kind 

of Heraclitan answer, characterized by the strategic (and very 

Herac1i tan) word "deconstruction," as not destruction and not 

construction. The work of Derrida, like that of all other 

philosophers, including Nietzsche and Heidegger, is dictated self-

consciously by the terms of the discussion in which he engages. This 

discussion is firmly rooted, for all of its self-proclaimed 

"deconstruction, II in the context of the traditions on which 

"construction" has and had taken place; that is, Derrida and other 

contemporary writers see themselves as responding to, critiquing, and 

commenting on a tradition that establishes the rigidities to which he 

and they must tie themselves but from which they must recoil. The 

dual nature of this activity, the activity of exegesis itself, whether 

it be called inc1usivity and exclusivity, conservatism and radicalism, 

ordering and disordering, or deconstruction, is always a question of 

balance. 14 

This question of balance, in exegetic terms of the inner 

and the outer, leads back to a consideration, again, of the 

fundamental question with which philosophy has dealt since the advent, 

in Heraclitus and others, of meta-philosophical discourse: what are 

the terms in which a IIdrawing out," an exegesis, can be discussed 

14 Or, more properly, of the dialectic of balance and willful or 
calculated imbalance, of the "heap of random sweepings" that orders 
itself • 
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meaningfully? Are there such terms? Is there a context for text? 

Are any such contextual terms themselves not subject to question, or 

are all such discussions destined to invert themselves in an attempt 

to privilege or validify their own activity? That is, what can 

philosophy, or criticism, or literature--what can any text--properly 

and justifiably assert? 

Although the claim will here be made that it is in the work of 

Nietzsche that this question is given current form, the terms by which 

the question can be understood are not Nietzschean. Indeed, of 

course, the tradition of extra-traditional debate has always been a 

part of the discipline of philosophic thought, in that it is as old 

(and therefore as valid) as that of the traditional discourse on which 

it comments. To find the roots of the debate over the validification 

of exegesis, one must do as Nietzsche did: trace through the entire 

course of philosophic history, through the history of our textual 

tradition. Such an activity would find its initial focus, for us as 

for Nietzsche, in the dialectical opposition of Heraclitus and 

Parmenides, a debate of which Nietzsche makes much use,15 and the 

15 Nietzsche introduces this discussion in Philosophy in ~ Tragic 
Age £f the Greeks when, having finished a series of stunning chapters 
on Heraclitus, he introduces the discussion of Parmenides with this 
paragraph: 

Wahrend in jedem Worte Heraklit's der Stolz und die Majestat 
der Wahrheit, aber der in Intuitionen erfassten, nicht der an 
der Strickleiter der Logik erkletterten Wahrheit, sich 
ausspricht, w~hrend er, in sibyllenhafter VerzUckung schaut, 
aber nicht spaht, erkennt, aber nicht rechnet: ist ihm in 
seinem Zeitgenossen Parmenides ein Gegenbild an die Seite 
gestellt, ebenfalls mit dem Typus eines Propheten der 
Wahrheit, aber gleichsam aus Eis und nicht aus Feuer geformt 
und kaltes, stechendes Licht urn sich ausgiessend. 
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"outcome" of which has a fundamental place in the way we see and 

respond to issues of "originality" and "power." Heracli tus is, for 

Nietzsche, the dark precursor from which he sees himself descended, a 

dark, originary giant whose tangential, aphoristic style Nietzsche 

co-opts and who is held up for emulation as the polyphiloprogenitor, 

to borrow a word from Joyce, of the "movement" in which Nietzsche sees 

himself • Since this discussion will focus on power and distance in 

the exegetical process, it must consider the ways in which the 

Herac1itus/Parmenides debate spawns this schism, develops it, and 

makes it available to Nietzsche and to us. 

One can see meta-philosophy at work in Heraclitus' 

championing of fire as the primal substance; his concept of the 

"primal element" or "first principle," emblematic of early Greek 

philosophy, is quite different from that of his contemporaries or 

predecessors. For Heracli tus, unlike his precursors and 

contemporaries (and many who have followed) the primal substance is 

[While each word of Heraclitus expresses the pride and the 
majesty of truth, but of truth grasped in intuitions rather 
than attained by the rope ladder of logic, while in Sibylline 
rapture Heraclitus gazes but does not peer, knows but does not 
calculate, his contemporary Parmenides stands beside him as a 
counter-image, likewise expressing a type of truth-teller but 
one formed of ice rather than fire, pouring cold piercing 
light all around.] (9) 

Nietzsche's assertion is that Parmenides' worldview is "completely 
different" from Heraclitus', and that Parmenides forms his to combat 
and counteract Her~clitus' (9). Thus Parmenides and Heraclitus become 
the originators of a great debate: Heracli tus represents eternal 
change, Parmenides eternal stasis (this discussion is taken up later 
here as being recapitulated in Heidegger's treatment of Nietzsche). 
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not fire as substance but fire as metaphor; it proceeds from his 

perception of the condition of flux in which the world and the world 

of language operate. 16 He is not the obscured discoverer of the idea 

of flux as a grounding condition of the universe, but the inventor and 

manipulator of the power of language to generate the conditions by 

which the world is textua1ized. Heraclitus is the originator of the 

complement of opposition; he is the first to question the exegetical 

process, to engage in an exegesis of exegesis itself, i. e. to 

establish exegesis as attribution. For Heraclitus, fire is the primal 

element not in the way that water is for Anaxamander; the world is 

"like fire," always changing. That is, for Heraclitus, the physis of 

the world originates in the metaphor, and the logos and arete of the 

world come about through their description in language. 17 Once 

established, this sphere of infl uence is pervasive: Jaspers' 

statement that all knowledge is a product of exegesis, that "there are 

no things in themselves and there is no absolute knowledge; the 

perspectivistic, illusory character belongs to existence" (288) come 

directly from the Herac1itan questioning of the nature of exegesis as 

the text of existence. 

16 See Ramnoux, Chapitre VIII, "La Parole et 1e silence." 

17 A stunning discussion of this contemporaneity occurs in Clemence 
Ramnoux' Heraclite, ~ l'homme entre 1es choses ~ les ~, (Paris: 
Societe d'edition "les belles lettres," 1968), whose view of 
Heraclitus forms the basis for much of my own. The Preface to this 
volume, by Maurice B1anchot, points out many of the themes (e.g. of 
presence and absence, of obscurity, of difference). 
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No doubt, Heraclitus writes within a tradition; this is one 

of the most important aspects of his rebellious stance, which would 

not be so without that context. Heraclitus is everywhere looking for 

that most elusive philosophical grail: unity, final unification. In 

this respect, he is a fundamental part of the tradition of Western 

thought. This is what he means when he says that "wisdom is one 

thing," or that "writing is one and the same": this is a statement of 

desire for unity. His preoccupations consist of concern for the order 

of the universe and for man's place in it, and with problems of 

language, meaning, and communication. As Hans Vaihinger shows, 

Nietzsche links himself with Heraclitus (referring to the two of them 

as "we philosophers"," excluding all others [Genealogy of Morals, III, 

7]), making the following distinction: 

Parmenides said: 'We do not think that which is not.'--

We at the other extreme say: 'What can be thought must 
certainly be a fiction.' 

(360) 

These preoccupations take the form of a critique of the works of 

philosophical truth that precede Heraclitus' own, from Thales, 

Pythagoras, Anaximander. For example, Heraclitus questions the 

placement of water as the prime element, seeing in that structuration 

the Parmenidean stasis, not the privileging of change. Water 

provides, for Heraclitus, a principle (i.e. a metaphor) of passivity, 

not of action. The union of opposites Heraclitus' tradition offered 

him offered at the same time a synthesis, a system of unification that 

was at once simple and, to Heraclitus, implausible. He chooses to see 

beyond the thinking that grounds his own, to critique it. He sees in 
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unification not the synthesis that would be so central to Western 

thought down through Hegel and beyond, but rather the power of 

connection, not from the point of view of contact or merging (not from 

synthesis), but from the discrete separation and final, complementary 

divisibility of physical or metaphysical entities. This separation is 

necessary to Heraclitus in order that they find a relational tension. 

Indeed, the tradition in which Heraclitus works is not simply one of 

abstract thought directed toward the great metaphysical questions. 

For the Greeks, thought is aimed at explication, at an explanation--an 

exegesis and a judgement--not only of the phenomena of the world but 

of ethical relationships and of an ideology in which those phenomena 

operate. Here, too, Heraclitus stands apart while remaining within 

his tradition. His is a world of ideological tension between two 

paradigms of excellence. The fifth century B.C. saw itself18 (in 

Heraclitus) caught between a heroic (Homeric) paradigm in which it is 

necessary always to be "first and best," in which the struggles of the 

hero are to excel, to demonstrate his difference from the mortality of 

the common man, to establish his purity and goodness (arete). The 

other view of aret~ is one that will lead directly to Socrates and the 

philosophic tradition of which Nietzsche will make so much. In this 

view, the key word is "restraint.,,19 

18 See Kirk (1-31), Kahn (9-25), Robinson (87-107), Ramnoux (passim) 
among the dozens of treatments of this historic theme. 

19 Socrates' "know thyself," "nothing in excess," and "measure is 
best" typify this approach to excellence, defining merit in quite a 
different way from that of the Homeric ideal, which justifies the 
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Yet here, too, Heraclitus can be seen as part of the 

tradition within which he struggles. His effort is everywhere to show 

unity--to connect these views of arete by showing that ~ self-

knowledge must always coincide with kosmos, with world-order, and that 

indeed kosmos and logos are identical. This turns out to be a radical 

reading of the nature of logos, and one that rendered Heraclitus 

strategically peripheral to the tradition that surrounds him. He 

comes in for approval from the later sages, but always with the 

reservation that he "cannot be understood," a judgement that comes to 

look increasingly like self-protection. The first response to 

Heraclitus comes from his contemporary, Parmenides, and will be 

discussed momentarily. Socrates' response to Heraclitus' work20 was 

that "what I understand is excellent, and I think the rest is also. 

But it takes a Delian diver to get to the bottom of it" (Kahn 95). 

Socrates views Heraclitus as establishing the conditions under which 

future thought (always deferred) can take place, and every 

philosophical age, from Cratylus' to the Neoplatonists', indeed 

through that of the Church fathers, the Reformation and Enlightenment, 

and into the nineteenth-century plurality that produces Nietzsche, all 

these ages not only consider Heraclitus centrally, but project their 

own age and their own philosophical concerns onto the Heraclitan text, 

aristos quite apart from any "measure"--until the final twenty-five 
lines of the Odyssey, when Zeus, through Athene, steps in to arrest 
Odysseus' excesses·. This conclusion is quite out of keeping with what 
has preceded it. 

20 Heraclitus famous "book," which according to Kahn (3-9) was not a 
series of fragments but a substantial and lengthy text, was available 
then, though to be lost long before the Roman age. 
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to a greater degree than many other antecedents precisely because of 

his fragmentary and radical nature. Heraclitus' influence was 

extensive on Plato, less so on Aristotle (who was given Heraclitus' 

book by Euripides). His influence, particularly in the desire for a 

unity that is always problematic, is particularly heavy on the Stoics 

(see Kahn 4ff.) 

But as has been strongly suggested, Heraclitus' chief energy 

is not of unity (though that is the desired conclusion), but of 

connections and complementarity, i.e. of difference. As a result, his 

divergence from the tradition is more vital than the inclusion in it. 

We have seen how the style of his writing form, the fragment, always 

an oracular energy distancing itself and obscuring a continuous 

context, contributes to this separation. This form is, in the 

fragments already quoted and in many others, either quoted in other 

authors' works or preserved (usually problematically) discretely, the 

precursor to an entire anti-tradition in philosophy. It introduces 

the dialogue between poetic style and thought, making a connection 

between (i.e. separation of) the so-called substance of thought and 

its formulation, distancing itself from the essentialist, inner nature 

of exegesis. The opposition between two styles of philosophy, the 

metaphorical style an\'~ the "demonstrative" style, is expressed in two 

types of philosopher: the former in the Heraclitan or Dionysian, the 

latter in the Aristotelian or Socratic (see Sarah Kofman 210). Thus 

the "inner" remains "outside," a function of metaphoric interpretation 

perpetually being brought into question. The "inner" origin of the 

"natural" had been seen by Heraclitus' predecessors as a necessary and 

logical grounding for the traditional origin of thought, a set of 
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assumptions that continue through Plato and into the modern day; in 

the midst of this tradition, Heraclitus changes the nature of 

textuality, and concentrates on the written, reflecting an attitude 

toward the world and toward exegesis that denies the linearity of the 

Socratic--Hegelian tradition. 

Heraclitus' stylistic achievement consists of a non-linear 

conceptual structure, a collapsing together of the hidden and the 

revealed (inscribed) through the use of an "alternative" logic, non-

linear, dark, e11iptical, suggestive. Heraclitus places the 

interpreter strategically in the center of his utterance; his writing 

has its force in the response to its obscurity. He produces, as it 

were, an alternative set of mysteries that complement moral and 

ethical, as well as conceptual, tradition. As a loner in a 

gregarious race, with no disciples nor associates, with a deep scorn 

for the shallowness of the demos (Kahn 3), Heraclitus proceeds in his 

solitary way to question logic's ground and its linearity. For 

Nietzsche, according to Ba taille, Heraclitus' vision of a warring 

world 

was the equivalent of an earthquake, robbing the earth of its 
stability. He described it in images that he used ten years 
later to describe the death of God, images of total yet 
brilliantly glorious fall. (Visions of Excess 218) 

The metaphor of fire, with its constant alteration and the energy of 

that flux, underwrites a wealth of sedition. He declares, in Fragment 

CXV (Kahn), that ~'the mysteries current among men initiate them into 

impiety," indicating that mystery (truth) always leads to a turning 

over of doxa, that "impiety" is a natural product of the central 

diversification, of becoming. There is no fixity, no stasis or 
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rigidity, and consequently no stoppage, anywhere. Clearly, this 

movement is a denial that places Heraclitus outside of, if parallel 

to, his tradition, in an anti-tradition that informs Nietzsche and 

Derrida, among others. Derrida's discussion of the pharmakia, in 

Margins E!. Philosophy, continues discussion of an issue HeracH tus 

introduces: the word as agone Plato will say that writing is no more 

valuable as a remedy than as a pOison,2l that "writing," logos, 

interpretation, exegesis are all pharmakia, conveying while denying, 

instilling while removing. What Plato will add to these judgements, 

with which Heraclitus would agree, is that therefore writing is 

debased, and with this Heraclitus would clearly not agree. 

In a more directly and clearly dialectical fashion, 

Heraclitus can be seen in contrast to, but exercising a vital 

influence on, his contemporary, Parmenides, and producing through 

this influence just the sort of dialogue with balance, with opposition 

and etrangete. The retrospective or theoretical relationship between 

Heraclitus and Parmenides can be seen as a kind of prototype of 

relationality. The issue at hand between Heraclitus and Parmenides is 

no less than the ontological and epistemological basis for a 

discussion of the nature of life itself. For Heraclitus, the ontic 

opening' is eternally occurring; "being" is impossible. For 

Parmenides, Being is logos itself. According to Heidegger' s 

interpretation of this relationship, as he discusses it in "Being and 

Thought" in the "Introduction !2. Metaphysics, for Parmenides being 

21 See Derrida' s famous discussion of the pharmakon for a rich 
portrayal of this Heraclitan phenomenon (Dissemination 99ff.). 
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(einai) and thought (noein) are one. Man is, according to Heidegger, 

"deep in Being." Heidegger, appropriately for his own program of 

exegesis, sees Parmenides as the advocate of existence as oneness 

in/of/with Being, while Heraclitus' world consists of flux, becoming, 

the denial of Being. Therefore, for Heidegger, Heraclitus' "error" is 

his misunderstanding of the world as flux, as ground, rather than the 

unity of Being. 

For Nietzsche's Heraclitus, precisely what Heidegger attacks 

is to be applauded. What Heidegger does not consider is that 

Parmenides' theory that there ~ be ~ change ~ al1 22 is a theory 

produced in dialectical necessity, written out of Heraclitus' 

disturbing rhetoric. Heraclitus' need to see the world in terms of 

flux, of incertitude, and thereby to cancel all absolutes but change 

itself is answered in a complementary need, in Parmenides, to cancel 

Heraclitus. 

But this cancellation can be seen in a different light: it 

can be seen as Heraclitan complementarity. Exegesis is not a 

question, we are invited by Heraclitus to discover, of knowing, of 

explanation or judgement, but an attribution of meaning, always with a 

teleological strategy at work. Heraclitus pushes Parmenides to 

extremes of exegesis by the very power of his theory. Heraclitus, 

like Nietzsche, is a catalyst. The so-called darkness, and the chaos 

of the Heraclitan vision of change, grounded in a sound empiricism and 

22 Parmenides' theory asserts that the world consists of one 
unchanging thing, because if change is permitted, then nothing can be 
itself--indeed cannot have a self, an identity, an existence. The 
teleology of Parmenides' theory is the dialectical antithesis of 
Heraclitus, and is generated by its "danger." 
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perceptive sensibility23 invite the reaction to be found in Eleatic, 

Parmenidean unification. Parmenides' radical position, that no change 

can ever occur, this denial of the senses, of empirical and 

epistemological certitude, is a position of the privileging of the 

insensible, the first claim of the supremacy of thought over empirical 

evidence. Parmenides, who at first looks like the radical opposite 

of Heraclitus, is "the first to exalt the intelligible at the expense 

of the sensible" (Guthrie 50), to use appropriately Platonic terms; 

Parmenides absolutely abstracts the process of thought: sense 

verification (or even interference) is a part of the "pure illu.:lion" 

of human interpretation. Parmenides' claim is that only mind can 

reach truth--mind without reference to external reality. It is 

Parmenides, the defender of the tradition, who is driven to these 

truly radical lengths to refute Heraclitus, and thus to the inception 

of rationalism. In this way, the opposition of these two great 

experimental thinkers is not merely antagonistic: through their agon 

a complementary impetus is achieved. Parmenides would and could not 

have pursued his own ideas without the Heraclitan challenge to the 

concept of kosmos; yet Parmenides does not oppose Heraclitus, but 

offers finally an alternative voice, another in the heap of sweepings. 

But what is really radical about Parmenides, and this is the 

Heraclitan catalysis, is that in refuting the flux of Heraclitus (and 

the centrality of language) Parmenides becomes the first to reflect on 

the logic of wordi themselves, to make his rhetoric the foundation of 

23 Things do seem to change before our attentive senses, and it is 
logical thar-things, in their atomic changeability, should change. 
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a theory that exists, as it were, only in its declaration. 

Parmenides' is a theory not susceptible to verification, that is 

indeed denied by the empirical evidence around him. This is the 

border to which Heraclitus drives Parmenides. For Parmenides, the 

basis of existence is the absolute logic of the semantic, in the sense 

that change cannot exist because "to change" means "to become what is 

not," which is not possible: one cannot say of what is that it is 

not; what is cannot not be, since that would be a vanishing out of 

existence of that which clearly exists. Parmenides' justification for 

this grounding is that it is rooted in "what is." Heraclitus' 

response might well have been (even the perspicuous Plato's response 

later was) that this semantic claim itself shows true Heracli tan 

slippage, since to say what he says, Parmenides must rely on the 

changing meaning of words themselves. The ideal Parmenidean world 

could not even make a claim for "that which is not," since to make 

such a claim would give substance to the substanceless, which is again 

not possible. That Parmenides does just this indicates his own 

slippage--a dialectical one. This slippage, like those that have 

interspersed this discussion of Heraclitus, can be measured with 

reference to the very questioning of the "will to truth" so prominent 

in Nietzsche, and to the way in which this will is itself a 

complementarity of diverse, even opposing, forces. This is precisely 

the point Nietzsche will make as his "will to power" transmutes from 

The Birth of Tragedy to The Anti-Christ and Twilight of the Idols: 

the oppusing forces of Dionysus and Apollo collapse to form a single, 

unified set of oppositions, subsumed under the Dionysian name, to 

indicate what Heraclitus, quoted in Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, 
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calls "the counter-thrust," which "brings together, and from tones at 

variance comes perfect attunement" (Fragment LXXV, see Kahn 63).24 

Heraclitus adds, appropriately, " • and all things come to pass 

through conflict.,,25 The will to truth manifested in this Heraclitan 

formulation carries through into Parmenides' view of truth as an 

essential stasis, in a dialectical opposition that achieves an 

exegetical unity with its "foe." 

The genealogical formulation Heraclitus instigates finds its 

fertile ground in the realm of the imagination, in the place at which 

the scientist (and the philosopher, insofar as he is the investigator 

of knowledge as a finite and knowable quantity, is here a scientist) 

and the artist conjoin and merge: in art. Richard Rorty points out 

that it is the poet who owes most to the semantic tradition of unified 

opposition Heraclitus and Parmenides represent, which gives poetry 

what Rorty calls its "deliciously naughty thrill" (136): the poetic 

ironist, and surely Nietzsche is the central of these, owes far more 

to "the tradition of Western metaphysics than does the scientist. The 

scientific culture could survive a loss of faith in the tradition, but 

the literary culture might not" (137). Rorty indicates here that what 

begins in Heraclitan flux and Parmenidean stasis is the ground of 

irony itself, in language, the "naughty thrill" being the play that 

exists between the tradition's inclusionary, essential dogma and its 

counterpart, the open-ended, Heraclitan questioning by which the 

24 rei rXvr,'~ovY O'IIPY;fpoli Kf).l EK twv oiotc.pep6I1cwJ,J KOI?V.,'ar7JV 

25 !. ] K~t.' 17'0:/.1 ~ot Kolr! ep(v YCIJf.G f)~r. • 
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tradition changes, and is constantly undercut. This is precisely the 

point Rorty is making when he tells us that 

in the wake of Nietzsche's questioning of 'the will to truth' 
and Heidegger's questioning of the 'metaphysics of presence,' 
a series of critics (notably Derrida) have been trying to do 
away with the notion of 'referent' and saying things like 
'there is nothing outside the text.' One could see this 
swelling chorus as auguring 'the end of metaphysics'--as 
signalling the beginning of our liberation from the 
Parmenidean tradition. One could see Borges and Nabokov, 
Mallarme and Valery and Wallace Stevens, Derrida and Foucault, 
as guiding us out of the word of subject-and-object, word-and
meaning, 1anguage-and-wor1d, and into a newer and better 
intellectual universe, undreamt of since the Greeks first made 
those fateful distinctions between nOmos and physis, epistem~ 
and poiesis, which have haunted the West. But this would, I 
think, be a great mistake. It would be better to see these 
people as using the Parmenidean tradition as a dialectical 
foil, in whose absence they would have nothing to say. (135-
36) 

It is as this "dialectical foil" that the tradition substantiates 

itself: not as essence, but as opponent, establishing itself through 

a hardening of that opposition. In the same way in which the 

genealogical precursors of Derrida are Hegel and Nietzsche, one 

confirming his place outside of and fundamental to the grounding 

structures of metaphysical power, the other denying that such a 

position is possible, the Parmenidean tradition finds itself in a 

dialogue with Heraclitan questioning, with its opening, and with the 

denial Heraclitus insists is a central part of that very tradition. 

Both Heraclitus and Parmenides claim original thought, and 

for both this entails a detachment. For Parmenides this detachment is 

from the world of phenomena1ity, of sense and experience, toward a 

"purer," Platonic world of thought unaffected by the imprecise or even 

downright mistaken gauges of the senses. For Heraclitus, detachment 

is from the very world of certitude Parmenides creates. This 
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Heraclitan "wisdom of insecurity,,26 which is an extra-rational denial 

of the familiar cosmos of Greek thought, is based on the primacy of 

becoming and on the further denial of our ability to know anything--

nothing is in a state such that it can be known. It is not a question 

of our having a fallen or imperfect set of sensors, as is the case in 

Parmenides (and later, Plato), but that we cannot know because there 

is nothing stable to be known. Things are not obscured by our poor 

instruments for Heraclitus; we see clearly that things ~~, but 

are always becoming. Thus is declaration, articulation, language, 

privileged as the one place where "things" can be: the power of 

language is to declare being, which simultaneously ~ not. As Guthrie 

points out, Parmenides' is an irrefutable argument on its own terms--

which are absolutely linguistic (insofar as they are unverifiable 

anywhere but in language). The rhetoric Parmenides employs is the 

foundation of a structured system, language utterly detached from the 

world of experience; Parmenides' power results from the fact that his 

declaration is his only reference; ironically, it is Plato who 

declares that only by seeing the multiple meanings of words can one, 

if one chose to, refute Parmenides. Heraclitan flux is not only the 

opposite of Parmenidean stasis, it is a co-existent response to it. 

The metaphor of fire that Heraclitus uses to ground the world is at 

~ constant and eternal change and the structure of that change--a 

Nietzschean enigma. Opposition here is not exclusive but dependent 

and interactional,·a condition of difference. 

26 The phrase is Alan Watts'. See The Wisdom of Insecurity, (New 
York: Random House, 1951). 
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The lord whose oracle is21n Delphi neither declares nor 
conceals, but gives a sign. (Kahn, Fragment 33; D93) 

--Heraclitus 

68 

Heraclitus thus initiates, for the future of philosophy and 

literary theory, and for the poetic artist, an analysis of the power 

of separation, of etrangete. The darkness with which he is associated 

is that of being outside. As in the Delphic oracle of Apollo, for 

Heraclitus the sense of ex-egeisthai, to lead or guide out, is itself 

a comment on the nature of interpretation, on guiding, as is theoreia, 

the consulting of the oracle. In setting himself up as a guide or 

leader, Heraclitus requires that we see him in an oracular form, as a 

portender. His fragments are the first great fragmentary parables in 

Western literature. Not only do they contain their own inversion, but 

they comment on themselves, they require a multitude of positions, 

vantage points, from which to view them, and they are constantly 

slipping away under our gaze. They are signs. Even the most famous, 

and seemingly most accessible, of the parabolic fragments is a 

manifestation of the will to power (i.e. the agon of life itself) as 

an unknown. Heracli tus' own pronouncements, as we have seen 

throughout, attempt to ride a kind of wave of revelation, to concede 

;7 ~ ~j/O(S p~ ,{"o paVT"f:.toiJ ecrrc 1'() ~V Ae~o(~ OU7"'£ A€y"ef. O~1E KpVrrreC 
O(~ C"'1j.JCltiJEl, This fragment is discussed by Kirk in conjunction 

• i- II LJ • 11 .I 6.... with Fragment D48, 'flU T0'1~ Ot/D;'Ict P'O~, f:.PtOv u€ r;;AJIJ/Q7'O~ 
"for the bow the name is life, but the work is death" (D48, Kirk 116-
23), a pun on bios, which designated both "bow" and "life" in 
Heraclitus' time, without the change in accent that came later (see 
Kahn 65). 
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and deny simultaneously. Guthrie phrases it thus: Heraclitus' method 

of operation is "like that of the Delphic oracle, which, he says, 

'neither utters nor hides its meaning, but shows it by a sign'" (43). 

Guthrie cannot resist quotation of Heraclitus himself to support his 

claim that fragment in the Heraclitan sense is parable, neither utter

ing nor hiding, but offering a semiotic alternative, a deviation. 28 

Heraclitus not only invites exegesis in his comments on 

exegesis; he cannot be understood without an analysis of his play 

within the perimeters of interpretation. At the same time, he claims 

that he cannot be finally understood ~ it. Heraclitus shapes the 

tradition in which Nietzsche will work by demonstrating himself to be 

not only a philosopher but a poet, choosing to speak in the 

Zarathustran tones of prophecy (whose ironization of temporal 

influence is itself Heraclitan, in that it shows an influence that 

denies any final knowledge of influence). Of men Heraclitus declares 

that "not comprehending, they hear like the deaf. The saying is their 

witness: absent while present.,,29 Men "hear like the deaf," Le. 

28 We must remember Socrates' later response to Heraclitus, which 
takes precisely this line: "what I understand is excellent, and I 
think the rest is also. But it takes a Delian diver to get to the 
bottom of it" (Kahn 95). Here we find not only the appropriate 
reverence for the Heraclitan text, but an admission of its chimaerical 
possibilities of interpretation. Socrates' inability to decipher 
Heraclitus does not confound our own attempts but contributes to our 
growing sense that the fragments contain obfuscation and 
deracination. 

29 o.~-Jvf;rOL ~K.OV·(J<:JV'fE<; K.WtpOL(J"(V £.OCl(oI.CS'(' '<pdt()" c(vrClt(J"( MOfpflJ{¥t 
J,... ,_ 

~peOVC()(~ o\lr€iVOU, This fragment , Heraclitus' second (D34), is to be 
found in Clement's Stromateis, V.llS.3; see Kirk 203. Doubtless, one 
must ask whether and where the influences on the source, in this case 
Clement, obscure, cloud, or radically alter what might have been the 
Heraclitan text. Clearly, the parabolic influence and that of 
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they do not hear at all but receive signs that, of course, cannot be 

things themselves and cannot refer to things, which in fact, as is a 

truism from Plato to Derrida, are radically divergent from things. 

These are signs substantiated in their own right as signs: "the 

saying is their witness," indeed, and the saying (a verb, as in "I am 

saying," not the noun form of the participle, as in "my favorite 

saying") is itself "absent while present," linking both. Heraclitus' 

tendentious and parabolic form is the perfect vehicle for the 

privileging of becoming and the denial of being, as it might have been 

in Parmenides. 

It is precisely in this way that Nietzsche constructs, or 

reconstructs, the Heraclitan strategy. The method, such as it is, 

appears at first as an exploding of reason. Indeed, Nietzsche (and 

Heraclitus) are often accused of being potent and dangerous agents of 

illogicality, irrationality, nihilism. The fact of this accusation 

demonstrates the potency with which the Parmenidean-Eleatic-

inclusionary canon, manifested for Nietzsche by Wilamowitz and the 

philologists, and later by all scholars and priests, fears for its 

existence; however, the accusation is inaccurate against Heraclitus as 

against Nietzsche. In fact, Heraclitus makes reason active, and this 

action persists as a strong force in life. The action of exegesis is 

itself will to power, as we see in Nietzsche, whose texts ground their 

actions in declaration and call that declaration their action. Flux 

of Isaiah 6) affects and infects the Clementian version of Heraclitus 
here. Thus is the nature, or at least the substantiality of the 
result, of exegesis put further into the abyss. 
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is the conundrum of both enervation and impetus. When Nietzsche "sets 

up an exegesis of the exegetical process itself" (Christopher Norris 

25), he buys into the economy of becoming in just the way Heraclitus 

sets it out. Hollingdale establishes this genealogical link: he 

shows that Nietzsche relies on Heraclitus' teaching of "the eternal 

and exclusive becoming, the total instability of all reality, which 

continually works and becomes and never is" (93). Indeed Jaspers' 

(very problematic) interpretation of Nietzsche sees this point 

clearly. He discusses the "metaphor" of exegesis and the "exegesis of 

the world," the "world as cipher" (287ff.), and though his own terms 

show a heavy influence of Heidegger, who takes an anti-Heraclitan 

position (Sein, being, is the ground, grund, of existence, existenz), 

Jaspers claims, correctly, that exegesis is not arbitrary and that 

various exegeses have varying value. "Beyond merely conceptual 

reconstructions," he declares, "there is a higher sense of 

reinterpretation through activity" (293; emphasis his). For 

Nietzsche, as for Heraclitus, as Jaspers acknowledges, poetry is the 

highest activity, the "purest action." Jaspers quotes Nietzsche to 

accentuate this point: "Every center of power has its perspective for 

all the rest, i.e. its quite definitive evaluation, and its kind of 

action and reaction. Now there is no other kind of action at all, and 

'the world' is but a name for the total play of these actions'" (298). 

* * * 

The link from Heraclitus to Nietzsche, unveiled by 

Nietzsche, as we have seen, from the early 1870' s, comes to full 
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expression in Nietzsche's Ecce Homo's analysis of The Birth of 

Tragedy, which in typical, parabolic Nietzschean fashion he 

accomplishes by quoting lines from Twilight of the Idols: 

'Das Jasagen zum Leben selbst noch in seinen fremdesten und 
hartesten Problemen; der Wille zum Leben im Opfer seiner 
hochsten Typen der eignen Unerschopflichkeit frohwerdend--das 
nannte ich dionysisch, das verstand ich als Briicke zur 
Psychologie des tragischen Dichters. '--ich habe 
vergebens nach Anzeichen davon selbst bei den grossen Griechen 
der Philosophie, denen der zwei Jahrhunderte vor Sokrates, 
gesucht. Ein Zweifel blieb mir zuruck bei Herakl~ in dessen 
Nahe iiberhaupt mir warmer, mir wohler zu Muthe wird als 
irgendwo sonst. Die Bejahung des Vergehens und Vernichtens, 
das Entscheidende in einer dionysischen Philosophie, das 
Jasagen zu Gegensatz und Krieg, das Werden, mit radikaler 
Ablehnung auch sel bst des Begriff s 'Sein' --darin muss ich 
unter allen Umstanden das mir Verwandteste anerkennen, was 
bisher gedacht worden ist. 

[Saying Yes to life even in its strangest and hardest 
problems; the will to life rejoicing over its own 
inexhaustibility even in the sacrifice of its highest types-
that is what I call Dionysian, that is what I understood as 
the bridge to the psychology of the tragic poet. I 
have looked in vain for signs of it even among the great 
Greeks in philosophy, those of the two centuries before 
Socrates. I retained some doubt in the case of Heraclitus, in 
whose proximity I feel altogether warmer and better than 
anywhere else. The affirmation of passing away and 
destroying, which is the decisive feature of a Dionysian 
philosophy; saying Yes to opposition and war; becoming, along 
with a radical repudiation of the very concept of being--all 
this is clearly more closely related to me than anything else 
thought to date.] (~~, "The Birth of Tragedy," 3) 

The link Nietzsche forges with Heraclitus exists at a number of levels 

and in several obviously Heraclitan directions (for example, in 

"passing away and. destroying"). The "warmth" Nietzsche feels in a 

"proximity" with Heraclitus is textual, Nietzsche's metaphor providing 

a kind of organic ~urrogate for the abstraction of both Heraclitan and 

Nietzschean texts. Several vital aspects of Nietzsche's program come 

out of this connection. They include "Yes"-saying, the vital link 

between inversion (here to be seen as Nietzsche's absorbing distance, 
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his etrangete) and poetry (and indeed the tragic poet), and the 

privileging of becoming over being. 

But the most vi tal message Nietzsche absorbs from the 

Herac1itan text is pure textua1ity. Heraclitus' fragments, aphorisms, 

and parables are all we have and can know of his identity; his 

existence is both product and provider of exegesis. Oppositional 

suspension, the metaphoric tension of the Herac1itan text, forms and 

reforms his power. Fragment 67 (Kahn CXXIII) declares that 

God is day night, winter summer, war peace, satiety hunger, 
all the opposites, this is the meaning--and undergoes 
alteration in the way that fire, when it is mixed w~Oh spices, 
is named according to the scent of each of them. (Kirk 
184ff. ) 

The god here is the etrangete of textua1ity itself, and of naming. It 

is also the power of the metaphors in which it is expressed so 

eloquently. One begins to see this reversal as emblematic of 

Heracli tus, as in Fragment CXVIII (Kahn; D32): "The wise is one 

alone, unwilling and willing to be spoken of by the name of Zeus." 

Any naming is to be seen as provisional» any identity is fleeting, 

chimerical; this is an emergent trace. Heraclitus' text is always 

under erasure. When he says "listen not to me but to the logos, 

Heraclitus ascribes to this ~ the objectivity not of thingness but 

of "the story of truth." In the logos Heraclitus sees "the judgement 

by which all things are steered through all": it is an account or 

30 0 eeo~ ~PEPYJ f:.";~pOV"l X~Cpr.J1I 8epof 7rOAe;UOt; Et.P";VlJ, KOpoS" i\(,.u~,". dll~O(
OVf'cx, cSt: ~KCIJ(J'r€1' ol(orri.v (J'v)JJAtf'~ 6V!;JPOIOfll OV();'I~J£:rt1.' K.aG' ~doll~i,J €I<d.trrov. 
For a fuller discussion of Heraclitus and logos, see Ramnoux, chs.VI
IX, and the Introduction. See also Kirk, esp. 33-46, 57-63, 65-71; 
Kahn 93-95, 97-102, 126-30, 175-77, and his introductory chapter; see 
also the chapter on Heraclitus in J. M. Robinson's An Introduction to 
Early Greek Philosophy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin C~ 1968), 87-107:-
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description, itself always subject to interpretation, and thus 

correctly manifested in paradoxical form of fragmented aphorism, in 

which always resides the gap of the self-engendering paradox. 3l 

Heraclitus' text is aporia itself, serving to epitomize 

the gap created and filled by exegesis. Heraclitus wrote one book, a 

lost one; even the title is unknown. It was available to ancient 

philosophers, who consul ted and quoted from i t extensively, yet he 

retains no dates, no extensive opus, no biography. The remaining 

fragments of the book are in the order they are not because of some 

reference to a classical knowledge of Heraclitus' intention nor to our 

possession of a true text, but because of an exegetical decision by H. 

Diels in his Heraclitus of Ephesus (1901).32 Diels calls attention to 

the aphoristic style, suggests that Heraclitus had set the sentences 

down as a kind of notebook or philosophical journal. By a rich and 

wonderful irony, Diels does this--nai vely, as Kahn reports, "with 

Nietzsche's Zarathustra in mind" (Kahn 6). Our appreciation of 

Heracli tus is fil tered through a Nietzschean paradigm. And indeed, 

Heraclitus is known to us only by his Sibylline utterances often 

misunderstood or misquoted (certainly mistranslated) even in 

Kirk's analysis of this fragment is one of his most exhaustive; he 
shows how full of surprises the fragment is, grammatically and seman
tically. 

32 Diels' is the alphabetical order of Heraclitus' quoters in 
antiquity, making reference to Heraclitus' work itself very difficult. 
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antiquity, as Kirk exhaustively shows. However, evidence from the 

fragments indicates that his book was ~ fragmentary, but a sustained 

and connected exposition. 33 It is as though we were to discover that 

the aphoristic sections of Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil were topic 

sentences of well-developed paragraphs that had been excised by some 

obscure editor, and which turned up in his desk years later to fill in 

and link up that which had been "merely" thrown together by numbers 

and white space, or alphabetically by the modern authors who quote 

him. This is indeed almost the way in which Nietzsche's sister 

Elizabeth constructed The Will to Power. The question becomes 

whether we would then have a fuller exposition of the ideas involved, 

or whether the added material would only compound the questions we 

would need to ask of the newly-acquired material, which might only be 

the more enigmatic (this question is indeed still being asked of The 

Will ~ Power). Indeed, that which remains of the Heraclitan book is 

pervaded by a poetic vocabulary, "hindered" by metaphor. 

Heraclitus' "atomic" tension suggests order, continuity, 

identity, and at the same time invites mutation and disintegration. 

The emergence of a written language which excises human meaning, Peter 

Ackroyd asserts, "has closed the old spaces of certain knowledge, and 

now refuses certain knowledge even within itself" (23). The 

Heraclitan detachment from the possibility of any final meaning has 

33 See Kahn's Introduction for a survey of Heraclitus' book. 
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ubiquitous implications; Fragment LII states, simply, "it rests by 

changing. ,,34 This fragment is, interestingly, to be found in 

Plotinus, whose Neoplatonism deals with such a notion in terms of the 

great wheel of stasis and movement of which the cosmos is constructed, 

that is in a certain pre-ordained way, and who appropriately 

introduces his use of the fragment with "Heraclitus left us. to guess 

what he means when he said • " (Kahn 53). 

The dialectical foil Heraclitus offers remains always the 

semantic or rhetorical etranger. In terms of the link to be forged 

with Nietzsche and the modern tradition, one cannot call Heraclitus' 

position metaphysical, since it is rooted in the senses, in the 

physical nature of the world, and in the sensorium which produces it. 

Metaphysics itself becomes, appropriately, part of the set of balances 

with which he plays. Unlike Anaximander' s, and other early 

philosophers', "primal matter," Heraclitus' fire, is not a primal 

substance within a cosmogony in which essence and existence, and the 

spiritual and physical, are identical, but one in which they are bound 

together in difference. 35 

35 For Heraclitus, fire is patently not substance but symbol. It is 
primal matter because 1) strife is the origin of all things, and 2) 
the world .!E.. constant flux. Fire is the agent of these metaphoric 
propositions, the sign of a worldview. The order of the world, and 
its disorder, come together in the rhetorical declaration of a 
suspended tension.. And so with Heraclitus, the nature of nature 
undergoes a transformation into the abstract while retaining its 
empirical value: it is world while transmuting into word. 
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This ground of struggle is indeed the root of Nietzsche's 

fascination with Heraclitus. Thus is Aristotelian power eclipsed, as 

Nietzsche declares in "The Last Philosopher": 

Philosophizing still remains as a work of art, even if it 
cannot be demonstrated as a philosophiC:construct •••• 
Heraclitus' hardly demonstrable philosophy has an artistic 
worth superior to all the propositions of Aristotle. 
(Breazeale 61) 

For Nietzsche too the basis of equilibrium is struggle, the source of 

life, will to power; for Nietzsche too that struggle manifests itself 

textually, in exegesis, by which meaning and meanings continuously 

become (see Guthrie 44-45). This is not to say that the rational is 

discredited: power, for Nietzsche, is the obsession with subjecting 

even one's deepest beliefs to scrutiny and to interpretation--to 

grammar and to the reason that resides therein. 36 Nietzsche dislikes 

the irrationality that cannot intelligently question systematic 

premises. As Michel Haar points out, 

Contrary to Plato's method (consisting in gathering sensuous 
diversity into a unity of essence) Nietzsche's method aims at 
unmasking, unearthing, but in an indefinite way--i.e. without 
even pretending to lift the last veil to reveal any originary 
identity, any primary foundation. Thus, the method 
itself manifests a deeply rooted repugnance toward any and 
all systematization. (7) 

In fact, Nietzsche goes beyond this: for him it is a question of the 

dialectics of system. All systems are themselves at once veils and 

illuminators, the cruxes of rationality and sense. Nietzsche found 

himself employing Heraclitus' aggressiveness to combat what Bataille 

calls his "happy yet somber receptiveness of life" (218). Nietzsche 

enlists Heraclitus to fan his rage against the introduction into a 

36 See The Anti-Christ 49. 
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"tumultuous humanity" of "the principle, still weak, but bearing with 

it the quality of immutability, of the GOOn" (Bataille 218). 

Nietzsche calls Heraclitus "my ancestor" (Musarion 1920-29, V. XIV, 

109), and in On the Genealogy of Morals (III. 7) he speaks of only 

himself and Heraclitus as "we philosophers." One of Heraclitus' 

attractions comes about as a result of Nietzsche's effort to re

establish the perimeters of the real and the perceived; contrary to 

Kant, Nietzsche's actuality is in the perceived, in appearance--or, as 

he says in the Introduction to The Gay Science, on the surface. This 

is a world in which the sensory and the substantial are one, but the 

solution to this fundamental philosophical problem comes about when 

Nietzsche declares the basis of ~ conceptual and substantial 

phenomena to be bound up in metaphoricity. The only reality is 

metaphoric; appearance and reality are both special cases of and 

descendants of poetic metaphor. This decision renders Heraclitus 

central. Nietzsche too identifies an interpretation of interpreting, 

thus, like Heraclitus, separating himself from those other, 

comparatively naive philosophies unable to take account of their own 

interpretive characters. Heraclitus shows Nietzsche the meta

philosophical option. Nietzsche declares that his new exegesis gives 

the future philosophers "as masters of the earth" the impartiality 

they require" (Jaspers 293). 

Nietzsche exercises this mastery in his very first treatment 

of Heraclitus, in Philosophy in the Tragic Age of ~ Greeks, written 

at about the same time as The Birth Ei Tragedy and such essays as "On 

Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense" (1873). Nietzsche's sense of the 

tragic comes about under the tutelage of Heraclitus, as an extension 



of Heraclitus: 

In diesem Sinne habe ich das Recht, mich seIber als den ersten 
tragischen Philosophen zu verstehn--das heisst den aussersten 
Gegensatz und Antipoden eines pessimistischen Philosophen. 
Vor mir giebt es diese Umsetzung des Dionysischen in ein 
philosophisches Pathos nicht: es fehl t die tragische 
Weisheit. 

[I have the right to understand myself as the first tragic 
philosopher, that is the most extreme opposite and antipode of 
a pessimistic philosopher. Before me this transposition of 
the Dionysian into a philosophical pathos did not exist: 
tragic wisdom was lacking.] (Ecce~, "Birth of Tragedy," 3) 
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For Nietzsche as for Heraclitus, becoming transcends all 

determinateness; space and time themselves, as well as all forms of 

objective being, are subsumed into this great, energetic movement. 37 

The "darkness" Nietzsche so admires in Heraclitus, as in Section 24 of 

The Birth of Tragedy, is to be admired for its disruption, its 

"primordial delight" in enigma. 

Nietzsche carries this even further into the open, as we have 

seen, in Twilight of the Idols. The epigraph of this chapter, in 

which Nietzsche takes Heraclitus to task for his injustice to the 

senses, now appears in a different light: 

37 

Ich nehme, mit hoher Ehrerbietung, den Namen Heraklit's bei 
Seite. Wenn das andre Philosophen-Volk das Zeugniss der Sinne 
verwarf, weil diesel ben Vielheit und Veranderung zeigten, ver
warf er deren Zeugniss, weil sie die Dinge zeigten, als ob sie 
Dauer und Einheit hatten. Auch Heraklit that den Sinnen 
Unrecht. Dieselben IUgen weder in der Art, wie die Eleaten es 
glauben, noch wie er es glaubte,--sie lugen uberhaupt nicht. 
Was wir aus ihrem Zeugniss machen, das legt erst die Luge 
hinein, zum Beispiel die Luge der Einheit, die Luge der 
Dinglichkeit, der Substanz, der Dauer ••• Die 'Vernunft' ist 
die Ursache, d~ss wir das Zeugniss der Sinne falschen. Sofern 

See Jaspers 350. 



die Sil1ne das Werden, das Vergehn, den Wechsel zeigen, lUgen 
sie nicht ••• Aber damit wird Heraklit ewig Recht behalten, 
dass das Sein eine leere Fiktion ist. Die 'scheinbare' Welt 
ist die einzige: die 'wahre Welt' ist nur hinzugelogen • 

[I set apart with high reverence the name of Heraclitus. When 
the rest of the philosopher crowd rejected the evidence of the 
senses because these showed plurality with change, he rejected 
their evidence because they showed things as if they possessed 
duration and unity. Heraclitus too was unjust to the senses, 
which lie neither in the way the Eleatics believe nor as he 
believed--they do not lie at all. It is what we make of their 
evidence that first introduces a lie into it, for-e:Kample the 
lie of unity, the lie of materiality, of substance, of 
duration. • •• 'Reason' is the cause of our falsification of 
the evidence of the senses. In so far as the senses show 
becoming, passing away, change, they do not lie. • •• But 
Heraclitus will always be right in this, that being is an 
empty fiction. The' apparent' world is the only one: the 
'real' world has only been lyingly added •••• ] (2) 
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This force, the drive of eternal becoming in Heraclitus is, for 

Nietzsche, the most profound insight into the Greek soul (Hollingdale 

93) and the way to the Overman. In fact, Nietzsche does see 

Heraclitus as being the originator (the arche-trace) of an oracular 

view of the nature of struggle as the foundation for life: "was er 

schaute, die Lehre vom Gesetz im Werden und ~ Spiel in der 

Nothwendigkeit, muss von jetzt ab ewig geschaut werden: er hat von 

diesem grossten Schauspiel den Vorhang aufgezogen [what he saw, the 

teaching of law in becoming and of ~ in necessity, must be seen 

from now on in all eternity. He raised the curtain on this greatest 

of all dramas]" (Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks, 8). The 

drama of struggle, and the struggle of language to encapsulate that 

drama, occupy Nietzsche throughout his writing. In The Will to Power 

he allows this to take the form of a dialogue: 

Gegen den Positivismus, welcher bei den Phanomenen 
stehnbleibt 'es gibt nur Tatsachen,' wurde ich sagen: nein, 
gerade Tatsachen gibt es nicht, nur Interpretationen. Wir 
konnen kein Faktum 'an sich' feststellen: vielleicht ist es 



ein Unsinn, so etwas zu wollen. 
'Es ist alles subjektiv, sagt ihr: aber schon Das ist 

Auslegung. Das 'Subjekt' ist nichts Gegebenes, sondern etwas 
Hinzu-Erdichtetes, Dahinter-Gestecktes.--1st es zuletzt natig, 
den Interpreten noch hinter die Interpretation zu set zen? 
Schon Das ist Dichtung, Hypothese. 

Soweit uberhaupt das Wort 'Erkentniss' Sinn hat, ist die 
Welt erkennbar: aber sie ist anders deutbar, sie hat keinen 
Sinn hinter sich, sondern unzahlige Sinne.--'Perspektivismus.' 

Unsere Bedurfnisse sind es, die die Welt auslegen; 
unsere Triebe und deren Fur und Wider. Jeder Trieb ist eine 
Art Herrschsucht, jeder hat seine Perspektive, welche er als 
Norm allen Ubrigen Trieben aufzwingen mochte. 

[Against positivism, which halts at phenomena--'There 
are only facts' --I would say: No, facts is precisely what 
there is not, only interpretations. We cannot establish any 
fact 'in itself': perhaps it is folly to want to do such a 
thing. 

Everything is subjective,' you say; but even this is 
interpretation. The 'subject' is not something given, it is 
something added and invented and projected behind what is 
there.--Finally, is it necessary to posit an interpreter 
behind the interpretation? Even this is invention, 
hypothesis. 

Insofar as the word 'knowledge' has any meaning, the 
world is knowable; but it is interpretable otherwise, it has 
no meaning behind it, but countless meanings.-
'Perspecti vism. ' 

It is our needs that interpret the world; our drives and 
their For and Against. Every drive is a kind of lust to rule; 
each one has its perspective that it would like to compel all 
other drives to accept as a form.] (481) 
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This is the thought that flows through all things: only flux; only 

interpretation. Nietzsche indeed treats Heraclitus--himself--as a 

Zarathustran ~, the "proud and lonely truth-finder," as he calls 

him in Lecture 10 of ~ Pre-Socratic Philosophers (Hollingdale 93). 

That is, Heraclitus and Nietzsche are, according to Nietzsche, the 

~; both, according to Nietzsche, are fictional, textual "hermits of 

the spirit" (Beyond Good and Evil, "We Scholars," 204). Nietzsche 

sees his new philosophy as returning to "all those fundamental forms 

of world interpretation devised by the Greek spirit"; in fact, "we are 

growing more Greek by the day" (Will !E. Power 419). Diels himself 
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points out the connection between Heraclitus' fragments and 

Zarathustra; beyond Zarathustra, Nietzsche's unproduced, projected 

magnum opus had two titles as it evolved: first, A Transvaluation of 

All Values, by which it is generally known, and second (unadopted by 

Elizabeth Forster-Nietzsche and hardly remembered), An Attempt 2.!. !!. 

New World-Exegesis. The world Nietzsche sought to bring out is indeed 

a world of interpretation. The issue of becoming is the central 

Herac1itan mussage for Nietzsche. Heidegger's discussion of Nietzsche 

centers on a passage from The Will ~ Power in which Nietzsche seems, 

according to Heidegger, to privilege (a Heideggerian-Parmenidean) 

Being over the more Heraclitan Becoming. But a glance at the passage 

in The Will to Power will not bear this out: 
----.;;..;;...;.;...;;.~ 

Oem Werden den Charakter des Seins aufzupragen--das ist 
der hochste Wille zur Macht. 

Zweifache FalSChung, von den Sinnen her und vom Geiste 
her, um eine Welt des Seienden zu erhalten, des Verharrenden, 
G1eichwertigen usw. 

Dass alles wiederkehrt, ist die extremste Annaherung 
einer Welt des Werdens an die des Seins: --Gipfel der 
Betrach~ 

[To overstamp upon Becoming the character of Being--that 
is the supreme will ~ power. 

Twofold falsification, on the part of the senses and of 
the spirit, to preserve a world of that which is, which 
abides, which is equivalent, etc. 

That everything recurs is the closest approximation of a 
world of becoming to !!. world of being:--the highest point of 
contemplation.] (617) 

Heidegger quotes only the first sentence of this passage in his "Being 

and Thought," and is determined that it should demonstrate that 

Nietzsche has learned from the "error" of Heraclitus, discussed 

previously. But Nietzsche is here doing precisely the opposite of 

what Heidegger suggests. It is Being that is "imposed on" Becoming, 

not the other way around. This imposition is, according to the fuller 
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passage, a twofold falsification, in terms both of the senses and of 

the spirit, both in terms of empirical experience and at the level of 

force and energy. Nietzsche's dictum that "everything recurs," while 

it is the insight by which the condition of the Overman is to be 

reached, confesses at the same time that that condition is not 

reached, by man nor by language. Nietzsche's dictum is only the 

closest approximation to that "highest point of meditation"; not even 

Zarathustra can reach it. Nietzsche thus confesses his own inability 

to go high enough, and his inevitable fall into literature. But 

Heraclitus provides the guideline for a fictional Nietzsche who is 

concealed in the Heideggerian misinterpretation, a self-creation in 

which a Parmenidean "that which abides" rules over a self-overturning. 

Finally, then, Nietzsche learns from Heraclitus (and sends on 

into the modern consciousness) how to evaluate struggle. Tension, 

action, and force form the basis for all seeming stasis. This is the 

subtext for the claim Nietzsche makes in On the Genealogy of Morals 

that what Heraclitus provides is "eine Interesse, eine Spannung, eine 

Hoffnung • • • als ob mit ihm sich Etwas ankundige, Etwas vorbereite, 

als ob der Mensch kein Ziel, sondern nur ein Weg, ein Zweischenfall, 

eine Briicke, ein Grosses Versprechen sei [an interest a tension, a 

hope as if with him something were announcing and preparing 

itself, as if man were not a goal but only a way, an episode, a 

bridge, a great promise]" (II. 16). Only when he understands the 

Heraclitan tension of alterity does man become the "lucky throw" of 

the dice, the great promise that remains, eternally, a promise, a 

bridge, a literary episode. 

* * * 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ZARATHUSTRA AS THE SHADOW OF WRITING: PHILOSOPHY/POETRY/POWER 

A ~.£!!. Translation and Text 

For tli"e text of Zarathustra I have relied on Nietzsche 

Werke: Kritische Gesamtausgabe (KGW), ed. Giorgio Colli and Mazzino 

Montinari, Sechste Abteilung, Erster Band (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1968). 

I refer to this edition parenthetically, by named and numbered 

sections, rather than by page number. I have consulted Hollingdale's 

translations occasionally, but have relied on Kaufmann's more staadard 

American English translations, except where he changes the terse 

paragraphic form Nietzsche employs and where he 'simplifies' 

punctuation or makes enigmatic passages more 'available' to the 

reader, or when his own imagination or poetic sense permits him to 

stray further from Nietzsche than I wish to go, in all of which cases 

I have interpolated my own translation. 

* * * 
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--umsphinxt, dass ich in Ein Wort 
Viel Gefuhle stopfe: 
(Vergebe mir Gott 
Diese Sprach-Sunde!) 

[--Ensphinxed, thus I in one word 
Stuff many feelings: 
(Forgive me, God, 
This language-sin!) 
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--Nietzsche, "Unter Tochtern der Wuste [Among 
Daughters of the Desert]," 2 

Nietzsche's Zarathustra is the paradigmatic desert-

wanderer, who awakens in his cave from his slumber of womb-like 

solipsism to the proclamation that the world awaits his advent; in his 

untergehen [going-under], his descent into the world of men (and thus 

into language) Zarathustra shows us, as his readers, vital aspects of 

our own desert-existence. This most allegorical of texts parades 

itself as a barrage of over-ripe epigrams, obscure poetry, and vivid 

imagery conveyed to the reader through the voice of an invisible, 

oracular poet. It is Zarathustra's story only in a tangential way; it 

is a story about Zarathustra, told of him. Finally, it is this ~-

voice, the author behind the figure of Zarathustra, who is revealed as 

the metaphor of the kind of power Zarathustra thinks he represents. 

Zarathustra's story reveals itself as being a narrative of etrangete, 

of distance as power and of the power of distance. 

But this central motif of the book, the power of the 

estranged author, is only gradually revealed over the course of this 

most self-conscious and difficult book. Indeed it is not Zarathustra 
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who announces, in the epigraph above, his encapsulation in language, 

but the shadow-self by which he is gradually supplanted in his book, 

one of a succession of interim-identities imposing themselves between 

Zarathustra and the teller of his tale. l ,~ ~ Zarathustra s etrangete 

manifests itself through the interstices of story, and declares 

therein the power of declaration. Among the central of its many 

ironies, Zarathustra's manifestation of the power of etrangete takes 

the reader to the focus of the printed page's vi tali ty: although 

Zarathustra is purportedly, by his image as a prophet, a pre-eminently 

oral character, he is at the same time framed by the text in which his 

orality functions; as the text progresses, he becomes increasingly a 

kind of icon observed through the composed glass of inscription, 

finally an enigma of iconic power captured and surpassed by the "real" 

Overman, who appears, as it were, in Zarathustra's text in the form of 

the shadow tha t haunts and subverts him. Thus Zarathustra himself 

becomes the shadow, which then itself usurps Zarathustra's role as 

author, making the text of Zarathustra one of narrative distance from 

the prophet and, simultaneously, a text of the impossible interiority 

of Zarathustra's message for the equally estranged reader. 

The course from the morning-song, with which Zarathustra's 

book begins, to the power of the shadow-song with which Zarathustra 

concludes is a gradual introduction of etrangete into the narrative, 

which begins in that most familiar Nietzschean mode: a cross-

1 This displacement of the voice of Zarathustra, which mocks the 
subject, occurs more and more frequently throughout Book Four; 
finally Zarathustra disappears from his own story, only to re-appear 
in the concluding section, "Das Zeichen" [The Sign] as the center of a 
parody of biblical prophets--he is ensphinxed. 
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fertilization of image-oriented story/poem and parody of story-

telling. Zarathustra's Foreword begins: 

Als Zarathustra dreissig Jahr al t war, verliess er seine 
Heimat und den See seiner Heimat und gieng in das Gebirge. 
Hier genoss er seines Geistes und seiner Einsamkeit und wurde 
dessen zehn Jahre nicht mude. Endlich aber verwandelte sich 
sein Herz ,-- und eines Morgens stand er mit der Morgenrothe 
auf, trat vor die Sonne hin und sprach zu ihr also: 

'Du grosses Gestirn! Was ware dein GlUck, wenn du nicht 
Die hattest, welchen du leuchtest!' 

[When Zarathustra was thirty years old, he left his 
homeland and the lake of his homeland and went into the 
mountains. Here he enjoyed his spirit and his solitude and 
passed ten ten years without tiring of it. But finally his 
heart turned, --and one morning he rose with the dawn, stepped 
before the sun, and spoke to it thus: 

You great star! What would your happiness be, if you 
had not those for whom you shine!] (Vorrede [Preface] 1) 

The setting, the isolation, the relationship between physical and 

spiritual nature, and Zarathustra's framed voice all establish motifs 

to be developed. Of course, the increasingly pervasive parallel with 

the iconic figure of Christ is introduced here, a figure of and in 

isolation "called" to bring enlightenment to man. Zarathustra is 

"called," too, but it is not until near the end that Nietzsche worked 

out (and thus that we perceive) the nature of this "calling." 

But Nietzsche introduces Zarathustra, in the first part of 

the Preface, as the figure, simultaneously, of naive and exuberant 

simplicity, unaware of the simplicity of his energy: "Siehe! Ich bin 

meiner Weisheit uberdrussig, wie die Biene, die des Honigs zu viel 

gesammelt hat, ich bedarf der Hande, die sich ausstrecken [Behold! I 

am sick of my wisdpm, like the bee that has gathered too much honey, I 

need a hand outstretched for it]." In this attitude, Zarathustra 

declares to the sun, "Ich muss, gleich dir, untergehen, wie die 

Menschen es nennen, zu denen ich hinab will" [I must, like you, ~ 
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down, as men to whom I will descend call it]. The embracing of his 

going-under is the verification that, as he has said, "sein Herz [his 

heart]" has indeed "verwandelte [turned],,2; in that out-going, and in 

his abrogation of solipsism Zarathustra becomes the active figure in 

his own landscape, thinking to return to his "Heimat [homeland]," Le. 

the world of man. This abrogation is itself "ensphinxed" by 

Zarathustra's closing declaration in the Prologue, articulated 

fittingly in a mock-biblical metaphor: "Siehe! Dieser Becher will 

wieder leer werden, und Zarathustra will wieder Mensch werden [Behold! 

This cup wants to be empty again, and Zarathustra wants to be man 

again]." Instantaneously, we are told "--Also begann Zarathustra' s 

Untergang [Thus began Zarathustra's going-under]." This play of empty 

and full, of image superimposed on concept and concept on image, 

adumbrates the levels at which the text will work to expand its 

distances. To become empty again is to become man again; to be full 

is not to be man. 3 

Zarathustra's descent into the world of man, taken step by 

step as he leaves the mountains and confronts saint, disciples, and 

common humanity, is a descent out of the 1~nguage-1ess satisfaction of 

"seines Geistes und seiner Einsamkei t [his spirit and his soli tude]" 

(Vorrede 1) and into that of the book that will follow. At Step 1, 

2 An even better translation of verwande1t, in this context, would be 
"tranformed." 

3 Since untergehen also means "to decline," the moment Zarathustra 
chooses to be in the world he begins his fall away from the fruitless 
solitude of his cave but also from the Overman. The spirit of 
gravity, which will play such an important part in Book Three, is to 
be seen as operating from the first words of the Prologue. 
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furthest from man, at the edge of civilization on his way toward the 

marketplace at which life will be engaged, Zarathustra meets the 

saint. This figure was also the last ~ Zarathustra saw on his way 

up the mountain ten years previously. The saint notes the change that 

has occurred in the ten-year period since he saw Zarathustra last. 

Thus we confront our first unreliable witness. The change in 

Zarathustra is precisely mis-defined as Zarathustra's having become a 

"child" (a designation that will be explained, in the "drei 

Verwandlungen [Three Metamorphoses]" of Book One, as the final phase 

of enlightenment or awakening). The saint, we will discover, is least 

likely among men to be able to see and describe Zarathustra correctly. 

Later, in Step 2, Zarathustra's own attempt to describe himself and 

his program, for the first time, meets the same fate. His message is 

declared in his first confrontation with the people in the mal."ket 

square of the first village through which he passes: "Ich lehre euch 

den Ubermenschen [1. teach you the Overman]" (Vorrede 3). The Overman, 

defined to men as "Etwas iiber sich hinaus [something beyond 

themselves]," the desired goal of perfection all species of creatures 

have striven for, as we will see, is ~ visible to Zarathustra ~ 

~ than !! is to any other ~--he too misconceives the Overman in 

his formulation, and is condemned to fashion the relation of Overman 

to man in the metaphors he finds for this relationship, striving for 

c1arity.4 Yet he speaks truer than he knows. One of his most 

striking images is his metaphor for man, who is "ein Seil, geknupft 

4 See Bernd Magnus' "Overman: An Attitude or an Ideal?" in The Great 
Year of Zarathustra (1881-1981), ed. David Goicoechea (New York: 
Univ. Press of America, 1983), 142-65. 
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zwischen Thier und Ubermensch,--ein Sei1 uber einem Abgrunde [a rope, 

tied between beast and Overman,--a rope over an abyss]" (Vorrede 4). 

Man is here neither beast E££ Overman, but tied between them, 

stretched over the ground which holds him up and supports him, the 

plane of the earth, but over the abyss, the Abgrund into which he will 

plummet should he relinquish either of these poles. In his will that 

the Overman "sei der Sinn der Erde I [shall be the meaning of the 

earth]"S (Vorrede 3), man attempts to become wise. Indeed he thereby 

undergoes a transformation. His understanding transforms him into 

another metaphor: "Wer aber der Weiseste von euch ist, der ist auch 

nur ein Zwiespa1t und Zwitter von Pf1anze und von Gespenst [But 

whoever is wisest among you, he too is but a conflict and cross 

between plant and ghost]" (Vorrede 3). The intent of this "lifting" 

of the metaphor is the same, but the terms present quite a different 

picture. Here, the wisest man is connective and at the same time 

generative6 and not merely disjunctive; he is both, and at the same 

time, a conflict of forces and pulls: as man "improves," he becomes 

5 See J. Daniel Breazeale's "The Meaning of the Earth" in The Great 
Year of Zarathustra, 113-141, in which Breazeale develops the idea of 
the Overman as the value-creating force, and hence the meaning of the 
earth, der Sinne ~ Erde. In his discussion of the instrumentality 
of values, Breazeale suggests also the utility of metaphor for life in 
the metaphor of the meaning of the earth. Breazeale correctly asserts 
in his conclusion that it is impossible for philosophy to continue in 
the same way after Zarathustra's critique of value. 

6 Thus the wisest man is himself ensphinxed: the word Nietzsche uses 
for this generative connectedness is "Zwitter," which means "crossed" 
or "connected" in ·the way that an hermaphrodite is crossed, a mingling 
of distinct and separate genres. Nietzsche strives to maintain the 
"connectedness" of the higher man to the earth and to the physical 
humanity of man through Zarathustra by maintaining--and ironizing--his 
sexual nature. 
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more and more enmeshed in the very distance of metaphor itself, unable 

to separate himself from it. 

Appropriately, Nietzsche forces Zarathustra to engage in 

this same multi-leveled game of designation. The people in the 

market-place have stopped to hear Zarathustra out because there has 

been a promise of a tightrope-walker, an entertainer who will allow 

those present to forget their own lives, to subsume (and sublimate) 

themsel ves in the show they are about to see, which is at once the 

opposite of and the same as that which Zarathustra urges them to do. 

The tightrope-walker is himself a commentary on Zarathustra's earth-

bound-ness: Zarathustra finds himself all too earthbound when the 

tightrope walker finally steps from a high doorway out onto the rope, 

a rope to which Zarathustra has now given a new, highly-charged 

meaning. The parable of the tightrope-walker, which I want to quote 

in its entirety, is a masterpiece of metaphoric compactness, and a 

remarkably disturbing set of images that will be echoed, shadowed, and 

sustained throughout Zarathustra's book: 

Da aber geschah Etwas, das jeden Mund stumm und jedes 
Auge starr machte. Inzwischen namlich hatte der Seil tanzer 
sein Werk begonnen: er war aus einer kleinen Thur 
hinausgetreten und gieng Uber das Seil, welches zwischen zwei 
ThUrmen gespannt war, also, dass es Uber dem Markte und dem 
Volke hieng. Ais er eben in der Mitte seines Weges war, 
offnete sich die kleine Thur noch einmal, und ein bunter 
Gesell, einem Possenreisser gleich, sprang heraus und gieng 
mit schne11en Schritten dem Ersten nacho "Vorwarts, Lahmfuss, 
rief seine fUrchterliche Stimme, vorwarts Faulthier, 
Schleichhandler, Bleichgesicht! Dass ich dich nicht mit 
meiner Ferse ki tzle! Was treibst du hier zwischen Thurmen? 
In den Thurm gehorst du, einsperren sollte man dich, einem 
Bessern, als du bist, sperrst du die freie Bahnl" -- Und mit 
jedem Worte kam er ihm naher und naher: als er aber nul' noch 
einen Schritt hinter ihm war, da geschah das Erschreckliche, 
das jeden Mund stumm und jedes Auge starr machte: -- er 
stiess ein Geschrei aus wie ein Teufel und sprang tiber Den 
hinweg, der ihm im Wege war. Diesel' abel', als er so seinen 



Nebenbuhler siegen sah, verlor dabei den Kopf und das Seil; er 
warf seine Stange weg und schoss schneller als diese, wie ein 
Wirbel von Armen und Beinen, in die Tiefe. Der Markt und das 
Volk glich dem Meere, wenn der Sturm hineinfahrt: Alles floh 
aus einander und Ubereinander, und am meisten dort, wo der 
Korper niederschlagen musste. 

[But then something happened that made every mouth mute 
and every eye rigid. For meanwhile the tightrope-walker had 
begun his act: he had stepped out of a small door and was 
moving over the rope, which was stretched between two towers 
and thus hung over the marketplace and the people. When he 
was precisely in the middle of his walk, the little door 
opened again, and a brightly-dressed fellow who looked like a 
buffoon sprang out and followed the first one with quick 
steps. "Forward, lamefoot," cried his terrible voice, 
"forward, sloth, smuggler, pale-face! Or I'll tickle you with 
my heel! What are you doing here between towers? You belong 
in the tower, you ought to be locked up, you're blocking the 
way of a bet ter man than you!" -- And with each word he came 
nearer and nearer: but when he was still one step behind, the 
dreadful thing happened that made every mouth mute and every 
eye rigid: -- he cried out like a devil and sprang over the 
man who was in his way. But this man, seeing his rival win, 
lost his head and the rope; he threw away his pole and fell 
faster than it did, a swirl of arms and legs, into the 
depths. The marketplace and the people were like a sea when a 
storm strikes: the crowd surged over and under one another, 
and most of all where the body would crash down]." (Vorrede 6) 
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Thus Nietzsche establishes, in a story, the conditions by which we can 

begin on our journey, with Zarathustra, toward the goal of self-

overcoming. 7 The images through which he presents it here are 

physical (overcoming as a literal over-leaping, danger, tension, 

contest), the fall from the wire an emblem of man's necessary going 

down. That Zarathustra dces not directly, nor even eventually, 

perceive the relationship between the tightrope-walker's plight and 

his own demonstrates the frailty of man and the immensity of 

7 See Otto Manthey-Zorn's Dionysus: The Tragedy £i Nietzsche, 
particularly the chapter on Zarathustra (82-107), for interesting 
comment on the nature of Zarathustra's wisdom and learning. 
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metaphoric power: that power and that man are still worlds apart. We 

thus begin to learn from Zarathustra, from his own lack of insight. 

This learning process culminates in Zarathustra's 

apotheosis. Yet when the shadow speaks to Zarathustra, near the 

conclusion of the last book, we must still ask what Zarathustra has 

learned. Part of his ensphinxedness is clearly an inability to learn, 

to be fixed in his tablets. Zarathustra is, finally, man. He has 

returned to his cave, retreated from the world of men, and vanished 

from his own narration. He has been supplanted by the Shadow. 8 

Singing "with a kind of roar," imitating the lion Zarathustra has 

adopted as the second, active, middle phase of his development, 

Zarathustra's enigmatic shadow announces, near the conclusion of 

Zara thust ra' s book, the depth, timelessness, and heightened 

significance of the very "linguistic sin" he commits as he sings. 

More accurately, he announces as he is written: he sings of 

metaphoric compaction. The song thus begins "Die WUste wachst: weh 

Oem, der Wusten birgt! [Wilderness grows: woe unto him who harbors 

wildernessesl"; the wanderer, who pursues the going across, the going 

under, the metaphoric, is determined by the nature of his song. This 

is indeed the cry of the wanderer who is Zarathustra's shadow. This 

fa te to which the shadow refers, to be umsphinxt, is at once the 

metaphor and the concept on which Nietzsche bases the program by 

which he will rewrite philosophy and the role of art--in what he 

calls ensphinxedness, for those who have the ability to discern what 

8 A useful commentary on this surrogation occurs in W. D. Williams' 
"Nietzsche's Masks" in Nietzsche: Imagery and Thought, ed. Malcolm 
Pasley (London: Methuen, 1978), 83-104. 
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this means--for those who have eyes to see. This ensphinxedness is 

unlike that of the sphinx (i.e. Zarathustra) alone, indeed unlike the 

condi tion of any man who has ever existed. Like Zarathustra, 

Nietzsche comes to announce, as Michel Haar says, "the coming of a new 

type of man" (24), who is sphinx and man. But in what way can this 

man be seen as "modern," or indeed as man? Nietzsche and Zarathustra, 

in collusion, force the reader to work actively and diligently for a 

satisfactory response. How can the reader "pass beyond" this metaphor 

to see in it, and in the style of Zarathustra as a whole, an answer? 

The reader's work begins here, since Nietzsche will provide only the 

most elliptical of responses: the Shadow cannot identify himself, 

since he has no human identity. At least we are certain of this. The 

mendacity of man has been overcome by the shadow, whose lament is that 

in this world where "Nichts ist wahr, Alles ist erlaubt (Nothing is 

true, all is permitted]" (IV. Der Shatten [The Shadow]), the way to 

gauge humanity is to see if one can still lie: "Ach, wohin ist jene 

verlogne Unschuld, die ich einst besass, die Unschuld der Guten und 

ihrer edlen Lugenl [Alas, where is that mendacious innocence that I 

once possessed, the innocence of the good and their noble liesl]" (IV. 

Der Shatten). He can no longer be innocent of lying, particularly the 

lying that produces the "nobility" of fallen man--but this means that 

he cannot lie about himself, and so he finds his self-explanation in 

metaphor, the root of his power. His claim, made with the 

appropriate evasiyeness, is that he is a "ein Baum [a tree]" who 

"stands lonely here in the mountains." He then adds "surely it waits 

for the first lightning." At the moment of its illumination, its 

charging with life's energy, the Shadow will also be sundered and 
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destroyed. Characteristically, he speaks in parables, 9 seeming to 

turn from direct explanation but in fact offering the most direct 

'explanation' possible; but even in this form, one must ask how his 

reply can be seen as somehow an illumination of his relevance? The 

reader must find the shadow's solution not only unsatisfactory but 

initiatory, and must still go on searching for the ground and the 

value of Nietzsche's imagery, for its significance. The shadow's 

imagistic, arboreal response maps the utter loneness of the sphinx 

who is, like Ozymandias--like all figures of fiction--caught 

inexorably outside of time, world, and (figuratively) word, but it 

does more than this: it makes Zarathustra a prisoner of and a vastly 

overdetermined monument to the writing in of meaning, and it is 

here that Nietzsche most clearly shows his explosive intentions. 

But the shadow, appropriately, plays even more roles than 

those of image and distance: Zarathustra is revealed in this 

ensphinxedness as indeed a function of the power he has declared as 

uniquely his own: that of the declarer of the will to power. For 

Nietzsche, will to power, the great distancer and the abrogator of 

morality, is always to be conceived in detachment from, indeed as the 

canceller of, both other and self (Hollingdale 191; see Zarathustra 1. 

"Von tausend und Einem Ziele [On the Thousand and One Goals]"). 

Zarathustra and his shadow, as manifestations of will to power, are at 

9 See Tracy B. Strong, Friedrich Nietzsche and the Politics of 
Transfiguration (Berkeley: Univ. of California PreSS:- 1975), fora 
connection between "The Ass Festival" as parody of eucharist and 
Zarathustra as parody of Overman. 
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once self-conquering and self-defeating. This very detachment makes 

Zarathustra, like the sphinx, as Paul de Man claims, the "ruthless 

forgetting" (but therefore the privileging) not of speaking-as-being 

but of wri ting-as-becoming (147). He is a function of sphinx-like 

isolation, but also of chimerical self-creation, doubting and 

cancelling himself, unable to gauge his place or his role in the world 

around him, and therefore subject to the nausea, figuratively a kind 

of vertigo, he constantly experiences as an inevitable result of this 

ambivalence. The "freiwillige Bettler" (the "Voluntary Beggar"), one 

of the Shadow's avatars, tests Zarathustra by setting up just these 

terms: man would not dispense with his melancholy, "Er wurde nicht 

seine TrUbsal los--seine grosse Trubsal: die aber heisst heute Ekel. 

Wer hat heute von Ekel nicht Herz, Mund und Augen voll? Auch du! 

Auch du! [He would not get rid of his melancholy--his great 

melancholy; but today that is called nausea. Who today does not have 

his heart, mouth and eyes full of nausea? You too! You too!]" (IV. 

Der freiwillige Bettler). And thus, in man's inability to see his own 

nature, his striving for that which he is not and through which all is 

permitted, commences his significance and his benightedness, from 

which there is no possible extraction. 

Man thus sees himself as immediate, and this is part of his 

radical myopia: "the blindness with which he throws himself into an 

action lightened of all previous experience captures the authentic 

spirit of modernity" (de Man 147). This blindness is a writerly self

cancellation which, more clearly in Zarathustra than anywhere else in 

Nietzsche, is the radical collapsing of poetry and philosophy. 

Zarathustra, as his shadow says, abrogates traditional powers of 
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conceptualization (seen as power "over") and acquires a new mode of 

force; in doing so, Zarathustra leaps outside the world of traditional 

man and becomes a "sinner," by virtue of the very declaration he 

makes of himself. In acknowledging his "linguistic sin," crowding 

much into one word, "ensphinxed," and thereby becoming the shadow of 

writing, Zarathustra is will to power, and reveals will to power as 

metaphoricity, and Zarathustra as the allegorical embodiment of that 

metaphoric power. 

The question Thus Spoke Zarathustra introduces deepens its 

dramatic modernity: is it properly philosophy at all? Clearly, for 

Nietzsche it is a manifestation of the 'gay science' and not 

'properly' philosophylO at all, and this is what makes the book so 

philosophically vital. Zarathustra' s shadow leaves no doubt of this 

when he declares to Zarathustra that 

Mit dir verlernte ich den Glauben an Worte und Werthe und 
grosse Namen. Wenn der Teufel sich hautet, fall t da nicht 
auch sein Name ab? der ist namlich auch Haut. Der Teufel 
seIber ist vielleicht--Haut. 

[With you I unlearned faith in words and values and great 
names. When the devil sheds his skin does not his name fall 
off too? For that too is skin. The devil himself is perhaps
-skin.] (IV. "Der Shatten [The Shadow]") 

Like Zarathustra, the devil here undergoes a transformation. At first 

he is covered by skin, then he is skin itself. It is as though he is 

working out of himself in a manifestation of ~trangete. One must keep 

carefully in mind here that Nietzsche's world, one of inversions, may 

well place the devil in a different position than would the tradition 

10 That is, philosophy without art: Wissenschaft that is not 
frohliche. 
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out of which Nietzsche writes. In this passage, as Zarathustra throws 

off the devilish skin of dogmatic value-inscription, the Shadow 

becomes ~, in the sense that he is at once the devil and free of 

the devil. This formulation of the Shadow itself, this designation 

for the "man" who has shed the devil, exists in a vital interaction 

with philosophy and indeed is a metaphor for the process of emergence 

through which Nietzsche shows learning to understand the metaphoric 

nature of philosophy better, since for Nietzsche philosophy, like 

religion, must always overcome its dogma, and the "subtexts" it 

imposes on (or gathers to) that declaration. 

* * * 

The great idea of Zarathustra's book, toward which all other 

ideas in it lean and which orders all the rest (including the ideas of 

the Ubermensch and the Wille ~ Macht) is the concept of the eternal 

recurrence, and Zarathustra's relation to it. 11 It is to this idea 

that Nietzsche turns to validify the other claims he wants to make. 

Self-overcoming, will to power, overman--all converge on the 

philosophic valuation inherent in the eternal recurrence. In the 

Third Book, in the chapter entitled "Der Genesende [The 

Convalescent] ," Zarathustra' s animals, those symbolic manifestations 

of his voice in its most significant and most ironic guises, instruct 

11 See Bernd Magnus' 
Existential Imperative 
41 and 47-188 for a 
Heraclitus (47-52) and 
(155-88) • 

discussion of the doctrine in Nietzsche's 
(Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1978), 38-

sense of the way recurrence is related to 
the way in which recurrence is a "countermyth" 



him thus: 

Denn siehe doch, oh Zarathustra! Zu deinen neuen 
Liedern bedarf es neuer Leiern. 

Singe und brause Uber, oh Zarathustra, heile mit neuen 
Liedern deine Seele: dass du dein grosses Schicksal tragest, 
das noch keines Menschen Schicksal war! 

Denn deine Thiere wissen es wohl, oh Zarathustra, wer du 
bist und werden musst: siehe, du bist der Lehrer der ewigen 
Wiederkunft --, das ist nun dein Schicksal! 

Dass du als der Erste diese Lehre lehren musst, -- wie 
sollte diess grosse Schicksal nicht auch deine grosste Gefahr 
und Krankheit seinl 

[Then behold, oh Zarathustra. You need new lyres for 
your new songs. 

Sing and overflow, oh Zarathustra, heal your soul with 
new songs that you may bear your great Destiny, which has 
never yet been any man's destiny! 

For your animals know well, oh Zarathustra, who you are 
and must become: behold, you ~ the teacher ~ the eternal 
recurrence --, that is your destiny! 

That you as the first must teach this lesson, how 
could this g\~at destiny not be your greatest danger and 
sickness too?] 
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New instruments are indeed needed for the new songs Nietzsche wants 

to sound on language and in philosophic discourse. The discussion 

introduced in this passage and its echoes throughout Zarathustra call 

for precisely the overflow this passage demonstrates. In subsequent 

works, Nietzsche chooses other modes of articulation, but when he 

backs away from the lyric presentation of ideas something is lost. It 

is at this level, the interaction of the surface of the text with its 

abstract discourse, that Nietzsche re-makes philosophy. 

This concern for the surface, which Zarathustra himself 

evolves in the course of his book (and which in the end becomes the 

12 That the play of alliterations and assonances, as in "Leier "
"Lehrer"-"Liedern," is missing from the English--from any English-
translation serves to show Nietzsche's awareness of the surface of the 
text, his concern for the sound-image in which the idea rests. 
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avatars to whom he speaks and who instruct him, chief among them the 

Shadow himself), is laid out most clearly in the second Preface to The 

Gay Science. It starts, in typical fashion, with a parable, a story 

designed to illustrate the ensuing point, which is then made in the 

kind of elliptical, Zarathustran language we have come to expect, and 

which always carries so much more than it seems to: 

'1st es wahr, dass der 1iebe Gott uberall zugegen ist?' 
fragte ein kleines Madchen seine Mutter: faber ich finde das 
unanstandig'--ein Wink fur Philosophen! Man sollte die Scham 
besser in Ehren halten, mit der sich die Natur hinter Rathsel 
und bunte Ungewissheiten versteckt hat. Vielleicht ist die 
Wahrheit ein Weib, das Grunde hat, ihre Grunde nicht sehn zu 
lassen? Vielleicht 1st ihr Name, griechisch zu reden, Baubo? 

['Is it true that God is present everywhere?' a little 
girl asked her mother; "But I find that indecent"--a hint for 
philosophers! One should have more respect for the 
bashfulness with which nature has hidden behind riddles and 
iridescent uncertainties. Perhaps truth is a woman who has 
reasons for not letting us see her reasons? Perhaps her name 
is--to speak Greek--Baubo?] (The Gay Science, Vorrede 4) 

Even the alliteration here, traditionally poetic as it may be, the 

linking of the sounds of the passage from Zarathustra concerning 

itself with a poetic awareness of the eternal recurrence ("Brause"-

"Baubo," etc.) is more than a pedantic poetic figure, an aural 

linkage. Nietzsche is here using the surface of the text as 

emblematic of the eternal recurrence, as laid out by Zarathustra; this 

is generated in the surfaces of texts; it indicates the power and 

primacy of the text-surface's performance. This is made clear, 

indeed, as the passage goes on: 

Oh diese Griechen! Sie verstanden sich darauf, zu leben: 
dazu thut Noth, tapfer bei der Oberflache, der Falte, der Haut 
stehen zu bleiben, den Schein anzubeten, an Formen, an Tone, 
an Worte, an den ganzen Olymp des Scheins zu glaubenl Diese 



Griechen waren oberflachlich--aus Tiefe! Und kommen wir nicht 
eben darauf zuriick, wir Wagehalse des Geistes, die wir die 
hochste und gefahrlichste Spitze des gegenwiirtigen Gedankens 
erklettert und uns von da aus umgesehen haben, die wir von da 
aus hinabgesehen haben? Sind wir nicht eben darin--Griechen? 
Anbeter der Formen, der Tone, der Worte. Eben darum-
Kunstler? 

[Oh, those Greeks! They knew how to live! What is 
required for that is to stop courageously at the surface, the 
fold, the skin, to' adore appearance, to believe in forms, 
tones, words, in the whole Olympus of appearance. Those 
Greeks were superficial--~ of profundity I And is not this 
precisely what we are again coming back to, we daredevils of 
the spirit who have climbed the highest and most dangerous 
peak of present thought and looked around from up there--we 
who have looked down from there? Are we not, precisely in 
this respect, Greeks? Adorers of forms, of tones, of words? 
And therefore--artists?] 
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The artist, Nietzsche declares to us, stops at the surface of the 

page, allows it to be his "message" and his his medium at once. The 

privileging of the surface and play of the text, and of his own teJtt, 

shows Zarathustra's concern with the horizontal view of meaning: 

artists, as adorers of words and of tones, show themselves to be 

lovers of surfaces, not of shallowness. 13 This is the hinted 

suggestion of the animals to Zarathustra. 

Thus, when one looks to Nietzsche's other work, one sees 

that Zarathustra produces the foundation--and much of the edifice--of 

subsequent works that cannot be denied as philosophy, however improper 

(the essays of ~~ Genealogy £f Morals, for example, with their 

well-rounded arguments and traditional shapes, ensconcing Nietzsche's 

radical re-writing of morality) and particularly the highly "improper" 

13 See John T. Wilcox's Truth and Value in Nietzsche: A Study of ~ 
Metaethics and Epistemology (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 
1974), particularly his chapter on "Kant, the Thing-in-Itself, and 
Nietzsche's Skepticism" (98-126). 
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spawn of Zarathustra, Beyond Good and Evil, whose claims for an anti

morality "beyond good and evil" work so closely with the ideas of 

Zarathustra but formulate them, on the surface, in such different 

ways. 

the Idols, 

As an adumbration of such later works as Twilight of 

a profoundly philosophic book within the tradition it 

ironizes, Zarathustra is a most powerful manifestation of Nietzschean 

philosophy; its relationship to Twilight of the Idols is acknowledged 

in it Nietzsche offers this comment on Zarathustra: "Um allein zu 

leben, muss man ein Thier oder ein Gott sein--sagt Aristoteles. Fehlt 

der dritte Fall: man muss Beides sein--philosoph ••• [To live alone, 

one must be an animal or a god--says Aristotle. There is yet a third 

case: one must be both--philosopher" ("Spruche und pfeile [Maxims and 

Arrows]" 3). The first two choices, animal and god, both within human 

terms, here attest to Zarathustra's caughtness within the human 

predicament, his all-too-humanness. This is a confession of his own 

declared distance, indeed his ensphinxedness, but the third, 

"philosopher," an amalgamation of the others, establishes the 

perceptual solution to the problem of animal and god in combination. 

"Philosopher" is a solution in both philosophic (Le. abstract) terms 

and in the chemical ones to which Nietzsche so often resorts. Animal 

and god go into solution with one another to produce philosopher in 

man, dlscretely maintained but offering a new product by their co

mingling. The revelation in Zarathustra is the metaphoric nature of 

this solution. Thus, "philosopher" produces not only Zarathustra' s 

credentials but his project as well. Lest any question linger about 

the value of Zarathustra for philosophy, the questions Zarathustra 
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catalyzes in his text, and indeed the impetus that brings him down 

from the mountain in that great under-going, like the sphinx's 

soli tude a destroying as well as a "descent," are Nietzsche's 

questions about man's state, his value, and his existence as power. 

The very text of Zarathustra's message demonstrates this 

elusive power, a power to conceal as well as reveal, to tease and to 

enlighten at once. The text shows the activity of abstraction through 

which Zarathustra goes to construct this message. In Book Three, 

Nietzsche begins by showing Zarathustra wandering in high mountains, 

fighting to overcome his humanness. He is constantly being pulled 

down, he says, by "gravity" ("Schwere," i.e. by "historical" human 

life itself), in the form of a metaphoric beast that is variously 

"Geist [spirit]," "Schwere [gravity]," "Zwerg [dwarf]," and "Maulwurf 

[mole] ," a vast array of metaphoric power that itself ranges, as do 

the aspirations of the philosopher (the metaphoric beast) from the 

pole of animal to that of god, from mole to spirit. It is in this 

striving against the Protean inertia of human activity that the 

philosopher and the poet merge to form their (his) own solution, in a 

mathematical and a chemical sense, as well as an Hegelian one. 

Zarathustra's text, which as we have seen is, as his appearance is 

also his profound identity, descends with him and is delivered to the 

alerted reader through its first images of sun-light, but this has 

seemed parabolic and obfuscatory. The same images now, however, 

become overt in a·new way (played on a new lyre) in the conclusion of 

Book Three's "Vom Geist der Schwere" [On the Spirit of Gravity]" as 

'Das -- ist nun mein Weg, -- wo ist der eure?' so 
antwortete ich Denen, welche mich "nach dem Wege" fragten. 
Den Weg namlich -- den giebt es nichtl 



Also sprach Zarathustra. 

['This is ~ way; where is yours?'--Thus I answered those 
who asked me 'the way.' For the way--that does not exist. 

Thus spoke Zarathustra.]---(2) 
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This message, with its all of its implied questions, makes sense only 

as a kind of cocoon of preparation fo~ the deeply complex emergence 

into the world that begins with Zarathustra's moral contexting of his 

project, which begins with his declaration in Part One that "Eine 

Tafel der Guter hangt uber jedem Volke. Siehe, es ist seiner 

Uberwindungen Tafel; siehe, es ist die Stimme seines Willens zur 

Macht" [A tablet of the good hangs over every people. Behold, it is 

the tablet of their overcomings; behold, it is the voice of their will 

to power]" ("Von tausend und Einem Ziele [On the Thousand and One 

Goals]"). Two meanings of this passage persist. In the first, 

Zarathustra has come to warn of the dogmatic repression under which 

man lives and by which he is controlled. In this interpretation, the 

good is not good but powerful, as social conventions are powerful. In 

the other interpretation, Zarathustra is himself this voice, the 

"tiberwindungen Tafel [tablet of good]," hanging in Damoclesian fashion 

over the people and judging their ability to comprehend; he is this 

voice both in what he says (in the way he is written) and in what he 

represents in the fiction that surrounds and creates him. In the 

text, the separate voices of these interpretations echo each other. 

With this reservation in mind, Zarathustra as bringer of the 

"tablet of the goo.d," which stands either at the center of or in such 

stark contrast to that quality at the center of Socratic philosophy 

and which establishes the chief criterion of ethical life for Plato 

and Aristotle, is in evidence throughout. He reveals himself by Part 
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Three~ however, as himself caught between interpretations. His lesson 

has become one of his misunderstanding of his role--as the spirit of 

the creator, now the poet, offering his prophetic warning about the 

writing that must always be his announcement: "Meine Hand -- ist eine 

Narrenhand: wehe allen Tischen und Wanden, und was noch Platz hat fur 

Narren-Zierath, Narren-Schmierath! [My hand is a fool's hand: 

beware, all tables and walls and whatever else still offer room for 

foolish frill or scribbling skill]" ("Vom Geist der Schwere [On the 

Spirit of Gravity]" 1). The "fool's hand" is the hand of the (human) 

poet, the "tables and walls" not only the surface on which he places 

his paper to write but that writing face, the paper, itself, both 

physical and metaphysical. Zarathustra is warning the reader of the 

dangers of the word's mesmeric quality, found nowhere more strongly 

than in philosophic texts. In this ironized double self-evaluation 

through which he brings forth the force of will-to-power and at the 

same time takes it away, placing it in the realm of impossible 

interpretation, Zarathustra is the philosopher of modernity, the 

inventor and harbinger of that philosophy which must see itself as 

self-consciously inhering in texts but which collapses together the 

strengths and the distances of his newly, self-confessedly metaphoric 

text. 14 One can much more easily see, in this regard, Nietzsche's 

14 See Peter Ackroyd, Notes ~ !!. New Culture (London: Vision 
Press, 1976). Ackroyd's comments on Nietzsche have just this impetus, 
particularly in his chapters "The Emergence of Modernism" (11-26), 
where Ackroyd quotes Zarathustra's assertion that "all existence is a 
kind of speech," and "The Uses of Language" (47-65), in which he 
links Nietzsche to Joyce through Nietzsche's "invasive irony" (56). 
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justification in referring to Zarathustra as IIdas grosste Geschenk 

gemacht, das ihr bisher gcmacht worden 1st [the greatest present that 

has ever been made]1I to the world, 

das h~1chste Buch, das es giebt, das eigentliche Hohenluft
Buch--die ganze Thatsache ~1tmsch liegt in ungeheurer l!'erne 
~nter ihm --, es ist auch das tiefste, das auo dem innersten 
Reichthum der Wahrheit heraus geborene, ein unerschopflicher 
Brunnen, in den kein Eimer hinabsteigt, ohue mit Gold und Gute 
gefi.ill t heraufzukommen. Bier redet kein 'Prophet,' keiner 
jener schauerlichen Zwitter von Krankheit und Willen zur 
Hacht, die man Religiollsstifter nennt. Man muss vor Allem den 
Ton, der aus diesem Munde kommt •• 

[the highest book there is, the book that is truly 
characterized by the air of the heights--the whule fact of man 
lies beneath it at a tremendous distance--it is also the 
deepest, born out of the innermost wealth of truth, an 
inexhaustible well to which no pail descends without coming up 
again filled with gold and goodness. Here no IIprophet" is 
speaking, none of those gruesome hybrids of sickness and will 
to power whom people call founders of religions. Above all, 
one must hear aright the tone that comes from this 
mouth ••• ](Ecce Homo, Nietzsche's Preface I .. ) 

Nietzsche's own claim here that this is a book in which no prophet is 

speaking, that it 1s the "tone" we must hear aright, shO\I1S that 

Zarathuslra (or rather Zarathustra's performance and ar~icu1ation) is 

not a gl'uesolll~ hybrid, but rather an original; his prophecy is one 

that will not permit a traditional reading; in fact, he declares that 

his book has not been read when it has simply been read; "vielmehr hat 

nun erst dessen Aus1egun& zu beginuen [rather, one has then to begin 

its ~xegesisl" ("Preface," .Q!l the Gt~r.ea10gy of Morals, 8J). These 

declaru(ions prOVide the grounding for Zarathustra's revitalized 

project of philosophy, which has moved beyond philosophy into an 

interdisciplinary h!alm encompassing psychology, anthropology, 

sociology, politics, and, most of all, po~try. 
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It is a particular manifestation of his uniqueness that 

Nietzsche is able to .s£. beyond the separation of philosophical and 

poetic in Zarathustra. "This book," Hans-Georg Gadamer asserts, "is 

not only a successful poem but a product of genius of a thinker" 

(347); it is, as a book, so seemingly difficul t to understand 

correctly (according to Gadamer, particularly to philosophers and 

Germans) because it is "a work belonging by half to poetry" (Gadamer 

349).15 But this, as we have begun to see, although at the epicenter 

of Nietzsche's energy in writing Zarathustra, is not an unmixed 

blessing, in terms of his life-long obsession: that he be understood. 

Again, the image of the vertical spectrum of writing's possibilities 

inj ects itself. Zarathustra's text is of the mountain and of the 

valley, of the god and the animal. The philosopher's abstractions 

become more real and at the same time more elliptical when couched in 

poetic diction (Dichtung). Zarathustra will not let writing rest on 

its established ground, but shakes that ground with its own message. 

This is just the sort of distancing and distraction that will maintain 

the tension Nietzsche requires in his reader. In the midst of his 

virtual rewriting of German idiom, of customary phraseology,16 

15 Gadamer's long essay, in The Great Year of Zarathustra (1881-
1981), though it comes from a different perspective than mine, is full 
of fruitful information about the "parodic" attitude Nietzsche always 
exercised toward philosophy. See also, in this vein, Sander L. 
Gilman's Nietzschean Parody: An Introduction !E. Reading Nietzsche 
(Bonn: Bouvier Verlag Herbert Grundmann, 1976), particularly Section 
II (13-36). 

16 This is what Wal ter Kaufmann refers to as Nietzsche's 
"monadologicality" in Nietzsche: Philosopher/Psychologist/Antichrist. 
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Zarathustra's narrator--and this is indeed the only way in which one 

can refer to the narrative voice in Zarathustra--confesses that his 

language is itself an exile, "die auf Bergen geboren ist [born in the 

mountains]," that it was a function of what he calls 

eine wilde Weisheit wahrlich!--meine grosse fliigelbrau
sende Sehnsucht. 

Und oft riss sie mich fort und hinauf und hinweg und 
mitten im Lachen: da flog ich wohl schaudernd, ein Pfeil, 
durch sonnentrunkenes Entzuchen: 

--hinaus in ferne Zukunfte, die kein Traum noch sah, in 
heissere Siiden, als je sich Bildner traumten: dorthin, wo 
Gotter tanzend sich aller Kleider schamen: --

--dass ich namlich in Gleichnissen rede und gleich Dich
tern hinke und stammle: und wahrlich, ich schame mich, dass 
ich noch Dichter sein muss! 

[verily, a wild wisdom--my great broad-winged longing! And 
often it swept me away and up and far, in the middle of my 
laughter; and I flew, quivering, an arrow, through sun-drunken 
delight, away into distant futures which no dream had yet 
seen, into hotter souths than artist ever dreamed of, where 
gods in their dances are ashamed of all clothes--to speak in 
parables and to limp and stammer like poets; and verily, I am 
ashamed that I must still be a poet. (3 "Von alten und neuen 
Tafeln [On Old and New Tablets]" 2) 

Zarathustra must be a poet, whatever the implications, since that 

longing of which life consists is most ardently and clearly manifested 

in that figure. The highly-charged metaphoricity of this description 

itself mirrors the exile of language away from the kind of conciseness 

convent iona I thought tries to take, erroneous ly. Nietzsche's 

contention is that only in the denial of this false writing, the 

supposedly de-metaphorized language of the conventional philosopher, 

is real flight, the transcendence of human limitation, possible. In 

the dithyramb to the poet near the conclusion of Book Four of 

Zarathustra, in "Das Lied der Schwermuth [The Song of Melancholy]," an 

old magician obsessively and hyperbolically rants on the nature of 

that necessity which produces in Zarathustra the awareness of his 
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"fool's hands," which are for the magician the synecdochic 

manifestations of the poetic act; the magician reveals that fool's 

hands and poet's are the same. The old magician, fool, and poet, 

like exegetic philosophers and philologists, are not discoverers but 

contemplators-of and seekers-for (but at the same time and more 

importantly, indeed creators-of) that which passes for truth. The 

Dionysian inversion at work in this dithyramb, a culmination of the 

theme of truth and lie in Zarathustra, will permit the cancellation of 

neither lie nor truth. 17 The relationship between poet, who is the 

seeker and wanderer, and truth, the "stopping place" at which 

wandering is arrested, is the fundamentally problematic mirage 

Zarathustra could never reach: 

'Der Wahrheit Freier? Du? -- so hohnten sie -
Nein! Nur ein Dichter! 
Ein Thier, ein 1istiges, raubendes, sch1eichendes, 
Das 1iigen muss, 
Das wissent1ich, wi11ent1ich 1ugen muss: 
Nach Beute 1ustern, 
Bunt ver1arvt, 
Sich se1ber Larve, 
Sich se1bst zur Beute 
Das -- der Wahrheit Freier? 
Nein! Nur Narr! Nur Dichter! 
Nur Buntes redend, 
Aus Narren-Larven bunt herausschreiend, 
Herumsteigend auf 1ugnerischen Wort-Brucken, 
Auf bunten Regenbogen, 
Zwischen falschen Himme1n 
Und fa1schen Erden 
Herumschweifend, herumschwebend, 
Nur Narr! Nur Dichter!' 

['Suitor of truth?' they mocked me; 'you?' 
No! Only poet! 

17 See Chapter VII, "Truth and the Revaluation of Values" (171-202), 
in John T. Wilcox's Truth and Value in Nietzsche: A Study of his 
Metaethics and Epistemology (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 
1974). 



An animal, cunning, preying, prowling, 
That must lie, 
That must knowingly, willingly lie: 
Lusting for prey, 
Colorfully masked, 
A mask for itself, 
Prey for itself--
This, the suitor of truth? 
Only speaking colorfully 
Only screaming colorfully out of fools' masks, 
Climbing around on mendacious word bridges, 
On colorful rainbows, 
Between false heavens 
And false earths, 
Roaming, hovering--
Only fool! Only poet!'] 
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We must always understand the arch of Zarathustra's parabolic poetry, 

his "word bridges," relative to that ironic project in which the 

poet/philosopher engages, which implicates the "best of men" in that 

process of self-discovery which must always be either frustratedly or 

satisfyingly truncated. These bridges, according to Zarathustra, are 

always "mendacious" (again, here, think of the parable at the opening 

of "On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense," in which the invention of 

thinking is "the most mendacious moment in world history"), and 

because of their very nature as lie, they only "scream colorfully out 

of fools' masks" "between false heavens and false earths." The poet 

is defined as an animal that must lie--in order to be he must lie--not 

because he does tell the truth but because he seems to claim that he 

does so in a "deeper" or more fundamental sense than that of the 

philosopher. This is the deepest meaning of self-overcoming, as 

Hollingdale reminds us: 

One has misunderstood Nietzsche completely unless one realizes 
that he visualized the overcoming of self as the most 
difficult of all tasks, as well as the most desirable; that he 
considered the will to power as the only drive alive in man. 

The men he admired most were those whose will to power 
was strong but sublimated into creativity. (154) 
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Zarathustra is the paradigm of these creative men, certainly, but he 

is more: he personifies the process through which these best of men 

transcend their "beastly" existence and are transmuted into the 

textual, i.e. the way they are written. Here Nietzsche returns to his 

philological roots, calling on the Greek sense of the poietes, the 

maker, fabricator of identity in creative action. Paradoxically, we 

again recognize an aspect of Nietzsche's modernity, in the very way in 

which those ambivalent demands coalesce and differentiate themselves 

from the "traditional" role. 

philosophy and his poetry. 

This is true of both Nietzsche's 

Philosophy makes the inherently 

teleological claim that "it can know," and that its concepts are 

meaningful interpretations of the world; poetry, that it cannot know, 

and that its images are luminous interpretations of the world. This 

is both the dilemma and the catalyst of Nietzsche's Zarathustra, who 

is not Nietzsche nor Goethe nor Zoroaster nor Parmenides nor Socrates, 

but who becomes irony and absence themselves. He is the precise 

figure of the displaced nature of the thinking poet; he is everything 

and nothing (this book "for all and none" is indeed his); he is a 

disordered stance. Geoffrey Hartman calls attention to this stance in 

its genealogical connection between Nietzsche's art and Derrida' s: 

"this foregrounding of the artistic as the philosophical, or the birth 

of philosophy out of the spirit of art--and perhaps its return there" 

(72), is the influence Hartman sees as Nietzsche's gift to modern 

thought. Zarathustra' s insight rests on the fact that, in his own 

terms, art privileges appearance, and by this Zarathustra means a 

dialectic between that which is revealed and that which is, 

dialectically, concealed. Only the revealed is "known," since it is 
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in the play of surface, whether it be on a canvas, in marble or 

bronze, or on the page of a text, that insight occurs. Zarathustra 

only learns, insofar as he does, by ta1king--or rather, by being 

written; his play with the notion of surface, of what appears as 

metaphoric void, is the most powerful manifestation of the will to 

power's strategy of differentiation: as poetry plays with 

fragmentation, with the nature of the hidden and revealed, and with 

language as discourse of surface and reflection, it is the highest 

manifestation of the art whose own will is to have the will to reveal 

will to power. 

* * * 

If this seems convoluted, it is, according to Zarathustra, 

worth working through; understanding the power to reveal wi11-to-power 

is the goal of all of Zarathustra's--and Nietzsche's--searching. 

Nietzsche had already gone further than Hartman in playfully referring 

to this new poetic art as the "redemption" through which the poet's 

efforts at self-overcoming force the subversion of the expected and 

canonical. The very use of the word "redemption" engages in this 

subversion, in just the same way that Joyce's use of "epiphany" offers 

a radically new reading of that word, and at the same time re

privileges the word in particular and in general. 

This slanting of words, a re-energizing of the text, is the 

gift of poetry to philosophic discourse, a gift unanticipated by 

philosophy (and one it is in some respect still trying to return) but 

which has remade it nonetheless. The degree to which poetic language 
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calls attention to its own need for interpretation (and subversion) 

marks that to which the poet has overcome the philosopher in his very 

self-abrogation, in the going-under of poetic consciousness and poetic 

activity, which is to sayan immersion in the very surface of the text 

philosophy so diligently and scientifically denies, and in the 

production of poetic text. 

One of the most significant aspects of this power of 

abrogation is the vitality with which it reveals itself. This 

vitality begins, as does all energy for Nietzsche, with a volcanic 

anti-dogmatism that takes a number of forms in Zarathustra, all of 

which are bounded by the play of metaphor. Zarathustra plays 

obsessively with Christian liturgy, inverting and ironizing its 

iconography, combining iconoclasm with poetic power and finally with a 

"confession" of this particular power's abrogation in the knowledge 

that the poet is no more than an "ink-fish" (again the link with 

Christ/Dionysus). 18 Indeed, this process of privileging and 

cancellation is one through which Zarathustra goes as a matter of 

intellectual course and development, its trajectory formulating the 

path one takes to deeper and deeper awareness: 

Ach, es giebt so vie1 Dinge zwischen Himmel und Erden, 
von denen sich nur die Dichter Etwas haben traumen lassen! 

Und zuma1 tiber dem Himmel: denn aHe Gotter sind 
Dichter-G1eichniss, Dichter-Ersch1eichniss! 

Wahrlich, immer zieht es uns hinan--nam1ich zum Reich der 
Wolken: auf diese setzen wir unsre bunten Ba1ge und heissen 
sie dann Gotter und llbermenschen:--

Sind sie doch gerade 1eicht genug fur diese StUh1e!--a11e 
diese Gotter und Ubermenschen. 

18 Walter Kaufmann discusses the repudiation of Christ (as against 
Jesus) in his Nietzsche: Philosopher/Psycho10gist/ Antichrist (New 
York: Meridian Books, 1956), Part IV, Chapter 12 (288-333). 



Ach, wie bin ich all des Unzulanglichen miide, das 
durchaus Ereigniss sein solI! Ach, wie bin ich der Dichter 
miide! 

['Alas, there are so many things between heaven and earth 
of which only the poets have dreamed. 

'And especially above the heavens: for all gods are 
poets' parables, poets' prevarications. Verily, it always 
lifts us higher--specifically, to the realm of the clouds: 
upon these we place our motley bastards and call them gods and 
overmen. For they are just light enough for these chairs--all 
these gods and overmen. Ah, how weary I am of all the 
imperfection which must at all costs become event! Ah, how 
weary I am of poets]. (2 "Von den Dichtern [On Poets]") 
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Zarathustra's weariness with himself comes about as a result of his 

own inevitable failure to become icon, but also with his ineluctable 

entrapment in the all-tao-human desire to do so. The vitality of the 

position is in a constant self-ironization; the play of Dichter-

Gleichniss and Dichter-Erschleichniss determines, like the tightrope, 

the parabolic turn from both self-determination and self-cancellation. 

The moment the energy of the poet becomes "event," the moment he 

writes,19 he is implicated in the fallen world of humanity, which 

itself conjures up the energy out of which his frustration (to which 

what he calls "weariness" is an unavoidable reaction) is born. 

But the more obvious religious iconoclasm out of which 

Zarathustra builds his energetic edifice is matched by many other less 

obvious permutations of that energy. Inevitably, for example, he is 

in a dialogue with the iconography of science ("On the Spirit of 

Gravity") and of course with those of art and aesthetics. Zarathustra 

calls his words the "crooked," the small table scraps of the feast of 

language he sees going on around him, and in every way he is its 

19 To Derrida's grammatology, this means "the moment he thinks." 
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enemy: energy comes from the proper mastication of a meager diet, 

from what he will call in his preface to On the Genealogy of Morals 

"rumination." Throughout Zarathustra, the enemy of the metamorphosis 

of man into poet/philosopher is given a chivalric and mythic image: 

he is the "grosse Drache [great dragon]," the enervating force whose 

task is the destruction of the will (1. "Von den drei Verwandlungen 

[On the Three Metamorphoses]"). But the dragon is not merely nor 

simply an enemy: 

Wuste [loneliest 

in this section Zarathustra goes to the '~insamsten 

wilderness/desert]" to seek out "seinen letzten 

Herrn: feind will er ihm werden und seinem letzten Gotte, um Sieg 

will er mit dem grossen Drachen ringen [his last Master: it will be 

hostile to him and to its last god, he will struggle for victory 

against the great dragon]." This victory against the great dragon-

who is also struggling against his own master, is for Zarathustra a 

victory over a master and an enemy--a figure whose scales represent 

the repression of dogma. In the middle of this passage is that 

difficult clause, "it wHl be hostile to him and to its last god": 

Nietzsche will not quite permit the reader--nor Zarathustra--to escape 

the parable of struggle presented here. The dragon's struggle and 

that of the man interweave before re-emerging into their own separate 

domains. The language herf~ grapples with itself in just the way 

Nietzsche has us envisage the figures themselves doing. 

When one engenders the energy to confront one's 

"loneliest desert,J' and when, then, the atavistic, Nietzschean lion of 

contest appears, he is confronted by the dragon named "Du-sollst [thou 

shal t] ," his name written like an epitaph on each of his tombstone

like scales. "Tausendjahrige Werthe glanzen an diesen Schuppen 
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[Values thousands of years old shine on these scales]," we read, and 

in the poet's quest against these values (a quest in which he is 

always unsuccessful), in mythico-heroic fashion the dragon must be 

vanquished, with the pen. This metaphor and parable of the dragon of 

struggle against the deathly rigidity of tradition is a vital one to 

our understanding of the epic nature of man's needed overcoming. When 

we understand the vitality needed to engage in this struggle, we see, 

in this metaphor of the dragon, a new enlightenment. This perception, 

however, to show how consistent Nietzsche is with his conception of 

the dual expansion of Zarathustra's quest, is not toward some Platonic 

light of knowledge, but rather, as it "rends the drapes of night," it 

"weds dark and light," for "nothwendig ist diess Bose, nothwendig ist 

der Neid und das Misstrauen und die Verleumdung unter deinen Tugenden 

[evil is necessary, necessary are the envy and mistrust and calumny 

among your virtues]" (1 Von den Freuden- und Leidenschaften [Of Joys 

and Passions])." These are an intricate orchestration of 

Zarathustra's metaphors for poetic "event." It is in this struggle 

against the dogma-dragon that the Zarathustran poet emerges, questing 

beyond other men after his impossible metaphoric goals. 

But even here Zarathustra is re-inscribed as an equally 

(and desirably) impossible economy of fiction: to surpass is also a 

dialectic process; to surpass means to pay the price of surpassing. 

Within the historical (Le. the human) realm, there is nco 

solution to the conundrum of going under. Within the valuation of the 

eternal recurrence, Nietzsche posits a strict hierarchy of revalued 

values: even the best of human poets falls far short of Zarathustra, 

who is himself far short of the Overman, as Nietzsche explains in 
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Ecce ~'s chapter devoted to Zarathustra. Indeed, the most deific 

of men falls short: even "dass Dante, gegen Zarathustra gehal ten, 

bloss ein Glaubiger ist und nicht Einer, der die Wahrheit erst schafft 

[Dante is, compared with Zarathustra, merely ~ believer and not one 

who first creates truth]" (6, emphasis added). This release, this 

overcoming, results from the fact that "man muss noch Chaos in sich 

haben, um einen tanzenden Stern gebaren zu konnen [one must still have 

chaos in oneself to be able to give birth to a dancing star]" (Vorrede 

5): the unorthodoxy and value of Zarathustra's Hellenic chaos, with 

its plenitude and potential, is this vitalized animation. 

But again, any "value of unorthodoxy" must also have 

its price. The parable of the tightrope walker in Book One, for 

example, demonstrates this impetus: the performer is challenged and 

finally leapt ~ by a mysterious stranger, a jester, then this 

performer fails to maintain his balance in the face of this taunting 

attack, falls to the ground dying, and learns, as he tells Zarathustra 

with his dying breaths, that "so verliere ich Nichts, wenn ich das 

Leben verliere [I lose nothing when I lose my life]" (Vorrede 6), that 

the 'value' of striving is to have lived dangerously, to have turned 

aside from the straight and narrow and to have gone beyond the 

expected and the accepted, even if that means the inevitable 

untergehen of actual (physical or figurative) death. This very 

Heraclitan striving against the chimerical limitations of the 

encultured world .identifies the over-reaching of the Zarathustran 

poet. 

A central aspect of this poetic over-reaching is 

Zarathustra's gradual withdrawal from what he has as yet only begun to 
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say in his book. Like Nietzsche, Zarathustra undergoes a 

metamorphosis as he stretches with the implications and ramifications 

of his strategy. For Nietzsche, terms like "will to power" develop 

over time; for Zarathustra, development is a matter of falling short. 

While Nietzsche grows into his terminology, as it were, Zarathustra 

recedes from his. In Book One's Preface, when Zarathustra comes down 

from his cave for the first time, his heart full to overflowing with 

the wisdom he must impart to the world of men, he is innocent of what 

he will discover as he confronts this energy and its dialogue with 

humanity, and therefore with himself. In confronting the announcement 

of the Overman, in revealing the will to power through which he must 

be delivered, Zarathustra discovers the depth and distance of the 

eternal recurrence, about which he knew nothing when he descended. In 

this respect, Zarathustra takes the form of a bildungsroman. In part 

after part of Zarathustra, in confrontation after confrontation with 

mankind, the craggy prophet batters away at his own humanity, at his 

own innocence and ignorance (just as we are to do), returning to the 

increasingly tenuous safety of the cave and the companionship of his 

animals only to be less and less ','safe" there, finally to be assaulted 

in this very haven by his "shadow." Zarathustra's over-reaching into 

self-definition, into words, takes him so far, makes him lean so far 

away from his own figurative tightrope that he, too, finally fallEl, 

abdicating authority to the language of his shadow, who is the 

jesterly counterfo~l to Zarathustra's unallowable complacency. 

But this over-reaching and its subsequent inevitable, 

allegorical fall result from Zarathustra's most familiar and 

contemporary questioning, near the conclusion of his self-initiation: 
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that of the promise of words to be substantial, and their final 

compromise. The shadow is a metaphor for narrative power itself. 

Zarathustra's abdication is just the sort of power play that 

identifies narrative modernity. This is Nietzsche's revolution, and 

the instigation of a good deal of modern art and thought, from Joyce 

to the Surrealists: the power of etrangete, seen in Zarathustra as 

the ultimate tension of lack and force. 20 Zarathustra's image of this 

lack begins to show itself, and then to be epitomized in Book Two's 

appropriately titled "Von der unbef1eckten Erkenntniss [On Immaculate 

Perception] ," which becomes a direct comment on the concept of the 

immaculate perception as the genealogy of ~ divine. For Nietzsche 

too, in just the opposite way, the immaculate perception of etrangete 

is genealogical, yet transcendent of the physical: 

Aber das solI euer F1uch sein, ihI Unbefleckten, ihr 
Rein-Erkennenden, dass ihr nie gebaren werdet: und wenn ihr 
auch breit und trachtig am Horizonte 1iegt! 

Wahr1ich, ihr nehmt den Mund vo11 mit ed1en Worten: und 
wir sollen glauben, dass euch das Herz iibergehe, ihr 
LUgenbo1de? 

Aber meine Worte sind geringe, verachtete, krumme Worte: 
gerne nehme ich auf, was bei eurer Mah1zeit unter den Tisch 
fall t. 

[But this shall be your curse, you who are immaculate, 
you pure perceivers, that you shall never give birth, even if 
you lie broad and pregnant on the horizon. 

Verily, you fill your mouth with noble words; and are we 
to believe that your heart is overflowing, you liars? 

But ~ words are small, despised, crooked words: gladly 
I pick up what falls under the table at your meals.] ("Von 

20 See Peter Ackr.oyd' s Notes for a New Culture for a very convincing 
portrait of Nietzsche's influence - onthe period, which is denied in 
many other accounts of the time and the work. Although a general 
influence of Nietzsche on Modernism is acknowledged, as for example by 
Sanford Schwartz and others; far too little is made of the fundamen
tal power Nietzsche exercised over the thought and art of the time, as 
the following chapters will argue. 
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den unbefleckten Erkentniss [On Immaculate Perception]") 

In the reversal of his knowledge of the abyss between 

words and their aspirations, in the inevitability of his fall in and 

into poetic language, in his embracing of "least is best," Zarathustra 

begins to walk his tightrope, inviting the jester to appear and topple 

him. His is an impetus toward the less, finally toward abstinence 

from language. In this way, as Gadamer suggests, all of Zarathustra's 

speeches tend toward silence; in his "crisis of modernity" (351) he 

tends toward the silence of writing, toward the power inherent in 

this silence. His voice leaves him with the realization that "the man 

of knowledge, the conquering and faithful one, is an artist who does 

not know himself. To know means simply to rediscover schemas that the 

artistic instinct has already cast over things" (Haar 27); that 

"voice" is transferred to a narrative intruder who is and who is not 

Zarathustra. This ambivalence occurs in th~ text itself, in which 

metaphor (as tightrope walker and jester) leaps, as Michel Haar 

formulates it, to "awaken in us the infinite carefulness of a 'great 

mistrust' that can return language to its proper course" (35); that. 

proper course is one in which metaphoricity, poetic condensation, the 

economy of fragmentation, and finally silence itself, the watermarks 

of ecriture, are seen as ground. Indeed, the reader looks on as 

Zarathustra, in acknowledgement of this grounding, vanishes from his 

own text in Book Four, leaving his cave to allow the old magician, one 

of the many partial avatars of the higher man, to sing of Zarathustra, 

in "Das Lied der Schwermuth [The Song of Melancholy]." Thus is the 

significance of the book's subtitle ("Ein Buch fur Alle und Keinen") 

made at once the more clear and the more ironic: Zarathustra's is 
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indeed "a book for all and none": all can read i t--his (Nietzsche's) 

language sees to that, but none can decipher its inverted going under, 

not even the few, because it literally cannot be deciphered. 

Zarathustra's going under is undecipherable because it is enacted by 

its own enciphering. Zarathustra is gradually revealed as the proper 

figure of metaphor, his will to power its problematic acceptance. 

Like all metaphor, then, Zarathustra is never where he 

seems to be. He exhorts the reader constantly to reject the unity 

convention holds out and which then turns out to be "evil": 

Bose heisse ich's und menschenfeindlich: all diess 
Lehren vom Einem und Vollen und Unbewegten und Satten und 
Unverganglichenl 

Alles Unvergangliche -- das ist nur ein Gleichniss! Und 
die Dichter lugen zuviel.--

Aber von Zeit und Werden sollen die besten Gleichnisse 
reden: ein Lob sollen sie sein und eine Rechtfertigung aller 
Verganglichkeitl 

[Evil I call it, and misanthropic: all this teaching of 
the One and Full and Unmoved and Sated and Permanent! 

All the permanent--that is only a parable. And the poets 
lie too much. 

But of time and becoming the best parables should speak: 
they should be a praise and a justification of all 
impermanence. 

(2. "Auf den gluckseUgen Inseln [Upon the Blessed Isles]") 

Zarathustra is, in his movement through experience, the emblem of 

Nietzsche's task. He brings presence to the precipice (or, more 

properly, again, the tight-rope) of textuality itself. This is not a 

matter of displacement, since we know that he was never there to be 

displaced. He is the very sign of disruption. 

In this regard, it is most provocative to see what 

Heidegger, in this respect a most Zarathustran and a most un-

Nietzschean of interpreters, makes his project in "Who is Nietzsche's 

Zarathustra?" (a programmatic re-privileging of a static, Parmenidean 
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being). Heidegger here does what Zarathustra accuses poets of doing 

in Book Two's "On Poets": he "muddies the waters to make them appear 

deep," formulating a kind of religious experience out of the text's 

inversions. But this re-integration will not hold. It is this 

"subversion" of all that a Heidegger would do with his text, to use 

Michel Haar's word (5-6)--even that he would do in seeming imitation 

of Zarathustra, that is the key to Zarathustra' s (cancelled) self

textualiza tion. In his play with Gleichnis, with parabole, 

Zarathustra utters himself, as we have seen: "It is of time and 

becoming that the best parables should speak: let them be a praise 

and a justification of all impermanence" (2. "On the Blessed Isles"). 

The trick that he performs before us and above us, using no nets, is 

that this utterance is also at the same time a selbstaufhebung, in 

which the reader is left behind to watch, to run to the spot where 

Zarathustra might crash down in anticipation--and to wait for the 

event. 

This parabolic didacticism begins in the parable of the 

tightrope walker, in which Zarathustra is burdened with a "dead 

companion," the performer who has failed to keep his heights, fallen 

to earth, and died. Zarathustra, now a double-beast, roams the 

countryside with this weight of discovery, learning, and metaphor, 

symbolically divided into and forming the terms of an imagistic, 

living metaphor. His dead companion, the tightrope-walker, is still 

also Zarathustra himself, just as is his shadow in Book Four. In both 

cases, and in many intervening ones, Zarathustra is commented upon 

through his own concealment in parabolic form. He makes himself up 

out of quotations from his mentors, and from those who knew and know 
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what he is learning and must still learn. His declaration, for 

example, that "all permanent--is a mere parable" is a derivation of 

Goethe's Faust's last chorus, in which the mantrically repeated 

refrain is "all that is destructible is but a parable." Zarathustra's 

instruction for successful earthly life is not only that both of these 

formulations are true, but that neither can be understood--we do not 

have ears to hear any more than did Christ's disciples; we, like 

Zarathustra, are ensphinxed. To understand Zarathustra, we must 

understand that he does not conceive of the Overman's will to power 

as ~ man, a crude and benighted imitation of the real will; the 

reign of the Overman is marked by removal and the aura of concealment, 

always ensconced in the dialectical terms of which all discourse must 

be formed: "nur wo Graber sind, giebt es Auferstehungen.--Also sang 

Zarathustra [only where there are tombs are there resurrections.--Thus 

sang Zarathustra]" (2. "Das Grablied [The Tomb Song]"). Zarathustra 

must seem to be concealed within the text to give himself validity; 

or, to put it another way, he must seem to take power. But this 

validity or power is finally not one of revelation, not of concealment 

~~, but of its metaphoric declaration, will-to-power as metaphor. 

One of Nietzsche's great insights is that this 

chimerical concealment, this parabolic diversion, has finally by-

passed that of any conventional idea of being or presence and concerns 

itself with the tension of metaphoric "poles" themselves; it is purely 

language. It is here that the image of the tightrope-walker becomes 

most suggestive. Standing in the marketplace and gazing up at the 

performance going on over his head, trying to engage the attention of 

the crowd (which is of course more interested in the tightrope walker 
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than in the prophet), Zarathustra makes ~ of the parallel he sees in 

what is going on above him and what he has brought down to the world 

of man. His declaration that man is "a rope, tied between beast and 

overman--a rope over an abyss," and that this tension makes man "a 

dangerous going-across, a dangerous on-the-way, a dangerous looking 

back, a dangerous shuddering and stopping" (1. "On the Despisers of 

the Body"), shows will-to-power as pure, chaotic action. Nietzsche 

comments on this in Ecce Homo's analysis of Zarathustra: 

Die Unfreiwilligkeit des Bildes, des Gleichnisses ist das 
Merkwiirdigste; man hat keinen Begriff mehr; was BUd, was 
Gleichniss ist, Alles bietet sich als der n~chste, der 
richtigste, der einfachste Ausdruck. Es scheint wirklich, um 
an ein Wort Zarathustra's zu erinnern, als ob die Dinge seIber 
herankamen und sich zum Gleichnisse anboten (--'hier kommen 
a11e Dinge liebkosend zu deiner Rede und schmeicheln dir: 
denn sie wollen auf deinem RUcken reiten. Auf jedem Gleich
niss reitest du hier zu jeder Wahrheit.) 

[The involuntariness of image and metaphor is strangest of 
all; one no longer has any notion of what is an image or a 
metaphor: everything offers itself as the nearest, most 
obvious, simplest expression. It actually seems, to allude to 
something Zarathustra says, as if the things themselves 
approached and offered themselves as metaphors ('Here all 
things come caressingly to your discourse and flatter you; for 
they want to ride on your back. On every metaphor you ride to 
every truth.'] (3) 

This last is itself, of course, an anthropomorphism and a metaphor, 

precisely because "die machtigste Kraft zum Gleichniss, die bisher da 

war, ist arm und Spielerei gegen diese Ruckkehr der Sprache zur Natur 

der Bild1ichkeit [the most powerful capacity for metaphors that has 

existed so far is poor and mere child's play compared with this return 

of language to the nature of imagery]" (~ Homo, "Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra" 6). Keeping in mind what Zarathustra' s Book One has to 

say about the child-will as the third and final metamorphosis, 

Nietzsche here claims Zarathustra to be always a meeting of metaphor 
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and image. Sarah Kofman claims that as the "new philosopher," 

Zarathustra "dramatizes the fact that metaphors constitute all 

concepts" (209), and Kofman's emphasis here is on dramatize. 21 

Kofman's view here forms a cornerstone of my own contention, and 

harmonizes with Deleuze's contention that 

the will to power is not force but the differential element 
which simul taneous ly determines the rela tion of forces 
(quantity) and the respective qualities of related forces. It 
is in this element of difference that affirmation manifests 
itself and develops itself as creative. (197) 

In the difference of metaphor itself, creativity is generated, in 

Zarathustra and the figures around him such as the shadow roaring the 

Song of Melancholy, in Book Four, with its obsession with identity, 

generative sexuality, parable, and distance. This is what Gadamer 

calls the "magic circle" of the "modern reflection of self-

consciousness" (365). In Zarathustra, the circle is indeed magic, and 

will not come to rest on a given center. The magic circle of self-

consciousness is what de Man defines as modern literature's 

"unsolvable paradox": 

The ambivalence of writing is such that it can be considered 
both an act and an interpretive process that follows after an 
act with which it cannot coincide. As such, it both affirms 
and denies its own nature or specificity. (86) 

Zarathustra affirms his own becoming by a self-cancellation, 

supplanting himself with interpretation from a "without" that consists 

21 Thus she aligns herself with Gadamer and his assertions about the 
drama of Zarathustra. For Kofman, however, the drama is twofold: 1) 
Zarathustra's freeing himself from history, and 2) his acting out of 
the conceptualizations he wants to bring to man. For Gadamer, the 
drama of the Zarathustran text is in its creating the ability to say 
"yes." 
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entirely of language; in doing so he manifests himself as what seems 

to be the ultimate figure of representational literary art, the 

homologous figure, craggy on his mountaintop, standing for the power 

of subjective pronouncement and the energy of the superman. But he is 

precisely not these things. He is a shifting mirror of tensions 

rather than locus or topos. As the wisest among us, he is "ein 

Zwiespalt und Zwitter von Planze und von Gespenst [a conflict and 

cross between plant and ghost" (Vorrede 3). He is not plant nor 

ghost; indeed is not ~ plant and ghost. He is both and neither, 

erased, a "cross" (a crossing-out) between opposing images of man. 

That generative crossing need not continue as an 

impossibly, sterile hybrid, however. Zarathustra shows us, literally 

and dramatically, a solution to the biological dilemma. Geoffrey 

Hartman shows precisely how this crossing out of Zarathustra is 

meaningful: the "radical ambivalence of expression" produced by the 

acknowledgement of that expression's "robes and veils," the 

dispersion produced by the "wonder" that exceeds interpretation can 

be "bound" again by art: 

perhaps we can think of art as a binding of closure of such 
ambivalence, such wondrous pain ••• as in Nietzsche's famous 
lines from ~ Spoke Zarathustra: 'We do not converse with 
each other, because we know too much--; we exchange silences; 
we smile at each other through our knowledge.' (152) 

Zarathustra's silence, his slippage into another figure altogether (a 

figure of magic, of escape) thus absents him but, according to 

Hartman, implicates him in humanity ever more deeply. In the realm of 

the poet, Zarathustra postulates a binding of the wounds of knowledge, 

of insight, and of conscious life itself. 

The question Zarathustra raises is whether the power is 
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in the life or in the text. Nietzsche concludes that power resides in 

the abrogation of itself into the text, into fiction. Writing is the 

place of the eternal question. Each creates his own world in his 

image, Zarathustra tells us in "Auf den gluckseligen Inseln [Upon the 

Blessed Isles]," but that world is one of Kunstwerk, not of self, as 

Nietzsche discusses it in the last section of Zarathustra, 

appropriately named "Das Zeichen [The Sign]." The sign there is an 

omen of recurrence: as Zarathustra is playfully fending off a flock 

of birds singing loudly and gaily, his hands confront first feathers 

and then a lion's mane--the lion has returned to be Zarathustra' s 

disciple. Now he is the "laughing lion": he has "pity" for the 

higher man. The message has been lost on Zarathustra; in the laughter 

of the lion his self-overcoming slips away. His effort is to be "der 

Uberwinder des grossen Ekels [the overcomer of the great nausea]" (4 

"Der Freiwillige Bettler [The Voluntary Beggar]"). He has given of 

himself that the lion's laughter, the discipleship, shall see his work 

and his shortcoming: 

Ich lehrte sie all mein Dichten und Trachten: in Eins zu 
dichten und zusammen zu tragen, was Bruchstuck ist am Menschen 
und Rathsel und grauser Zufall, --

--als Dichter, Rathselrather und Erloser des Zufalls 
lehrte ich sie an der Zukunft shaffen, und Alles, das war --, 
shaffend zu erlosen. ---

Das Vergangne am Menschen zu erlosen und alles 'Es war' 
umzuschaffen, bis der Wille spricht: 'Aber so wollte ich est' 

[I taught them all ~ art and strivings: to create and 
carry together into One what in man is fragment and riddle and 
dreadful accident --

--as creator, riddle-guesser and redeemer of chance, I 
taught them to work on the future and to redeem with their 
creation all that has been. 

To redeem man's past and re-create all 'it was,' until 
the will says 'Thus I willed it!' 

(3. "Von alten und neuen Tafeln [On Old and New Tablets]" 3) 
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Like the prophet creating his own eschatology and the tyrant his own 

history, Zarathustra himself "redeems" his past by countermanding his 

own program: now it is the "One" that man strives for, the overcoming 

of overcoming. His last retreat to the cave of disciples, birds, and 

lions means for Zarathustra the abrogation of the effort to strive for 

the Overman. The eternal recurrence, for him, is a falling back into 

an interpretation (a re-interpretation) of the past that we know was 

not "his." 

Thus our lesson is not his. The implication of this, as 

Gadamer concludes, is that "for no teaching speech, weighing 

everything in terms of will to power and unmasking every truth one 

after the other, is there ever an end" (369). Zarathustra is both 

story-teller and wraith, the shadow of articulation. 

For Nietzsche, beyond Zarathustra, the world must be written 

and read, ~ first, in order to become. Thus Book Four, which acts as 

exegesis of and re-opening of Books One to Three, disperses 

Zarathustra's power to the verse of its conclusion, which has 

abandoned the fictional certitude of now-ironic assertions such as 

"thus spoke Zarathustra"; a direct line, a tightrope, is formed 

between Zarathustra and The Waste Land or Rilke' s poet, between the 

hovering and falling and the narrative strategy of the bildungsroman, 

as in A Portrait £f the Artist's development into aphorism, and 

Finnegans Wake's circular play. Literary art has been trying to live 

up to these narrative leaps ever since: post-modernism is an entropic 

version of this struggle displaced into the secondary concern of 

remembering the energy with which Nietzschean and Moderni.st texts 

exuded their energy. Nietzsche, in Zarathustra, holds up the will to 
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power as the energetic approach of will to power through a condensed 

writing that is, finally, its own appearance. 

It is, in the end, for this reason that the Overman is that 

"attempt at something which is no longer man" and why his book is for 

all and none. The highest man is a quantum unit, a step toward a 

chimerical goal. He must be spoken of, in the end, by and as his 

shadow; he must remain an ambivalent figure, an inverted symbol 

leaving his cave to descend into the twentieth century, which he 

creates by so doing, a final metaphor at the forever re-opened 

conclusion of his text, ensphinxed: 

Also sprach Zarathustra und ver1iess seine Hoh1e, gluhend 
und stark, wie eine Morgensonne, die aus dunk1en Bergen kommt. 

* 
* * 

Ende von Also Sprache Zarathustra 

[Thus spoke Zarathustra, and he left his cave, glowing 
and strong, like a morning sun that comes out of dark 
mountains. 

* 
* * 

The end of ~ Spoke Zarathustra] 

Thus the reader eternally returns to the outset, and in the beginning 

was the word. Zarathustra's word has altered, in the course of his 

education and his going-under, so that although he has returned to his 

craggy fortress, we and our literature, like Zarathustra and his, will 

never be the same; that we were never the same, and that caught in the 

forces of metaphoric tension we are what we are. 

* * * 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

NIETZSCHE BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL: METAPHOR AS POWER 

In Ecce Homo Nietzsche recalls his proj ect in both Thus 

Spoke Zarathustra and Beyond Good and ~: 

der langsame Umblick nach Verwandten, nach Solchen, die aus 
der Starke hera us zum Vernichten mir die Hand bieten wurden.-
Von da an sind aUe meine Schriften Angelhaken: vielleicht 
verstehe ich mich so gut als Jemand auf Angeln? • • • Wenn 
Nichts sich fieng, so liegt die Schuld nicht an mir. Die 
Fische fehlten • 

[. • the slow search for those related to me, those who, 
prompted by strength, would offer me their hands for 
annihilating. From this moment forward all my writings are 
fish hooks: perhaps I know how to fish as well as anyone? -
if nothing was caught, don't put the guilt on me. The fish 
aren't there] (Ecce Homo, "Jenseits ~ ~ und ~,''IT-

In reading Nietzsche it is almost impossible not to be attracted by 

this evanescent and highly metaphorized fishing lure, particularly as 

it relates to that cast out by Hillis Miller in his discussion of the 

Torweg, the gateway, in Zarathustra, in the concluding chapter of The 

Linguistic Moment: that is, by the question--the lure--the mirage--of 

ontological presence of metaphor, of those self-reflexive image-

moments in literary texts. For Miller these are images and moments 

that "reflect on their own medium" (xiv) and therefore question 

presence; I want to chase these a little further, to place the idea, 

the image, and primarily the articulation of Zarathustra's membranous 

gateway in the context of a passage from the section of Beyond Good 

and Evil entitled "der freie Geist [The Free Spirit]": 

Alles, was tief ist, liebt die Maske; die allertiefsten Dinge 
haben sogar einen Hass auf Bild und Gleichniss. Sollte nicht 
erst der Gegensatz die rechte Verkleidung sein, in der die 



Scham eines Gottes einhergienge? 

[Whatever is profound loves masks; what is most profound even 
hates image and parable. Might not nothing less than the 
opposite be the proper disguise for the shame of a god?] (40) 
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The idea that the "allertiefsten Dinge haben sogar einen Hass auf Bild 

[most profound even hates image]" seems contradictory. The 

implications of this remark for the evaluation of and in metaphor, and 

its devaluation of Platonic mimesis, seem to be involved in some 

obscure and evasive dialogue with their virtual echo near the 

conclusion of Beyond Good and Evil, in Section Nine, "was ist vornehm? 

[What is Noble?]," which declares that 

Der Einsiedler glaubt nicht daran, dass jemals ein Philosoph-
gesetzt, dass ein Philosoph immer vorerst ein Einsiedler war-
seine eigentlichen und letzten Meinungen in Buchern 
ausgedruckt habe: schreibt man nicht gerade Bucher, um zu 
verbergen, was man bei sich birgt?--ja er wird zweifeln, ob 
ein Philosoph 'letzte und eigentliche' Meinungen uberhaupt 
haben konne, ob bei ihm nicht hinter jeder Hohle noch eine 
tiefere Hohle liege, liegen musse--eine umfanglichere fremdere 
reichere Welt tiber einer Oberflache, ein Abgrund hinter jedem 
Grunde, unter jeder 'Begrundung.' Jede Philosophie ist eine 
Vordergrunds-Philosophie--das ist ein Einsiedler-Urtheil: 'es 
ist etwas Will-kUrliches daran, dass er hier stehen blieb, 
zuruckblickte, sich umblickte, dass er hier nicht mehr tiefer 
grub und den Spaten weglegte,--es-ist auch etwas 
Misstrauisches daran. 'Jede Philo sophie verbirgt auch eine 
Philosophie; jede Meinung ist auch ein Versteck, jedes Wort 
auch eine Maske. 

[The hermit does not believe that any philosopher--assuming 
that every philosopher was first of all a hermit--ever 
expressed his real and ultimate opinions in books: does one 
not write books precisely to conceal what one harbors? 
Indeed, he will doubt opinions, whether behind everyone of 
his caves there is not, must not be, another deeper cave--a 
more comprehensive, stranger, richer world beyond the surface, 
an abysmally deep ground behind every ground, under every 
at tempt to furnish 'grounds.' Every philosophy is a 
foreground philosophy--that is a hermit's judgement: 'There 
is something arbitrary in his stopping here to look back and 
look around, in his not digging deeper here but laying his 
spade aside; there is also something suspicious about it.' 
Every philosophy also conceals a philosophy; every opinion is 
also a hide-out, every word a mask.] (289) 
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Does Nietzsche mean to suggest that this activity of the philosopher 

is hermeneutic ?--that "behind" the hermit's philosophy is another? 

Here the mimetic, the substantial, seem to have returned. Is 

Nietzsche engaged in a retrograde movement, if we assume him to be 

rejecting essentialism, substantiality, essence? In the juxtaposition 

and articulation of these seemingly opposite assertions in Nietzsche, 

what is Nietzsche's message, if one is to be had? Confronted by 

Zarathustra, and then by Beyond ~ and Evil which as Nietzsche 

claimed to Burckhardt and others says "the same thing," though "very 

differently," two things strike the reader: first, the declarative 

power of those terms "good" and "evil," the most over-determined words 

in Western tradition and already much-discussed; and second, the 

dynamic tension of those terms put together and then propelled-

somewhere--by that initial "beyond." The tension of that seemingly 

Manichean juxtaposition1 achieves a new dynamism and a new and 

indeterminate force through that "jenseits." One must not only ask 

what Nietzsche has in mind for "good" and "evil," but even more 

importantly what is one to make of that "beyond." My contention is 

that in carefully reading Nietzsche's "jenseits"--not as the beyond, 

but as in analyzing the use of the ~ "beyond" in this context--one 

can come to understand more fully 

--how to confront its relevance and "value," the way in 

which it relates to the conundrum of valuation and transcendence 

(that is, th~ "higher man"), 

1 Derived in Nietzsche from Heraclitus' polarities, the first 
manifestation of a wholly metaphoric tension as a cosmic rationale. 
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--Nietzsche's solution to the conundrum, metaphor itself (a 

crossing that is not a crossing, but that is beyond the higher 

man), and finally 

--the way in which metaphoric force ~ Nietzschean power, 

,. '" the power of transfer, and the motif a radical etrangete in the 

text of human life. 

The beyond of Beyond ~ and ~ styles itself from 

its opening, inexorably, as metaphor. "Jenseits" is a perfect 

Nietzschean "dangerous crossing." It is itself a function of 

'etrangete, and an otherness. It is a vector toward the other side, 

which is always and ineluctably the other side. By extension, it 

never appears and never disappears; it has no signature. Its image 

is that of Zarathustra's gateway of Moment; it is not a depassement, a 

transcendence. The Gateway about which Zarathustra tells his story 

does not open or close, but is always becoming--as threshold, as 

Miller points out, vectored both ways (though what those ways are is 

open to unendab1e interpretation). This is just the way in which 

David Allison has described the power of Beyond ~ ~ ~: "the 

very threshold of metaphysics is to be found here, in the genesis of 

oppositions" (xxii). The nature of "beyond" is, then, opposition, 

differentiation, and extension, as Nietzsche himself tells us: "in 

order to understand anything at all of my Zarathustra," he says in 

Ecce Homo, "one must perhaps be similarly conditioned as I am--with 

one foot beyond Hfe ("Why Am I So Wise," 3).2 With one foot beyond 

2 This section of Ecce Homo begins with a self-description in which 
Nietzsche prepares"""'t'ile reader for this parabOlic statement: "This 
dual series of experiences, this access to apparently separate worlds, 
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life: taken as I have suggested "beyond" be taken, this is indeed the 

dilemma and the power of Zarathustra and of metaphor. 

Beyond good and evi 1, then, in addi tion to being 

oppositional, is for Nietzsche an extension or suspension of 

opposition, a difference of a difference. This suspension of 

opposition in a kind of chaotic plenitude Nietzsche declares near the 

end of Beyond Good and Evil, in the "codall to "Vas ist vornehm? [What 

is Noble? J," is indeed made into a kind of manifesto of the higher 

man: 

Mit einer ungeheuren und stolzen Gelassenheit leben; immer 
jenseits--. Seine Affekte, sein Fur und Wider willkurlich 
haben und nicht haben, sich auf sie herablassen, fur Stunden; 
sich auf sie setzen, wie auf Pferde, oft wie auf Esel:--man 
muss namlich ihre Dummheit so gut wie ihr Feuer zu nUtzen 
wissen. 

[To live with tremendous and proud composure; always beyond--. 
To have and not to have one's affects, one's pro and con, at 
will; to condescend to them, for a few hours; to seat oneself 
on them as on a horse, often as on an ass--for Onelmust know 
how to make uje of their stupidity as much as of their 
fire ••• J (284) 

This manifesto of concentrated metaphoric humanity provocatively 

relates to that other great jenseits: Freud's Jensei ts des 

LUstprinzips, in which the pleasure principle's structural quiescence 

is repeated in my nature in every respect: I am a Doppelganger, I 
have had a 'second' face in addition to the first. And perhaps also a 
third" (3). Interestingly, this passage and the 00e quoted in the 
text come from a section that does not appear in the Co1li-Montinari 
edition; the third section of the German text is entirely a variant-
Nietzsche's reference to Zarathustra here is a translation without 
an original. 

3 The German word "Esel" literally means "donkey," figuratively means 
"ass," and with several other endings means "stupidity"; all are 
lumped together here. The word is itself beyond denotation. 
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has its "pro and con," adjusting to the realities of the world in the 

acceptance of ~leasure. Freud's Jenseits, not incidentally but in a 

fascinatingly related way, introduces Freud's concept of the eternal 

return, in the repetition-compulsion, a kind of evaluative drive to 

repeat fixed patterns of behavior or to revert to an earlier state. 

The point here is that Freud's jenseits, like Nietzsche's, because of 

its effect on the predicate that follows it, is a manifestation of 

displacement. Eric Blondel has discussed, in ~ New Nietzsche, the 

similarity between Freud's beyond as what he calls the "plasticity of 

the libido" and Nietzsche's, which is metaphor. 4 

What is one to make, then, of this displacement, the 

conundrum and cultural residue of "transcendence" clinging to the 

"beyond" of Beyond Good and Evil"? For surely it does. The first 

step toward a solution is that for Nietzsche, transcendence is 

dialectical. In the concluding section, "Was ist vornehm? [What is 

Noble?]," he calls it "das Pathos der Distanz [the Pathos of 

Distance]" itself, functioning at the level of order, rank, and 

especially encul turation and social class, and equally as a 

manifestation of "inner distances." Noble transcendence is 

jenes Verlangen nach immer neuer Distanz-Erweiterung inner
halb der Seele selbst, die Herausbildung immer hoherer, 

4 Blondel's essay, "Nietzsche: Life as Metaphor," seems to me to be 
what Alexander Nehamas is trying to do at greater length in his 
Nietzsche: Life as Literature, but from which he deviates at the 
conclusion i~s~thing less interesting. Blondel points out that 
Nietzschean man is "nonnatural," based on "distance and scission" 
(151). Blondel claims that Nietzsche anticipates Freud's "primal 
repression," what Blondel refers to as Nietzsche's "primal metaphor" 
(153). Sexuality, for Nietzsche as for Freud, is the meaningful link 
between body and thought: "By metaphor and its excess, man forgets 
that he is originally a metaphoric being" (Blondel 173). 



seltnerer, fernerer, weitgespannterer, umfanglicherer 
Zustande, kurz eben die ErhBhung des Typus 'Mensch,' die 
fortgesetzte 'Selbst-Uberwindung des Menschen,' um eine 
moralische Formel in einem Ubermoralischen Sinne zu nehmen. 

[the craving for an ever-new widening of distances within the 
soul itself, the development of ever-higher, rarer, more 
remote, further-stretching, more comprehensive states--in 
brief, sim~ly the enhancement of the type 'man,' the continual 
'self-overcoming of ~an,' to use a moral formula in a supra
moral sense.] (257) 
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As always in Nietzsche, the juxtaposition of these appositives as 

quasi-equivalent serves only to point out their non-identity: 

"enhancement of the type 'man'" and "the continual 'self-overcoming of 

man'" are radically different varieties of evaluation. This is true 

at least in part because, as Nietzsche says three sections later, "Die 

vornehme Art Mensch fuhl t sich als werthbestimmend • • sie ist 

wertheschaffend [The noble type of man experiences itself as 

determining values; it is value-creating]" (260). So 

transcendence is higher man's own. This is his strength and his 

burden. 

Following from this self-determination, in metaphor, Beyond 

Good and ~ culminates in that craggiest of poems from high 

mountains, the Aftersong, in which the value-creation of the higher 

man demonstrates a raw solitariness that the poet finds as unbearable 

as it is ineluctable. This transcendence is the origin of philosophy. 

"A philosopher--" Nietzsche says, 

5 The "supra-moral sense" referred to here, reminiscent as it is of 
the title and the content of "On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense," 
is aimed in a different direction. Here, it is a function of the 
eternal return's difference. Now, instead of claiming an 
"aussermoralischen" sense, Nietzsche claims an "ubermoralischen" 
sense. The dialogue here of 'tranget~ and d~passement is precisely 
the one Nietzsche wants us to engage and be suspended in. 



das ist ein Mensch, der bestandig ausser-ordentliche Dinge 
erlebt, sieht, h5rt, argwohnt, hofft, traumt; der von seinen 
eignen Gedanken wie von Aussen her, wie von Oben und Unten 
her, als von seiner Art Ereignissen und Bli tzschl'agen 
getroffen wird; der selbst vielleicht ein Gewitter ist, 
welches mit neuen Blitzen schwanger geht; ein verhangniss
voll er Mensch, um den herum es immer groll t und brummt und 
klafft und unheimlich zugeht. Ein Philosoph: ach, ein Wesen, 
das oft von sich davon lauft, oft ver sich Furcht hat,--aber 
zu neugierig ist, um nicht immer wieder 'zu sich zu kommen.' 

[is a human being who constant ly experiences, sees, hears, 
suspects, hopes, and dreams extraordinary things; who is 
struck down by his own thoughts as from outside, as from above 
and below, as by his type of experiences and lightning bolts; 
who is perhaps himself a storm pregnant with new lightnings; a 
fatal human being around whom there are constant rumblings and 
growlings, crevices, and uncanny doings. A philosopher--alas, 
a being that often runs away from itself, often is afraid of 
itself--but too inquisitive not to 'come to himself' again.] 
(292) 
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Thus the basis for the evaluation of "good and evil," as for all 

evaluation in Nietzsche, insofar as it comes from the higher man, 

emanates from "crevices," from "unheimlich zugeht," from "a storm 

pregnant with new lightnings." The higher man always returns to 

himself again, in the mode of enquiry, an eternal questioning. And 

thus Beyond Good and Evil, to the very end, furthers the Zarathustran 

dilemma: can any evaluation of man, even higher man, be more than a 

conundrum, a puzzle of interpretation? 

When Nietzsche claims in "Wir Gelehrten [We Scholars]" 

that philosophers are "gefarhliche Fragezeichen fuhl ten [dangerous 

question marks]" (212), echoing Zarathustra' s very words, he hi.nts at 

a response. In being "das bose Gewissen ihrer Zeit zu sein [the bad 

conscience of their time]," Nietzsche's famous formulation of the same 

section, philosophers no longer pose the question "who is man?," but 

rather "how shall man be overcome?" (Deleuze 163). And as the higher 

man is overcome, evaluation itself vanishes. And yet the question as 
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to whether this overcoming actually occurs persists, in light of the 

metaphoric tension in which it exists: Zarathustra is the most 

elevated--and celebrated--failure to answer this question: 

'der solI der Grosste sein, der der Einsamste sein kann, der 
Verborgenste, der Abweichendste, der Mensch jenseits von Gut 
und Bose, der Herr seiner Tugenden, der Uberreiche des 
Willens; dies eben solI GrBsse heissen: ebenso vielfach als 
ganz, ebenso weit als vol1 sein konnen.' 

['he shall be greatest who can be loneliest, the most 
concealed, the most deviant, the human being beyond good and 
evil, the master of his virtues, he that is overrich in will. 
Precisely this shall be called greatness: being capable of 
being as manifold as whole, as ample as fulL'] ("Wir 
Ge1ehrten [We Scholars]" 212) 

This "manifoldness," "wholeness," "ampleness," and "fullness," were 

they really to inhere in the philosopher, would not permit him to be--

nor to return to--himself. A transformation, rather, takes place in 

light of the will's state of supersaturation, a transformation from 

philosopher to artist/philosopher, indeed away from~. Nietzsche 

alludes to this transformation in an 1887 note in The Will to Power's ------'---
"Prinzip einer neuen Wertsetzung [Principles of a New Evaluation]," in 

the section entitled "Der Wille zur Macht als Kunst [Will to Power as 

Art]": 

Man ist um den Preis Kiinstler, dass man Das, was alle 
Nichtkunstler 'Form' nennen, als lnhalt, als 'die Sache 
selbst' empfindet. Damit geh"ort man freilich in eine 
verkehrte Welt: denn nunmehr wird einem der lnhalt zu etwas 
b10ss Formalem,--unser Leben eingerechnet. 

[One is an artist at the cost of regarding what all non
artists call 'form' as content, as 'the thing itself.' To be 
sure, then one belongs in a topsy-turvy world: for henceforth 
content becomes something merely formal--our life included]. 
(818) 

"Form" is to be seen as "content" from the artist-perspective, the 

form of life included. Beyond the Platonic implications of this 
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claim's evaluative status, it establishes the radical position that 

the entire world of nature is man-created--artist-created, that 

transcendence is inverted, re-defined "down" to man. This "topsy-

turvy"-ness occurs only in the context of Platonic metaphysics; in 

the aesthetic state of Nietzschean evaluation (1. e. from the 

perspective of the artist/philosopher), as discussed for example in 

the liVer such einer Selbstkritik [Attempt at a Self-Criticism]" in the 

1886 edition of The Birth of Tragedy, as Nietzsche says "das nur als 

~sthetisches Phanomen das Dasein der Welt gerechtfertigt ist [it is 

only as an aesthetic phenomenon that existence and the world are 

eternally justified]" (5).6 

Are existence and the world "justified," then, beyond 

the higher man--beyond Zarathustra--beyond Nietzsche? What 

characterizes Nietzsche's "last great seekers," Napoleon, Goethe, 

Stendhal, Heine, Balzac, and a few others? They are "ensphinxed," 

idolized and idealized: 

Allesammt beherrscht von der Litteratur bis in ihre Augen und 
Ohren--die ersten Kiinstler von weI tlitterarischer Bildung-
meistens sogar seIber Schreibende, Dichtende, Vermittler und 
Vermischer der Kunste und der Sinne (Wagner gehort als Musiker 
unter die Maler, als Dichter unter die Musiker, als Kunstler 
Uberhaupt unter die Schauspieler); allesammt Fanatiker des 
Ausdrucks 'um j eden Preis' --ich hebe Delacroix hervor, den 
N~chstverwandten Wagner's--, allesammt grosse Entdecker im 
Reiche des Erhabenen, auch des Hasslichen und Grasslichen, 
noch grossere Entdecker im Effekte, in der Schaustellung, in 
der Kunst der Schauladen, allesammt Talente weit tiber ihr 
Genie hinaus--, Virtuosen durch und furch, mit unheimlichen 
Zugangen zu Allem, was verfuhrt, lockt, zwingt, umwirft, 
geborene Feinde der Logik und der geraden Linien, begehrlich 

6 The nature of this justification is to be seen and found in the 
evaluative nature of the eternal return; Le. in the judgement of 
Moment that manifests metaphoricity, as discussed in Chapter 1. 



nach dem Fremden, den Exotischen, dem Ungeheuren, dem Krummen, 
dem Sich-Widersprechenden; als Menschen Tantalusse des 
Willens, heraufgekommene Plebej er, welche sich im Leben und 
Schaffen eines vornehmen tempo, eines lento unfahig wussten,-
man denke zum Beispiel an Balzac--zugellose Arbeiter, beinahe 
Selbst-Zerstorer durch Arbeit; Antinomisten und Aufruhrer in 
den Sitten, Ehrgeizige und Unersattlich ohne Gleichgewicht und 
Genuss im Ganzen eine verwegen-wagende, prachtvoll
gewaltsame, hochfliegende und hoch emporreissende Art ~bherer 
Menschen, welche ihrem Jahrhundert--und es ist das Jahrhundert 
der Mengel--den Begriff 'hoherer Mensch' erst zu lehren 
hatte. • • • 

[Literature dominated all of them up to their eyes and ears-
they were the first artists steeped in world literature--and 
most of them were themselves writers, poets, mediators, and 
mixers of the arts and senses (as a musician, Wagner belongs 
among painters; as a poet, among musicians; as an artist in 
general, among actors); all of them were fanatics of 
expression 'at any price'--I should stress Delacroix, who was 
most closely related to Wagner--all of them great discoverers 
in the realm of the sublime, also of the uglyand gruesome, and 
still greater discoverers concerning effects, display, and the 
art of display windows--all of them talents far beyond their 
genius--virtuosos through and through, with uncanny access to 
everything that seduces, allures, compels, overthrows; born 
enemies of logic and straight lines, lusting after the 
foreign, the exotic, the tremendous, the crooked, the self
contradictory; as human beings, Tantaluses of the will, 
successful plebeians who knew themselves to be incapable, both 
in their lives and works, of a noble tempo, a lento--take 
Balzac, for example--unbridled workers, almost self-destroyers 
through wo!:k; antinomians and rebels against custom, ambitious 
and insatiable without balance and enjoyment • • • on the 
whole, an audaciously daring, magnificently violent type of 
higher human beings who soared, and tore others along, to the 
heights--it fell to them to first teach their century--and it 
is the century of the crowdl--the

7 
concept 'higher 

man' •••• ("Volker und Vaterlander' 256) 
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The figures Nietzsche brings to our attention here are products of 

7 I take the risk of citing this whole extraordinary sentence, 240 
words in German, 273 in English, with only one slight omission, to 
show the way in ~hich Nietzsche so energetically characterizes those 
models on whom he wants our century to base itself. All of the key 
words of the Nietzschean program are here, used wonderfully and 
rhapsodically--Nietzsche here, in his style, joins his models. 
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their own literature, these "born enemies of logic and straight 

lines." They are not historical but literary, dominated by 

literature "up to their eyes and ears," "fanatics of expression 'at 

any price.'" In Nietzsche's fiction of them, these Dionysian avatars 

understand art's "ontogenetic, that is, world-making significance," as 

Allan Megill calls it (31). And they understand, as does Zarathustra, 

the Romantic nature of the metaphoric "drives," each expressing "its 

dissatisfaction with the present state of things," manifesting an 

eternal "away from here!," as Nietzsche shows in ~ Will ~ Power 

(331). Nietzsche includes himself in this pantheon, as being what 

Alexander Nehamas, in another context, calls "the last romantic" 

(234). But Nietzsche's metaphoric self-fiction counts him among the 

"first-born of the twentieth century," as he says in "Our Virtues," 

"wi th all our dangerous curiosity, our mul tiplici ty and art of 

disguises, our mellow and, as it were, sweetened cruelty in spirit and 

senses" (214). 

But it is impossible to over-estimate the radical nature 

of this overcoming. Nietzsche, as the "first Modernist" (Nehamas 

234), is such because he understands the implications of overleapirlg 

even the higher man. First he must defy evaluation and "look for our 

virtues in our labyrinths" (214), in the multiple in-folding of 

metaphor. This is how Sarah Kofman describes the Modernist Nietzsche: 

Par-dela la philosophie occidentale heritiere d'Aristote, en 
disciple d'Heraclite auquel il emprunte la metaphore du monde 
comme jeu, Nietzsche franchtt Ie gouffre creuse, retourne en 
arri~re, pour r~p'ter la philosophie pr~socratique; dans 1e 
tableau m~me qu' il dessine des Gr~cs, il dit en ab'lme 
l' opposi tion de la metaphore et du concept et I' 'ffacement, 
par Ie concept et dans 1e concept, de la metaphore. 

[Beyond the Western philosophy inherited from Aristotle, as a 



disciple of Heraclitus, from whom he borrows the metaphor of 
the world as play, Nietzsche leaps the empty abyss, goes back, 
to rehearse Presocratic philosophy; in the very tableau in 
which he outlines the Greeks, he reverses the opposition of 
the metaphor and the concept and the effacement, by the 
concept and \r the concept, of metaphor.] (Nietzsche!::!..!!!. 
metaphore 36) 
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The very serious Heraclitan game-of-the-world is indeed pervasively 

present in Nietzsche, and indeed sees itself as the displacement of 

metaphor by concept. This is part of the historical (and nostalgic) 

consideration of the Overman's constitution, and why Heraclitus stands 

as such a paradigmatic figure in Nietzsche's pantheon. It is, in 

fact, the cultural memory of a Heraclitan heritage that makes man 

capable of even minimally understanding the Overman. But as Deleuze 

reminds us, man finally does not know how to play: as we have seen in 

Zarathustra, even the higher man is unable to "cast the dice" (49). 

"We should not think of Nietzsche' Overman as simply a raiser of 

stakes: he differs in nature from man,,9 (Deleuze 163). The play in 

which the Overman engages, and in which man can never engage, is the 

play of metaphor itself. Overman is metaphor: this is Nietzsche's 

version of sublimation in the re-writing of Hegel's Aufhebung. 

The model for this condition of agitation and 

contradiction, of crossing over, is not and cannot be human. In 

8 This essay is also to be found in David Allison's The New 
Nietzsche. The translation here is mine. The "tableau m€me qu' il 
dessine des Grecs" is Philosophy in the Tragic Age E!. the Greeks. The 
very idea of the opposition of concept and metaphor is Herac1itan, as 
we have seen, as is the origin of the idea of speaking en abime, a 
chaotic opening th'at amounts to a reversal, from an Aristotelian point 
of view. 

9 See Nietzsche and Philosophy, "The Overman: Against the 
Dialectic," for a fuller discussion of this idea, as Deleuze perceives 
it. 
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Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche alludes to this force in many ways, 

only in the coda to the ninth section, finally, referring by name to 

"Dionysos, jener grosse Zweideutige und Versucher Gott [Dionysus, that 

great ambiguous and attempter god)" (295).10 This "attempter-god" has 

moved, since The Birth of Tragedy, from the simplicity of opposition 

to the ampleness of contradiction and metaphoric over-fullness. 11 

It is what Hillis Miller calls an "endless contradiction and a 

strangeness" (The Linguistic Moment 425). 

But in Beyond Good and Evil, as in Zarathustra, a 

solution to the conundrum of transcendence occurs not in image, which 

is still for Nietzsche Socratic/Platonic, but in 'metaphoria,' in the 

crossing that does not cross. This force, as Michel Haar claims, 

awakens in us "the infinite carefulness of a 'great mistrust' that can 

never return language to its 'proper course'" (35). This mistrust 

(and one only need think of the parable of the tightrope-walker) 

"overleaps" the higher man and produces Nietzsche's "ostentatious 

exuberance of style" (Miller, "Gleichnis," 83). Beyond good and evil, 

indeed, lies Nietzsche's metaphoric style; beyond knowledge lies 

metaphor; beyond truth lies metaphor (indeed Blondel refers to 

falsehood as "the repetitive blockage of metaphor" by science, 

10 "Versucher," which I have translated as "attempter," is translated 
by Kaufmann as "tempter," and could also be translated as 
"experimenter." 

11 Hillis Miller's discussion of the Zarathustran gateway of Moment in 
"On the Vision and' the Riddle" galvanizes this precisely: the gateway 
of Moment (which is metaphor), is "so slender and evanescent as never 
to be experienced as such any more than we are aware of experiencing 
the darkness and obliteration of our vision that occurs whenever we 
blink our eyes" (425). The Gateway of Moment is "preface and 
postface," and also "an interruption" (426). 
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religion, morality) (171). Jenseits is part of the play of metaphoric 

crossing-over. Just as the Overman announced by Zarathustra is a 

cross between plant and ghost, between biology and textuality, and 

therefore textua1ized, he can be seen as a cross between writer and 

written, the genealogical product of the poet/philosopher. 

For Nietzsche, metaphor is power, and metaphoric force 

is will-to-power, the "plastic principle that is no wider than what it 

conditions" (Deleuze 50). It is the powerful and positive rejoinder 

to both God and Nihilism, the only remedy for the fear of facing the 

Other. 12 The traditional hermeneutic view (view as theoria) of 

metaphor as terms juxtaposed in a tension of meaning is cancelled in 

the Nietzschean text. Nietzschean metaphor is a phylogenetic 

manifestation of language and human comprehension in which out of the 

minutiae of articulation the entire cosmos of interstitial 

possibilities of thought and language is generated; these 

possibilities show how Beyond Good and Evil is the "Prelude to a 

Philosophy of the Future," giving Nietzsche's writing an explosive 

succinctness that undercuts and derides the idea of aphoristic 

fragmentation. The Nietzschean fragment, as in Beyond Good and Evil, 

is not only a part but an over-spilling whole, not a reference but a 

connection: Nietzschean metaphoricity gives the impression of playing 

directly with the elements of meaning which at the same time resist 

and deny his play. Language becomes his interlocutor, as in the first 

section of what I have called the "coda" to the ninth section of the 

12 See Derrida, Of Grammatology, 277. 
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book, the last part of "What is Noble." This first section (278) is 

itself a dialogue between the "Wanderer" and the figure of the 

writer. Like the final dialogues in Zarathustra, this is the 

confrontation of the poet and his (fictional) character, the Overman. 

But this is now the "no-saying" obverse of Zarathustra: 

--Wanderer, wer bist du? Ich sehe dich deines Weges 
gehn, ohne Hohn, ohne Liebe, mit unerrathbaren Augen: feucht 
und traurig wie ein Senkblei, das ungesattigt aus jeder Tiefe 
wieder an's Licht gekommen--was suchte es da unten?--, mit 
einer Brust, die nicht seufzt, mit einer Lippe, die ihren Eke1 
verbirgt, mit einer Hand, die nur noch langsam grieft: wer 
bist du? was thatest du? Ruhe dich hier aus: diese Stelle 
ist gastfreundlich fur Jedermann,--erhole dich! Und wer du 
auch sein magst: was gefallt dir jetzt? Was dient dir zur 
Erholung? Nenne es nur: was ich habe, biete ich dir an!-
"Zur Erholung? Zur Erholung? Oh du Neugieriger, was sprichst 
du da! Aber gieb mir, ich bitte-- --"Was? Was? sprich es 
aus!--"Eine Maske mehr! Eine zweite Maske!" •••• 

[Wanderer, who are you? I see you walking on your way 
without scorn, without love, with unfathomable eyes; moist and 
sad like a sounding lead that has returned to the light, 
unsated, from every depth--what did it seek down there?--with 
a breast that does not sigh, with a lip that conceals its 
disgust, with a hand that now reaches only slowly: who are 
you? what have you done? Rest here: this spot is hospitable 
to all--recuperate! And whoever you may be: what do you like 
now? what do you need for recreation? Name it: whatever I 
have I offer you! 'Recreation? Recreation? [the Wanderer 
replies.] You are inquisitive! What are you saying! But 
give me, please -==-, What? What? Say it! 'Another mask! A 
second mask!' • • • .] 

The dialogue of world and fiction, of writer and metaphor is not only 

one of masking, but a "semantic mirage," as Joseph Riddel has called 

it (588), "generated by the play of heterogeneous signifiers which 

refuse to be commanded by any single element within (meaning) or 

without (author) the text." Image is for Nietzsche not a grounding 

but a mirage over the force of metaphor. 

We are led to this conclusion in a much more systematic 

way in Beyond Good and Evil than in Zarathustra: here is void between 
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sign and meaning. Early on in Beyond Good and ~ Nietzsche has set 

us up for the confrontation of the Wanderer and the poet by asking 

Warum durfte de Welt, die uns etwas angeht,-- nicht eine 
Fiktion sein? Und weI' da fragt: 'abel' zur Fiktion gehort ein 
Urheber?'--durfte dem nicht rund geantwortet werden: Warum? 
Gehort dieses 'Gehort' nicht vielleicht mit zur Fiktion? 1st 
es denn nicht erlaubt, gegen Subjekt, wie gegen Pradikat und 
Obj ekt, nachgerade ein Wenig ironisch zu sein? DUrfte sich 
del' Philosoph nicht libel' die G18ubigkei t an die Grammatik 
erheben? Alle Achtung VOl' den Gouvernanten: abel' ware es 
nicht an del' Zeit, dass die Philosophie dem Gouvernanten
Glauben absagte?--

[Why could the world, the one that concerns us--not be a 
fiction? And if somebody ""'BSk.e"Ci":'but to fiction surely 
belongs an author?'--could one not simply answer: why? 
Doesn't this 'belongs' perhaps belong to the fiction, too? Is 
it not then permitted, with regard to the Subject, as well as 
to the Predicate and the Object, not to be a little ironic? 
Should philosophers not rise above faith in grammar? All due 
respect for governesses: but has the time not come for 
philosophy to renounce faith in governesses?] ("The Free 
Spirit" 34) 

There is no level, for Nietzsche, at which the "fiction" does not 

operate, including that of the "governess" of grammar. In this 

passage, the typical Nietzschean attack on the subject is couched in a 

rich metaphoric image, acknowledging its own governing trope. The 

Nietzschean gambit is the radical removal of this word-play from the 

mimesis of representation, a freeing of the image, and of the trope, 

in a world of fiction in which, as he says, we "improvise," concluding 

that "wi l' erdichten uns den gross ten Theil des Erlebnisses und sind 

kaum dazu zu zwingen, nicht als 'Erfinder' irgend einem Vorgange 

zuzuschauen [we make up the major part of experienc~ and can scarcely 

be forced ~ to contemplate some event as its 'inventors,' 1" ("Zur 

Naturgeschichte del' Moral" 192), responding to experiential stimulus 

as its "inventors" (192). Thus the power of metaphor's alterity is 

the "positive loss" of style as an element of signature or 
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autobiography, a force that is generative but not measured in the 

imitative nor the imagistic. "Das Maass ist uns fremd [Measure is 

alien to us]," he says in "unsere Tugenden [Our Virtues]," 

gestehen wir es uns; unser Kitze1 ist gerade der Kitze1 des 
Unendlichen, Ungemessenen. Gleich dem Reiter auf vorwarts 
schnaubendem Rosse lassen wir vor dem Unend1ichen die ZUge1 
fallen, wir modernen Menschen, wir Ha1bbarbarn--und sind erst 
dort in unsrer Seligkeit, wo wir auch am meisten--in Gefahr 
sind. 

[let us confess it; our titillation is the tickle of the 
infinite, the unmeasured. Like a rider on a forward-snorting 
horse we let go the reins for the Infinite, we modern men, we 
semi-barbarians--and arrive first at our bliss even where we 
are most--in danger.] (224) 

Nietzsche employs many layerings over the metaphor here, image on 

image, reversal on reversal, to achieve the effect of that 

transfer 2i energy that Sarah Kofman simply declares to be "the basis 

of all human power of the sort in which Nietzsche is interested" (13). 

Just as the "voice" of the concluding pages of Joyce's A Portrait of 

the Artist ~ ~ Young Man becomes indeterminately intimate and 

detached, simultaneously, personal and "purely textual," the voice of 

Joyce himself and that of Daedalus, the Hawk-like Man, so Nietzsche, 

at the end of Beyond Good and Evil, manifests this Dionysian 

indeterminacy, the power of metaphor itself. 

The Nachgesang [Aftersong] is, then, not Zarathustra's but 

Dionysus', that of the loneliest attempter-god, the manifestation and 

symbol of metaphor. "Ein Andrer ward ich? Und mir seIber fremd? [Am 

I another? Self-eptranged?]" asks the voice of the text. This echo, 

the multiplied "self," in its high world of glacial reflections where 

all depths are a chimera, is the quintessential Dionysian, measured 

out by alogia, the unmeasured or unproportioned which escapes form and 
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determination. It is the world of what David Allison has called 

"proximate surfaces, of cathected intensities and forces" (308). This 

world is a "beyond" that never arrives, that is a function and product 

of the discourse that ~~, or that is ~trangete. It is pure power 

and pure loneliness, as Dionysus articulates it in its last chorus: 

Dies Lied ist aus,--der Sehnsucht susser Schrei 
Erstarb im Munde: 

Ein Zaubrer that's, der Freund zur rechten Stunde, 
Der Mittags-Freund--nein! fragt nicht, wer es sei-
Um Mittag war's, da wurde Eins zu Zwei ••••• 

Nun feiern wir, vereinten Siegs gewiss, 
Das Fest der Feste: 

Freund Zarathustra kam, der Gast der Gaste! 
Nun lacht die Welt, der grause Vorhang riss, 
Die Hochzeit kam fur Licht und Finsterniss • 

[This song is done--longing's sweet cry 
Died in the mouth: 

A wizard did it, a timely friend, 
A midday friend--no, ask not who he is-
At noon it was that one became two--

Now we celebrate, sure of victory, 
The feast of feasts. 

Friend Zarathustra came, the guest of guests! 
Now the world laughs, the dreaded curtain tears, 
The wedding of light and darkness has come • • • ] 

Nietzsche resorts to poetic imagery to ~ the impasse at which even 

the best of poet-thinkers must halt. Dionysus himself, caught in 

verse, finds images for the celebration in which the Overman is 

celebrated, in which the power of metaphor is demonstrated. The 

dithyrambs of Dionysus, Nietzsche's favorite products along with 

Zarathustra, show what they tell. If we have ear.s to hear it, this is 

Dionysus' song of Disunion, Nontranscendence, and of Power. The 

wizard-poet-philosopher has torn the frightful veil, has crossed the 

threshold of Moment and of metaphor, and in that interval has 

permitted--indeed assured--the wedding of opposites, in poetic 
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metaphor. The "wedding" being prepared for here is one of opposites 

that remain discrete. Dionysus, as the writing hand, will himself wed 

here: if we remember that the first words of Beyond Good and Evil 

were "Vorausgesetzt, dass die Wahrheit ein Weib ist--,wie? [Suppose 

that truth were a woman--what?],·· we see "the circularity of 

metaphoric imagery Nietzsche employs to show us how image resolves to 

the power of metaphoric tension. 13 

* * * 

13 This is Derrida's contention throughout his Eperons, in which he 
initiates a discussion, consisting of many layers of Nietzschean word
play, and mirroring the themes of Jenseits, with the contention that 
"Verite, la femme est le scepticisme et la voilante dissimulation 
[Truly, woman is scepticism and veiling dissimulation]" (56). 
Derrida's "case" for Nietzsche's styles in Eperons is based on just 
this view of metaphoric centrality. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

OPENING THE DIALECTICS OF WRITING: NIETZSCHE/JOYCE 

Das Phanomen 'Kunst1er' ist noch am leichtesten durchsichtig: 
-- von da aus hinzublicken auf die Grundinstinkte ~ Macht, 
der Natur usw.! 

[The phenomenon 'artist' is still the most transparent: --to 
see through it to the basic instincts of power, nature, etc.!] 

--Nietzsche (~Will ~ Power 797) 

Man ist urn den Preis KUnstler, dass man Das, was aIle 
NichtkUnstler 'Form' nennen, als Inha1t, als 'die Sache 
sel bst' empfindet. Dami t gehort man freilich in eine 
verkehrte Welt: denn nunmehr wird einem der Inhalt zu etwas 
bloss Forma1em, -- unser Leben eingerechnet. 

[One is an artist at the cost of regarding what non-artists 
call 'form' as content, as 'the issue itself.' One then 
certainly belongs in an inverted world: thenceforth content 
is something merely formal, -- our life included.] 

-- Nietzsche (The Will ~ Power 818) 
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The dialogue of concealment and revelation, specifically in 

relation to the role of the artist, plays a central part in the 

dynamic of power by which Nietzsche and Joyce are allied. We have 

seen how this power is accessible only through the decoding of 

ffi8taphor. This "gamble" of decoding, a game the artist (and the 

philosopher) always loses becomes for both the ironic quest for 

meaningful redemption. 1 This irony is deepened by the fact that 

finally this power of metaphor.!§. redemption, itself a metaphor for 

1 See Robert Adams Day, 143+. 
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origina,li ty, and for primal authority. For Nietzsche, this 

originality is circular, a prosopopoeia and a metaphor of originality: 

"Originalitat. -- Was ist Originalitat? Etwas sehen, das noch keinen 

Namen tragt, noch nicht genannt werden kann, ob es gleich vor Aller 

Augen liegt. [Originality. -- what is originality? 1£ ~ something 

that has as yet no name, and hence cannot be mentioned, even if it is 

in our very eye)" (.!.!!!:. Gay Science 261). Nietzsche goes on to say 

that man seems to need to name in order to visualize and thence to 

reify. What is not written--in metaphor, Nietzsche implies--is not 

real. This cannot help become centrally concerned with the historical 

and the genealogical, by which these Nietzschean themes come to Joyce. 

For the philosopher, this is clearly demonstrable. Such 

diverse thinkers as Bradley and Peirce show a Nietzschean influence in 

their formulations of the cognitive process, particularly in the 

devaluation of rational thought's teleological possibility. Henry 

Staten's Wittgenstein and Derrida shows clearly (without mentioning 

Nietzsche) how the Wittgenstein of the Philosophical Investigations 

re-orients meaning itself along a Nietzschean axis; in the same 

convergent vein, Heidegger' s voluminous "re-j ustification" of 

Nietzsche (like his lectures on Heraclitus) indicate another facet of 

the obsession with Nietzschean issues twentieth century thinkers 

manifest, and of course the orientation of such current thinkers as 

Foucault and Derrida derive, in their own formulation, from 

Nietzsche's concerns. 

But it is appropriately and not so obviously within the realm 

of the poetic that Nietzsche most clearly stands as a mentor to the 

modern age. When Nietzsche himself died in 1900, James Joyce was 
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reading him and providing the service Nietzsche had so hoped for: the 

questioning, re-opening, and development of a newly prophetic 

textuality. Nietzsche offers a reappraisal of the modernist avant-

garde, formed from the dialectics of the search for a new concept of 

identity in writing, and from that search's own power as it works 

through the Nietzschean rend, a strategy of question and reversal, in 

which the poet/philosopher emerges as the (always fictional) paradigm 

of the modern litterateur. For the stars of this constellation, the 

philosopher becomes dialectical, a portion or part of the projected 

culmination, as do historian, composer, sculptor, etc., ousted by the 

poet as of the highest calling. This alters the "balance" of 

writing's outward form and its ideological, abstract "interior." For 

Nietzsche, this apochryphal man, the poet, is one who will combine the 

volcanic sensitivity and feeling of Dionysus with the rational 

framework of a Socrates. To neglect either is to fail, is to be worse 

than nothing, as Nietzsche shows in his discussions of the ascetic 

priest and his anti thesis, the "blond beast, II and their relationship 

to the artist. 2 The telos, for Nietzsche, is what he so enigmatically 

calls the self-overcoming of the will to power, life fully dedicated 

to and absorbed in the union of the nightmare and the illusion of 

words, joined and yet separate. 

James Joyce's A Portrait £f the Artist as a Young Man 

focuses these questions in a way that even Joyce's great subsequent 

novels do not. If Ulysses and Finnegans Wake are the experimental 

"mature" works by which Joyce is usually judged the founder of modern 

2 As in On the Genealogy of Morals. 
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prose writing, A Portrait is the dark novel clearly to be seen as the 

IIheir li to the Heraclitan foundations established here. A Portrait is 

not an immature work but an intricately subtle and complex engagement 

with artistic maturity and with the ironies of genealogy (both Stephen 

Dedalus' and Joyce's) that make this first novel richly Nietzschean;3 

it is this irony, simultaneously concealed and revealed, that Joyce 

fabricates into a project in which the (Nietzschean) artist/thinker, 

supreme, rules a kingdom of illusory yet teleological value. 

This means that the writer always operates within a crisis of 

power in which Nietzsche's interrogation acts as a new valuat'ion, 

through the space of the poetic image, of time and space itself indeed 

of the time and space of writing, and a privileging of the desire 

that posits a program of self-overcoming as the supreme human task. 

Richard Rorty's assessment of the Nietzschean opening as being against 

that in which IIwe want to posit 'behind' the language of .!!. time and !!. 

space, a matrix of 'reality's own language' in the double, the 

'Noumenal Self'--the soul II (xxi), declares the radical nature of the 

rift Nietzsche proposes. This tendency of language to exercise its 

power by manifesting a pre-linguistic reality is not merely Platonic 

nostalgia, however. This lIover-reaching" is itself the foundation of 

the inner tensions we have at play in Nietzsche and which bring 

Joyce's prose to life. It is an impossible program which exists, as 

3 Hugh Kenner discusses this theme in his liThe Portrai t in 
Perspective II in Dublin's Joyce (Boston: Beacon Press, 1962), 109-34, 
as does Stephen Heath, in a more contemporary context, in his 
IIAmbivalences: Notes for reading Joyce" in Post-Structuralist Joyce: 
Essays from the French, edited by Derek Attridge and Daniel Ferrer 
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1984), 31-68. 
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de Man formulates it, as a "desire to wipe out whatever came earlier, 

in the hope of reaching at last a point that could be called a true 

present, a point of origin that marks a new departure" (148). 4 In 

Rorty's evaluation Nietzsche is, as we have seen, in a crisis of 

~tranget~: clinging to a past and a future, and at the same time 

trying to annihilate them. Nietzsche's dilemma is with the 

unheimlich, the unknown, with dilemma itself and with crisis in 

language, in the face of the "impetus to inclusion" he sees 

(disastrously) in operation all around him, just as Joyce's is with 

his own un-homely, the crisis of exile (and silence and cunning) with 

which he strategically plays. This is the reason for the stark horror 

or the deeply troubling darkness of the images with which Nietzsche 

often jolts us, and an explanation for the dark luminosity of Joyce's 

suspensions, the epiphanies of which! Portrait is composed. 5 

This constant crisis-evaluation acts as its own sort of 

mesmerizing entrapment, which Derrida formulates as one in which 

"fulfillment is summed up within desire; desire is (ahead of) 

fulfillment, which, still mimed, remains desire, 'without breaking ~ 

mirror'" (Dissemination 210). This primacy of desire as a condition, 

4 This is what Jean-Louis Houdebine refers to as the "pressant," the 
simultaneous confirmation and denial inherent in language. We build a 
telos and then make language confirm it, even while our irony 
confesses our own tautological (or vortextual) strategy, Houdebine 
says, in "La Signature de Joyce," in Tel Quel 81 (Automne 1979), 52-
62. 

5 As for example that of the snake which has crawled into the mouth 
of the shepherd and bitten the inside of his throat in Zarathustra, 
clearly a comment on the dangers of language; or the again very 
consciously literary references to torture and judgement in Q!! ~ 
Genealogy ~ Morals. 
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ipso facto, reads itself as that desire of the artist to achieve 

Selbstaufhebung, a condition that Nietzsche and Joyce consider and 

show to be both culminative and deeply problematic, in more than its 

schematic Hegelian terminology. For Hegel, Aufhebung is subsumption 

or inclusion and disappearance-into-solution simultaneously--toward 

the synthesis of rational plenitude; for Nietzsche, 1I0vercoming" is 

cancellation and uplifting in quite a different way: it is used in 

the same way Joyce re-vitalizes the concept of lIepiphany." Now the 

Nietzschean self-overcoming (already a major loss in translation) is 

a function of the strategy of questioning, of its inversion, and of 

irreconcilable oppositions that can and must never be synthesized. 

In the following treatment, I want, by way of introduction, 

to suggest the ways in which the Nietzschean opening directly produces 

the artist as hors dloeuvres (the Derridean echo is welcome). 

Joyce's dark vision capitalizes emblematically on the Nietzschean 

opening of the dialectics of writing. 

* * * 

--Appuyer, selon la page ••• et, quand slaligna, dans 
une brisure, la moindre, dissemine~, Ie hasard vain~u, mot par 
mot, ind~fectiblement Ie blanc revient, tout-a-l' heure 
gratuit, certain maintenant, pour apprendre que rien ne 
s'~luciderait au-dela et authentiquer Ie silence •••• 

Virginite qui solitairement, devant une transparence de 
regard ad~quat, elle-meme slest comme divisee en ses fragments 
de candeur, l'~n et l'autre--preuves nuptiales de l'Idee. 

[We must bend our independent minds, page by page •• 
Then, in the tiniest and most scattered stopping points upon 
the page, when the lines of chance have been vanquished word 
by word, the blanks unfailingly return; before, they were 



gratuitous; now they are essential; and now at last it is 
clear that nothing lies beyond; now silence is genuine and 
just. 

It is a virgin space, face to face with the lucidity of 
our watching vision, divided of itself, in solitude, into 
halves of whiteness; and each of these is lawful bride at the 
wedding of the idea. 

--Stephane Mallarme, "Mystery" 694 
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The essay from which this selection comes, and which 

appeared in La Revue Blanche in 1896 (and is therefore of the period 

of his late, very Nietzschean poetry), shows clearly how Mallarme' s 

orientation has evolved, away from the concerns of the symbolic unit, 

away from his schematic concern with precise orientation of symbolic 

image to a hidden world of substance, and toward the world Nietzsche 

lays out for us, in which language is the residence, but not the 

residue, of "substance." This impetus, increasingly strong in 

Mal1arme, is an echo of the conclusion of Part Three of Zarathustra, 

"Die sieben Siegel (Oder: das Ja- und Amen-Lied) [The Seven Seals (Or: 

the Yes- and Amen-Song)]", whose refrain is "Denn ich 1iebe dich, oh 

Ewigkeit! [I love ~ 0 eternity!!]." The eternity that Zarathustra 

loves and embraces, finally in this section, is the eternal 

recurrence, the development of which we have followed. Zarathustra's 

narrator anthropomorphoses this metaphoric figure into the woman who 

stands for the desire to experience the eternal recurrence; he does 

so, at the conclusion of each of the seven "seals," in a procreative 

image and one of marriage: 

Oh wie sollte ich nicht nach der Ewigkeit brUnstig sein 
und nach dem hochzeitlichen Ring der Ringe,--dem Ring der 
Wiederkunft? 

Nie noch fand ich das Weib, von dem ich Kinder mochte, 
es sie denn dieses Weib, das ich 1iebe: denn ich 1iebe dich, 
oh Ewigkeitl 

Denn ich 1iebe dich, oh Ewigkeit! 



[Oh how should I not lust after eternity and after the 
nuptial ring of rings, the ring of recurrence? 

Never yet have I found the woman from whom I wanted 
children, unless it be this woman whom I love: for I love 
you, 0 eternity. 

For! love you, 0 eternity!] (3. "Die sieben Siegel") 
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The uneasy tension of Nietzsche's desire here matches with the 

Joycean one in which the poet "weds" his experience with words in 

order to lie on that "virgin spac.e" which finds itself subsumed word 

by word, page by page in the free exercise of the will to power, not a 

power over the page nor even a power from it, but rather a dialectical 

power derived from that marriage of the free(d) mind and its partner, 

the page. Mallarme, like Joyce, privileges this free, independent, 

willful mind, as well as the unification/reunification of the idea in 

word and silence. For Joyce the sparcity and asceticism--the 

precision--of writing are part of a conf.ession of the dream of 

transcendence--sparce because they indicate, mimetically, an admission 

that the immanence they imply as dreams is their own conclusion, that 

dreamwords are as far as dreams may go. The dream and the word of the 

dream are indeed mimetic, but now in Nietzschean fashion: not 

imitative of the hidden reality of presence nor of the world of 

appearance, but as a confession of the opening out of invention, the 

bringing into play of the virginity of creation. 

This is just how A Portrait op~ns. Kenner has famously and 

exhaustively demonstrated how the prolegomena to the novel are in fact 

its pre-capitulation, mic.rocosmic condensations of the themes of the 

whole. Indeed, this two-page opening section is a metaphoric 

condensation of the whole, a precise Nietzschean synthesis of Joyce's 

artful proj ect. Its central thematic struggle, which Kenner 
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identifies as ego versus authority, opens in the dream of storytelling 

itself, in the voice of the father: "Once upon a time and a very good 

time it was there was a moocow coming down along the road and this 

moocow that was coming down along the road met a nicens little boy 

named baby tuckoo. • • • " (7). The primal sense of hearing (of the 

story) is introduced in the Aristotelian catalogue, to be followed 

immediately, through the 1iason of the father (voice to visage), by 

the sense of sight: "His father told him that story: his father 

looked at him through a glass: he had a hairy face" (7). One might 

say that the microcosmic synopsis of the novel is synthesized further 

in these two paragraphs, and that like Joyce's epiphany the thematic 

"matter" of the novel can be infinitely reduced (conceivably to that 

initial "Once"). The story and the metaphoric nature of its telling 

straddle the sing-song lines in such a way as to make it impossible to 

miss their tension of (physical) sense and language-interpretation. 

Each word is itself a condensation of the pre-ordinate world of 

experience, a codification and a release of its energy. 

The development of this initial section follows the stages 

of maturity in schematic fashion. 6 The opening of Stephen's own 

poetry, however, is a dialectical one, implicating themes of the 

dialectics of sexuality, religion, society, tradition, and language. 

In this respect, the "introductory" section of the novel is even more 

integrated than it has been in the previous page. The last half-page 

of the short sectiDn is: 

6 See Kenner, Dublin's Joyce, 114-16. 



The Vances lived in number seven. They had a different 
father and mother. They were Eileen's father and mother. 
When they were grown up he was going to marry Eileen. He hid 
under the table. His mother said: 

--0, Stephen will apologize. 

Dante said: 
--0, if not, the eagles will come and pullout his eyes. 

Pullout his eyes, 
Apologize, 
Apologize, 
Pullout his eyes. 

Apologize, 
Pullout his eyes. 
Pullout his eyes, 
Apologize. 

* * * 
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This expansion out from the microcosm of the Dedalus flat into that of 

the Vances heralds many fledgings. The most important of these is 

that of Eileen's introduction and the effect she has on Stephen's 

story. The play of sexuality and language here is the play with the 

conditions at the inception of poetry; this continues throughout the 

novel, in each of the encounters Stephen has with E----- C-----, with 

the prostitute at the conclusion of Chapter Two, and with the bird-

girl at the conclusion of Chapter Four. Eileen Vance is the avatar of 

all these girls, the supplanter of the mother and the opening of 

desire. Eileen is also the opening of the poetic impetus in the 

novel. The progression from Stephen's confronting Eileen to his 

neutralizing of Dante's threat with his poem is one in which the 

valorization of. hiding, and the dialogue of concealment and 

revelation, takes place. "He hid under the table:" typically of 

Joyce, this grounding in the mundanity of diurnal experience itself 

covers something much darker and more fundamental. In Zarathustra's 
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"Seven Seals," with which Book Three concludes and which concerns 

itself with nuptials, Nietzsche introduces the manner in which the pun 

on "tables" is to be read. Stephen's confrontation with experience is 

itself entablature: he exercises the power of entabling, of 

etranget~, to neutralize the doxological threat. Nietzsche's 

parable exclaims: 

Wenn j e ein Hauch zu mir kam vom schopferishen Hauche 
und von jener himmlishen Noth, die noch Zufalle zwingt, 
Sternen-Reigen zu tanzen: 

Wenn ich je mit dem Lachen des schHpferischen Blitzes 
lachte, dem der lange Donner der That grollend, aber gehorsam 
nachfolgt: 

Wenn ich je am Gottertisch der Erde mit G~ttern Wurfel 
spielte, dass die Erde bebte und brach und Feuerflusse 
heraufschnob:--

--denn ein Gottertisch ist die Erde, und zitternd von 
schopferischen neuen Worten und Gotter-WUrfen:--

Oh wie sollte ich nicht nach der Ewigkeit brunstig sein 
und nach dem hochzeitlichen Ring der Ringe, -- dem Ring der 
Wiederkunft? 

Nie noch fand ich das Weib, von dem ich Kinder mochte, 
es sei denn dieses Weib, das ich liebe: denn ich liebe dich, 
oh Ewigkeit! 

Denn ich liebe dich, oh Ewigkeit! 

[If one breath came to me of the creative breath and the 
heavenly need, forced by chance to dance star-dances: 

If I laughed with the laughter of creative lightning, 
followed by the long thunder of the deed; 

If I played dice with the gods at the gods' table, the 
earth, until the earth shook and split and threw up flooding 
fire; 

For the earth is a god-table, and trembles with creative 
new words and gods' throws; 

Oh, how shall I not lust for eternity and after the 
nuptial ring of rings, -- the ring of recurrence? 

Never yet have I found the woman from whom I wanted 
children, unless it is this woman, whom I love: for I love 
you, oh eternity! 

!2!..!. love ~ oh eternity!] 

Nietzsche's sense ·of "table" here is precisely Joyce's: on the gods' 

table the world is written and, through the eternal recurrence (i.e. 

through interpretation and judgement) becomes the palate of the 
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revaluation of all values. Joyce's project is no less grand, despite 

his tiny and precious images. The bride in Nietzsche becomes the 

potential bride in A Portrait--but that bride is the inception of the 

poetic act, as it will always be for both Nietzsche and Joyce. 

For corroboration in A Portrait one must look at the 

pervasive themes of circularity and return that, increasingly through 

Joyce's work, the page itself produces in a reflexive and writerly way 

in A Portrait. These range from Stephen Dedalus' first stabs at 

poetry in Chapter One, through the villanelle which acts like a 

transcription of Stephen's inability to clarify his own feelings, to 

the poetic flights of the last journal/diary entries at the conclusion 

of Chapter Five; from the first suggestion (on the second page of the 

text) of the marriage Stephen will make with the first incarnation of 

E. C. (here, Eileen Vance) to and beyond the merging with the bird

girl on the strand at the conclusion of Chapter Four. 7 

But what does this tendentiousness mean? And more 

importantly for the literary artist, how does it mean? Even more 

precisely, ~ it mean?, since language has become a form of the 

7 This motif of marriage, with its implied union with, 
interpretation through, and overcoming of the white virgin sheets, 
reaches a further level of sophistication in Ulysses, through the 
veils of meaning over, as it were, the play of the period itself, in 
language-playas it builds throughout the text, in Molly's character 
and language, and in such chapter-movements as "Nausicaa"--"Circe"-
"Penelope. " In Finnegans Wake, the metaphysical entity of language 
itself, in such sections as those of H. C. E.'s dreams and A. L. P.'s 
reveries, which extend and intensify Ulysses's rhetoric of desire, 
Mallarme's "return· of the blanks" is dealt its final blow: Finnegans 
Wake is the text of the eternal return: the dialectics of writing 
find their properly self-conscious descendant in the Joycean text. 
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dance of structuration itself, without the static grounding of 

Structure. Here the rational assembly of signs whose value is the 

accruing of a capacity to reference reality beyond language is always 

in a balance with the undercutting of such an assembly, are-opening 

of (non-linguistic) plenitude. Meaning here is the cancellation of 

dogma. The dogmatic tradition in which Nietzsche matured, that of a 

German philology so competently represented by Wilamowitz, was one in 

which philosophy consisted of a flow of revelatory texts, of which the 

meaning of each was "one in a series, to be revealed"; for Nietzsche, 

the text of experience is an "inscription of forces, an invitation to 

unforeseen estrangements from the habitual" (Said 9). This is what 

Nietzschean and Joycean language consists of. It is Nietzsche's 

contention that both paradigms could not survive--and so he cancels 

the opposition; this is not subsumption but utter cancellation. The 

way he goes about this, in Zarathustra, for example, is at once subtle 

and forceful. In Part Four Zarathustra is called from his complacent 

rest at his cave, where he does nothing all day but trace his shadow 

in the dirt, by the soothsayer, who brings the message that "the 

highest man" is calling in distress to Zarathustra to return again to 

the world of men. Zarathustra is terrified, afraid of the 

implications of starting again. The soothsayer has been born, in the 

second chapter of Part Four, out of Zarathustra's own shadow, 

indicating that the soothsayer is actually a permutation of 

Zarathustra's text of himself in the dirt; and indeed, when 

Zarathustra begins his search for the highest man he confronts instead 

a series of other aspects of himself which are all "unexpected 

estrangements from the habitual," and still Zarathustra' s images of 
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himself, figures including the leech, the last pope, the ugliest man, 

and again of course, Zarathustra's shadow, now in the guise of an 

interlocutor. This is Nietzsche's comment on writing, an inversionary 

tradition rich with figures and shown in glimpses such as that in 

which (in "The Voluntary Beggar") three figures race along a mountain 

path, the voluntary beggar, just finished with his sermon on the mount 

to a group of cows, Zarathustra running from his shadow, and the 

shadow itself in pursuit: a new holy trinity. Again and again 

Nietzsche/Zarathustra plays with the tradition with which he is in 

contact and which he cancels, either through inversion or through 

ironization. 8 This cancellation, however, is a matter of will, and 

extends for Nietzsche to all philosophy, particularly to his own: 

The will to a system: in a philosopher, morally speaking, a 
subtle corruption, a disease of the character; amorally 
speaking, his will to appear more stupid than he is. • •• I 
am not bigoted enough for a system--and not even for ~ 
system. 

The cancellation of logic and habit is itself the opening of the text, 

the freeing of meaning: "logical inconsistency • • • is not a sign of 

individual weakness. On the contrary, [Nietzsche] elevates it to a 

principle of existence" (Putz 6). For Nietzsche, as for Joyce, the 

dialectic is one of will versus code (see chapters 1, 3, and 5 of A 

Portrait) • What the Nietzschean genealogy shows us is what Jean-

Michel Rey calls 

l'impossibilite de tout signifie stable, isole, donc l'absence 
de tout fond~ment rigoreux de la v~rite m~taphysique • 
mise en ablme par Ie devoilement de son caract~re arbitraire 

8 See the chapter mentioned here, "The Ugliest Man," for the 
revelation of the necessary death of "the old god," for example. 



dans Ie systeme des signifies metaphysique. 

[the impossibility of all stable, isolated signifiers, and 
thus the absence of all rigorous foundations of metaphysical 
truth. • placed in the abyss by the unveiling of its 
arbitrary character in the system of metaphysical signifiers] 
(176) • 
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Nietzsche believes fervently that he has no access to truth, which in 

itself has literally no meaning (in Zarathustra. the "last pope" 

actually seeks him out to become his disciple--even to make 

Zarathustra a new god--precisely because of this depth of belief in 

the absence of God/god). The effect of this, absolutely central to 

Nietzsche's building doctrine, is that self-overcoming is always in 

"I 'espace de l' apr~s coup," and thus "in a space where origin is by 

necessity absent" (Rey 171). The tradition Nietzsche questions is one 

in which the expectation of the plenitude of truth, the privileging of 

the eternal presence of the code, is always a question of repression, 

as in On the Genealogy £f Morals. 

For Nietzsche and for Joyce the cancellation called for is 

also a transcendence, so long as this cautionary word is understood 

wi thin the context of the wi1l-to-power, 1. e. language as a 

transcendence of "transcendence," an anti-idealistic thrust. But this 

is not a simple proposition, as Stephen has developed it since the 

earliest days of his fictional existence, in Stephen Hero. The 

lengthy project Joyce lays out in the earlier novel and then condenses 

for A Portrait contains the grounding image on which the transcendence 

of language is based, and that transcendence is a function of the 

balance of metaphoricity; indeed it appears in the medium about which 

it speaks. The poetic artist, according to Stephen Daedalus, is "a 

mediator gifted with twin faculties, a selective and a 
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reproductive" (77-78). These faculties, the former objective, 

empirical, Appo1lonian, the latter subjective, dream-oriented, 

Dionysian, must coincide perfectly in the perfect artist. 

This perfect coincidence of the two artistic faculties Stephen 
called poetry and he imagined the domain of an art to be cone
shaped. The term 'literature' now seemed to him a term of 
contempt and he used it to designate the vast middle region 
which lies between apex and base, between poetry and the chaos 
of unremembered writing. 78) 

This passage sets up the emblem and the conditions for the entire 

flight of heightened language in A Portrait. Indeed, it could be said 

that the condensation of Stephen Hero into A Portrait is reversed 

here: this one short passage from Stephen Hero forms the basis of the 

entire cosmos of imagery Stephen Dedalus confronts and creates in A 

Portrait. 

The artist's project, as it develops in A Portrait, for 

example, is to achieve Daedalian flight, is to "fly by" the nets of 

nation, church, family, the double meaning of IIfly pastil and lito be 

guided by" informing Stephen's declaration; this project occurs in 

images of the same flight, so like that of Zarathustra' s tightrope 

walker falling down from his tightrope, or of the "beasts who invented 

knowing II in liOn Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense." The artist must 

always fall, in that Adamic mimesis of the fall into life. 

This is ~tranget~, just the kind of provisional flight of 

diff'rance one sees in Joyce, up and away from the morass of society, 

from what in Stephen Hero Joyce calls lithe chaos of unremembered 

wri ting, II found every day and everywhere on the streets and in the 

minds of men; it is the Nietzschean removal, implicated but 

withdrawing. Provisional but energetic claims for transcendence (made 
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within the matrix of an aspiration that itself has been actively 

cancelled in order to ensure that we are not merely vain forms of 

benighted matter) are a vital part of the impossible project, self

overcoming, in which for Nietzsche "both truth and falsehood arise at 

the bidding of the will" (Putz 27). The opening parable from "On 

Truth and Lies" is again appropriate here, with its "clever beast" on 

a forlorn planet in a remote constellation lIinventing knowing," the 

"most arrogant and mendacious moment of 'world history'" (Breazeale 

79). Nietzsche's beast/poet, like Joyce's, always rises through the 

chaos toward the greater purity of poetic expression, traversing the 

purgatory of literature en route. 

But it is in this realm of literature that man must live; 

hence the ironic reversal of plenitude. This irony is not just of 

inversion, of reversal, but of the grounding strategy of indeterminacy 

in Ii tera ture, even "earthly poetry," that defies all rational 

configuration and denies closure. What Nietzsche possesses, as Paul 

de Man claims, is "knowledge of the impossibility of knowing" which 

"precedes the act of consciousness that tries to reach it" (75). Thus 

human consciousness is ineluctably caught in an "infinite regression" 

of "prospective hypothesis" (the future) and a "reality that belongs 

to the past" (de Man 75). In this space Nietzsche posits the eternal 

return of the same as identical with Selbstaufhebung; the inhuman, 

not captured in a concept, beyond the rational and beyond language. 

In Thus Spoke Zarathustra the awareness of the eternal recurrence 

dawns on Zarathustra gradually, even after he has declared it, as the 

noble if chimerical teleology of self-transcendence. It is only 

because he has come to announce the overman that Zarathustra is led, 
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not until Part Three, to begin to discover what he has been saying 

when he has said "eternal return of the same. ,,9 Joyce experiments 

with the nobility of the eternal moment from the beginning, in those 

epiphanies he recorded in his notebooks and which conclude each of the 

stories of Dub1iners and each of the chapters of A Portrait. This is 

indeed the meaning of the epiphany, which is much more than a 

translation from one dogma (Catholicism) into another (art), though it 

is that too. The epiphany is the "poetic silence" Stephen's poetry 

can never capture, the heightened moment of awareness of the enigmatic 

reversal the image always produces. Chapter One's conclusion is just 

such a heightening: 

The fellows were practising long shies and bowing lobs and 
slow twisters. In the soft grey silence he could hear the 
bump of the balls: and from here and from there through the 
quiet air the sound of the cricket bats: pick, pack, pock, 
puck: like drops of water in a fountain falling softly in the 
brimming bowl. (59) 

In fact, the subsequent chapter endings, the maj or epiphanies of A 

Portrait, recapitulate the same metaphoric exchange one finds here, 

9 This becomes in Joyce the circularity of the return of Daeda1ian 
flight in Ulysses, Bloom's return to his home, Stephen's to his 
through the dawn, the return of language to its earthly but self
consciously anti-syntactical base in Molly, and the return of that 
affirmation with which she concludes, "yes I said yes I will Yes." 
The development of this affirmation into the circular sentence of 
Finnegans Wake is even clearer: the entire novel takes place within 
the periodic instant of the sentence, merging all experience and all 
language into one noble moment in which "riverrun, past Eve and 
Adam's, from swerve of shore to bend of bay, brings us by a commodious 
vicus of recirculation back to Howth Castle and Environs"; the very 
first word of Finnegans Wake's circularity cannot be identified as 
noun or imperative verb form; it should not be lost on us that the 
"vicus of recirculation," the eternal return of Giambattista Vico, 
posits irony as the mode of the era of crisis and world dissolution, 
the bridge to the new beginning in metaphor. 
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in the same recapitulation of the sensorium. The conditions for the 

epiphany at the end of Chapter One have been fulfilled: "He was 

alone. He was happy and free" (59). But Stephen's aloneness, like 

his freedom, is dialogic. Stephen is ~ alone except as an incipient 

artist; Stephen is not free except as poet. What Stephen has 

discovered, and what he continues to discover in the "development" of 

the epiphany in subsequent chapters, is not his aloneness, which is a 

physical condition, but his loneliness, which is a psychic and 

psychological condition. Harry Levin points out that each epiphany 

leaves Stephen lonelier than the last (409); this is the result of the 

strategy of operating in structural opposition to established literary 

and social norms. Stephen goes through this process over and over in 

the course of A Portrait, detaching himself not only from church and 

society, but from literary associations as well: the artist is para-

doxa. While it is true that Joyce is immersed in the historicity of 

writing and literature, it is simply untrue that he is celebrating 

that history except within a program of re-opening, in an always-

unsuccessful attempt to encompass and suspend the present. Joyce uses 

the writing of the past in the same way as does Nietzsche: as a 

surface from which to propel himself. 10 We see this clearly in each 

10 A Portrait can be seen, in this respect, as quite different from 
Ulysses, which can be seen as a monument and tribute to the history of 
literature, particularly in such chapters as "Oxen of the Sun," with 
its recapitulation of the history of English. There is a fondness for 
the history of writing in both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake that does 
not exist in A Portrait, whose position is one of detachment. It is 
as though in this earlier work Joyce is celebrating not the "being" of 
written language but the "uninterrupted becoming of realities and 
meanings" in writing (see Ackroyd 57). 
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chapter of A Portrait, in two important ways. Most obvious is that at 

the surface of the novel. Each of the epiphanies with which the 

chapters conclude, and which seem to achieve some sort of "final 

uni ty," propelling Stephen forward out of his own sense of identity, 

is subsequently cancelled in the following chapter, forcing the reader 

to re-assess his memory of those satisfying inclusions. Chapter One's 

inclusive and powerful assertion of self-identity, in which Stephen 

feels happy, alone, and free as a result of his visit with Father 

Conmee is cancelled by Simon Dedalus' laughter over his meeting with 

Conmee at a dinner, where Father Conmee, in a conspiracy of father-

figures, narrates the story of the pandying to Simon: "Father Dolan 

and I had a great laugh over it. You better mind yourself, Father 

Dolan, said I, ££ young Dedalus will send you ~ for twice nine. We 

had a famous laugh together over it. Ha! Ha! Ha!" (72). 

The same reversal occurs at the end of Chapter Two, as 

Stephen's first encounter with sex and with prostitutes becomes, in 

Chapter Three, his obsession with sin. Chapter Two has concluded with 

the overabundance of the senses in which Stephen succumbs to 

sexuality: 

He closed his eyes, surrendering himself to her, body and 
mind, conscious of nothing in the world but the dark pressure 
of her softly parting lips. They pressed upon his brain as 
upon his lips as though they were the vehicle of a vague 
speech: and between them he fel t an unknown and timid 
pressure, darker than the swoon of sin, softer than sound or 
odour" (101). 

This Aristotelian catalogue, ripe with poetic hyperbole, in which the 

lips of the prostitute "press upon his brain" with "a vague speech," 

becomes in Chapter Three the catalogue of the deadly sins, the 

preamble for the famous retreat in which Stephen will vomit in disgust 
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at his own degradation. In the beginning of Chapter Three, Stephen 

reconsiders Shelley's poetic fragment on the companionless moon, and 

suddenly the stars begin to "crumble" and "fall," like Stephen 

himself. Stephen is reading in his "scribbler," and the "dull light 

on the page" becomes "his own soul going forth to experience, 

unfolding itself sin by sin, spreading abroad the balefire of its 

burning stars and folding back upon itself, fading slowly, quenching 

its own lights and fires. They were quenched: and the cold darkness 

filled chaos" (103). So much, in the 16 year-old Stephen, for poetic 

enlightenment. 

This process of opening and closing is repeated with each chapter 

break. Chapter Three's religious indoctrination turns in Chapter Four 

into dogmatic automatonism, Chapter Four's artistic revelations turn 

in Chapter Five into pedantry and dilletantism. ll 

* * * 

11 And the process continues into Ulysses, of course, as Chapter 
Five's conclusive exile and resolution to follow a life of art turns 
into the dullness and routine of school-teaching and banter with Buck. 
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We witness in Joyce as in Nietzsche a vision of the world at 

play with opposition, with negation, with knowing and with knowing 

that one does not know; this is a play, however, that may never be 

resolved through sublimation: it never ends nor comes to rest. This 

"final" implication of the will to power and the eternal return 

captures the writer and the reader in a condition of desire in which 

Zarathustra is the progenitor. Richard Rorty makes a related claim 

when he declares that after Nietzsche "it is simply no longer 'useful' 

to make a distinction between 'discovery' and 'creation'" (152), since 

the "present" that would have given such a distinction between "that 

which matters supremely and the completely insignificant is 

cancelled." Rorty's indeterminacy of polarities is what Derrida 

refers to as "diacriticity," which 

interdit deja qu'un theme soit un theme, c'est-a-dire l'unite 
nucleaire d'un sens pose, la, devant Ie regard, present hors 
de son signifiant et ne renvoyant qu'a lui-meme, en derniere 
analyse, me me si son identite de signifie se decoupe sur 
l'horizon d'une perspective infinie. Ou bien la diacriticite 
traverse Ie texte de part en part et il n'y a pas de noyau 
thematique, seulement des effets de themes qui se donnent pour 
la chose meme ou Ie sense meme. 

[already prevents a theme from being a theme, that is, a 
nuclear unit of meaning, posed there before the eye, present 
outside of its signifier and referring only to itself, in the 
last analysis, even though its identity as a signified is 
carved out of the horizon of an infinite perspective. Either 
diacriticity revolves around a nucleus and in that case any 
recourse to it remains superficial enough not to put 
thematicism as such into question; or else diacriticity 
reverses the !:ext through and through and there is no such 
thing as a thematic nucleus, only theme effects that give 
themselves out to be the very thing or meaning of the text.) 
(La dissemination 281-82) 

The reversal inherent in Derrida's formulation might well be used as a 

cri tique of that formulation: Derrida too is dramatically open to 
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Nietzschean questioning: 12 the choices Derrida allows us here can and 

must themselves be queried; this thrusts the perspective back to 

Nietzsche. What is significant is properly left out, as Jean-Michel 

Rey demonstrates: 

Le charactere radicalement nouveau de la 'position' 
nietzscheene, c'est qu'elle dechiffre dans Ie texte meme de la 
mlhaphysique des procedures qui Ie constituent autour d' une 
'absence,' celIe du signifiant. Ce texte est ainsi mis en 
scene, pluralize, soumis a une operation de Darstellung 
continuelle par laquelle les differentes contradictions 
impliquees se devoilent. 

[The radically new character of the Nietzschean position is 
that it decodes in the metaphysical text itself the procedures 
that constitute it around an absence,--that of the signifier. 
The text is put on stage, pluralized, subsumed in an operation 
of Darstellung by which the different implicated contradic
tions inherent within it reveal themselves.] (186) 

For Derrida, as for Nietzsche and Joyce, texts are inherently 

(continuously) self-questioning. The implication is that the 

signifier is itself an insufficiency, an absence, that at the very 

heart of things is the abyss over which Zarathustra' s tightrope is 

stretched. Stephen Heath's formulation of this procedure is in these 

concise Nietzschean terms. A Portrait's strategy, according to Heath, 

is 

to rend the blanket of sense through the production of the 
counter-text of the fiction of the artist and his 'voluntary 
exile'; his para-doxical status forming a contra-position to 
the realm of the doxa wi thin the interstices of which the 
writing can, hesitatingly, proceed. (35) 

It is this quality of exilic writing, making use of the literary past 

12 And was heavily influenced by his reading of Joyce during his year 
at Harvard in the 1950's, as Hillis Miller discusses in his "From 
Narrative Theory to Joyce: From Joyce to Narrative Theory" in The 
Seventh of Joyce, edited by Bernard Benstock (Bloomington: Indiana 
Univ. Press, 1982), 3-5. 
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but always at a distance from it, that Joyce explores. Chapter Two is 

particularly full of this thematic, as the development of sexual 

awareness and of literary distance occur side by side. After his 

semi-imaginary encounter with Emma Clery on the tramcar, Stephen 

attempts to write his experience, but the writing, which Hugh Kenner 

calls a "Trojan horse by which the universe gets into the mind" (117) 

permits him only the most interesting fantasies of connection and of 

history, all of which seem fragmented and ironic. The long passage in 

which this occurs is worth quoting in its entirety. Having left Emma 

Clery, Stephen returns home; 

13 

The next day he sat at his table in the bare upper room 
for many hours. Before him lay a new pen, a new bottle of ink 
and a new emerald exercise. From force of habit he had 
written at the top of the f~rst page the initial letters of 
the jesuit motto: A.M.D.G. On the first line of the page 
appeared the title of the verses he was going to write: To 
E-----C-----. He knew it was right to begin so for he had 
seen similar titles in the collected poems of Lord Byron. 
When he had written this title and drawn an ornamental line 
underneath he fell into a daydream and began to draw diagrams 
on the cover of the book. He saw himself sitting at his table 
in Bray the morning after the discussion at the Christmas 
dinnertable, trying to write a poem about Pa1~ell on the back 
of one of his father's second moiety notices. But his brain 
had then refused to grapple with the theme and, desisting, he 
had covered the page with the names and addresses of certain 
of his classmates: 

Roderick Kickham 
John Lawton 
Anthony MacSwiney 
Simon Moonan 

Now it seemed as if he would fail again but, by dint of 

Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam, "to the greater glory of God." 

14 Tantamount to eviction notices, ever more common in the declining 
Dedalus household. The world of Stephen's surrounding culture, 
religious and social, intrudes everywhere. 



brooding on the incident, he thought himself into confidence. 
During this process all these elements which he deemed common 
and insignificant fell out of the scene. There remained no 
trace of the tram itself nor of the trammen nor of the horses: 
nor did he and she appear vividly. The verses told only of 
the night and the balmy breeze and the maiden lustre of the 
moon. Some undefined sorrow was hidden in the hearts of the 
protagonists as they stood in silence beneath the leafless 
trees and when the moment of farewell had come the kiss, which 
had been withhisd by one, was given by both. After this the 
letters L.D.S. were written at the foot of the page and 
having hidden the book, he went into his mother's room and 
gazed at his face for a long time in the mirror of her 
dressingtable. (70-71) 
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The mixture here of thematics from religion (the bare upper room and 

the heavy Jesuit atmosphere), literary history (Byron), his own 

literary past (the link to the Christmas dinner's failure to write), 

sexuality (the kiss and, very interestingly, the conclusion of the 

scene, at his mother's dressingtable mirror)--these and other central 

themes of the novel appear in juxtaposition with the fact that Stephen 

does manage to write in this scene, but not only is what he writes 

vague and uninformative, even frustrating ("the verses told only of 

the night • "), but the reader receives only a vague synopsis, in 

narration, of this most important piece of developmental writing. We 

are denied access to Stephen's verses (perhaps mercifully). More 

importantly, the experience of writing only serves to make Stephen 

question his own identity (hence the dressingtable mirror--another 

"table" to hide behind). Clearly, the world only and very 

problematically exists, in A Portrait, through the mediation of 

15 "Laus Deo Semper," "praise to God always." Stephen surrounds his 
own writing with the prisonhouse of Jesuit dogma. In every way this 
page -I.s one of detachment. 
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language (Ackroyd 54), but here is only the world and power of the 

writing narrator who "exists." The displacement of art, within the 

context in which it is produced, is secondary only to Stephen's 

displaced art, which does not even appear in the passage. 

This passage, like virtually all of A Portrait, is a 

revelation of discomfort. Joyce, here (as so often) a paradigm of 

Modernism, shows us how this fundamental rift operates in language as 

its primary locus. He gives us a glimpse, as Rorty says, of "what our 

lives would be like if we had no hope of what Nietzsche called 

'metaphysical comfort'" (150), those false dreams of transcendence (or 

dreams of false transcendence), and this is indeed what Nietzsche says 

all human life is constantly showing us. The set of images in the 

preceding passage has followed those of Zarathustra' s "going under" 

precisely: Nietzsche's radical break with the canonical nature of 

truth as timelessness or transcendence breeds in Joyce a new sort of 

mimesis that "breaks with the paradigm of truth which has controlled 

representation and education from Socrates to the present" (Ulmer 

176). For Joyce, the transcendence of the poet out of the conical 

shape he presents in Stephen Hero, through the flight of A Portrait 

and into the fall of Ulysses, Stephen's problematic acceptance of his 

own disappearance "parmi 1 'herbe," formulates the same impetus. 

According to Jacques Aubert, "something happens" in his mind, "under 

the influence of certain writings of Nietzsche" that re-orients his 

aesthetic from th«: "Neo-Hege1ian" to one "radically modern, radically 

subversive of the concepts initially given" (123). The ironic 

inversion that forms and informs the avant-garde becomes a structural 

device--itself ironic--"behind" the strategies of questioning 
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Nietzsche initiates. For Derrida, if that which, once it is framed, 

appears to be an element or an occurrence of opening is no longer 

anything but an "aperture-effect" that is topologically assignable, 

then nothing will indeed have taken place but the place (Dissemination 

297), that is, nothing has taken place but that which the interpreter 

has brought ..!E. "the place" of the text. 

This ironic opening is always ontological, a question of the 

eternal formulation of the question "who is speaking?" But behind 

this query lies another--"who is posing this question?"--and so on 

endlessly. The conclusion Nietzsche draws, and which Joyce manifests, 

is that "the word" itself speaks. "I think, therefore I am" becomes 

"I write, therefore I think of the question 'who am I?' or 'who is 

this therefore in the phrase 'I think, therefore I am?'" (Sollers 66). 

Once textuality is purely metaphoric, a matter of a never-static 

transference, in the sense of transfert, not renvoi, one must conclude 

that the nature of ontology itself is "inevitably" rewritten. 

Questions about language, self, and ontology, according to Michel 

Foucault, indeed, became inevitable 

lorsque, avec Nietzsche • • • la pensee fOt reconduite, et 
violemment, vers Ie langage lui-m~me, vers son etre unique et 
difficile. Toute la curiosite de notre pensee se loge 
maintenant dans la question: Qu'est-ce que Ie langage, 
comment Ie contourner pour Ie faire apparaitre en lui-meme et 
dans sa plenitude? 

when, with Nietzsche ••• thought was brought back, and 
violently so, towards language itself, towards its unique and 
difficult being. The whole curiosity of our thought now 
resides in the question: what is language, how can we find a 
way around it in order to make it appear in itself, in all its 
plenitude. (317) 

In a way, of course, even Foucaul t 's is not the question; his is 

always too unironically structured and structural to satisfy 
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Nietzsche or Derrida: it must be seen through a frame of desire. But 

Foucault's Nietzschean language is itself part of that "thinking from 

the outside" that Nietzsche writes to overcome and which will not be 

cancelled. Ontology, as we have seen Nietzsche claim, is in language, 

indeed in written language. This creates for Derrida, with 

appropriate Nietzschean imagery, through the stratefy of differance, a 

membrane, a "hymen," of "confusion between the present and the 

nonpresent," that "produces the effect of a medium (a medium as 

element enveloping both terms at once; a medium located between the 

two terms)" (Dissemination 221). It is the terms "present" and 

"nonpresent" that create the ~ "hymen"; here is also the meeting 

p1ace--the hymen--of ontology and language: Derrida points out that 

Le motif m~me de la dialectique, qui a ouvert et clos 1a 
philosophie, de quelque mani~re qu'on Ie determine et malgre 
les ressources qu'il entretient en elle contre elle, c'est 
sans doute ce que Mallarme a marque de syntaxe qu point de sa 
sterilite ou p1ut8t de ce qui s' appellera tout a h 'heure, 
provisoirement, analogiquement, l'indecidable. 

[the very motif of dialectics, which marks the beginning and 
end of philosophy, however that motif might be determined and 
despite the resources it entertains within philosophy against 
philosophy, is doubtless what Mallarme has marked with his 
syntax at the point of its sterility, or rather, at the point 
that will soon, provisionally, analogically, be called unde
cidable.] (La dissemination 211) 

The hymen, which Derrida inherits from Mallarme's Mimique, the motif, 

the alpha and omega of philosophy, is irresolvable. For Nietzsche and 

for Joyce, man lives in that undecidable topos, which is always, 

provisionally, to be rewritten as logos. This begins for Stephen in 

that first page of, his novel, in which his first poetry ("Pull out his 

eyes! Apologize! ") conceals the confusion which has given it 

existence. It is clearly manifested in the etrangete in which, in 
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Chapter Two, Stephen "confesses" the sin of being attracted to Emma, 

but becomes aware that the confession emanating from his lips is no 

more than that; that "behind" the spoken words are others in whose 

pagination he can "live." 

The life Stephen carves out for himself, at the conclusion 

of Chapter Four is prompted by the text of death he perceives in the 

director's lifeless face, in the scene of Stephen's crisis of identity: 

The director stood in the embrasure of the window, his back to 
the light, leaning an elbow on the brown crossblind and, as he 
spoke and smiled, slowly dangling and looping the cord of the 
other blind. Stephen stood before him, following for a moment 
with his eyes the waning of the long summer daylight above the 
roofs or the slow deft movements of the priestly fingers. The 
priest's face was in total shadow but the waning daylight from 
behind him touched the deeply grooved temples and the curves 
of the skull. (154) 

Stephen juxtaposes here the dead, cloistered world of dogmatic stasis 

and selfless "devotion" and the living world framed in the dark 

window, the world of "waning daylight" which is also that of "dappled 

seaborne clouds," as he knows and will soon be able to articulate. 

The cadaverous, cold hand of the priest is not the writing hand 

Stephen wants to exercise, but he has not yet found the terms with 

which he can combat the priest's world. 

When Stephen leaves the director's office, however, moments 

later, he has begun to preceive the terms of his own etrangete: 

As he descended the steps the impression which effaced his 
troubled selfcommunion was that of a mirthless mask 
reflecting a sunken day from the threshold of the college. 
The shadow, then, of the life of the college passed gravely 
over his consciousness. It was a grave and ordered and 
passionless life that awaited him, a life without material 
cares. He wondered how he would pass the first night in the 
novitiate and with what dismay he would wake the first morning 
in the dormitory. The troubling odour of the long corridors 
of Clongowes came back to him and he heard the discreet murmur 
of the burning gasflames. At once from every part of his 



being unrest began to irradiate. A feverish quickening of his 
pulses followed and a din of meaningless words drove his 
reasoned thoughts hither and thither confusedly. His lungs 
dilated and sank as if he were inhaling a warm moist 
unsustaining air and he smelt again the warm moist air which 
hung in the bath in Clongowes above the sluggish turfcoloured 
water. (161) 
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Stephen's "choice" here is determined by the "drive" of life, and 

takes its form as a tumult of senses and of metaphor. The "din of 

meaningless words" with which he is assaulted are those of the Church; 

Stephen's task is to reinvigorate those words. He begins with his own 

name: 

The Reverend Stephen Dedalus, S.J. 
His name in that new life leaped into characters before 

his eyes and to it there followed a mental sensation of an 
undefined face or colour of a face. The colour faded and 
became strong like a changing glow of pallid red brick. Was 
it the raw reddish glow he had so often seen on wintry 
mornings on the shaven gills of the priests? The face was 
eyeless and sourfavoured and devout, shot with pink tinges of 
suffocated anger. (161) 

Stephen's own deathmask is convincing enough evidence of his need to 

write another life for himself--which he is of course doing in this 

Portrait, itself the evidence of his rejection of priestly death. His 

determination to live and to write, to be the poet, is couched in 

language directly from the Church he is leaving behind, but also 

directly from Zarathustra: 

He would fall. He had not yet fallen but he would fall 
silently, in an instant. Not to fall was too hard, too hard: 
and he felt the silent lapse of his soul, as it would be at 
some instant to come, falling, falling but not yet fallen, 
still unfallen but about to fall. (162) 

Stephen's going under is accomplished in the face of death. His 

evaluation of life occurs as a feeling of the eternal recurrence of 

falling, a state in which he has fallen ("the silent lapse of his 

soul") but has not yet fallen, is about to fall. Joyce's 
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interpretation of the commitment to art is one in which the "world" is 

the metaphoric interpretation of the senses: the world is only 

insofar as it is interpreted by the thinking, judging poet. Thus 

Stephen's commitment is to (A Nietzschean) life, of the written, 

gaining "its potential and its glow of association from its appearance 

on the page" (Ackroyd 93). 

As Stephen walks toward the Bull, having made his decision 

to "fall" into art, he assesses the value of life as words on a 

page: 

--A day of dappled seaborne clouds. 
The phrase and the day and the scene harmonized in a 

chord. Words. Was it their colours? He allowed them to glow 
and fade, hue after hue: sunrise gold, the russet and green 
of apple orchards, azure of waves, the greyfringed fleece of 
clouds. No, it was not their colours: it was the poise and 
balance of the period itself. Did he then love the rYhthm1c 
rise and fall of words better than their associations of 
legend and colour? Or was it that, being as weak of sight as 
he was shy of mind, he drew less pleasure from the reflection 
of the glowing sensible world through the prism of a language 
manycoloured and richly storied than from the contemplation of 
an inner world of individual emotions mirrored perfectly in a 
lucid supple periodic prose? (167) 

This passage, a kind of paean to writing, opens the flood of 

associations with which Stephen formulates his artist's manifesto. 

Stephen has begun to build a world of value, and that value lies in 

its "periodicity." The inner reversals in this passage ("No, it was 

not their colours," after such an intricate description of colors, 

etc.), the formulation of the "poise and balance of the period 

itself," and the convolutions of the final sentence, with its poise 

and complicated balance, propel him off into the world in which 

validity can survive--toward the litterateur. 

Since wri ting ~ to be his identity, Stephen's self-
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narration again turns to his name, which has from the beginning of the 

novel been of strange fascination to him. "Dedalus,1I the mis-written 

echo of the "great artificer ll who through unknown arts changes the 

laws of nature, Daedalus the forger, the name Stephen has vaguely 

defended, despite its "foreignness,1I has been transformed: 

Now, as never before, his strange name seemed to him a 
prophecy. So timeless seemed the grey warm air, so fluid and 
impersonal his own mood, that all ages were as one to him. A 
moment before the ghost of the ancient kingdom of the Danes 
had looked forth through the vesture of the hazewrapped city. 
Now, at the name of the fabulous artificer, he seemed to hear 
the noise of dim waves and to see a winged form flying above 
the waves and slowly climbing the air. What did it mean? Was 
it a quaint device opening a page of some medieval book of 
prophesies and symbols, a hawklike man flying sunward above 
the sea, a prophecy of the end he had been born to serve and 
had been following through the mists of childhood and boyhood, 
a symbol of the artist forging anew in his workshop out of the 
sluggish matter of the earth a new soaring impalpable 
imperishable being? (169) 

Stephen's proj ect is nearly formed. He will go on to re-create the 

anonymous girl on the beach in the language of lithe strange light of 

some new world" (172). Stephen's etrangete consists of the poetic 

discovery of this strange light, a light he creates out of his own 

experience and its interaction with words; world existence becomes 

poetry. 

The conclusion of Chapter Four is one of the "heavenly 

light" of poetic cadence. After his confrontation with his 

interpretation of the girl in the surf, Stephen concludes (i.e. has an 

epiphany) on a note of inclusion and order in which the jesuitical has 

been supplanted by art, just as Zarathustra is supplanted by the voice 

of his shadow, the poet. Stephen awakens from the slumber of 

centuries ~ the eternal recurrence of metaphoric language: 

He closed his eyes in the langour of sleep. His eyelids 



trembled as if they felt the vast cyclic movement of the earth 
and her watchers, trembled as if they felt the strange light 
of some new world. His soul was swooning into some new world, 
fantastic, dim, uncertain as under sea, traversed by cloudy 
shapes and beings. A world, a glimmer, a flower? Glimmering 
and trembling, trembling and unfolding, a breaking light, an 
opening flower, it spread in endless succession to itself, 
breaking in full crimson and unfolding and fading to palest 
rose, leaf by leaf and wave of light by wave of light, 
flooding all the heavens with its soft flushes, every flush 
deeper than the other. (172) 
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This is breathless language, in every respect. The rose of art has 

begun to bloom in Stephen and brought out with it Shelley's fading 

coal and the lugubrious light of Dante. That is, Stephen now exists 

within a world of literary allusion. 

The conclusion of Chapter Four is akin in terms of its 

lightness to the "Penelope" chapter of Ulysses; in A Portrait, 

however, it is the penultimate chapter. Herein lies Joyce's darker 

and therefore more Nietzschean vision, supplanted chronologically by 

the experimental energy of Ulysses. In A Portrait Joyce allows other 

voices to have the last word. The "suppleness" of Stephen's prose 

turns, in this last chapter, to stiffness; his heady elevation to 

archness and pride. The poetry we want him to write turns into 

debates with priests and undergraduate friends. Joyce warns us, in 

Chapter Five, to be wary of narrative neatness and the development of 

character. The strategy of A Portrait is analogous to that of 

Zarathustra, though it is accomplished in quite a different way. In 

Joyce's portrait of Stephen, the reader moves closer to the narrator 

as the end nears; Nietzsche's strategy of supplanting Zarathustra 

with Dionysus is accomplished in Joyce by allowing the third person to 

give way to the first--but thereby to demonstrate the distance 

inherent in writing. Stephen's new treatment of words leads to 
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questions and fears of which he cannot rid himself. No longer do the 

images of the world of experience have an automatic value; now he must 

instil that value, and it is not always there, as for example as he 

walks down a Dublin street: "he found himself glancing from one 

casual word to another on his right or left in stolid wonder that they 

had been so silently emptied of instantaneous sense until every mean 

shop legend bound his mind like the words of a spell and his soul 

shrivelled up, sighing with age as he walked on in a lane among heaps 

of dead language" (178-79). Stephen's "fall" contains that element of 

gravity by which his language does not soar: "His own consciousness 

of language was ebbing from his brain and trickling into the very 

words themselves" (179). Language for Stephen, he realizes, has 

become a dialectical tool of rebellion, a reaction to the mundane life 

around him, in which he is caught but from which he cannot flee: "the 

violent or luxurious language in which Stephen escaped from the cold 

silence of intellectual revolt" (181) is what is left of the bird-

girl. 

Behind Stephen Dedalus' Thomistic stiffness, the project of 

the artist as proposed by Joyce follows (or precedes) this formulation 

in precisely the same conditions as those in Derrida's treatment of 

Nietzsche: sexuality, self-determinacy, ontological questioning, 

rebellion, indeterminacy. Stephen Heath points out that 

Joyce's texts should not be read as the spiritual biography of 
a full sourceful subject (the Author) but as a network of 
paragrammatic' interrelations constructed in a play of 
reassumption and destruction, of pastiche and fragmentation. 
(34) 

Indeed this is precisely the way in which the conclusions of both 

Chapter Four and Chapter Five work, though the reader is not aware of 
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its effect in Chapter Four until Chapter Five has laid out the 

(re)course. In Chapter Five, Stephen's "soul frets" in the shadow of 

language (189). It is in Chapter Five that Stephen cannot give his 

signature to the famously circulating petition for world peace. 

Stephen's argument against signing is that he is simply not interested 

in the flourishing of a "wooden sword." 

--Metaphors! said MacCann bluntly. 
Stephen blushed and turned aside. 

Come to facts. 
(197) 

The "rose" of art has become the redness in the gills Stephen has so 

feared, and he can offer no response to MacCann; a page later, 

Stephen's final word is "My signature is of no account" (198). 

Stephen is throughout Chapter Five coming to terms with his 

etrangete, which for him is exile and cunning. He cannot feel at home 

in language and yet he cannot find meaning elsewhere. He is caught 

between. He sees this, at least in part, as a genealogical dilemma: 

--My ancestors threw off their language and took 
another, Stephen said. They allowed a handful of foreigners 
to subject them. Do you fancy I am going to pay in my own 
life and person debts they made? (203) 

Stephen cannot permit the tyranny of Irish history to subjugate him, 

but he has no other existence with which to work; and he must work in 

a language of foreigners (English), the only language 'he knows: "When 

the soul of a man is born in this country there are nets flung at it 

to hold it back from flight. You talk to me of nationality, language, 

religion. I shall try to fly by those nets." (203). 

But to fly by those nets Stephen must engage in a program of 

effacement and escape. As Stephen explains his "system" for poetic 

art, derived from Aquinas, and as he implements that system in the 

poetic imagination he creates for himself (and which results in the 
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villanelle), the reader is unable to avoid seeing Stephen's fall, 

through torrid and tortured poetic images, wet dreams, arcane history. 

Near the culmination of Stephen's Irish captivity, as he walks to the 

Library, he has the penultimate confrontation with the name, the 

signature, by which he gauges his art: 

The colonnade above him made him think vaguely of an ancient 
temple and the ashplant on which he leaned wearily of the 
curved stick of an augur. A sense of fear of the unknown 
moved in the heart of his weariness, a fear of symbols and 
portents, of the hawklike man whose name he bore, soaring out 
of his captivity on osierwoven wings, of Thoth, the god of 
writers, writing with the reed upon a tablet and bearing on 
his narrow ibis head the cusped moon. (225) 

The figure of Stephen's fear here, the monstrous figure of Thoth, 

equivalent to Daedalus in Egyptian myth logy, god of learning, 

invention, magic, and messenger to the gods, is also the judge of the 

dead. 16 Thoth is poised between life and death, and is therefore the 

most fitting emblem of writing. He has gone part-way through a 

transformation, and attached to his ibis head is the image with which 

Chapter Four concluded, the cusped moon, there partly buried in the 

sea, here part of Thoth' s judgemental aura. The image of the moon 

itself is transformed by Stephen, in his own smithy. Most important 

in the preceding passage is Stephen's fear of the hawklike man, toward 

whom he has always striven. The misgivings he now expresses show his 

lack of confidence, but also a greater understanding of difference. 

16 Thoth judges by the weight of the heart: too light and one is 
"wanting"; Stephen's effort to achieve flight makes hims a desirer of 
a light heart. Hence his justified fear of the judge. 
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Stephen's program of effacement does not begin in the first-

person final section of the novel, but in the conversations with which 

the conventional novel concludes. One by one Stephen relinquishes his 

friends, unafraid (he says) of making a mistake by departing. By the 

time Stephen actually falls into the first person, he is hardly more 

than a (written) voice anyway. This effacement brings into high 

relief the inter-relation of writing and the physical existence of 

character and narrator, another aspect of etranget~. The relationship 

between language and body metamorphoses, in Joyce as in Nietzsche, 

into that of language and evaluation itself; the body becomes 

metaphor, just as it does for Stephen at the end of Chapter Four and 

in a much more complex way at the conclusion of Chapter Five. Stephen 

spends Chapter Five untying the knots he has established with the 

world, one by one, the last being with his friend Cranly, in whose 

last words Stephen receives the project on which he will embark. 

Cranly admonishes Stephen: 

--Alone, quite alone. You have no fear of that. And you 
know what that word means? Not only to be separate from all 
others but to have not even one friend. 

I will take the risk, said Stephen. 
--And not to have anyone person, Cranly said, who 

would be more than a friend, more even than the noblest and 
truest friend a man ever had. 

His words seemed to have struck some deep chord in his 
own nature. Had he spoken of himself, of himself as he was or 
wished to be? Stephen watched his face for some moments in 
silence. A cold sadness was there. He had spoken of himself, 
of his own loneliness which he feared. 

--Of whom are you speaking? Stephen asked at length. 
Cranly did not answer. (247) 

This last piece of "conventional" narration, before the advent of the 

final diary section of the novel, is a double distancing. N~t only 

does Stephen profess to desire the loneliness he perceives to be the 
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corollary of his decision to exile himself, but his own narration 

shifts from Stephen's loneliness to Cranly' s, as though the 

perspective of the receding Stephen were suddenly to be seen from the 

other side. This short demonstration of the power of parallax is 

Stephen's parting narrative comment, a denial of his own physical 

existence. It is, of course, followed by an even more dramatic 

demonstration of that para1actic power, in the shift to fi.rst person 

that serves to mask the narrator. What appears to be an internalizing 

at the end of A Portrait is really not that at all, any more than it 

is an externalization. As Peter Ackroyd points out, Joyce transforms 

the "dualism of subject and object" (72), into a metaphoric explosion 

that suspends both dualism and monism. Joyce's feat here is no less 

than the transcendence of presence ~ absence, a releve into the 

metaphoric conditions at the height of literature where the force of 

association, of connection, alone remains: 

1i April: Away! Away! 
The spell of arms and voices: the white arms of roads, 

their promise of close embraces and the black arms of tall 
ships that stand against the moon, their tale of distant 
nations. They are held out to say: We are alone. Come. And 
the voices say with them: We are your kinsmen. And the air 
is thick with their company as they call to me, their kinsman, 
making ready to go, shaking the wings of their exultant and 
terrible youth. (252) 

This last entry before the final prayers of and to mother and father 

is a palimpsest of metaphorics and of the voices of metaphor; indeed 

it is very Zarathustran. The "kinsmen" with whose voices the air is 

thick are thinker/poets whose "exultant and terrible youth" is that 

childishness of which Nietzsche makes so much in Zarathustra, the 

childishness of the writer1y imagination. These voices and their 

beckoning to Stephen are among his last forgeries. Stephen's 
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relationship to the voices of kindred artists 17 is a function of 

G1eichnis, in the sense not only of reflection and comparison 

(transference), but of parable, a slipping away of meaning that cannot 

be fathomed and that reaches no final resting point. Sollers comments 

on this: "no longer is this parabolic opening the transcription of 

meaning, but the virtually spontaneous upheaval of the written 

surface; no longer is it the recording and comprehension of a previous 

word, but an active inscription in the process of forging its own 

course but nonpersona1 literally in a world based on a dice 

throw: 'tout ce passe, par raccourci, en hypothese; on ~vite 1e recit 

[everything occurs, in short, hypothetically; one avoids the 

narrative]'" (78-79). 

Yet the reversal of gleichnis appears here, inevitably: in 

its very avoidance of direct revelation, the poetic/aesthetic opening 

occurs. The economy and compaction of avant-garde writing depends on 

a legacy of what Edward Said (only partially accurately, as we now 

see) calls "bookish fragments" (315). Thus are produced not only the 

conclusion of A Portrait, but also Nietzsche's aphoristic texts, so 

spare that Foucault can say about them that "all Nietzsche is an 

exegesis of a few Greek words" (298). Nietzsche's concept of economy 

opens here, at the conclusion of The Gay Science: 

Zur Frage der Verstand1ichkei t. -- Man will nicht nur 
verstanden werden, wenn man schreibt, sondern ebenso gewiss 
auch nicht verstanden werden. Denn ich ha1te es mit 
tiefen Prob1emen, wie mit einem ka1ten Bade -- schell hinein, 

17 Among which is that of Dante Alighieri, whose "spiritual-heroic 
refrigerating apparatus" (252) is a permutation of Stephen's 
etrangete. 



schnell hinaus. Dass man damit nicht in die Tiefe, nicht tief 
genug hinunter komme, ist der Aberg1aube der Wasserscheuen, 
der Feinde des ka1ten Wassers; sie reden ohne Erfahrung. 

[On the question of being understandab1e.-- One does not 
only wish to be understood when one writes; one wishes just as 
surely not to be understood. • • • I approach deep problems 
like cold baths: quickly into them and quickly out again. 
That one does not get to the depths that way, not deep enough 
down, is the superstition of those afraid of the water, the 
enemies of cold water; they speak without experience.] (The 
Gay Science 381) ---
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For Nietzsche, the economy opens beyond the aphorism to poetic 

consciousness remade: 

Eine gute Sentenz ist zu hart fur den Zahn der Zeit und wird 
von allen Jahrtausenden nicht aufgezehrt, obwoh1 sie jeder 
Zeit zur Nahrung dient: dadurch ist sie das grosse Paradoxon 
in der Litteratur, das Unvergang1iche inmitten des 
Wechse1nden, die Speise, we1che immer geschatzt b1eibt, wie 
das Sa1z, und niema1s, wie se1bst dieses, dumm wird. 

[A good aphorism is too hard for the tooth of time and is not 
consumed by all millenia, although it serves every time for 
nourishment: thus it is the great paradox of literature, the 
intransitory amid the changing, the food that always remains 
esteemed, like salt, and never loses its savor, as even that 
does.] (Mixed Opinions ~ Maxims 168) 

Nietzsche's metaphor, here culinary, sensory (or, as he calls it in 

Zarathustra and the Genealogy .£!. Morals, "ruminative"), adumbrates 

Joyce's metaphorized view of experience as itself a "creative and 

critical activity bearing on the symbolism of the book (of the end of 

the book and its absence) and of writin~' (Sollers 66). This leads 

the reader and the writer to a cosmos in which underwriting (brevity) 

is never emptiness, where the abime is itself the thrust of fullness 

of the white space onto the paget suspended in what Malcolm Bowie 

calls the "ripeness of silences," always with that "hiatus in which 

that supp1~ment must vent itself, since it cannot in the fullness 

engendering it" (139). For Joyce, this is a sort of primordial sense 
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memory, an eternal return, in which one "falls back" to a turmoil, 

"the chaos of unremembered writing," that ground on which the pseudo-

Platonic form of Poetry is constructed. It is in this dialectic with 

the perfected ~ (Nietzsche's Revaluation of All Values, Joyce's 

Finnegans Wake) that writing becomes a form of what de Man calls 

"perpetual writing, always at the beginning" (261). Poetic language 

is always a sign, a cipher, of opening. 

The privileging of writing as manifested in Nietzsche and 

Joyce here begins to reveal itself as a kind of translation, not from 

a foreign language but into an unknown one, a language in which voice 

converges and merges, dissipates and echoes. In its presence we must 

un-learn to read, as the writer has un-learned to write; the answers 

to the questions of the text are always other questions; "the very 

notion of intelligibilityll is "under threat" (Bowie 116). We must 

learn to see language as Nietzsche sees it: an entity IIradically 

different from himself ll (de Man 69), a palimpsest of voices. For 

Joyce, the struggle is to reach out to that language, with all of its 

inversions and sparcity. The te10s is to write only what signifies; 

but what signifies is that which cannot be interpreted--cannot exist, 

but that for which we must go on striving, falling back, striving 

again, listening across the chasm for signs of progress or 

companionship in the search. As Nietzsche tells us, in his poem 

called IIInterpretation,1I 

Leg' ich fiich aus, so leg' ich mich hinein: 
Ich kann nicht selbst mein Interprete seine 
Doch wer nur steigt auf seiner eignen Bahn, 
Tragt auch me in Bild zu hellerm Licht hinan. 



[I put myself out, thus putting myself in: 
I cannot be my own interpreter. 
But whoever ascends to his own proper way, 
Carries my image too toward the radiant Light.] 
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Like Nietzsche, Joyce manifests his darkness in a detachment from the 

narrative, and in A Portrait this is the concluding strategy, setting 

the stage for the kind of irony the Stephen Dedalus of Ulysses can 

only perceive in dreams and in drink. The Stephen who has written A 

Portrait, the later artist producing what we read, manipulates the 

entablature of the text, putting himself in and thus putting himself 

out. Indeed he cannot be his own interpreter; the ironic apotheosis 

of Nietzsche's poem cannot apply to Stephen, though A Portrait 

concludes in the same effusive language as does each of its chapters. 

The lesson of the bildungsroman, in A Portrait, is--gradually--how to 

read Stephen's account of himself. Its dark, exilic strategy produces 

in the reader a series of lessons in interpreting the written self, 

and indeed, finally, ~ evite ~ recite 

* * * 



CHAPTER SIX 

FROM OLD GOLD TO I.O.U.'S: 

IKE MCCASLIN'S DEBASED GENEALOGICAL COIN 

Ach, was seid ihr doch, ihr meine geschriebenen und gemalten 
Gedanken! • • • was vermogen wir denn allein abzumalen? Ach, 
immer nur Das, was eben welk werden will und anfangt, sich zu 
verriechen! Ach, immer nur abziehende und erschopfte Gewitter 
und gelbe spate Gefuhle! 

[Alas, what are you, then, my written and forged thoughts! 
• • • what are we able to forge? Alas, always only what has 
begun to fade and lose its fragrance. Alas, always only 
receding and exhausted thunderstorms and old, yellowed 
feelings. ] 

--Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil (296) 
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The themes of etranget~ and metaphoric re-opening, as they 

have been developed here, have another side. Nietzsche's "Yes-

saying," a reveling in and assertion of the elusive and chimerical 

power of language, that famous Zarathustran fullness, has its obverse. 

William ~aulkner is caught in its play. Though Faulkner has an 

immensely powerful literary style, and though the self-consciousness 

of his style is celebrated, that style serves quite a different 

purpose than does Joyce's, or indeed Nietzsche's. It is Addie 

Bundren, the dead center of Faulkner's As ! ~ Dying, who most 

articulately expresses Faulkner's attitude toward language, and who 

shows us Faulkner's raging ambivalence toward it. Addie has "learned" 

that: 

• • • words are no good; that words dont ever fit even what 
they are trying to say at. • • • just a shape to fill a lack. 

I would think how words go straight up in a thin line, 



quick and harmless, and how terribly doing goes along the 
earth, clinging to it, so that after a while the two lines are 
too far apart for the same person to straddle from one to the 
other; and that sin and love and fear are just sounds that 
people who never sinned nor loved nor feared have for what 
they nevfr had and cannot have until they forget the words. 
(165-66) 
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The idea of the forgetting that makes language powerful is a purely 

Nietzschean one that finds its most dramatic Nietzschean manifestation 

not in Addie, for whom that forgetting never occurs, whose memory of 

the "gap over the lack" that language represents is always searing1y 

present in her thoughts and in her 1ife--and in the obsessively 

precise language that remains behind after her death, but in Ike 

McCaslin, for whom language, and particularly writing, represents a 

grounding conundrum in which he is caught, from which he cannot 

escape. 

At first the genealogical line from Nietzsche to Faulkner 

might seem to be at best dotted and speculative, at worst chimerical: 

Faulkner's familiar "truths of the heart" might seem to find no 

comfortable place in the compass of Nietzsche's radical, exilic 

rhetoric. But John Irwin has helped us to read Faulkner in a new way, 

to begin to forge the vital Nietzschean link. Irwin urges us to see 

Nietzsche's chief effort as that of freeing man from revenge and 

working toward the self-overcoming Nietzsche sees as possible in 

writing. Both of these efforts are genealogical in the Fau1knerian 

sense, functions of man's dealing with his past, his "lineage," and 

his attempts at self-formulation, and they are genealogical also in 

1 See Canfield for a fine and full discussion of the theme of 
emptiness in language suggested here, from a different perspective, in 
As .!. Lay Dying. 
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the Nietzschean sense, functions of the interrelationship and echoing 

of texts. This play in Nietzsche, between time-as-historical event 

and text-as-power, formulated in the epigram from Beyond Good ~~ 

in s.uch highly-metaphorized fashion, is the play of distance and 

difference too, and it is at this point that the genealogy of 

Nietzsche and that of Faulkner interweave to form a narrative force. 

For both Faulkner and Nietzsche, the idea of distance is 

inherent in the idea of writing. In this way, the Nietzschean concept 

of loss, the abrogation of traditional genealogical power in that 

textual genealogy, allows us to see Faulknerian loss in a new way. 

For Nietzsche and Faulkner, self-conceptualization must operate within 

this framework. Irwin informs us that 

Faulkner himself seems to have understood the oscillating 
relationship between a narrator and his story, between a 
writer and his book, as embodying 'the always deferredness' of 
meaning--as a kind of Freudian Nachtraglichkeit, in which the 
act of narration, as a recollection and reworking, produces a 
story that almost makes sense but not quite, yet whose quality 
of almost being meaningful seems to indicate, seems to 
promise, that meaning has only been temporarily deferred and 
that some future repetition of the story, some further 
recoIl ec tion and reworking, will capture that ultimate 
meaning. (8) 

In Faulkner's novella The ~, which he includes in Go Down, Moses, 

this idea of loss must always exist in a dialogue with the self-

inscription from which the so-called past and present are constructed. 

In the relationship between Ike McCaslin's legacy of gold and the 

promisory notes he discovers have replaced them, we can see Faulkner's 

play with this problematic theme: the ostensibly noble man is 

genuinely reduced to an echo of "himself. II This is the dilemma in 

which Ike is always caught: for him genealogy is, as Nietzsche's 
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epigraph suggests, a function of the disjunction of past and present, 

the elevation of the legitimacy of the past and the illegitimacy of 

the present. He does not understand that this disjunction is unreal, 

that his despair and frustration result from the incommensuration of a 

text of the past juxtaposed with texts of a present that do not match: 

Ike's is a setting up of conditions for self-completion and self-

reification that must necessarily result in a radical failure to find 

a viable interpretation of the world. 

Among the complexities of The Bear, one of the most 

provocative to pursue in light of Faulkner's own project for fiction, 

and that of the characters in their own fictions, within the project 

of Nietzschean questioning, is that of the nature of the higher man 

and the way in which the positing of this "heroic" figure twists 

itself around what seems to be the formless power of the woods,2 but 

which turns out to be the highly shaped and honed power of the word. 

Ike's heroic hunt is in fact not merely for a bear, but for the most 

symbolic of bears, the bear that will make Ike real. Even here, Ike 

is caught in Addie's ambivalence of word and deed. Ike considers the 

hero to be the man able to "read the signs" of nature around him, to 

be the decipherer of the order that lies behind the enervation of puny 

reason (and reasons) of man. Ike's annual confrontation with Major de 

2 It would be very provocative to see a parallel here between "wood" 
and "word," as th,ough the former is a slippage of the latter. In 
Nietzschean terms, Le. in German, this will not work, since "Wald 
[wood]" and "Wort [word]" are close but not linked as the two words 
are in English. Nonetheless, from Faulkner's point of view, this play 
might very well be commented on. For Faulkner, the woods is the place 
in which the lacks of words are translated into another dimension, in 
which the negation of the ambivalence of language can take place. 
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Spain's the bear hunt begins "on the day when he first wrote his age 

in two ciphers,,,3 at which point he is brought by his cousin McCaslin 

to the big camp in the woods "to earn for himself the name and state 

of hunter provided he in his turn were humble and enduring enough" 

(192). The conditions are clear, and yet only vaguely entabled since 

it is Ike who must interpret, not inherit an interpretation of the 

value of the woods, the hunt, his past, and therefore himself. Ike 

himself experiences his arrival for the hunt as "the arrival of his 

own birth" (195), and establishes therein the father figure of Sam 

Fathers as the hero he wishes to emulate. The terms of this adoption 

seem clear: patience, humility, solitude, reverence, insight. These 

qualities, of course, are requisites for the hunt Ike will conduct not 

for the bear, not for Old Ben, but for the Ike who can confront the 

bear, who can tell and subsume him. The mythos of the story is that 

of Ike's search for self beyond the brittle lore of the woods, a 

search into the issue of self-conception to which he alone has 

access. The higher man, indeed the self-overcoming for which Ike 

yearns--his heroism, as it is defined and employed in ~ Bear--is as 

elusive as Tennie's Jim. 

For Ike, the idea of the higher man is genealogical: the 

heroic is intricately bound up with the concept of legacy. This 

3 This is a central item of Ike's "thanatography." In that Ben is 
a central figure of life-in-death, Ike's relationship to him, as to 
any of Ike's symbols, is one that reflects self-definition, in just 
the way that the tombstone of Ike's determination here, the doubling 
of his declared negation ("two ciphers" is both two numbers and two 
empty signs), is a monument not only to the beginning of the dialogue 
with Ben but also with his own death-wish in language. 
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genealogical mandate is fundamentally 10gocentric, to use Derrida' s 

word to indicate the Nietzschean ambivalence of self-declaration and a 

"theological presence" in written language. 4 Ike's biblical namesake, 

Isaac, the son of Abraham, the issue of God's mercy from the 

centenarian Abraham and his wife Sarah, is the father of the tribes, 

the legitimizer of the nation (see Canfield 375-77). Isaac is the 

chosen one, to whom all riches and power shall go. Abraham's Isaac 

has the heroic power of legitimacy stamped on his birth and his life, 

a divine mandate, as it were, derived directly from logos. For Isaac 

McCaslin, therefore, in the lore of the woods and in the stories of 

the men with whom he learns the woods, the mythic note is one of 

genealogy. The tradition of the hunt (as metaphor for life) is 

"passed down" as part of a knowledge, vague and powerful, that will 

allow Ike to be a man. 

His own legacy, modeled on this concept of legitimacy, is 

even more specific than this. Not only is it a function of the 

metaphor of the hunt: Ike has received a tantalizing, sealed burlap 

package from his Uncle Hubert Beauchamp containing, purportedly, the 

gold which itself validifies that "greater" past: in Ike's present 

world, gold is itself a function of the past--there is no ~ gold, so 

the package itself stands as a concrete symbol of a better prior time, 

4 This term comes from the seminal passage in Derrida's Positions: 
To risk meaning nothing is to start to play, and first to 
enter into the play of differance which prevents any word, 
any concept, any major enunciation from coming to summarize 
and to govern from the theological presence of a center the 
movement and textual spacing of differences. (14) 
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a time of greater heroism, of substance of character. Faulkner's 

displacement of the father (into the uncle) is a fitting comment on 

the legitimacy of Ike's genealogy. The burlap package, with its 

"tinkling promise" of future wealth and past solidity, is for Ike not 

merely a voiceless object projecting into his life from a dark, other 

time, but already a text of that time, and of the chasm between that 

time and his: he describes it as "no pale sentence or paragraph 

scrawled in cringing fear of death by a weak and trembling hand as a 

last desperate sop flung at retribution, but a Legacy" (300-301). 

This Legacy confounds and reverses the fear of death Ike must himself 

confront, and which frightens him just because it threatens always to 

truncate the bear-hunt of which his life consists. Ike's is a concern 

with a legitimation beyond language, but always to be found in, and to 

be a function of, language, a sentence or paragraph inscribed at the 

crossing of life and death. Ike wants a self-ratification beyond 

language, a self that will not be part of the ephemeral world of 

words. Uncle Hub's package represents just such a possibility. 

This substantial coin of the heroic past is set by Faulkner 

in contrast to their dialectical opposites: Ike's father's very 

ephemeral legacy, his ledgers. Even though the old books on the 

commissary shelves are what is left of the McCaslin plantation, even 

though Cass himself is vitally concerned with them, and even though 

they represent the ~ of his'past in a way the burlap package does 

and can not, because of his obsession with that super-reality, heroic 

legitimation beyond writing, Ike cannot be satisfied with ledgers, the 

dusty day-to-day business of business. The alternative heritage to 

that of Carothers McCaslin, a heritage of "blood" rather than "words," 
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is stronger. And yet it is only in words that he finds an escape. He 

establishes his own "line" in this blood-claim, declaring that he is 

"married" to the woods (312), that the woods are his wife and 

mistress. Further, as he claims to establish his own line based on 

the chimerical lore of the woods, he "inherits" the most important 

aspects of the woods as well: Old Ben (192-93) and the legacy of Sam 

Fathers. If Ben is a "phantom" (193), which for the early part of the 

story he seems to be--Iarger than life and impossible to incarnate, 

then at the same time Sam Fathers is the incarnation of Ben's human 

antagonist, the amalgam of, ironically, Ben's possible human 

characteristics, truly the distillation of the natural father. Sam 

and Ben come to Ike from the inscribed dream of a better old world in 

which understanding occurred between statuesque figures in such a way 

as to validate experience itself. Sam's legacy to Ike, that of 

solitude, ancient wisdom, and silence, is that which Ike wants to 

believe is the most substantial. 

But Ike's legacy from all of them, from Uncle Hub, from 

Uncle Buck and grandfather, from Sam himself, is ~ one of silence. 5 

Faulkner has even insisted that the genetic/genealogical link between 

Theophilus McCaslin and his son Ike be weak, a mockery of that between 

Abraham and Isaac (and indeed Abraham is the model of the lover of 

God--Theophilus, and Ike's genealogical father-model, just as Isaac is 

Ike's ironic genealogical model): like Abraham, Buck is very old when 

Ike is born to Uncle Hub's sister, but unlike the story in Genesis 21, 

5 In this respect, see Nietzsche's comments on silence in Ecce Homo, 
in which Nietzsche claims that "the rudest word, the rudest letterB:re 
still more benign, more decent than silence" ("Why I Am So Wise" 5). 
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Ike is an afterthought, not the final ratification of the legitimacy 

of the line of Adam. Genetic linkage is not permitted to be the 

source of Ike's power, but rather the genesis of his obsession with 

questioned and lost inheritance and heroism. The heroic past in which 

Ike believes is all in the telling, however much he is unable to 

accept or admit it. His self-dream and that of the world of the woods 

is clearly substantial only as an attempt at an articulation. 

At the same time, it is not a world-view that can maintain 

any accurate self-assessment. Ike would feel great satisfaction at 

the language of R.W.B. Lewis, who calls the story a "miracle of moral 

regeneration" in which Ike is "uniquely capable of reading the past 

correctly" (201), but this view is as muddied as is Ike's own. Ike's 

ceaseless reading of the past is anything but correct, at every level. 

He is himself a "shadow" of himself at age sixteen, through the course 

of the first three sections, and then at eighteen in Section 5. Ike 

dreams himself in Section 4, shooting ahead as far as the 1940's, then 

returning to the 1880's in order to have a sense of the continuity 

from which self is built. But only in the power of this telling is he 

constituted. The disrupted structure of the story itself, its 

exploding chronology, enables Ike to write his own "deed of property" 

which will finally allow him to try to appropriate, one might say to 

forge, a sense of ownership of those words, if nothing else. 

Ike's dream of himself, overt in Section 4 but inherent in 

the language and ·posture of the rest of the story, is part of an 

heroic vision which embraces Old Ben and Sam Fathers, but in which Ike 

is still "tainted" by being too "pure" to enter fully into the world 

of the hunters. His origins are not obscure, as are those of Ben, 
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Sam, the fyce, and Boon Hogganbeck, but clear, if anything over-

determined. This "taint" of clarity that will not permit Ike to be 

sui generis, to exercise the power of autochthony, becomes clearer and 

clearer as the dream develops. These others come from a world beyond 

death (and therefore beyond life), a world of timeless story, while 

Ike comes from a world of objects, of lineage, of depleted power, and 

of his awareness of the stories' ephemerality. Late in Section 4, 

when Ike has married, in the intimate scenes in which we witness the 

unease he feels with his wife, finally we hear why this embarrassment 

occurs. His thought, in the face of his inability to interact 

sexually with her (further comment on the legacy of the Biblical 

Isaac), is this: 

~ already knows ~ than I ~ !ll ~ man-listening ~ 
camps where there ~ nothing .!Q. read ~ ~ heard of. 
They ~ born already bored ~ ~!. boy approaches only!.t 
fourteen ~ fifteen with blundering and aghast trembling: 'I 
cant. Not ever. Remember:' and still the steady and 
invincible hand and he said Yes and he thought, She is lost. 
She was born lost. We were all born lost thenhe stopped 
tiiinking and even saying Yes, {twas like--UOthing he had ever 
dreamed, let alone heard in mere man-talking. (314-15) 

Ike's discovery of the reality of sex, the reality of the genetic as 

well as genealogical lineage, cancels the story-telling faculty, 

permits only a lacuna in the text, adopting the word of Molly Bloom 

and of Nietzsche's Dionysus, "Yes," to stand for all the rest. The 

Section concludes lines later with the wife's tearful admonition "'And 

that's all. That's all from me. If this dont get you that son you 

talk about, it wont be mine:' lying on her side, her back to the empty 

rented room, laughing and laughing" (315)--the section concludes 

without punctuation, with only the white space on the page to allow us 

Ike's reaction. Of course, the son does not appear. The "empty 
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renter room" of which the narrator speaks is in lieu of the farm she 

has wanted and to which Ike refuses to commit himself. He cannot 

allow even that fragment of legacy to stand, always forcing himself to 

be the occupier of the borrowed space, the function of the text of his 

own displacement. Ike's wife is the emblem of ambivalence in 

legitimacy: she is both validification and its denial. The wife's 

tearful laughter, much sadder than its purely sad counterpart, 

expresses the impossibility of Ike's decision to remain outside the 

world of flesh, even during the sexual encounter, and to ensconce 

himself in the world of the man-talk he glimpses as cancelled by this 

physicality but of which he cannot let go. 

For Ike, however, to permit the legitimacy of the sexual 

encounter is to legitimize death itself, since it is to embrace life. 6 

While it is true for Faulkner as for Nietzsche that acknowledgement of 

death is a dialectical opening, death is at the same time the end of 

discourse, and Ike cannot face it, just as Ike's mythic heroes do not 

face this dilemma. Theirs is a world of narrative and of truths that 

transcend, for Ike, the mundanities of life and death, the physical. 

The death of the body, at least those of Ben, Lion, and Sam, is a 

fictional death, and one in which the ideal of the dead subject 

transcends the physical. This immortality of the heroic/fictive 

subject is a central aspect of Ike's heroism. His paradigms cannot 

die. From these immortal subjects come a sense of super-time, outside 

6 This is, as we have seen, the nature of the fal1 according to 
Zarathustra: in coming down to life, in the untergeheil by which man 
associates with his mortality, he also associates with his death. For 
Ike as for Zarathustra, to acknowledge the search--the hunt--for 
identity is to acknowledge mortality, and therefore death. 
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of the diurnal round, which forms a fundamental and essential part of 

his linguistic self. Ike's world is a problematic, albeit necessary 

fiction. 

Relationships, for Ike, are manifestations of relationality. 

Each of his relationships is not self-sufficient but part of a web, a 

text, of associations lby which the power of association is asserted. 

Of all the relationships Ike experiences in the story, one of the most 

important is that with the graves of Sam, of Ben (and thus of Boon), 

and of Lion. These graves are not crypts in which the dead rest in 

reverent depth, the last resting places of the physical remains of 

their namesakes, but hallowed centers of a heroic life of the myth of 

which Ike sees himself an equal part. When, at age eighteen, he has 

returned to the diminished forest, found his way, appropriately, by 

dead reckoning to the knoll on which his spiritual progenitors lie, 

Ike's assertion is forceful and terse: this place is 

no abode of the dead because there is no death, not Lion and 
not Sam: not held fast in earth but free in earth and not in 
earth but of earth, myriad yet undiffused of every myriad part 
• • • and being myriad, one: and Old Ben, too, Old Ben too. 
(328-29) 

In Ike the heroic progenitors remain, perforce, eternally alive, free 

of the delineations that confound and confuse him. 

Unlike these encrypted ancestors, Ike attempts to establish 

a valid life for himself through self-inscription, an activity in 

which none of these others engage and which none could understand. 

Ike thus shows how far he is from them. He has learned that his 

heart may be the ultimate arbiter of "value," but his mind, that which 

the others cancel in their "wisdom" and that which is the repository 

of his stories, in which the various epos of his collective story are 
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articulated, is the location of whatever imperfect sense of that 

valuation Ike may have. The irony of Ike's heroism is that it cannot 

be articulated: as Lacan has taught us, the gap between moi and the 

~, between articulations of self and the apochryphal unification of 

those articulations, cannot be closed. Whatever Ike may choose to do 

with time, whatever stylistic devices he may select to demonstrate his 

freedom from the effacement of linearity and of his own etiolated 

lineage, his new heritage is one not of the additive power of lineage 

but of accumulation. One sees this in the very style of Section 4, 

which transcends conventions of narrative, syntactic, and grammatical 

structure. Ike chooses to construct himself of the detritus of 

narrative. In a gesture born of faith in the outside world, of 

desperation in the face of his failure to achieve self-discovery, he 

is caught in his own irony. In place of that legitimate self for 

which he seeks, Ike must write myriad fictive selves. Section 4 

begins in just this way, with the lineage of the unimaginable sentence 

fragment into which all of Ike's background and all his obsessive 

troubles with it are stuffed. It is an accumulation he must encompass 

and deny: 

4. 

then he was twenty-one. He could say it, himself and his 
cousin juxtaposed not against the wilderness but against the 
tamed land which was to have been his heritage, the land which 
old Carothers McCaslin his grandfather had bought with white 
man's money from the wild men whose grandfathers without guns 
hunted it, and tamed and ordered or believed he had tamed and 
ordered it for the reason that the human beings he held in 
bondage and in the power of life and death had removed the 
forest from it and in their sweat scratched the surface of it 
to a depth of perhaps fourteen inches in order to grow 
something out of it which had not been there before and which 
could be translated back into the money he who believed he had 
bought it had had to pay to get it and hold it and a 



reasonable profit too: and for which reason old Carothers 
McCaslin, knowing better, could raise hi~ children, his 
descendants and heirs, to believe the land was his to hold and 
bequeath since the strong and ruthless man has a cynical 
foreknowledge of his own vanity and pride and strength and a 
contempt for all his get: just as, knowing better, Major de 
Spain and his fragment of that wilderness which was bigger and 
older than any recorded deed: just as, knowing better, old 
Thomas Sutpen, from whom Major de Spain had had his fragment 
for money; just as Ikkemotubbe, the Chickasaw chief, from whom 
Thomas Sutpen had had the fragment for money or whatever it 
was, knew in his turn that not even a fragment of it had been 
his to relinquish or sell. (254-55) 
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This breathless inscription of the No-saying of human lineage and the 

mercantile replacement of validity by money will lead, later in the 

section, to Ike's particular disenfranchisement in the unwrapping of 

the burlap package. In the meantime, at the start of the section, it 

acts as an onomatopoetic deluge of heritage-language, the "begat'" s 

Ike cannot escape. Section 4 is Ike's "wanting to say," his vouloir 

~; that is, it is his meaning. 

As he breaks through linear time attempting to delineate 

himself, Ike continuously questions his vision. In the world of the 

ledgers, Ike must render problematic the nature of dialogues he has 

had with his genealogical forefathers, with Cass (as a concrete 

representation of them), and with himself. Discovering the solution 

to the "mystery" of Eunice's suicide seems at first enough to cause 

Ike to repudiate the ledgers and those who wrote and are written in 

them, recording the disappearance of Eunice's own grandson James 

Beauchamp, Tennie's Jim (273). He has begun to make his own 

inscriptions in those ledgers: 

His own hand now, queerly enough resembling neither his 
father's nor his uncle's nor even McCaslin's, but like that of 
his grandfather's save for the spelling: 

Vanished sometime on night of ~ twenty-first birthday 



Dec 29 1885. Traced ~ Isaac McCaslin ~ Jackson Tenn. 
~ there lost. ~ third of legacy $1000.00 returned 
to McCaslin Edmonds Trustee this day Jan g 1886 

but not yet: that would be two years yet, and now his 
father's again (273) 
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Ike closely analyzes his own writing as he makes the entry, and after 

having made it, emphasizes in that "but not yet" the way in which he 

does not and cannot ever disappear as Tennie's Jim has done but must 

always remain locked in the dilemmas of presence and legitimacy, 

writing "like his grandfather" except for the spelling. Ike can be 

more precise, but his "voices" are only the more tenacious for it. 

The precision of his own inscription stands now in direct 

juxtaposition to those of his unheroic 3ncestors. 

Ike's close analysis invites us to see what he writes in the 

ledger as some kind of necessary double, as John Irwin proposes it, in 

just the way in which Uncle Buck and Uncle Buddy serve as doubles for 

each other and for Cass in the old ledgers, talking back and forth 

from a single consciousness but with different voices. 7 This self-

questioning makes it inevitable that Ike should investigate the ways 

in which he interacts with the ghosts and echoes of others in the 

world. We have seen how Ike deals with some of his ancestors by 

directly textualizing them. In addition, he utilizes two other 

strategies which, while still textualizations, take other forms. Ike 

operates a strategy of inclusion and exclusion: the former strategy 

7 The doubling, and even the multiplicity, of self-inscription is 
parabolically investigated in Nietzsche's Zarathustra (see Chapter 
Three). Not only does Zarathustra converse as an "i" and "me," but 
the entire project of Zarathustra's "story" becomes one of effacement 
in the double, the Shadow by whom the conclusion of the book is told. 
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consists of fabricating a series of doubles, who are inclusionary 

figures; the latter consists of excluded or sought-after others. 

Irwin's book investigates the permutations of this thematic strategy 

in psychological terms (Irwin 33ff.) For Nietzsche, to take a 

slightly different tack, doubling is always a source of evaluation. 

This mode is more appropriate to Ike, since all of his strategies for 

dealing with the world, all of his fabrications of it, result from its 

complete re-evaluation. His investigation of the heroic myth of which 

he wants so badly to be a part begins with the division I have 

suggested; I want to look at each in turn. 

Doubling and emulation, on the one hand, and 

objectification, on the other, must be distinguished here: Ike 

emulates Sam, but it is Boon with whom Ike feels at least partially 

doubled. Cleanth Brooks argues that this doubling is of very limited 

scope (271), but Ike's careful set-up as the potential killer of Ben, 

and then Boon's subsequent usurpation of the killing, invites more 

than passing scrutiny. The entire closing section of The Bear is a 

confrontation between Ike and the emblem of the lost wilderness he has 

agonized over and discussed throughout. Ike knows that Boon has 

killed Sam and cannot deal with it, that Old Ben's and Sam's deaths 

are Boon's curses since Boon cannot treat death as a fiction in the 

way Ike can. The deeds themselves will not permit Boon to so 

interpret the world: Ike is distanced from these mythic deaths by 

having been a non-participant in every sense but the narrative one. 

Though ignorant enough to be unaware of his importance to the heroic 

structure of the events around him, events which have shown him 

capable £f action, Boon is essential to the dialectic of Ike's 
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alienation from the heroic. ~ Bear concludes with a hysterical non-

confrontation between Ike and Boon. In this final confrontation, the 

doubling consists of the narrator's presentation of Boon as the 

frantic "madman," the outsider whose tool will not suffice to husband 

nor vanquish the wilderness, but who must hammer away at it (the tool) 

ineffectually, unable to make it achieve its, and his, "proper" ends. 

Boon is to be seen by Ike as a double in the sense that neither, from 

his position, can achieve the desired relationship with the 

wilderness. Boon cannot command and overpower it, while Ike cannot 

become one with it. The doubling is particularly appropriate in that 

last scene, given Boon's manic darkness: he responds to Ike, who has 

approached openly, with anonymous anger: "He didn't even look up to 

see who it was. Still hammering, he merely shouted back at the boy in 

a hoarse strangled voice: 'Get out of here! Dont touch them! Dont 

touch a one of them! They're mine! '"~ (331). Ike is left to assess 

the message of this last text of the mirror-selves with which he has 

had to deal. 

A less obvious but as important double for Ike is Fonsiba's 

husband. He forms a sense of self that Ike finds even more difficult 

to face but which often comes to the surface in The Bear. The 

carpetbagger is incapable of living not only in the world of rural 

Arkansas on the farm his father's participation in the Civil War 

earned him, just as Ike can't live on his father's land; indeed, the 

carpetbagger can't· "live" anywhere, since only his stack of books and 

his store-bought ideals sustain him. He manifests the way in which 

Ike's fictions of altruism as a means of escape are themselves as 

inescapable as they are unsatisfactory (see Millgate, 210). Fonsiba's 
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absent husband stands for the repudiation of Ike's heroism as much as 

Boon does. Here the barriers of color and social power equate 

themselves with those of wealth and intelligence. When asked to bow 

to Ike's superior position, both in the McCaslin family and in the 

social system of the South, the husband replies 

'I acknowledge your authority only so far as you admit your 
responsibility toward her as a female member of the family of 
which you are the head. I don't ask your permission. 1--' 
'That will do!' McCaslin said. But the stranger did not 
falter. It was neither as if he were ignoring McCaslin nor as 
if he had failed to hear him. It was as though he were 
making, not at all an excuse and not exactly a justification, 
but simply a statement which the situation absolutely required 
and demanded should be made in McCaslin's hearing whether 
McCaslin listened to it or not. It was as if he were talking 
to himself, for himself to hear the words spoken aloud. They 
faced one another, not close yet at slightly less than foils' 
distance, erect, their voices not raised, not impactive, just 
succinct. (275) 

The shadowy figure is a fixation for Ike that lives beyond his 

disappearance in a number of ways. He takes her portion of the 

McCaslin legacy to Fonsiba, finds her destitute, unwilling to use the 

money the family has offered her, and questions her about how she will 

get by. Fonsiba's response to his "'Fonsiba. Are you all right?'" 

is a quiet '" I 'm free '" (281). She is the legacy not of the McCaslin 

connection, but of the education and power of that ghostly husband. 

She is free, and he as well, but Ike is not. After his confrontation 

with Fonsiba, Ike returns home and we are told that "the old ledgers 

never came down from the shelf above the desk to which his father had 

returned them for the last time that day in 1869" (281). Ike knows 

nothing of freedom. He is harsh in his reaction to Fonsiba's husband 

because he is harsh with himself; the bondage of the two men is of 

different sorts but equally obdurate: Ike has entered the miserable 



cabin in which Fonsiba lives with her husband, and then sees him, 

sitting in a rocking chair before the hearth, the man himself, 
reading--sitting there in the only chair in the house, before 
that miserable fire for which there was not wood sufficient to 
last twenty-four hours, in the same minesterial clothing in 
which he had entered the commissary five months ago (278) 
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and wearing a pair of gold-rimmed spectacles that "did not even 

contain lenses, reading a book in the midst of that desolation," like 

Ike bound to the fantasy of alternative self-assessment, unreal and 

insubstantial. Ike sees and senses in him the un-viability of this 

textual life. But the carpetbagger is himself free of his environment 

in a way Ike is not: Ike cannot go off to the city but must remain 

behind to dispense the heritage for which he is responsible. Ike's 

judgement of the man is harsh indeed, concluding with the observation 

"and all over, permeant, clinging to the man's very clothing and 

exuding from his skin itself, that rank stink of baseness and imbecile 

delusion, that boundless rapacity and folly" (278), but it is not 

merely the spectral husband being judged, but Ike himself in his 

innocuous folly. Ike is harsh with Fonsiba's husband precisely 

because the man has and exercises a freedom Ike cannot have nor 

understand; his energy is that of frustration. Ike is repudiated by 

his co-option in the double here as elsewhere. 

* * * 
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The echo of the double, here as the creation of discourse, 

the doubling of self to allow self-discourse, in the legacy of the 

heroic ideal continues and grows even more vital for Ike in the person 

of Cass. With him, both emulation and doubling take place. Cass 

himself learned the lore and the ways of the woods from Sam Fathers, 

as Ike had done (Millgate 207), and Cass is dependent too on the 

ledgers of the past. For Cass, these ledgers are both physical and 

metaphysical, as they are for Ike. Ike and Cass share an obsession 

with "accounting": together, in Section 4, they assess the South's 

"taint" just as Uncle Buck and Uncle Buddy do, inadvertently, in the 

ledgers themselves. The ancestors' minute chronicle of the matter-of

factness of that taint is matched by the narration of it for Ike and 

Casso Ike here regards dialogue as a sense first of "writing hands," 

first one then the other, of the brothers (268), then in the face of 

his own dialogue with Cass, of a leaving~. Ike discovers that the 

ledgers, seemingly so full, have left out almost everything. The only 

things recorded therein are not the heroic deeds of the glorious 

ancestors, and not even their sordid or heroic misdeeds, but merely 

the transactions within the commissary. Carothers' fathering of "Turl 

Son Ei Thucydus ~ Eunice Tomy born ~ 1833 1!.. stars fell Fathers 

will" (269) and the interaction of this story with the plantation life 

in which Ike grew up finds its way only into his own narrative--and 

even in The ~ this is left ~, to be faced tangentially and 

between the lines." Ike is not privy to the events behind the stories, 

and so must construct his own, toward which, after discovering the 

monstrous fact of Carothers McCaslin's sexual relationship with his 

own black daughter, "he would never need look at the ledgers again nor 
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did he; the yellowed pages in their fading and implacable succession 

were as much a part of his consciousness and would remain so forever, 

as the fact of his own nativity" (271). Here Ike echoes the Nietzsche 

of Beyond ~ ~!Y!l, from the epigraph above in which what 

Kaufmann calls the "autumnal" etiolates man at the same time that it 

identifies him: the writing hand is withered by its separation from 

the life-spring of imagination. 8 Ike will not look again at the 

ledgers because his imagination is permitted to dwell only on the 

crime of the ancestor. He is not allowed by his own thoughts' 

intercession to write or think beyond it. In this way, Ike descends 

into the collective guilt of the McCaslin past. 

Ike's relationship with Cass is precisely that of Ike and the 

ledgers themselves. The dialogue he has with man is a dialogue with 

the page. This distancing from any reality beyond the page is Ike's 

perception of life. Because of the complexities, the debasements, and 

the textualizations of this heritage, Ike has grown unable to see the 

world in any other way. Only beyond Cass and the 

8 This motif of the equivalency of human life and language is echoed 
in Human, Al l-too-human , as for example: 

~ Sprache als vermeintliche Wissenschaft.--Die Bedeutung der 
Sprache fur die Entwickelung der Cultur liegt darin, dass in 
ihr der Mensch eine eigene Welt neben die andere stell te, 
einen Ort, welchen er fur so fest hielt, urn von ihm aus die 
ubrige Welt aus den Angeln zu heben und sich zum Herrn 
derselben zu machen. 

[Language ~ ~ alleged science. The importanct of language 
for the development of culture lies in the fact that, in 
language, man juxtaposed to the one world another world of his 
own, a place which he thought so sturdy that from it he could 
move the rest of the world from its foundations and make 
himself lord over it. ("Of First and Last Things" 11) 
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ledgers, as it were, out in the woods where Ike feels that what he 

inscribes is a communion with ancestors other and more powerful than 

McCaslin with whom he has associated himself, and where the stories of 

his connections with those spiritual ancestors find roots, do the 

first and most important debasements of the myth, according to 

Faulkner, of heroic validity occur. 

Just at this tendentious point of va1idification beyond 

discourse and self-determination in self-telling, however, Ike's world 

transfers from inc1usionary (if highly problematic) doubles to 

antagonistic others. Boon embodies something of this quality also: 

he is both double and other, a direct rejection of the heroism to 

which Ike aspires, as Boon's shouts to Ike at the end of ~~ are 

a direct rejection of community. Like Ike's dialogue with legacy, his 

debasement can take the form of this juxtaposed alienation. In this 

respect, for Ike as for Zarathustra animals are vital foci of theme. 

Ike's fyce dog is juxtaposed with Lion, who is the (anti-) heroic 

opposite of the little spaniel. Sam sees their connection, commenting 

that the fyce is "almost the dog to match Old Ben," but it simply 

doesn't have the stature. Lion exudes the courage of the little dog, 

but also something else. Ike's dog and Lion bear a clear resemblance 

to Ike and Boon. Lion (and Boon) can be quieted but never tamed. The 

"blank eyes" of Lion attest this, as do the mad, blank eyes of Boon at 

the end of The Bear. The traditional view of Lion is that he 

represents a conclusion of the symbols of power in ~ Bear, that he 

is the manifestation of that chthonic power required to dominate the 

mythic Ben. But I would submit that in light of Ike's genealogical 

dilemma and its symbolism it is possible to see Lion quite 
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differently. EVen though a development of some kind, from the fyce to 

Lion, is required for the playing out of Old Ben's "last act," this 

huge, mysterious dog represents not an advance but a decline, a 

falling off. Lion is the epitome of self-reflexivity, a kind of mad 

self-creation that permits him to be no one's, to come from nowhere. 

In the context of Ike's "lessons," Lion is not the dog the little fyce 

is. Lion is pure, mad power, but without refinement, nuance, nor 

judgement. Lion is introduced into The Bear as the phantom of an 

ultimate threat to the order, precise and necessary, of the hunt for 

Old Ben. He is thought to be a panther, then a bear himself, then a 

pack of wolves. Indeed he has no identity. He kills indiscriminately 

and leaves no trail (215); the hounds will not hunt him. When Lion is 

finally captured, he still cannot be identified: Ike is part of the 

hunting part that traps this diabolical beast: 

peering between the logs, they saw an animal almost the color 
of a gun or pistol barrel, what little time they had to 
examine its color or shape. It was not crouched nor even 
standing. It was in motion, in the air, coming toward them--a 
heavy body crashing with tremendous force against the door so 
that the thick door jumped and clatter~d in its frame, the 
animal, whatever it was, hurling itself against the door again 
seemingly before it culd have touched the floor and got a new 
purchase to spring from. • • 

'What in hell's name is it?' Major de Spain said. (216-
17) 

When de Spain learns from Sam that it is a dog, his first order is to 

kill it. It is Sam Fathers himself that declares Lion to be Ben's 

dominator. But those qualities Ike has set out to learn at the 

beginning of The ~, humility, patience, sensitiviey, observation, 

and the rest, are not to be found in Lion. He would be the Goliath of 

dogs were he not devoid of !!.!!.I. encul turation. Lion is pure, 

mechanical fury. And of course Lion is linked with Boon in the way 
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the fyce is linked with Ike. That Boon and Lion can bring Old Ben 

down is a source of awe to Ike. Throughout the entire section in 

which Ben is killed, not a moment's reflection from Ike interrupts the 

narrative. Ike is absent from the central scene of his own myth, as 

Douglas Canfield has clearly shown (376ff.). His only place in this 

part of The Bear is to stay in the woods rather than to return to 

school. When Ike protects Boon against McCaslin's suggestion of 

having killed Sam, at the end of Section 3 (254), it is from the 

position of someone who has not assimilated and assessed the events of 

the past few days. Ike has been removed from such comment. Just as 

we are presented with the raw sensory data with which to visualize 

Ben's death, so Ike represses interpretation. The killing of Ben is 

also the killing of Sam and the death of an order of the woods in 

which the wisdom of Sam Fathers is supplanted by the brute force of 

Boon and Lion. Though Ike defends Boon against McCaslin, trying to 

understand and assimilate the supremacy of Boon and Lion over Ben (and 

the tradition of Sam Fathers, whose funeral litter is behind them). 

But despite Ike's support of Boon, when he confronts McCaslin he 

confronts himself. Boon's supremacy, as we shall see by the end of 

The Bear, simply isn't right: it denies legitimization. 

This falling off is mirrored in the rest of the story as one 

of the destruction of the natural habitat with which Ike associates 

the lessons of self-realization. At this juncture in the narrative, 

the centrality of ~he animal merges with the theme of nature and that 

with that which is imitation of nature. Inanimate objects achieve 

animate status (or are animated, with the sense of being 

anthropomorphized). As the woods increasingly disappear before the 
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whirr of the sawmill trains, Ike presents us with a clear emblem of 

the falling off the coming of civilization will be, in terms of the 

heroic magnitude of the land and that dialogue with the niggardly 

hoarding of pennies and information represented by the ledgers. Ike 

approaches the woods in which he will soon confront Boon, the narrow-

gauge train easing around a corner resembling "a small dingy harmless 

snake vanishing into weeds" (318). Having vanished into the thick 

woods, Ike intuitively comes across, then symbolically walks across, 

the graves of Sam, Lion, and the pawless Ben, hearing the whisper of 

what he calls the "last admonition of Ash," when Ike had gone out to 

hunt years before. The old cook with the appropriately autumnal name 

has admonished Ike to beware of his "crawling feet" (323), 1. e. to 

watch where he stepped--and he is doing so now. But in this voice of 

the old black cook is another voice: 

Even as he froze himself, he seemed to hear Ash's parting 
admoni tion. He could even hear the voice as he frose, 
immobile, one foot just taking his weight, the toe of the 
other just lifted behind him not breathing, feeling again and 
as always the sharp shocking inrush from when Isaac McCaslin 
long yet was not, and so it was fear all right but not fright 
as he looked down at it. It had not coiled yet and the buzzer 
had not sounded either ••• less than his knee's length away, 
and old, the once-bright markings of its youth dulled now to 
monotone concordant too with the wilderness it crawled and 
lurked: the old one, and ancient and accursed about the earth 
• • • evocative of all knowledge and an old weariness and of 
pariah-hood and of death. (329) 

This confrontation with the edenic double, the snake referred to only 

by the impersonal pronoun, but then personified by Ike as "Chief," 

"Grandfather," results in the same words Sam has spoken to the phantom 

buck earlier in Go Down, Moses. Ike finds himself "speaking the old 

tongue which Sam had spoken that day without premeditation either" 

(330), speaking"to the emblem of Ike's confusion over the threat and 
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the reward of self-inscription. This "fatal and solitary" thlng, this 

"itl! who judges Ike and allows him to pass, is juxtaposed with the 

train-snake of man's threat. Ike is safe nowhere, but he is safe 

wherever his stories, his "unpremeditated tongue, I! will hold. In his 

utterance, Ike creates the genealogical connection between buck and 

snake, the mythic and the knowable. Like the snake, Ike is a tainted 

descendant of that "Buck" of long ago, the "chief." 

"Chief, I! the designation of genealogical and genetic 

power--the word itself--is debased from buck to snake. Again the 

edenic imagery of the forest guides the reader through these images. 

As Lion had been the diabolical embodiment of illegitimate but 

dominant power, so the snake, as the symbol of illegitimacy and the 

temptation of disobedience, replaces the image of legitimate order, 

the buck (despite its ironic use elsewhere in the story as "Uncle 

Buck"). Aud just as the word "chief" is debased from buck to snake, 

from heroic f.tance to diabolIcal serpent, so is the heroic embodiment 

of "bear" debased in Ike's telling of the journ.ey to the woods. Old 

Ben hds been supplanted, as the logging train steams along, by the 

story of the "middle-sized bear" so frightened of the sound of the 

train that it refuses to come down from the tree into which it has 

climbed and in which it has sat for thirty-six hours. Ike's telling 

emphasizes the ironic juxtapositions, just as did the "original" one 

in the hunt for Ben, that of Boon himself. "It would not be Boon" 

(235) to kill Ben, Ike has declared wrongly, unable to read the Signs, 

since Boon is the innocent not capable of understanding nor 

participating in the myth of which Ben (and Ike.) is the center. But 

of course Boon is capable of participating, as is Lion--as Ike is not. 
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In the end, Boon brings the bear down not with his useless gun but 

with a knife, an "old" tool, Boon on one side of Ben and Lion on the 

other like a pastoral triptych, a set of ironic doubles. Boon, not 

Ike, inherits the now-vanishing woods, according to the correct 

interpretation of all the heroic tenets Ike has now learned. Boon has 

earned it. Boon's last, mad call to Ike asserts not merely his 

possession of a treeful of squirrels (what a debasement from Benl--and 

again in the echo of the Nietzschean, autumnal language of winding

down) but of the "nature" in what is left of the old forest. Ike is 

fully disenfranchised, by Boon and by the woods, a nameless, faceless 

intruder and interloper. 

The debasement of the wilderness and of Ike's ideas of 

heroic validification made so problematic in The Bear are related 

throughout to Ike's fragmented self, to his finding of himself in 

other and in others (Kinney 231). Ike spends the first thirty-five 

pages of ~ Bear as a personal pronoun, remaining so until his name 

is mentioned indirectly in dialogue. The reader, like Ike himself, 

must grow into a sense of his place in those around him; he begins 

hazily and remains hazy, the "blanks" of his selfhood only momentarily 

and occasionally filled in. He depends on others for identity; 

equally, he depends on his own anonymity. But these "others" so vital 

to Ike's self-definition are not the same as the doubles with whom we 

have seen him in constant dialogue. Appropriately and ironically, 

the others are those he cannot be like and those he most wants to be 

like. 

The first is Sam Fathers. Sam seems to embody those 

impure origins, the vague mixture of black, red, and white blood with 
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which Ike must reconcile if he is to have a sense of being in the 

legacy his grandfather has bequeathed him. But Sam is too distant a 

father, already lost, too involved in his own mythology; Ike can learn 

from him only at a distance. More importantly, though Ike sees Sam as 

indeed a father, Sam's language is inadequate to take a world beyond 

the snakes and bucks. Sam's forgetting of the conventions that 

civilize man, and his admonitions to Ike that he cannot be part of 

this world if he too cannot thus forget, attune him to a wilderness 

unavailable to Ike, however much he might think he wants it. Ike's 

comment that Sam set him free is partially true (Simpson 203), but it 

is equally true that Sam's death frees Ike of another father at the 

same time as it removes the other in which Ike has tried to place 

himself. 9 Only at Sam's "funeral," as Ike and Boon sit guarding the 

funereal platform, does Ike assert himself as verbal self for the 

first time in the story. Ironically, he does this ostensibly 

protecting Boon from Cass's attack: 

'Did you kill him, Boon?' he said. Then Boon moved. He 
turned, he moved like he was still drunk and then for a moment 
blind too, one hand out as he blundered toward the big tree 
and seemed to stop walking before he reached the tree so that 
he plunged, fell toward it, flinging up both hands and 
catching himself against the tree and turning until his back 
was against it, backing with the tree's trunk his wild spent 
scoriated face and the tremendous heave and collapse of his 
chest, McCaslin following, facing him again, never once having 
moved his eyes from Boon's eyes. 'Did you kill him, Boon?' 

'Nol' Boon said. 'Nol' 
'Tell the truth,' McCaslin said. 'I would have done it 

9 Sam thus represents the dilemma of free will for Ike. Sam's power 
is one of the denial of the patina of culture and the acquisition of 
a deeper and more powerful knowledge, the power of Nature, as it were, 
but which is, because of its very denial of language, unavailable to 
Ike. 



if he had asked me to.' Then the boy moved. He was between 
them, facing McCaslin; the water felt as if it had burst and 
sprung not from his eyes alone but from his whole face, like 
sweat. 

'Leave him alonel' he cried. 'Goddamn itl Leave him 
alone!' (254) 
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The precision of the language in this passage, the photographic 

minuteness of description applied to Boon's agonized movement, which 

then precipitates Ike's response, can only come through the narrative 

voice's adoption of Ike as the point-of-view character for the scene, 

deliberating over his responses, weighing with him the battle between 

the others, the strangers, he sees before him, all taking place before 

the pyre of Sam Fathers himself. In the face of this confrontation of 

the antagonistic strangers, so well known to him in so many other 

respects, Ike himself becomes the other in the scene, not the arbiter, 

as might seem to be the case at first, but rather the protector of 

the truth about Sam's death, the concealer of the mythic end of the 

great hunter, whose finish must remain as enshrouded in mystery as his 

beginnings had been. Ike is, for the first time, protecting himself 

in this scene; he is defending his worldview against the encroachment 

it suffers so often in the story, the advancement of civilization and 

brute force and unenlightened power. When Ike cries "l eave him 

alone, II one could well see him referring to Sam Fathers, not to Boon 

except in coincidental passing; by extension, one could see his 

reference as being to himself, since he and his world are the ones 

under attack. 

Following from this scene, Cass serves not only as a double 

for Ike but also as a kind of mirror-image of Ike's own otherness, by 

which Ike is distanced, and through which Ike questions his legitimacy 

and its relationship to his genealogy. The substantial conversation 
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between Ike and McCaslin in Section 4, to only a small segment of 

which is the reader party, reminds one of the monologue/dialogues of 

Shreve and Quentin and Absalom, Absalom! The voice is, in ~ Bear, 

not interchangeable in the same way--Cass and Ike disagree in a way 

Quentin and Shreve do not, but the disagreement is in a "devil' s 

advocate" stance that shifts with Ike's impossible attempt to 

legitimize himself. Cass, the voice of the "new ledgers," can never 

fully provide the other Ike seeks, and from which Ike must 

differentiate himself, partly because Cass is so caught up in the very 

things Ike has repudiated, partly because he is still only another 

"real" person telling his own stories, and though he is still an 

other, Cass nonetheless lacks the stature of the figures with whom Ike 

identifies in a mythiC, narrative fashion. 

It is perfectly appropriate, however ironic, that the 

two figures with whom Ike does identify in this central way, who do 

not lack the stature Cass does, are purely metaphorical. They are the 

figures of the Father and the Son, God and Christ. The allusions to 

the Nietzschean view of the Crucified are particularly important here. 

For Nietzsche, the figure of Christ appears at precisely the focus of 

the problem of genealogy: Christ manifests the pure legitimacy of 

power as the Son of God, and the absolute denial of that power in the 

parabolic discourse of which he consists, as I have suggested earlier. 

Of these two figures, Father and Son, that of Jesus, the son, is the 

more consanguineous for Ike because while God is the law-giver, the 

substantializer, he remains "only" immanent, thus aloof from the 

world, while Christ, in his descent and his corporeal reality and his 

literariness (the figure of spirit as metaphor) reveals the sort of 
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"No"-saying Ike desires in a world from which he must remain distant, 

and thereby untainted. IIHuman men," like Cass, try to "write down the 

heart's truth out of the heart's driving complexity" (260), but what 

Ike needs, what he says Christ expresses, is simplicity, not 

complexity. Man is the "expression" of God for Ike, the epitome of 

what God IIwanted to say." But since what God is saying in man is "too 

simple for man to write it," man persists in trying to write around 

and across that ultimate simplicity. In his own ledgers, man is 

condemned. The figure of the parab1er, Christ, allows Ike to imagine 

a dissent from this impossible elusiveness. But Ike's position 

becomes rigidified and static even without his knowing it, even while 

Ike thinks he is "free," and the emulation he attempts is a failure. 

This most heroic of gestures, to emulate the Crucified, with all the 

complex implications this holds of being both in and out of life, of 

registering language as a central tool of understanding, of treating 

understanding as secondary to the energy of becoming, is literally 

more than Ike can comprehend. Ike's telling of himself, and of others 

in himself, is always a deferral of the "original" worth of the person 

or persona emulated: there is no Ike to capture. 

And so all that remains is repudiation. This takes the 

form of Ike's interpretation of life as increasing debasement, not 

simply the refusal to accept his patrimony, but a rejection of legacy 

as unauthorized, without validity. This is to be Ike's attempt at 

liberty. He needs to be freed from the constraints of his past, which 

remains always a function of his presentational self: in his telling 

of it, his past becomes important (see Canfield 377). Brooks says 

that Sam has shown Ike how to be free (264), but Ike is never free. 
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His ostensible freedom is bought at the price of a recognition of 

Sam's death. For Ike this is not a blood sacrifice, as we have seen, 

in that he cannot consider himself substantial enough to give 

something up. Ike tells us that he "repudiates immolation" (283), but 

this only occurs in the context of his being "fatherless." We have 

seen that, if anything, Ike has far too many fathers, none of whom 

fulfill the role. Here is the foundation of the debased genealogical 

myth to which Ike must respond throughout the eighty years of his 

life. He is forced to admit that "no man is ever free and could not 

bear it if he were" (281). His desires mandate a repudiation of those 

who fail to meet his needs, and in this repudiation he debases not 

just them, but himself and his quest as well. 

Nowhere in The Bear is the self-loss resultant from the 

debasement of the actions he and others commit more telling than in 

that one moment in which the world tries to infuse his tarnished 

fictions with life, to draw him back into the world of patrimony and 

of blood. We have seen how he meets the offer his wife makes without 

knowing it: his only recourse is to define, to set boundaries and 

outlines, to deny the power of the sexual deed. 

He had moved, the hand shifting from his chest once more to 
his wrist, grasping it, the arm still lax and only the light 
increasing pressure of the fingers as though the arm and hand 
were a piece of wire cable with one looped end, only the hand 
tightening as he pulled against it. 'No,' he said. 'No:' and 
she was not looking at him still but not like the other but 
still the hand: 'No, I tell you. I wont. I cant. Never:' 
and still the hand and he said, for the last time, he tried to 
speak clearly.· (314) 

The wife, who extends herself to him as though she were herself a 

wilderness of dark forces, is "not like the other": she is like 

herself, and this is unacceptable to Ike. He "tries to speak clearly, 
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but what he speaks to her is simply "I cant. Not ever. Remember." 

In the next instant, when he says "Yes," his message to her is "We 

~ all born ~." We remember. It is one of the bleakest moments 

in modern literature: the man desperate for life, fighting his way to 

the surface of the fictions in which he wants and needs to exist, 

confronting the impasse between what he can and cannot do and remain 

true to that struggle. Ike's inner forces and outer voices cannot be 

reconciled. The wife wants him, very justifiably and equally 

impossibly, to go in utterly the wrong direction. For Ike, to be lost 

and to be free are identical, faced here with the "simple" living 

force Ike's wife, naked this once to him and never again, offers him. 

Thus for Ike freedom and loss are always the same--they are 

identity. Given the fact that freedom and loss are both creations of 

the fiction Ike fabricates of his life, and which has been created for 

him by his insubstantial legacies, legacies of the debasement of 

discourse, it is an impossible dilemma. This is the crux of the 

dilemma Ike faces. If for him freedom and loss are the same thing, 

and the only freedom available to him the quasi-freedom of denial and 

etiolation, or of withdrawal and escape (Mi11gate 210), then for Ike 

that escape takes the form of a kind of death in life. This is, in 

the end, just what Ike desires. lO It is a lie, but at the same time, 

it is an enabling myth. For Nietzsche and for Faulkner, each in his 

own way, the ascetic urge, manifested here in Ike, is a death-wish. 

10 This ascetic obsession with a purity that cannot be lived is 
discussed by Alexander Nehamas in his Nietzsche: Life as Literature 
as "an effort on our part to deny nature in generar:-indour nature" 
(131). 
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Our picture of the world is always that which makes us seem most free, 

"Le. in which our most powerful drive feels free to function" (Will 

to Power 419). As Sam Fathers has quit and died, so does Ike, though 

unlike Sam he continues to live on. The dialectical acceptances (his 

doublings) and rejections (his alienated others), Le. his distant, 

heroic stance, cannot come to the rescue. General Compson, who 

successfully straddles both the worlds of the woods and the city, 

appropriately divines in Ike something at work beyond Ike's static 

pose: "It looks like you just quit but I have watched you in the 

woods too much and I don't believe you just quit even if it does look 

damn like it" (196). Ike is alive, but in every respect he is 

impotent, to become what or who he desires and to cancel the desires 

that stop him. The iconic nature of Ike's Christ-position cannot be 

reversed by any motion, since it is a fictive stance, caught in Ike's 

dilemma of self-definition. Since Ike's impotence--and his potency-

come from the fictions he has made of his heritage, he cannot permit 

the violation of those fictions: he must maintain his distance. Ike 

commits a kind of suicide into myth, attempting to articulate himself 

like a figure in a story, at once mobile and forever static, inside 

the world and safely outside it, emblematic and vital. As a result, 

Ike is caught between action and inaction, doomed to repeat the same 

liturgy of the self, always in dialectic with the forces he has 

repudiated. 

Ike's crisis of valuation is epitomized in the long 

scene in Section 4 in which he receives the vital physical sign of 

his inheritance, the burlap-wrapped package from Uncle Hub. In this 

package Ike has wrapped all the articulatable power of the tradition 
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he finds pure, the result of the suffering and the knowledge his 

forebears have bequeathed to him. Faulkner takes nearly ten pages to 

account for the opening of the package (300-309), pages full of the 

weight of importance Ike attaches to the old, rattling package. The 

section begins in typical straightforward fashion, but soon enough 

sounds the vital themes: 

there had been a legacy, from his Uncle Hubert Beauchamp, his 
godfather, that bluff burly childlike man from whom Uncle 
Buddy had won Tomey's Terrel's wife Tennie in the poker-game 
of 1859--'posible strait against three Treys in sigt Not 
called'--; no pale sentence or paragraph scrawled in cringing 
fear of death by a weak and trembling hand as a last desperate 
sop flung backward at retribution, but a Legacy, a Thing, 
possessing weight to the hand and bulk to the eye and even 
audible: a silver cup filled with gold pieces and wrapped in 
burlap and sealed with his godfather's ring in the hot wax, 
which (intact still) even before his Uncle Hubert's death and 
long before his own majority, when it would be his, had become 
not only a legend but one of the family lares. (300-301) 

The package does not merely represent--it ~. It contains solidity 

and validity, beyond the words Ike has used to manufacture these 

commodities all his life. The package is not merely a mummified 

remnant of a culture without which Ike is lost, but a vital signifier 

of a culture and a world to which he does not have his Rosetta Stone. 

Ike would go with his mother to "visit" the parcel, listening as he 

went to the endless stories of the great house and the great life that 

had been hers, and which should have been his. 

The ritual in which Ike is to open the package, 

forbidden until he is twenty-one, begins when he is ten, as McCaslin 

the iconoclast u~ges Ike to go ahead and break faith with the 

tradition of the package. Ike will not do it: indeed the package is 

a shrine of Ike's lares. McCaslin brings out the "big iron key on the 

greasy cord" (306) to unlock the closet where the parcel is kept, 



Ike's "eyes saying Yes Yes Yes now." Cass says 

'You are almost halfway now. You might as well open it:' and 
he: 'No. He said twenty-one:' and he was twenty-one and 
McCaslin shifted the bright lamp to the center of the cleared 
dining-room table and set the parcel beside it and laid his 
open knife beside the parcel and stood back with that 
expression of old grave intolerant and repudiating and he 
lifted it, the burlap lump. (306) 
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McCaslin's knife, a reverent instrument for this ritual of 

validification, hunting amid the mazed intricacy of string, the knobby 

gouts of wax bearing his uncle's Beauchamp seal rattling onto the 

table's polished top and, standing amid the collapse of burlap folds, 

the unstained tin coffee-pot still brand new, the handful of copper 

coins and now he knew what had given them the muffled sound: 

a collection of minutely-folded scraps of paper sufficient 
almost for a rat's nest, of good linen bond, of the crude 
ruling paper such as negroes use, of raggedly-torn ledger
pages and the margins of newspapers 'and once the paper label 
from a new pair of overalls, all dated and signed, beginning 
with the first one not six months after they had watched him 
seal the silver cup into the burlap on this same table in this 
same room by the light even of this same lamp almost twenty
one years ago: 
! ~ ~ Nephew Isaac Beauchamp McCaslin five (5) pieces Gold 
which I.O.U. constitutes !!X. ~ of hand ~ Interest at 5 
cent. 

Hubert Fitz-Hubert Beauchamp 

at Warwick 27 Nov 1867 
(306-307) 

This is Ike's legacy, the paper on which the sentences lie that reveal 

that heroic tradition for which he hopes to be a "rat's nest" of false 

debts and associations, of worthless promises and fallen gods. The 

discussion of the validity of Ike's legacy descends instantly, with 

Cass, into a discussion of the "coppers" Ike has in his "fortune," but 

it has been his misfortune to see his symbolic structure turn from 

genuine gold to the yellowed scraps of paper with which he has been 
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left. Ike has hoped for a static, rooted identity, founded on the 

promise of the legitimacy of his heritage; in the paper scraps left 

behind the Beauchamp seal are revealed a fragmented discourse within a 

fiction of legitimacy. 

Ike could choose, of course, to see this revelation as 

itself an agent of freedom. He is free from the curious legacy of the 

McCaslin heritage if he wishes to be. He could, after the discovery 

of the coffee pot, adopt the stance and the power of self-overcoming, 

as Nietzsche lays out the genealogical fiction of it in ~ Spoke 

Zarathustra. But Ike does not have this choice; only the reader can 

see it. The revelation of the fallen contents of the package fits 

into the pattern of revelations Ike experiences in The Bear. From the 

penetration of the woods to his entry into Fonsiba' s house to the 

disemboweling of Lion to the mock-intimacy of his marriage--to the 

coffee pot, Ike repeatedly experiences not freedom but 

insubstantiality. He cannot understand that the myths by which he 

lives ~ their surfaces, a constant juxtaposition of the static with 

the dynamic. But this misunderstanding, which will not permit him to 

overcome himself nor to see those others against whom and against 

which he gauges himself as parts of his autobiography, controls Ike 

and effectively shuts him down, as it does so many of Faulkner's 

"thinking" characters. The point at which static (as figuration) and 

active (as lived experience) cross is not in myth nor in heroism, but 

in Ike's own disco~rse, in articulation of the mythic and the heroic. 

The real "truth of the heart" is that in Ike's discovery nothing is 

lost; legitimacy had never been present, had existed only in Ike's 

narrative. 
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Thus, Ike is not and has never been heroic, has never 

participated in the genuine validification of genealogy. He is, 

rather, a witness, not a mythic figure but a man who can see and talk 

about that seeing, trying desperately to order and control it. His 

sense of his own otherness, which never departs from him, is derived 

from the mirror-image-filled monologue of which Ike constructs himself 

out of the written records of which his past and his present consist. 

He must constantly account for the gap he feels between his sense of 

himself and that which he can know or articulate about himself. His 

story is the best of talking, but it is an adequate articulation of 

his dilemma only insofar as articulation is always a deviation, a 

folding, a turning-aside. His is what Arthur Kinney calls an 

"unbearable desperation to realize a dream while acknowledging final 

defeat" (235). Kinney's pun on The ~ only serves to show how 

pervasive and powerful this borrowing and doubling of words can be. 

In order to "see," Ike must relinquish civilization, but he is made up 

of an over-civilized sensibility that must accept its nature. Old Ben 

has "permitted" the sixteen year-old Ike a vision of him only after 

the boy has become lost in the forest and vowed to ~; when Ike 

relinquishes his watch and compass Ben appears. The "something" that 

occurs to Ike in this confrontation, and about which he talks the 

night before the hunt in which Ben will be killed and Ike matures, is 

the advent of the loss this vision of Ben produces. Like the shiny, 

new coffeepot tha1; is not a silver chalice, Old Ben is a bear, a 

thing, for better and for worse, not a myth. He too can be transmuted 

by man--by man's stories. Ben's life can be "found" by Boon's knife. 

Just as the ledgers are the record of a hugely ~heroic myth of the 
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lost past, just as the weight of their information curses Ike more 

than it blesses him, and just as Ben is finally a hunted and 

vanquished animal for Ike, so is the heroic coin of his patrimony 

transformed into the copper and paper, the tin and knotted string of 

Ike's story. 

It is no wonder that Ike "at almost eighty would never 

be able to distinguish certainly between what he had seen and what had 

been told him" (291). In every sense, working within the economy of 

his own heroic standard, Ike is a teller, weighing and negotiating the 

coin rooted in a value system of which he is constantly unsure and in 

which he can only lament his own sense of loss. 

* * * 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE "JE ME MANQUE" OF JOHN FOWLES' DANIEL MARTIN 

The crisis consists precisely in the fact 
that the old is dying and the new cannot 

be born; in this interregnum a great 
variety of morbid symptoms appears. 

--Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks 
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John Fowles' own epigraph for Daniel Martin, this selection 

from Antonio Gramsci's Prison Notebooks, initiates the displaced and 

shifting nature of Daniel Martin's novel as it slips from life to 

death and back again, from memory to desire. Fowles presents us, 

before the novel begins, with a set of symptoms of the loss of self. 

"The old is dying" and yet "the new cannot be born," but in the midst 

of this dilemma, which is a crisis of both genealogy and power (as 

evidenced in Gramsci' s word to describe the hiatus: "interregnum," 

between reigns), it is not signs of impending life that appear but 

symptoms of morbidity. Dan is himself a hypothetically emergent 

fabrication of a series of fragments, what Lacan calls a corps 

morcele (Language .£f the Self 174), of a life sundered and then 

patched together in a fictional continuity. But for Daniel Martin, 

as for Ike McCaslin, as for man in general, this is never enough; the 

result here is a novel about the fiction of novels and of life, and 

the etrangete which results. Daniel Martin invents himself as the 

imaginary product of an impossible fiction. Never does Daniel Martin 

succeed in coming to rest: the "self" is always a lack evoked from 

the self-conscious removal of what appear to be real surroundings and 
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the substitution of fictions. The novel unfolds a man who reaches 

into an impossible past to derive a sense of an impossible future. He 

lives in his reveries in a world of ghosts, of whom he is not one but 

many. The novel manifests and represents the fundamental frustration 

of self-completion, and the energy of covering over that frustration 

while at the same time confessing the gaps and losses among which 

Daniel Martin tries to construct himself in the very language in which 

those losses are constituted. Daniel Martin makes self-construction a 

question of power and of its denial, seen here as another kind of 

power. His own articulation of this complex structure reminds the 

reader that finally Dan's self-reification places him in a deeply 

ironized position of hiatus: "forbidding himself a real self reduced 

him to being a psychic investigator who began his inquiry by 

requesting a service of exorcism that, if it worked, would leave no 

ghost to inquire about" (405). Self-discovery is from the outset a 

conundrum; the process is, in Dan's own words, literally and 

literarily an expelling, a displacement of the self "out" into other 

versions of himself, and the discovery of reflections of that lost 

self in others, finally in that ~ other, writing itself. 

The consequences of this displacement and fragmentation are 

far-reaching in terms of Daniel Martin's novel, which acts as a 

comment on narrative theory itself. l Lacanian narrative theory, as 

1 This is less overt thematically than it is, for example, in 
Fowles' Mantissa, which is as much a polemic against criticism as it 
is an exploration of desire and consciousness. This early discussion 
of narrative theory is invited by the central place Fowles accords the 
discussion himself: he is so virulently condemnatory of critical 
practice (as opposed to "creative writing") that one is compelled to 
look further. Dan's comments about Gramsci, about film critics, and 
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Robert Con Davis and others point out in Lacan ~ Narration, is 

generated in Freud's writings particularly between 1900 and 1905, from 

The Interpretation of Dreams to Jokes and Their Relation ~ the 

Unconscious. Freud's interest here is in the "sliding signifiers" of 

which dreams, indeed of which the entire "scene of writing" consist 

(Davis 849). This Lacanian narration demonstrates the fragmentation 

of which Daniel Martin constitutes himself, as "a sequence of 

opportunities for linguistic substitution and (re)combination" (Davis 

853). In Lacanian (and Derridean) narrativity, this substitution is 

ubiquitous and fundamental; indeed, so much so that the movement of 

narrative and the constitution of 'subject' are made up of 

substitutions at its very foundation: there is nothing prior to 

substitution. This means that (re)combination is the grounding energy 

of the (lost) subj ect, which in Lacan' s words "is a new trace to be 

interrogated in order to know what we mean when we speak of the 

subject of perception" (~ Fundamentals 258). This eternal 

difference of the writing subj ect is Daniel Martin's constant 

confession. Derrida's declaration that "there is no presence before 

and outside semiological difference" ("Differance" 12) might well lie 

behind Dan's self-formulation. We know from the treatment Fowles 

gives to literary theory in Mantissa that for his own reasons (closely 

aligned to Dan's declared ones) he cannot allow the Derridean/Lacanian 

framework to install itself without a battle, and so Daniel Martin's 

about the ancillary place of the critical activity only heighten this 
interest, which is further developed in all of Fowles' works, 
particularly the most recent, A Maggot. 
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book skirmishes at the edges of a direct confrontation with the issues 

that this differentiation, what I have elsewhere called etrangete, 

engenders. Denial by the "writing hand" serves only to bring the 

discussion into greater relevance, both for an interpretation of 

Daniel Martin, and for its implications in contemporary literature and 

life. 

The effect of Dan's displacement, his substitutions, is the 

creation of a deeply problematic reality, and a dialogue with being 

that makes reality if not impossible, at least, in Gramsci's word, 

morbid. Dan's elusive textualization produces in him a frustration 

with declaration and what he can know of reality that bursts through 

the surface of his monologue in typically but suitably tortured syntax 

again and again: "to hell with cultural fashion," Dan says, "to hell 

with elitist guilt; to hell with existential nausea; and above all, to 

hell with the imagined that does not say, not only in, but behind the 

images, the real" (405). The suspension of the word "real" in the 

preceding passage, "the imagined that does not say, not only in, but 

behind the images, the real," is Dan's way of declaring the 

ambivalence of his program: it at once declares the narrator's power 

over the release, the utterance (and therefore the creation) of the 

salient word, and at the same time the suspension that that same 

narrator, and therefore his reality, undergoes, his abrogation in the 

discovery that the imagined can ~ only ~ the real. liTo hell 

with existential nausea" indeed. 

Acknowledging this dual strategy, Dan focuses his energy on 

what to him becomes teleologically most vital: the perception of what 

he posits as the real behind the image; it is his project to define 
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this reality and to establish its relation to language, thought, and 

perception. This project is frustrated, ironica11y enough, by the 

fact that Dan is a writer. In this respect, it is as though Daniel 

were in direct confrontation with Derrida; we can read Dan through 

Lacanian notes. Dan's writing is at once a manifestation and 

confession of his own impossibility and the energetic denial of that 

impossibility. Daniel Martin stands at the crossroads of writing and 

life. Though Dan has what one might ca11 "faith" in the real behind 

the image, he is circumspect about his ability to distinguish himself, 

even as he writes them, from his characters, his cast of figures, 

Lacan's autres: 

'I've spent most of my adult life learning how to use 
the least possible words, how to get scenes crisp. How you 
pack your meaning in between the lines. How you create other 
people. Always other people.' He pauses again. 'As if I'd 
been taken over by someone else. Years ago.' (15) 

The progression from first to second to third person here is a mimetic 

confession of his own dilemma. In his self-exorcism, Dan's creating 

of other people is a process of "packing meaning in between the 

lines," as though the lines of words, like a prison's bars, rigidly 

permit no intercourse within, but only through them. The implication 

is that in the lines themselves meaning is absent, that the lines 

provide only a skeleton of meaning but cannot contain it; indeed, 

Daniel Martin's suggestion is that the lines themselves ~, in that 

they do not correspond to a full reality. This idea of truth and 

lies, developed by Nietzsche in "On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral 

Sense," not only makes liars of us all (and most particularly of the 

writer), but wi11 not permit us to be tellers of truth. "The liar," 

Nietzsche says, is a person who uses the valid designations, the 
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words, in order to make something which is unreal appear to be real" 

(8l). These "valid designations ll are the assignments of meaning we 

make for words we have "forgotten" are in no way congruent with 

things--including memory. This is what Daniel Martin perceives: his 

"lines" cannot be true, cannot contain meaning. He is always writing 

words whose greatest vitality is their echoes, what lies "behind II 

them, according to him--and this articulation performed by one (or 

another) of the characters, having been IItaken over by someone else." 

Thus he moves from first person, that of the writing hand, to second 

person, with its indeterminate singular and plural encompassing the 

listener in and out of the text, to third person ("He pauses again"). 

As we try to separate out his sense of himself and his own 

significance from this veil of self-determinations, we come to 

understand his own dilemma more fully. We are aided in this greater 

understanding by the writing character, this undetermined other, what 

Lacan refers to as the "moi," which prevents Daniel Martin's seeing, 

as it were, into the purported reality behind the imagery, which Dan 

always takes to be his real being, the "J...!:." (Lacan, Ecrits, "Function 

and Field of Speech and Language"). Introduced in these distinctive 

persons is the dilemma of person-ness in its subjective and objective 

domains. As his multiple persons indicate, Dan's distant self-images 

also constitute a deferred self in his own language, reminding Dan of 

his lacks while permitting him only a kaleidoscopic sense of himself 

fabricated entir~ly of fictional others in a fictional landscape. 

When Jenny suggests that he write his memoirs, saying "But you wish 

you could go home," Dan replies "Not literally. Metaphorically" (15). 

Thus the conditions of the following lines and pages are established. 
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Jenny, Dan's immediate impetus for his project of self-inscription 

(because of the frustration he feels in his life with her), insists 

that he will be able to write because "something will happen. Like a 

window opening. No, a door. Like a door in a wall" (17). He will, 

she says, be able to tell "your real history of you" (17). Jenny's 

naivete is largely responsible for Dan's being able to overcome the 

morbid symptoms of which he has constructed himself. 

The novel's "beginning," however, does not occur in this 

conversation in which Dan first catalyzes it out of Jenny's energy. 

It begins with a ~ de force that is pure story, an enabling myth 

permitting the opening of that door in the wall, and one of the great 

chapters of modern fiction. This is Daniel Martin's first chapter, 

"The Harvest," an extended parenthetical prologue evoking, in a 

double way, Dan's emergent stade ~ miroir, a first self-awareness in 

others and a first alienation. The Lacanian mirror state occurs in 

infancy, from roughly six to eighteen months; in Dan('s novel), this 

initiation is not chronological but what Bakhtin calls "chronotopic": 

it provides the unity of time and space out of which the novel Dan 

will write can come; it gives the causal impression of initiating 

Dan's life because it begins his novel; it permits the metaphor to 

function as it does in the novel, and permits Dan access to memory. 

Bakhtin's determination of the chronotope presents Dan's problem with 

validification in precise terms, though Bakhtin is caught in the same 

dilemma as is Dan: 

The chronotope in a work always contains within it an 
evaluating aspect that can be isolated from the whole artistic 
chronotope only in abstract analysis. In literature and art 
itself, temporal and spatial determinations are inseparable 
from one another, and always colored by emotions and values. 



Abstract thought can, of course, think time and space as 
separate entities and conceive them as things apart from the 
emotions and values that attach to them. But living artistic 
perception makes no such divisions and permits no such 
segmentation. It seizes on the chronotope in all its 
wholeness and fullness. (243) 
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The separation of the living artistic perception, which can claim a 

time-space continuity and identity, and a non-living one, a 

structuration in which Bakhtin believes, is of fundamental importance 

to Daniel Martin. He does not have the strength of Bakhtin's 

convictions in this respect, however. Dan is haunted by the suspicion 

of his words' emptiness, which he sees as a "fall" from a Bakhtinian 

world of identity of word and thing, of life and word. Dan's loss of 

confidence in his and the real world's continuity is announced as an 

initial falling out of the self, an initiation into self-awareness 

that shatters the mirror-state from which Dan's vitiated continuity 

has seemed to emanate. Hence Dan's novel must begin with the 

chronotopic first chapter. This grounding chapter of Dan's past 

begins appropriately with an epigraph from George Seferis' poem "Mr. 

Stratis Thalassinos Describes a Man," a telescoping series of stories 

within stories in mushrooming narrative circles, and in which several 

layers of narration tell of the purported and desired continuity that 

burns behind all forgotten events. Throughout his novel, Dan will 

repeat the assertion that "I try to keep myself going with a flame 

because it does not change," and he owes this flame to Seferis. The 

harvest, a reckoning of memory and of value(s), begins with Seferis' 

stories: 

But what's wrong with that man? 
All afternoon (yesterday the day before yesterday and 

today) he's been sitting there staring at a flame 
he bumped into me at evening as he went downstairs 



he said to me: 
'the body dies the water clouds the soul 
hesitates 
and the wind forgets always forgets 
but the flame doesn't change.' (3) 
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What is "wrong with that man" is that his fabricated life consists of 

a series of fictions that will not hold. Nonetheless, Seferis' 

Stratis Thalassinos goes on to tell him a story of lost love, of 

death, and of an attempt at constancy in life that set up the 

conditions under which he can tell his story (the epigraph's last line 

is "Then he told me the story of his life"). When we confront 

Seferis' poem, of course, we have no idea of its significance; this 

only unrolls as we read the rest of the novel between these lines. 

Dan, always searching for this constancy, symbol of an unchanging 

originary force and one's consistent link to it, kindles his flame 

with a protean series of tales that appear as disparate and murky 

images of his own confusion in a time before time. 

The first chapter itself is a wonder-filled evocation of 

Devon rurality, a Constable landscape with the energy of Rubens and 

the sad reality of detail of Rembrandt--and the chapter is just this 

sort of "masterpiece," a set piece of narrative orchestration. As a 

statement of grounding Weltanschauung, however, this evocation of 

Devon youth leaves everything to be desired, as story-telling is 

always a confession of a desire for fictive unification of subject and 

of subject with object in a world that thereby becomes and remains 

substantial, przdictab1e, controllable; that is precisely the strategy 

of such narrative. In "The Harvest," the story-teller demonstrates 

his most perspicuous energy. A young boy, working in the fields, 

participates in the rituals of harvest, one of which is story-telling, 



in the voice of "the land itself": 

The crackle of the stubble, the shock of the stood 
sheaves. The rattle of the reaper, the chatter of the mower 
blades, the windmill arms above them. Lewis' voice at the 
corners: hoy then, hoy'ee, Cap'n, back, back, back, whoy, 
whoy. Then the click of the tongue: j ik-j ik, the onward 
rattle and chain and chatter. Thistledown floats southward 
across the field, in a light air from the north, mounting, a 
thermal, new stars for the empyrean. (5) 
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The boy 'at work' here, a still-nameless Daniel Martin, works at his 

descriptions like a craftsman, showing his craft audaciously but never 

taking a false step. His bravura description of the life in the Devon 

fields at harvest time could only come about through the fervor of his 

desired attachment to it. Indeed, all present in this pastoral scene 

"honor the field" in this way, down to the animals, including the dog: 

Everyone there knows how Babe came by the lurcher; it is a 
village joke, like his nickname. The Devil came to Thorncombe 
Woods one night to thank him for selling so much rotgut to all 
they Yanks back over the Camp; and brought him the lurcher as 
a present. But as they watch man and dog, they know he isn't 
there because he needs rabbits; he has every moonlit night and 
field for miles round for rabbits. But his is an ancient 
presence, and quasi-divine, of a time when men were hunters, 
not planters; he honors fields at cutting time. (9) 

Dan, too, honors the field, by looking and describing its substantial 

reali ty wi thin its social and narrative context. But more 

contemporary hunters appear. A Heinkel bomber suddenly locates us and 

him in time and space. The mythic is cancelled, a different 'real 

physical world' displacing it. 

As a result, the conclusion of the chapter tells of Dan, 

"clinging to his knowledges • • • since he lacks so much else" (11), 

recording for the !'memoire" his first self-inscription. In these last 

moments of his initiation, his departure from the stade du miroir, his 

effort consists of first trying to become (again) one with the earth. 
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He has sat, "nursing his solitude, his terrible Oedipal secret; 

already at the crossroads every son must pass" (10), aware now of his 

ineluctable separation from his father. To locate himself, now, he 

embraces the earth. He cannot "return" to it, and so must make a 

separate place. "He sits with his back to a beech-trunk, staring down 

through foliage at the field" (11), viewing the world from outside it. 

Instantly, in the next sentence, Dan slips into the stories that allow 

his perceptions to operate: "Without past or future, purged of 

tenses; collecting this day, pregnant with being. Unharvested, yet 

one with this land." To be one with the earth, and one with the self, 

Daniel must be "purged of tenses," an impossibility for the story-

teller. Dan's fear, that he will die before "the other wheat was 

ripe" melts into this inescapable separation: a whole paragraph, 

which follows this last immediately, consists of the statement 

Inscrutable innocent, already in exile. 

He plunges into the leaves, becomes a part, for a moment of the world 

of nature-fantasy; he re-constructs the mirror: 

Down, half-masked by leaves. Point of view of the hidden 
bird. 

And then an a disconcerting, instantaneous switch from third person to 

first--and then back to third, a mimetic confusion of substitutions, 

recombinations, and persons careening along as though they were 

psychic baggage: 

I feel in his pocket and bring out a clasp-knife; plunge 
the blade in the red earth to clean it. • • • He stands and 
turns and begins to carve his initials on the beech-tree. 
Deep incisions in the bark, peeling the gray skin away to the 
sappy green of the living stem. 

He is, in that moment, first, second, and third persons. 
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Recombination has revealed itself as fragmentation: when he 

catalogues his possibilities in this passage, he must acknowledge 

their separateness and his own differance. In this generative and 

cu1minative scene Dan's confusion gives way to a first certitude, a 

"natural" ~-signification metaphorized in the tree/ tablet. 

Daniel writes himself in the "sappy green" of the "living stem," with 

all of its libidinous and Oedipal associations, peeling away the gray 

skin to find the life inside. As he carves "D.H.M." in the tree with 

his knife(/pen, the meeting of writing and reality for him), his 

triumph merges with a lament: "Adieu, my boyhood and my dream." 

Daniel comments on his emergence from a state of false self-unity into 

a greater awareness, at the same time confessing his nostalgic desire 

for that unity, however false. As his "boyhood" disappears, so ends 

the "dream" of his inclusion and so begins his separation, and the 

etrangete of his writing-self. The Freudian/Lacanian juxtaposition of 

self-narrative and dream fuses. And in perfect Derridean fashion, he 

then turns the living stem of inscription into a funerary monument: 

"D.H.M. And underneath: 11:. Aug. ~." The tombstone of Daniel 

Martin's ensconced boyhood propels him into the novel we are reading, 

a novel of maturity, of search, and of loss. Dan's is a narrative of 

eternal return to the regenerative power of fiction which Daniel 

Martin places into a dialectic with a burningly animated, nostalgic 

inner life that Dan will always feel exists. 

But he has cancelled his undifferentiated identity: "adieu 

my boyhood and my dream." This cu1minative act is also a beginning. 

When he inscribes himself, he takes up the challenge of articulation's 

power, which he has seen as an ancestral urging: he has always said 
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that someone else has been "operating" him; since his own father is 

constructed of articulations, he has been aware since childhood of 

this literary and always hypothetical lineage. In "The Harvest," Dan 

reports the discovery that this ancestry and his authority are really 

his own teleological project. But as Derrida reminds us, teleology is 

always external, always other. No wonder the originary, authoritative 

scene itself, beneath the beech tree, is a confusion of persons. Dan 

expresses himself as part of and emerging from not the earth but 

chthonic history, "purged of tenses" (both tension and syntax), 

timeless (unharvested), weaving stories into a fabricated self. 

Otherness precedes and culminates in self-inscription. This initiation 

catalyzes the novel: Daniel Martin is Dan's carving of his initials, 

though he still cannot distinguish between "I" and "he." 

The "sappy green" of which Dan composes himself is "real" 

for him only at the distance of Dan's metonymic structuration: 

symbolic or metaphoric links have turned to substitutions. But this 

is itself a morbid symptom; it introduces the novel's secondary theme: 

death. Death is not merely a symbol for Dan, any more than is life. 

It is a concomitant presence, as it were, behind the events that 

imitate it. Death, and life, in this respect act in the same way as 

does Dan's absent self relative to he who "acts" for Dan. The novel's 

catalyst is the dying of Dan's college friend Anthony who, correctly 

seeing himself as a father substitute (69), is also a model of 

passivity (another way to translate Gramsci' s "morbidity" in the 

epigraph) linking him with not with Dan's father, a familiar though 

distant figure of aridity, but with Dan's spectral mother, dead when 

Dan was three, a "dim ghost" he "really cannot remember at all" (75). 
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She (in a stronger way) and Dan's father are figures of an 

"unharvested" unity because of their distance. Father, mother, and 

Anthony engage Dan in that dialectic of absence and presence that 

resu1 ts in his ambivalence about himself. Anthony has. from the 

beginning been absent, enshrouded, content to live at a distance. 

However, the important Anthony is not flesh but the epos-constituted 

Anthony of Dan's narrative, the legendary Anthony of stories. Dan 

would say about Anthony what he says about his father, admonishing 

himself that "I mustn't make him too austere and unworldly" (81), 

acknowledging that he is making Anthony, that the writer is the true 

poietes, at once the magical and the practical fabricator. Anthony is 

l'autre, the created presence of exteriority Dan needs to create his 

own sense of himself. But more significantly, Anthony's detachment 

makes him into I' Autre, the figure of significant and radical 

otherness, who substitutes for the analyst, and who does indeed, in 

the remarkable last scene between the two old friends, assess, guide, 

and judge Dan from the position of detachment afforded by his terminal 

cancer. Because he is clearly no longer a part of Dan's life, for a 

number of reasons, Anthony functions as pure language and pure 

silence. Anthony has thrust Dan from ~ life, Anthony is about to 

leave life, and Anthony talks, now, with Dan as someone whose life is 

past. This detachment puts Anthony in the perfect position to be a 

disinterested other, as Dan senses. Indeed, it gives Dan the power 

both ~ Anthony and of his own writing: Anthony is in Dan's words, 

but those words acknowledge the otherness of ego and at the same time 

the desire for a unity that could be achieved only in the impossible 

teleological purity of Dan's writing. 
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This fabricated purity becomes all the more complex when, 

shortly after his meeting with Dan, a new (to us), more humanistic 

Anthony, who has shown himself to be alive in a way he has never been 

before (and shows Dan as being, relatively, moribund), commits 

suicide. Dan interprets Anthony's final act as the spo'tten act of 

hermeneutic power, an enigmatic sign in which life (and by extension 

death) has new value; it is a "message" to Dan that out of his 

(Anthony's) death a new life not just for Jane (Anthony's requested 

project for Dan) but for Dan too is possible. In terms of Daniel 

Martin's narrative, Anthony's death-story permits Dan to declare 

himself again available to an existence he has abrogated. This 

abrogation has been a function of Dan's vitality and his sexuality. 

He has two reactions to Anthony's suicide: one is the "thunderbolt" 

of the death itself, the other his reaction to Jane and her reaction. 

He can only analyze the latter; the former reaction is unavailable. 

After talking to Jane, Dan's reaction is that "out of nowhere the past 

was with us, former selves, almost uncannily, in a silence that was 

not like the other silences of that night, but an ancient remembered 

kind of silence" (203), that of listener, which propels to his own 

reaction. He goes and looks at himself in "the little mirror" (207) 

in his room, then, having gone to bed but not to sleep, talks about 

himself not only in first and third person, but singular and plural: 

even the humblest of dialogue-fixers and life-inventors must 
have such moods, however unapt, however callously oblivious of 
other human suffering, to survive. They live not life, but 
other lives; drive not down the freeways of determined fact, 
but drift and scholar-gipsy through the landscapes of the 
hypothetical, through all the pasts and futures of each 
present. Only one of each can be what happened and what will 
happen , but to such men they are the least important. I 
create, I am: all the rest is dream, though concrete and 



executed. Perhaps what Dan always wanted of his looking
glasses was not his own face, but the way through them. This 
kind of mind is self-satisfied only in the sense that one must 
suppose God is se1f-satisfied--in an eternity of presents; in 
his potentiality, not his fulfillment. A perfect world would 
have no room for writers. (208) 
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This internal monologue is catalyzed by Anthony's death but caused by 

Jane's serene reaction to it as well. He tries to locate himself in 

this new opening to life that a swarm of events have afforded, within 

the context of the dream. His own 'writing' of life is called into 

question by these events within which he is acting but over which he 

seems to have no control. He is what Derrida refers to as the 

etranger, the other, in his own narrative opening ("Coming into One's 

Own" 131). 

But we have seen already how Dan must interpret this 

potential opening. He must attempt to reify himself against the other 

voices that surround him, and this always initiates Dan's sense not of 

life but of loss. His lover at novel's opening, Jenny, perceives from 

the outset his inability to substantiate himself. She is another of 

his central voices, willing to be displaced only in favor of Dan's 

acceptance of what she would call honesty: she sees and declares, in 

one of her "contributions" to Dan's novel, that his real mistress is 

loss; Dan, having allowed Jenny to "speak for herself," then cancels 

her interpretation by refining it in his knowledge that the histories 

of the past ~ the future: "his mistress was not loss," he says, "so 

much as that he expected the loss of all his mistresses, and in more 

or less direct proportion to his discovery of them" (239). The 

intricacies of this exchange, its multiple layers of metaphor, reveal 

another piece of the novel's characteristic procedure: Jenny likens 
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herself to loss, but is then refined out of this role by Dan, who 

casts her into ultimate objectivity: his mistress is the expectation 

of loss. This projection backward and forward imit;ates the novel 

itself, which is "written in two past tenses: the present perfect of 

the writer's mind, the concluded past of fictional convention" (239). 

But the "present perfect" is always potential and insubstantial, and 

the "concluded past" is fiction. It is Jenny who has mirrored Dan's 

own thoughts in proposing that he write a/his novel, but Dan is 

repeatedly confronted by moments in which "he suddenly saw the 

proposed novel as a pipe dream, one more yearning for the impossible" 

(552). Dan's question to himself, unstated, is whether that 

impossible is an awakening from a dream or a return to it. 

This must not be misunderstood: Dan actively yearns for the 

impossible which, appropriately, is mirrored finally in the enigma 

that only in the "silence of other voices" will he achieve any self-

communion. His own voice is among them but, confronted with the 

prospect of his novel, he judges that "I've invented quite enough 

paper people without adding myself to the list," adding "anyway, 

libel. I couldn't make reality honest" (16). This honesty is vital 

but, as he sees it, impossible. Nostalgia is only another of those 

"silent voices," recalling Dan to the dilemma of solitariness and 

discovery. His cherished "sacred combe," to which he retreated at 

troubled times during his youth and which he distances from the reader 

by referring to it as ~ bonne ~, in the archaic French of Restif 

de la Bretonne, can never regain its "reality," its purported edenic 

significance. The silent voices of the copse in Thorncombe, the 

hollow in the valley Dan identifies as his own, indeed as the 
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reflection of himself and his most secret desires, are of course 

voices from the womb of former unity, 

a place outside the normal world, intensely private and 
enclosed, intensely green and fertile, numinous, haunted and 
haunting, dominated by a sense of magic that is also a sense 
of a mysterious yet profound parity in all existence. Of 
course it recurs again and again in literature and art, in one 
form or another. (273) 

The mysterious and profound parity in all existence occurs only on the 

surface of the text in which "retreat" is a key word. The hidden 

place of the "true self" is full of the silence of voices and the 

voices of self-exploration. The chapter concludes with the italicized 

other voice of the epigrammist: "ll. life is largely made of retreats 

from reality, its relations ~ be of retreats from the imagined" 

(276), since it is imagination that the images recalling pre-

linguistic unity inhabit. 

Thus, "The Sacred Combe" is a discussion of why Dan has 

begun to consider the writing of his novel, a convocation of the 

voices, of the script-writer, the playwright, and the novelist. Dan's 

sense of retreat begins with the sacred combe but extends to writing 

i tsel f: "I simply sensed a far greater capacity for retreat in 

fiction. In Robin Hood terms I saw it in a forest, after the thin 

copses of the filmscript" (275). The richness, density and privacy of 

the novel attract this most introspective of writers. His writing is 

revealed as Dan's self-protection, the displacement into the Otherness 

of language in a system of transference and counter-transfer.ence (see 

Geoffrey Hartman's discussion of Lacan, Derrida, and Freud in 

Psychoanalysis and the Question of the Text). It is language that 

sal ves the "blessure" the fragmented self, and which becomes the 
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"blessing" that distances that occurs when the image-oriented mirror 

state gives way to the ecart of word representation. To be able to 

say that 'self is language,' according t'o Derrida in Glas, is to be 

able to substitute one for the other, to a110w that static order 

balanced by the copula, the 'is,' to support a sense of self that 

endures and that exists. The mirror, which although seemingly lost in 

the fall from the mirror-state is rea11y never gone, reflects the 

ecriture of which the proper name, here of 'Daniel Martin,' forms the 

center. This center is what Derrida ca11s the archi-trace. For 

Daniel, this figure of figure is the collapsing together of phantom 

mother, about which Derrida talks extensively in ~, enervated 

father, and the displacement of sexuality 'out' into Ie trace, that 

blank which is traced by words. The narrative Daniel recounts (and 

creates) is for him a substitution for the absent grounding his text 

will never write. 

The novel begins and proceeds through a series of 

flashbacks, all of which demonstrate the chronotopic power of narrator 

over story and his control of the dispensing of information and image. 

Indeed, Dan says of himself that he is of the race "that live in 

flashback, in the past and future" (331). Dan's manipulation of his 

material is thematic, rather than practical, reflecting 'his' own 

needs. The retreats he lays out for us in the story are mirrored in 

the structure of the story itself. So-called 'events' are repeatedly 

presented such that they cannot be judged until further information, 

presented later though often occurring before, is available. Jenny's 

interpolated chapters, for example, operate in this way, without 

comment from Dan. He carefully orchestrates the reader's judgement of 
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him: his story is engineered to meet the double demands of covering 

his retreat and facilitating his emergence. 

In addition to this problematic grounding in his own time 

scale, Dan rehearses and reiterates the place of retreat in the novel. 

We have seen how the sacred combe acts as the fount of his energy of 

writing; later, we discover several other places of retreat which 

offer their own energy to his search for himself. The first of these 

is Tsankawi, to which Dan takes Jenny near the middle of the novel. 

This is an Indian ruin, in the mountains of New Mexico, beloved of D. 

H. Lawrence, visited by Dan when a movie he had written was being 

shot. It is a place IIhaunted by loss and mystery, by a sense of some 

magical relationship, glimpsed both in the art and what little is know 

of their inhabitants' way of life, between man and naturell (323). 

This mysterious quality, on which Dan ruminates at some length, comes 

about as a result of the site's transcending lIall place and frontier" 

(325). But Dan does not stop here. His description of this sacred 

place makes it the avatar of that other sacred place beyond place, the 

womb-like combe of his youth: 

There was a sense in which it was a secret place, a literal 
retreat, an analogue of what had always obsessed my mind; but 
it also stood in triumphant opposition, and this was what 
finally, for me, distinguished Tsankawi from the other sites: 
in them there was a sadness, the vanished past, the cultural 
loss; but Tsankawi defeated time, all deaths. Its deserted 
silence was like a sustained high note, unconquerable. (325) 

The idea of his novel comes to Dan in this place beyond time, 

precisely becaus~ of this quality of timelessness. The site is 

IIsomething dense, interweaving, treating time as horizontal, like a 

skyline; not cramped, linear and progressivell (331). The defeat of 

death Tsankawi offers is also an offer to write. Tantalizingly, the 
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chapter in which Tsankawi is presented to us is a ~ of Jenny. She 

is brought there in order that Dan can check her reaction; only if she 

has his reaction, his reverence, his sense of depth, is she somehow 

worthy. Tsankawi has tested Dan and his life; he uses it to test 

others. Jenny's reaction: she searches the ground for pottery shards 

to make into necklaces and earrings. Most disappointing. Dan is 

aware of his unfairness in judging her as he does, but the judgement 

stands nonetheless. And then the chapter concludes with a section in 

Jenny's voice, a response to Dan's judgement. Her section, which 

reprimands him, in hindsight, for the trick he has played on her, 

concludes with the admonition that he should have told her of the 

weight of the place for him. She 'I-Trites him what she cannot say to 

him. His chapter concludes, again, in the silence of other voices. 

'* '* '* 
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Thorncombe itself, the country house Dan has bought in 

Devon, and which is the beloved place of his youth, is the retreat 

epitomizing all the rest. Like Zarathustra before the gate, for Dan 

the return to Thorncombe is always a self-assessment and self

valuation, and at the same time a suspension of that judgement. 

Return is never the same, is always diff'rant. Lacan discusses this 

in "The Unconscious and Repetition" as "the notion of cross-checking, 

the function of return" (~ Fundamental Concepts 48). Thorncombe is 

both Dan's desire and the fulfillment of his desire. For Dan, as for 

Freud, repetition is not reproduction: the life Dan has at Thorncombe 

is not the reinstitution of primal completeness. Indeed, it is at 

Thorncombe that Dan begins to articulate the confession of his 

separation from the unity occurs: he discusses his idea of writing a 

novel with Jane. He is able to "see her bet ter" than ever before 

here, after Anthony I s death, "not two miles" from the pulpit from 

which his father had preached. The initiation of the novel, of 

course, is in the re-initiation of the relationship with Jane, which 

is to be "tested" by asking her to come to Egypt with him. Fowles 

does not miss an opportunity to engage Dan in the process of his 

emergence through writing (and through writing Jane): after he asks 

Jane to go with him on the Nile trip, "I returned to put a guard in 

front of the fire" (400), the most reportorial of actions and the most 

perspicuously symbolic. 

Jane, as the focus of true-self and love, offers Dan another 

kind of retreat. Though their story itself continues in an unbroken 

fashion from this point, as we shall see, something has altered. In 

the opening in the wall that Jenny has imaged forth and that Jane 
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provides, Dan has seen the new possibility of life she offers, and 

about which he will write in the novel we hold. When Nietzsche 

declares in the Preface to The Gay Science that "perhaps truth is a 

woman," he means it in just the metaphoric way that Dan does here. 

The world is reordered to the force of Dan's quickening self-sense. 

The following chapter t "In the Orchard of the Blessed," which is 

contiguous with "Thorncombe," begins "If Dan had launched a. strange 

ship on impulse, he had behaved much more habitually in another 

matter. The truth was that he was falling very rapidly in 

love • " and here the reader's expectations move in a single 

direction: toward Jane. But the sentence concludes " • with the 

idea of his novel" (401). The double theme of Dan's quickening love 

and his quickening novel (the same theme, in the end, and at the same 

time the "book-ends" of Dan's confession of etrangete) merge in Jane, 

and Dan will never be able to separate them again. Ostensibly, this 

chapter is about the choice of a name for his protagonist, i.e. how to 

go about forming the fictional self that would inhabit "his" novel. 

As he stands in his "forest," alone, he comes finally to the decision 

that will infuse the rest of the novel, indeed which has formed what 

we have read for 400-plus pages already. Confronting the enigma of a 

Jane who is both herself and numerous others, as he can clearly see, 

he decides on the strategy of his own self-telling: 

And then, in those most banal of circumstances, in the 
night, in h1& orchard, alone but not alone, he came to the 
most important decision of his life. It did not arrive--nor 
do most such decisions in reality--as light came on the road 
to Damascus, in one blinding certainty; but far more as a 
tentative hypothesis, a seed, a chink in a door; still to be 
doubted, neglected, forgotten through most of the future of 
these pages. However, Dan wishes, for reasons of his own, to 
define it as it was to grow. (405) 
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We are to be deprived of Dan's conclusion, set up as the most 

important decision of his life. Dan's is a strategy, in his thematics 

of selfhood as in his sentences, of suspense. He suspends his 

revelation to maintain power over it, to keep from having to 

articulate it (to keep it in the bonne vaux of his imagination, which 

is always potentially perfect articulation), and to lead the reader 

into the true condition of its unfolding, which will follow. This is 

Dan's version of 'honesty,' and his ability to achieve it becomes a 

manifesto framed in Idealist language that will "be defined as he 

grows": "To hell with cultural fashion; to hell with elitist guilt; 

to hell with existentialist nausea; and above all, to hell with the 

imagined that does not say, not only in, but behind the images, the 

real" (405). The suspension of that last and most important part of 

his 'doctrine,' the pure Joycean suspense in grammar as well as in 

theme, in which Daniel Martin posits behind not only language but 

images themselves a reality that grounds and validifies them, at the 

same time validifies the imagination. 

The Imaginary, for Lacan one of the three "orders" or 

"registers" of psychoanalysis, along with the Symbolic and the Real, 

is the realm of perceptivity which when combined with the Symbolic 

constructs what Lacan means by the Real. The Imaginary has no 

existence of its own but its absence "cannot be conceived" (Wilden 

92); indeed, the sense of self, the projection of self into image 

(Lacan's moil occurs in the Imaginary "order," so that it is in the 

Imaginary that the identification of subject occurs. In appropriate 

Nietzschean fashion, then, the subject is 'built' out of materials 

that do not exist, as it were, even for the purported subject, that do 
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not inhabit the topos of the real (see Lacan' s discussion of this 

order in Ecrits, 180-97). And in equally Nietzschean fashion, this 

non-existence of the materials of the Imaginary are more significant 

for the apocryphal subject than any reality: the Imaginary intrudes 

into the real, Lacan claims; but at the same time the Real is 

constructed by the subj ect of the Imaginary and the Symbolic 

(corresponding, roughly, to the order of signifiers, such as language 

and speech). Daniel Martin's meconnaissance, his misconstruction, 

occurs in his confusion of the Symbolic and Imaginary orders. This is 

a common error, and one Lacan claims psychoanalysis (indeed, modern 

thought) makes constantly. The error consists of confusing the 

relation of ego/image with that of subject/signifier. Dan has just 

declared that failure to recognize the difference at the end of "In 

the Orchard of the Blessed," as we have seen in the previously quoted 

passage. For Dan, the "real" exists behind the images, whereas in 

fact the real is that which the Imaginary and the Symbolic leave ~, 

which is not accounted for by them. Since the Real is therefore, as 

Dan claims, beyond language and beyond all the cultural determiners of 

which he wants to be free) it is unavailable to him. The "Real" is a 

term for that which is impossible, as for example the 'real' 

validification of subject/self. The Real, as that which has not 

succumbed to the "ineliminable residue of articulation" (Sheridan x), 

can certainly have only the most frustrating relationship with Dan's 

novel. The Real must exist for Dan in order that the Imaginary, 

defined as the raw material of his experience, be able to ground the 

Symbolic, defined as articulation, and give it validity. That is, Dan 

chooses at this stage, at the inception of the motivation for writing, 
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to eschew the imagined that "does not say, not only in, but behind the 

images, the real," thereby failing to recognize himself as a function 

of those articulations. Dan grounds himself again in this section of 

the novel as in the beginning, in the ground itself, making the edenic 

orchard at Thorncombe the source of valuation rising out of what he 

wants to think of as a past less present, but which is one of those 

places at which Dan tries to retreat into the Real. 

Out of this project to fabricate the real, Dan makes his 

most decisive retreat: the trip to Egypt with Jane. If the journey 

to Palmyra heralds Dan's final commitment to Jane and their 'story,' 

the trip up the Nile is the final commitment to the writing of the 

story in which that other commitment will be articulated. It is a 

story not of river travel but of stories, of the epos out of which Dan 

will amalgamate the motifs that have, in an inductive way, gathered 

around him throughout Daniel Martin. Dan and Jane meet an old (East) 

German professor, an expert on the river and its environs, on the 

Egyptians and their culture, and who is also an expert story-teller. 

The professor, referred to throughout as "Herr Professor," whose claim 

about articulate artists since the Greeks is that they wish "to be 

remembered by name--like the ancient pharoahs," himself is a nameless 

story-teller, another manifestation of pure story. He has no other 

name. One must think in this respect of the novel we are reading, 

Daniel Martin, and his concern with the name of the central character 

who is and who is not Dan. Herr Professor 'primes' Dan for his 

movement into writing with a series of stories about "the river 

between." It is in this concept that Dan is freed to write, to 

transcend the self-articulations and manifesti of which the novel has 
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consisted as it has chronicled his development toward the freedom to 

write the povel. Everyone of those steps becomes preliminary in the 

face of this one. The professor's series of stories collects the 

cultural, psychological, and metaphysical strands of Dan's developing 

strategies and galvanizes them into a single theme, that of 

"dislocation" (525). The professor (of antiquities) has always felt, 

by way of instruction to Dan, that his papyri have been a series of 

"screens I had put up to hide what I did not understand" (524). He 

has come to discover that "everything is a kind of screen if one 

wishes it so. An excuse for not understanding." He goes on to 

recount a river dispute between two tribes that cannot be resolved 

because there is "never any peace among men, on either bank. Only in 

the river between." "The one place we can't live," Dan replies. It 

is in that dislocation, in the timeless pseudo-transcendence of the 

humanly possible, that writing takes place, and at that place (at 

which one transcends the subj ect, the Imaginary, and the real--both 

the professor and Dan make it a place) one is no longer the "painter" 

nor "one's own self, a modern archaeologist"; rather, "one is the 

painting." Dan perceives what he calls the screen-existence behind 

the "illusion of time." It is in this section that Dan's 

understanding of that relational tension of writing, the story-telling 

cross-over that never achieves the desired effect of self~evelation, 

is deepened and secured. 

Egypt becomes for Dan, more than ever before, a function of 

its ubiquitous hieroglyphs. He discovers there the power of words not 

to capture but to fabricate feeling. This is both a great release 

from the pressure of self-seeking and a denial of release into the 
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self. As Dan watches Jane walk through the Egyptian culture, he 

imagines, repeatedly, what it might feel like had they married, and 

had their life progressed as it would have done had they not 

separated. The time frame in which Dan begins to fit himself, of a 

past, present, and future relative to Jane, takes the form of writing 

and its element of control: 

For days now he had been split internally if not outwardly, 
between a known past and an unknown future. That was where 
his disturbing feeling of not being his own master, of being a 
character in someone else's play, came from. The past wrote 
him. (542) 

That past, all around Dan and within him, that is both imagination and 

memory, that is both his own and a cultural memory, become a complex 

palimpsest of Dan's self-determination. His fear of the future, of 

not knowing what it holds, comes about because of the anxiety of 

influence he feels since he has no clear sense of himself. Now, 

ironically, as these issues become increasingly clear, Dan becomes 

increasingly aware of that lack of unity, that distance from any self, 

that he ineluctably feels. And since the greater part of his and 

Jane's life now is about feelings, this frustration becomes a major 

element in his self-formulations. His formulation for truth now is 

identity between "saying" and "feeling," ("Lies: not really saying 

what one feels" [542]), but now he cannot claim that Truth is the 

saying of that feeling. It is no longer so simple and schematic. He 

is aware of this gap of desire: 

He suddenly saw the proposed novel as a pipe dream, one more 
yearning for the impossible. 

The terror of that task: that making of a world, alone, 
unguided, now mocking, like some distant mountain peak, 
mediocrity in his dressing-gown. He could never do it. Never 
mind that what he felt was felt by all novelists, all artists, 
at the beginning of creation--that indeed not feeling the 
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could not do it. Above all he could not do it because his 
thoughts were metaphor;. (552) 
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The dream of the novel is in and of the order of the Imaginary--which 

can all be accomplished in what he calls the silence of other voices, 

i.e. in the realm of the written. Dan has perceived that all voices 

are other, and that the ecart between his feeling, such as it is, and 

his articulation, is unbridgeable. He may feel that truth lies in 

silence (558), not in the "other voices" he and Jane produce: all Dan 

hears now is "other voices" (559); he is finding it increasingly 

impossible to "read Jane," and when he finally does propose that they 

try to "live together" she is unwilling to entertain the idea. Dan is 

lost. For the following scenes, for nearly fifty pages, he wanders 

through his thoughts in nomadic fashion, with nothing to which he can 

tie his longing. The battle between feeling (love, now) and saying 

(his novel, their conversations, his thoughts) leaves him unrooted. 

But then the door in the wall does open. It is at once 

physical--the door in the hotel room at "the end of the world"--and 

metaphysical--the opening to a series of new understandings of 

feeling, selfhood, and articulation. But Dan's "retreats" and their 

voices are manifold. Jane's physicality itself provides Dan with his 

ultimate one. When Jane asks why he has confessed secret thoughts to 

her about their past relationship, he replies that he has done it to 

"try to regain what I once did feel for you. When I had a whole 

being" (604) • Tne reader has seen that Dan did not have a whole 

being: from the first moments of self-awareness Dan has been "lost," 

and yet the stories of his completeness sufficed; now they will not. 

But Dan's fiction of Jane's presence mandates that she provided him 
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with sense of wholeness he has now lost and can regain through her, 

the figure in whom writing and feeling, both as functions of desire, 

combine. 

Jane's "currency" is that Dan's novel treats her as a 1iason 

to a revitalized past that might exist outside the epos of which Dan 

is made. Jane has been for Dan the reifier, and at the same time the 

figure of power able to bestow life and to wrest it back. This is 

what he means by 'love.' Through the course of his re-acquaintance 

with Jane, despite all the discussions of feeling and of feeling's 

dialogue with saying, Dan permits himself no interpretive definition 

of his feelings for her. Gradually, through the course of their visit 

to Egypt, this retreat begins to alter and Jane begins to be restored 

to her former (covert) role: she is the symbol of nosta1gized ruins 

by which they are surrounded as they boat up the Nile and in Palmyra. 

This role defines Jane as being among the substantial relics by which 

Dan identifies himself, and as being the metonymic force through which 

he increasingly sees himself as needing and being unable to achieve 

self-completion. In both respects, of course, Jane is as much an 

artifact as those in stone around her. But Dan, so convinced by 

Jane's revivifying power, has had to learn this slowly--in order to 

pass beyond it. Gradually, the monuments of Egyptian antiquity have 

begun to darken until, at Abu Simbe1, Dan has reviled them as poor, 

empty imitations of substantiality, as hollow as he has been (and is 

no longer). Proceeding to the "end of the world" in Palmyra, Dan has 

finally begun to separate the monuments around him from those 

"inside," increasingly polarizing what come to be his two sorts of 

relics. 
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Then Jane capitulates, and shatters the distinction between 

physical and metaphysical retreat: she opens the door in the wall and 

comes to Dan's bed. Her action, we and Dan feel, should erase the 

troubling distinctions that have plagued Dan. Anthony's program 

should be complete. Feeling (love and sex, Eros and Agape) and saying 

(the novel, their chat, Dan's thoughts, all language) should no longer 

be the tendentious and romanticized halves of a potentially unified 

whole, or else they should remain so only insofar as both feeling and 

saying are themselves parts of saying. But this hope will not hold. 

In the damp hotel room in Palmyra, in their first love-making in 

twenty-five years, the distancing process is recapitulated: Jane 

becomes, first, a rejuvenating signifier: 

suddenly, in that first naked contact, there 
lost years, marriage, motherhood, but the 
body. He had an acute and poignant memory, 
of what it had been like, once • 
simplicity of it. (597) 

was no time, no 
original girl's 

re-experience, 
• the strange 

This is the feeling for which Dan always searches. The "simpliCity" 

lies not in the tactile but in the transcendence of time. This 

constitutive sense, however, will not do; the body is not the 

"original girl's body" at all. A page later: 

It did not take place as he had dreamed, did not reach 
that non-physical climax he wanted, fused melting of all 
further doubt. It came to him, immediately 
afterward, when he was still lying half across her, that 
the failure could have been put in terms of grammatical 
person. It had happened in the third, when he had craved the 
first and second. (599) 

Not only is Jane removed at this most intimate moment from second to 

third person; Dan himself suffers the same removal, not only in his 

reference to Jane's absence in language but in the frustration he 

feels with his own third person-ness. As rejuvenator, Jane bestows 
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life on Dan. For Dan, this life is purely literary. 

In his program to transcend this literization, to live a 

renewed life with Jane, Dan attempts to remove the veils of 

declaration from a hypothetical experience, to knock a hole in the 

wall of otherness Lacan tells us constitutes our discourse and from 

which we receive echoes of what seem to be ourselves and the reality 

of experience. But to constitute any sense of self is automatically 

to create and enter a dialectic with otherness. The novel 

incorporates this dilemma from the beginning, as Dan hears the 

telephone voice of his former wife Nell (she is indeed a knell), 

calling him back to England, to Oxford, to Jane, and to other Dans. 

Nell has always been a knell for Jane's advent. The chapter in which 

this first opening in the wall occurs, called "Games," which because 

of its purported energy and "innocence," is in present tense, 

ironically fictionalizes the very immediacy of experience Dan aims at 

and sets the stage for the openings in other walls that will follow, 

leading to the literal one Jane produces in Dan's hotel room: 

responding to that first phone call, Dan reported 

In his ear, distances. 
Then a voice; and unbelievably, as in a fiction, the 

door in the wall opens. (19) 

The door, in Dan's elaborate fiction, leads "back" to the stories he 

will tell; it is opened by Nell's report of Anthony's impending 

death, with its evocation of the death of Dan's marriage to Nell, and 

of Jane's youth and his; finally with the "primordial masochism," 

the death in language with which Dan struggles. Anthony's dying, in 

this respect as well as in the program Anthony himself lays out and 

which Dan is accomplishing in the scene in Palmyra (of revivifying 
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Jane), permits Dan to begin writing his novel. And again the 

agonistic confrontation of death and life occurs: in Anthony's 

suicide Dan has tried to see its inversion, a mnemonic reinvigoration 

in death. But this must be, according to the Dan who responds to 

Anthony then, beyond language. Dan has never discovered the reason 

for Anthony's suicide because this disclosure would cancel the veil 

between the dead Anthony, for whom all questions are answered, and the 

living Dan; cancelling the veil would cancel discourse. It is only 

in this ironic scene of re-integration that Dan's perception of 

Anthony's final gesture ripens into understanding. 

Dan wants his novel's language to be trans-subjective, but 

is always aware of the displacem~nt he undergoes in his own telling. 

He is aware that language is constitutive, but he is prevented by his 

own mode of self-analysis from reconciling himself to the fact that, 

like Seferis' poetic flame, language, and the reality he wants to make 

honest, are never at rest. His relationship with Jane, suspended as 

they themselves are away from time and self, in that dark hotel room, 

is still not working ~: they echo here the passage recorded in 

another context, earlier on: 

We are saved from breeding relationships we cannot feed; but 
we are also prevented from breeding those we need. All pasts 
shall be coeval, a backworld uniformly not present, relegated 
to the status of so many family snapshots. The mode of 
recollection usurps the reality of the recalled. Images are 
inherently fascistic because they overstamp the truth, however 
dim and blurred, of the real past experience; as if, faced 
with ruins, w~ must turn architects, not archeologists. The 
word is the most imprecise of signs. (87) 

Dan is caught between where he senses he is and where he wants to be 

in a discourse of desire that always reveals language's supplementary 

otherness, and that is schematized as being sense and sentence. He 
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knows that language is the most meaningful of signs and yet that its 

power lies in its imprecision, indeed that lIon1y a science-obsessed 

age could fail to comprehend that this,ll its imprecision, "is its 

great virtue, not its defect ll (87). Still, Dan constantly searches 

for that final, full word that will link the displaced, "truell past to 

the present and to a potential future. He writes not only to make 

others, 1es autres, but to partake of the otherness of language 

itself, l' Autre, with its infinite potential, and because he sees 

language as being not lIex nihi10, but out of pre-existent memory

stores and experience" (271), to which he ascribes the status of an 

ineffable reality which he cannot leave alone, and which through his 

manipulations he must displace. The writer is always "rearranging and 

inferring, even when he writes about what has never happened or even 

what will or can never happen" (271). His effort is to reorder the 

past toward some future verbe he can never find in a future/potential 

world of loss and mutability. The gratuitous nature of the self's 

self-creation in the other is that tel os is always deferred into a 

proj ected future; it is always a slipping into potentiality 

fabricated in a purely hypothetical time. 

For Dan (but not for the reader) the re-advent of Jane into 

Dan's life provides the rejuvenation of love that can catalyze 

creation. For us, serenely on the outside, this "love" is an 

acknowledgement of distance and of the gap between feeling and saying. 

The Herr Professor's admonition that in moments of transcendence one 

is no longer "painter nor self" but "painting," i. e. the "river 

between" where "we cannot live," is a transfer into writing. It is a 

vital manifestation of this distance that the scene of Dan and Jane's 
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decision to live and to make a life together is missing from Dan's 

novel about them. 

But Dan has one final confrontation in which to see the 

mirror of his displacement and his m~connaissance. In Daniel Martin 

the art-object transcends being gratuitous by subsuming, always at a 

distance, a sense of truth "beyond" it. Dan's most significant 

"othering" occurs in his making himself an obj et d' art. He does 

this, predictably, by finding the novel's last significant double in 

the silence of the voice emanating from the serene visage of a 

Rembrandt self-portrait. Dan has just concluded a shameless scene 

with Jenny in which he finishes with her; he needs the substantiation 

of an oracular voice. The chapter, appropriately entitled "Future 

Past," a declaration of the circularity time can have in self-

inscription, has begun with a circular paraphrastic (and oracular) 

inscription from Seferis: 

At the hour when one day ends and the next has not begun 
at the hour when time is suspended 
you must find the man who then and now, from the very beginning, 

ruled your body 
you must look for him so that someone else at least 
will find him, after you are dead. (615) 

The hour between days is also Gramsci's potential time of morbidity; 

and indeed for Dan a new time is beginning, a time of the novel. 

Having dispensed with Jenny, and waiting for the Oxford train, he 

visits a Hampstead art gallery and, in that condition of sensitivity 

Jane has (fictio.nally) restored to him, is "spoken to" by the 

portrait. Before this "sad, proud old man" with "the entire 

knowledge of his own genius and of the inadequacy of genius before 

human reality," like the gray bark of his distant beech tree, Dan 
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confronts, mirrored in Rembrandt's image, his own impaired self-

creation. The old man's face, "a date beneath a frame, a presentness 

beyond all time, fashion, language" (628), embodies Dan's desire, but 

he cannot reach beyond language to that presence. While Rembrandt can 

partake of the wholeness of silence, in Dan's formulation the 

difference of language separates him from it. The very sentence in 

which Dan declares this manifests the un-presence of his own self-

portrait, which the reader holds in his hand: looking at Rembrandt's 

portrait, Dan declares that 

It spoke very directly, said all he had never managed to say 
and would never manage to say--even though, with the 
abruptness of that dash, he hardly thought this before he saw 
himself saying the thought to the woman who would be waiting 
for him on the platform at Oxford that evening. (628) 

Dan is always suspended in that dash, the river between, the place 

where "no man can live, and which is therefore at peace." The corps 

morcele is always only suspended, never cancelled. It is written over 

with a wholeness that must finally confess its writtenness. The 

fragmented self, which is not a self at all but a series of fragments 

of a whole that has not and cannot pre-exist, exists, as Geoffrey 

Hartman declares, "in the verbal or symbolic" in contrast to "the 

nonverbal or imaginary" (92). Hartman is capitalizing on Derrida' s 

discussion of "un Rembrandt dechir~" in Glas, the "torn up Rembrandt" 

signature Jean Genet dismembers as a function of control over and 

comment on the name. Here the name that is torn up is not that of 

authority but of insight and inherent feeling. Dan ascribes to that 

face behind the paint a romanticized knowledge that he cannot have, 

being able to interpret the hieroglyph in terms of his own 

Weltanschauung. Dan turns the old man's eyes into a sentence, a 



window on a sense of the truth he lacks. 

The great picture seemed to denounce, almost to repel. Yet it 
lived, it was timeless, it spoke very directly, said all he 
had never managed to say and would never manage to say--even 
though, with the abruptness of that dash he had hardly thought 
this before he saw himself saying the thought to the woman who 
would be waiting for him on the platform at Oxford that 
evening. ( 628) 
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Dan's transition here between Rembrandt and Dan/Jane, which is purely 

grammatical, depicts the interpretive stance Dan will take of the 

portrait of his own life he is about to paint. Dan's own language 

becomes a self-conscious, self-referential, and awkward veil, "with 

the abruptness of that dash." This is one of Dan's most mimetic 

attempts to displace reality (here, paint) and words from their 

separate spheres. Yet, always aware of the metonymic nature of the 

art object he sees (and is writing as he sees), Dan can never go 

beyond his own frame, fashion, and language. 

His inability to pass beyond his own framework for himself 

and his concomitant inability to perceive these nets endures; Dan 

fights for that unity of feeling and saying he can never achieve but 

which he desires to the very end. Standing before the Rembrandt 

portrait, Dan feels again that sense of "vertigo" he has felt in Egypt 

and discussed with the Professor: in that sense of timelessness and 

suspension Dan feels Anthony's project come to fulfillment. Indeed 

Dan reveals himself as living out Anthony's romantic dream of 

revivification, not for Jane alone, but for Jane and Dan. Dan 

persists in seeing this vital impulse as a transcendence of saying, a 

sublimation into the real realm of feeling: it is, finally, "not a 

matter of skill, of knowledge, of intellect; of good luck or bad; but 

of choosing and learning to feel" (629). In his "marriage" with Jane 
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he has achieved an understanding of the synthesis he has longed for. 

Dan began at last to detect it behind the surface of 
the painting; behind the sternness lay the declaration of the 
one true marriage in the mind mankind is allowed, the ultimate 
citadel of humanism. No true compassion without will, no true 
will without compassion. (629) 

Dan has formed his own interpretation of the Dionysian fusion 

Nietzsche posits out of feeling and saying; and in perfect Nietzschean 

fashion, in the next two paragraphs (the novel's last two), we see 

that this fusion is a function of articulation, of the novel Dan has 

written and we have read. 

Within the context of that novel, Dan is trying to discover 

who, in his own monologue, is speaking, and to whom, but his answer is 

always lost in the echoes of voices that remain indistinct. The quest 

for origin, for a lost "authentic" self, depends for its inception, as 

we have seen, on a literary sense of original loss and Dan's 

acknowledged discovery of difference and displacement. Self-knowledge 

,-
has come to depend on meconnaissance: that fusion of will and 

compassion operates within the orbit of the novel Dan will write and 

has written. This is, and Dan shows that he realizes that it is, a 

reversal of the hoped-for discovery of unity. Dan's acknowledgement 

of his novel's otherness and of his own fragmentation occurs in a 

series of reversals in the very sentences in which they are declared, 

in Daniel Martin's final paragraph: 

That evening in Oxford, leaning beside Jane in her 
kitchen while she cooked supper for them, Dan told her with a 
suitable irony that at least he had found a last sentence for 
the novel he was never going to write. She laughed at such 
flagrant Irishry; which is perhaps why, in the end, and in the 
knowledge that Dan's novel can never be read, lies eternally 
in the future, his ill-concealed ghost has made that 
impossible last his own impossible first. (629) 
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Dan's play here with "last sentences," his own and his novels, turns 

Daniel Martin back on itself--articulates it, in that the last 

sentence he has found to conclude his novel does not conclude it. It 

is the novel's first sentence. The reader is thrown into the opening 

chapter again, here at the end, and the novel itself becomes a kind of 

coda attached to itself. This circularity of desire for a successful 

self-telling concludes itself in this real last sentence, that with 

which the novel actually concludes. 

This real last sentence, almost unreadably convoluted, a 

final mimesis and a suspension of the closure with which it occurs, 

becomes the point at which the novel can begin. The "ill-concealed 

ghost" that so arranges is Dan's "writing hand." Dan claims that his 

novel can never be read; it must be re-read. The "impossible last 

sentence" of the novel Dan does write, and which he has turned into 

the impossible first sentence of the novel we are holding, is "Whole 

sight; or all the rest is desolation" (3). Thus Dan lays out, at the 

beginning, that which we can only understand at the end: Dan's 

dilemma of self-realization orbits that other, deeper dilemma of 

impossible self-articulation. Dan's irony is that whole sight is 

itself a fiction. He exits from his own novel in a kind of whimsical 

dance around a self-imposed, Manichean proposition his impossible 

first sentence poses, whole sight or desolation, his whole sight 

having led to a desolation only mitigated by the energy of its irony 

and its inscription. 

His circuitous path through the labyrinth of his novel's 

language, a labyrinth he makes in that link of ending to beginning 

into a Moebius strip defiantly turning on itself, is a search for a 
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self he comes to realize not only cannot be reached, but which has not 

ever and cannot exist. Desire, for Dan, especially desire for some 

final static identity, is an obscure and obscuring object. The 

apparatus behind Dan's reading of himself, like that behind this 

reading of his novel, is always in the process of being effaced. 

"Frame, fashion, and language," provide for Dan and for Fowles at 

once a catalytic intensity and a thematic series of veils. Dan's 

final announcement of the impossible novel's genesis, a hope-filled 

declaration, must be decoded by the reader in its other form: as a 

comment on the impossible nature of Dan's quest. Dan is unable to 

say just who it is who speaks and writes. Finally, bemused, he turns 

the novel into its own imitation, a self-portrait of writing that is 

writing the written self. 

* * * 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

, 
CONSPICUOUS ABSENCE: TRACE AND POWER IN BECKETT'S DRAMA 

Beckett's sparsity of writing1 demonstrates, throughout his 

work, a deep sense of the ascetic, the eschatological, the 

reverential. The humor, the precision and the vagueness, the form, 

the mechanisms of syntax, Beckett's entire economy of presentation 

manifest as ascetic care that is both Heideggerian, as Lance Butler 

has pointed out (Sorge; care in the sense of self-discovering, the 

self-centered concern with bringing the whole self forth into the 

world, but without moral nor ethical overtones), and Nietzschean (care 

as concern and action). Indeed, this may not at first seem to concur 

with one's impression of Beckett. Lance Butler correctly says that 

"Beckett seems to be in violent revolt against the nature of this 

world" (151). This would hardly seem to engage the kind of care one 

confronts in these other writers. And yet Butler goes on to give us 

the key to Beckett's engagement: of Beckett's revolt, Butler says 

that "it is clearly not something political or psychological that he 

is revolting against. It is something ontological" (151). Beckett's 

works, he says, are "ontological parables." It is at the level of 

existence (or of being) itself that Beckett engages the world. 

1 In the following essay, Beckett's work wi1 be considered in 
translation unless the effect of his "original" French is desired 
over that of his "original" English; given that Beckett is his own 
translator, interpretation of his English is all the more justified. 
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Yet, typically, this seems paradoxical in light of the fact 

that the first and most abiding sense one has in reading or viewing 

Beckett's literature is a sense of absence. Whether it be the name of 

the unnamable, the rest of Winnie's body or Billie Whitelaw's face, or 

Godot himself, something is perennially absent. Not missing, not non

existent--absent. A truism of contemporary critical theory, indeed of 

contemporary culture in general, however, is that absence is itself 

dialectical, that to "introduce" absence is to "introduce" presence in 

a "play" that transcends both--thus are we all the sons of Hegel. It 

is a function of the bi-modality of modern thought: polarity and 

synthesis as structural ground. This polarity goes as far back as 

Plato--Nietzsche would say as far as Sophocles. The invocation of 

these names is significant for a treatment of Beckett: a playwright, 

Sophocles, and a philosopher, Plato: the meeting of drama and abstract 

conceptualization. 

But again, how does this apply to Samuel Beckett, who says 

that he is unaffected by philosophy, that he doesn't read it because 

he doesn't understand it. Anyone who has read "Whoroscope" or Lucky's 

monologue from (quaquaquaqua) Godot, or Lance Butler's book on 

Beckett's relation to Heidegger, Sartre, and Hegel, knows how much to 

trust this typical Beckettian self-assessment. The question as to 

whether Godot is a very long existential play or a very short 

metaphysical poem is the same one. Again the polarity, again the play 

of absence and· presence, the fundamental philosophical and 

eschatological interrogation. 

But with deconstruction this question takes a new turn, 

becomes a new tropos. Derrida's formulation of the trace, out of 
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Heidegger but within a Nietzschean genealogy, gives us a new way to 

look at the pervasive theme of the trace in Beckett. These, then, are 

the names I want to invoke: Nietzsche and Derrida. My contentions: 

--That a review of Derrida's trace and trace, in the context 

of the Nietzschean opening of writing, will provide a new and helpful 

perspective on Beckett 

--That that perspective will consist of an explanation, a 

placing, a locating of Beckett's ubiquitous absence 

--That this topology will demonstrate the basis for 

Beckett's power as dramatist, poet, thinker. 

The issue of presence and absence, and of the Derridean 

trace in Beckett is raised at every moment by and in the ascetic 

sparsity of Beckett's writing. comes through Derrida from Heidegger's 

Holzwege, in which Derrida reads that "the matinal trace (die friihe 

Spur) of difference effaces itself from the moment that presence 

appears as being-present. 

'* '* '* 
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CONSPICUOUS ABSENCE: TRACE AND POWER IN BECKETT'S DRAMA 

Throughout his work, from his plays to his novels to his 

poetry, Samuel Beckett is recognized as a manipulator of and 

commentator on absence. Whether it be Winnie's body, the rest of 

Billie Whitelaw's face, the younger Mr. Krapp, Godot himself, or the 

name of the unnamable, something is absent in Beckett. Not non

existent, not simply missing, but absent. Beckett criticism has 

focused on this absence and given it many groundings, ranging from 

cultural determiner (and Beckett as interpreter of a culture in which 

a thematics of absence is central), to absence as a sign of that 

favorite Beckett theme, failure, a psychological manifestation of 

man's "running down" and the entropy resultant from a (correct) 

perception of man's world. 

I want to re-examine this apparent absence in Beckett, and 

to provide this re-examination with an anchor, to use an appropriately 

Derridean image, in writing itself. I want to suggest that Beckett's 

writing has perceived that its power is in its play beyond, that is 

in the tension of energy between, conceptual rigidities such as 

"absence" and "presence"; further, I want to apply Derrida' s 

strategies of the trace or the trace to Beckett to show it (and his 

work) as a non-concept in which that play of absence and presence is 

the suspended threshold of meaning. 

To reach this trace in Beckett one must take an a-historical 

route. The concept of the trace, directly so-called, has its roots in 

Heidegger's discussion of Being and presence, but is only made 
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something of by Derrida in his critique of Heidegger's concept of the 

difference of Being, of which "trace" is a part. In Derrida's article 

"Differance" he investigates the Heideggerian co-ordinates of time and 

space in the concept of difference, introducing the trace by quoting 

this passage from Heidegger's "Anaximander Fragment" in Holzwege: 

"even the early trace (die friihe Spur) of the distinction [between the 

present and the presencing of Being] is obliterated when presencing 

appears as something present and finds itself in the position of 

being the highest being present" ("Diff~rance" 24). Although this 

passage, like many in Heidegger, sounds a great deal like Lucky, it 

marks Derrida's departure from Heidegger: for Heidegger the trace is 

a memory of difference, specifically between a distinctive moment and 

consciousness of that moment, which makes the being of the moment 

transcendent. The Heideggerian trace is a remnant, a nostalgic focus 

projecting its geist into a present in which it lingers like Shelley's 

fading coal; trace is a reminder of a past in which Dasein no longer 

speaks for itself but is covered over and lost, leaving only its 

trace, which is then itself lost and forgotten. And indeed, to 

further an argument in Lance Butler's book Samuel Beckett and the --
Meaning of Being, the trace presents one with an "ontological parable" 

in which language acts as the medium of presence, but in which Being 

is present only as a trace. In Heidegger, unlike Derrida and Beckett, 

the nostalgia indigenous to the trace pacifies the r.evo1t against the 

conundra of being (lower case) and of Dasein. For Heidegger, language 

is "Being [upper case] speaking," but Being is never spoken by 

language, only by its imminence. 

This is Derrida's point of departure, and the place at which 
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he, under the influence here of Nietzsche, and Beckett reach the 

Godot-esque carrefour, the crossroads at which the trace undergoes a 

radical turn from its Heideggerian origin. Derrida is influenced by 

Nietzsche's concept of force and its application to written language 

in a way Heidegger is not; for Derrida, the trace 

n'etant pas une pr~sence mais Ie simulacre d'une presence qui 
se disloque, se deplace, se renvoie, n'a proprement pas lieu, 
I' effacement appartient A sa structure. Le paradoxe 
d'une telle structure, c'est, dans Ie langage de la 
metaphysique, cette inversion du concept metaphysique qui 
produit l'effet suivant: Ie present devient Ie signe du 
signe, la trace de la trace. 

[not a presence but the simulacrum of a presence that 
dislocates itself, displaces itself, refers itself, it 
properly has no site--erasure belongs to its structure. • • • 
The paradox of such a structure, in the language of 
metaphysics, is an inversion of metaphysical concepts, which 
produces the following effect: the present becomes the sign 
of the sign, the trace of the trace.] (25) 

The so-called present, in the realm of the Derridean trace, is itself 

substantiated only in its inscription: it is the mark of a cipher. 

The acknowledgement of the trace, like that of a particle in a cloud-

chamber or a particle accelerator, infuses writing not with absence 

but with the force of action. The action of writing, for Derrida, 

sublimates but cancels the present, as it does the past and the 

future; indeed, the Derridean trace operates outside of time and can 

never be appropriated into any Heideggerian "as such." The 

"differance" of the trace has no essence and is a-conceptual. It is a 

strategy. 

Writing's employment of time and place, like its ability to 

seem to "contain" the empty boxes we call "names," are dramatically 

secondary sub-strategies. This describes Beckett's separation of 

words and things and his mirage of absence. As though he is echoing 



Beckett, Derrida says of the trace that 

cet innommable n'est pas un etre ineffable done aucun nom ne 
pourrait s'approcher. • • • Cet innommable [the trace] est Ie 
jeu qui fait qu'il y a des ~ffets nominaux, des structures 
relativement unitaires ou atomiques qu'on appelle noms. 

[this unnamable is not an ineffable Being which no name 
could approach.... This unnamable [the trace] is the 
play which makes possible nominal effects, the relatively 
unitary and atomic structures that are called names.] 
("Differance" 28) 
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It is in writing, in the activity of systems and ciphers, that trace 

enters into play. Thus Derrida puts the trace outside of space and 

time, and outside the nominal, declaring it to be the force "behind," 

as Joyce would say, the seeming oppositions of chance and necessity, 

abstraction and concretion, essence and experience. But this is not 

Hegelian synthesis nor Heideggerian co-option; no longer is trace the 

remnant and sign of loss; it has undergone, in Derrida, through an un-

Heideggerian re-reading of Nietzsche, a radical shift from the 

experience of Dasein. Suddenly, trace is linked not to Being nor to 

Dasein but to textuality. All sign systems, according to Derrida, 

operate on the basis of intratextual forces of transference and 

difference such that 

aucun element ne peut fonctionner comme signe sans renvoyer a 
un autre element qui lui-meme n' est pas simplement present. 
Cet enchalnement fait que chaque '~lement' ••• se constitue 
a partir de la trace en lui des aut res elements de la chaine 
ou du systeme. Cet encha1nement, ce tissu, est Ie texte 
• • • • Rien, ni dans les elements ni dans Ie syst~me, n'est 
nulle part ni jamais simplement present ou absent. 

[no element can function as a sign without referring to 
another element which itself is not simply present. This 
interweaving results in each "element" ••• being constituted 
on the basis of the trace within it of the other elements in 
the chain or system. This interweaving, this textile, is the 
~. • •• Nothing, neither among the elements nor within 
the system, is anywhere ever simply present or absent. There 



are only, everywhere, differences and traces of traces.] 
(Positions 26) 
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On the grid established by Derrida and wi thin which Beckett's texts 

occur, writing is a compendium of vectors, forces that operate beyond 

the horizon of presence/absence, that produce the enabling mirage of 

presence and absence but that achieve their power through the 

distancing and deferring of writing, of the trace, itself, 

undisguised. 

What is taking place, then, in the positing of the trace, to 

which Derrida sometimes refers as 1a trace, the sign, the mark, the 

trace--or, as we shall see, ~ seui1, the threshold, and sometimes as 

~ trace, the lay-out, the tracing, that which is traced--what is 

taking place in the trace is not the creation of the sign of a 

concealed presence, as it is in Heidegger, nor is it a sign of 

absence, loss, or darkness. The trace is rather, again, a force, an 

inscription of power in writing itself: the trace permits the 

potential for meaning while never permitting meaning to come to rest; 

it is an active force in the written text, a metaphoric force, a force 

of cross-reference and lateral exchange, of linearity, of association 

with context, of order, and of disruption. It is the antidote for the 

great trap of what Nietzsche calls "metaphysical comfort," permitting 

Nietzsche to declare that the artist who understands this power "will 

not submit to the tyranny of actuality." Derrida's formulation makes 

1e trace into the disruption of metaphysical tradition and its remedy; 

he calls it the pharmakon. 

Three significant applications of the Derridean/Nietzschean 

trace are at work in Beckett. These are: 



1) Trace and the nature of action 

2) Trace and meaning in the text 

3) Trace and the power of distance, what I will here call the 

etrangete of the text 

* * * 

1. Trace and action 
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Confronted by Murphy in his chair, Hamm in his wheel-chair, 

Winnie in her heap, and myriad other images in Beckett, the reader or 

viewer becomes aware of Beckett's provocative dialogue with action. 

Action is always a problem (see Aristotle's Poetics), being both 

profound and mundane, a function of metaphysics and blocking. The 

question as to whether Gogo's "action" at the opening of Godot is the 

removal of a boot or a manifestation of the human dilemma of desire 

and unfulfillment remains in dispute. But the advent of the trace 

gives us another way to see action--particularly dramatic action, and 

particularly in Beckett: action for Beckett is a performance of the 

trace, which as the force of difference is not and can never be merely 

an imitation; therefore, Beckettian action is always a confession of 

the ~substantiality of action. The trace is a performance of action 

in the theatrical sense of Darstellung, a representation and a making 

present, Beckett's bringing forward of physical action as an emblem of 

the absent grounding action seems to signify. This is not action in 

the Aristotelian sense, the "action" of the drama as the significant 

act out of which physical and metaphysical interaction create conflict 

and drama, but an acknowledgement--again, a performance--of the 
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divorce of action from meaning. Scene: Gogo sits on the ground 

trying to remove his boot. After several attempts, he mutters "rien ! 
faire," "nothing to be done." This is itself a parable of the trace 

and the nature of action, since that which is "to be done," is 

"nothing." The tension in the line itself, delivered as a throw-away 

to set up Didi' s ensuing misinterpretation, is that of writing's 

action (the text of Godot, like the tightrope of Nietzsche's 

Zarathustra) stretched across the void of that initial rien 'nothing.' 

Of course, Gogo is doing something, but the words and the purported 

(and aborted) action are worlds apart, the words more 'substantial' 

than Gogo's non-action. Enter Vladimir, unable to enact the simple 

movement of walking across the stage (he advances, Beckett says, with 

"short, stiff strides, legs wide apart"). Vladimir responds to Gogo's 

words at another plane: Gogo: "rien a faire"?--Didi: "I'm beginning 

to come round to that opinion." But neither Gogo nor Didi can 'win' 

here: the words are no less unsubstantial than the mundanity of 

Gogo's actions. And Didi' s unwitting nonsequitur is not really a 

nonsequitur at all. On one level, this first engagement between them 

is not boots but existential stasis, the "nothing to be done" 

signifying to Didi a condition in the world rather than Gogo's aching 

feet. On the other hand, it is Gogo who does not understand Didi's 

response, that Didi is thinking of both existential (physical and 

metaphysical) stasis and essential stasis (bowel problems). The 

subject is missing in either direction, at either level. This makes 

the exchange funny, in the sense that Beckett is funny. Both Gogo and 

Didi present themselves as thinkers and doers in their austere, 

ascetic world, but conclude by engaging in a Nietzschean comedy, as 
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Alexander Nehamas defines it, as the "effort to reveal the inner 

contradictions and deceptions of asceticism, to denounce it, and yet 

not produce a view that itself 

contradictions and deceptions" (133). 

unwittingly repeats the same 

This comedy is sometimes funny, 

but always fraught with revelatory tension. Indeed, in this moment, 

at the opening of Godot, Didi goes on deafly and blindly to say that 

he has tried to alter his interpretation of being in the world, of 

Dasein, but has not found grounds for doing so. Beckett expects us to 

come along with him: Vladimir's meprise, taking Gogo's cliche about 

aborted action for an abstract declaration of angst, echoes throughout 

the play and the plays that follow. 

This mistake, which is also a meconnaissance, a 

misunderstanding, is a function of difference, as a layering of 

significance, what Derrida calls "the active, moving discord of 

different forces, and of differences of forces" ("Differance" 18) set 

up first, according to Derrida, by Nietzsche "against the entire 

system of metaphysical grammar," and clearly at work in Beckett, for 

whom stage action is a residuum of the action of, and in, the text 

that "produces" it. This is most clearly visible in Beckett's theatre 

and television pieces. In "Not I," the text stipulates four 

"movements," the only actions in the play, which consist of the 

raising and lowering of the arms of the sexless, silent "auditor," "in 

a gesture of helpless compassion." "Ghost Trio" shows this tracing of 

action even more clearly: its three sections are named "pre-action," 

"action," and "reaction," but the only significant action is given to 

the television camera. "Footfalls" is a piece of choreography in 

which walking and speaking cannot occur simultaneously. And "Act 
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Wi thou t Words" direct ly, so to speak, asks the question of the 

validity of action by instilling each action with heavy gestural 

symbolism, hut here everything is either highly significant or utterly 

meaningless: the choices invalidate choice. Beckett's characters are 

alienated from any insight into how to go about understanding 

textuality ~ action; as Ross Chambers says, "Beckett's characters do 

not struggle with language; Beckett's language struggles with 

characters" (166). 

2. Trace and Meaning 

The trace of action on the stage or in narrative sets up the 

conditions for meaning. This means that meaning is what Nietzsche 

calls the "mobile army of metaphors" of which texts are made. The 

trace is the threshold of meaning, the membrane between text and 

interpretation, what Derrida (quoting Mallarme) calls the "hymen." 

As such, ~ trace does not partake of meaning-as-being but of 

theatricality~ the returning of theatre, as in Artaud, to Nietzsche's 

"danger of becoming." Meaning, then, is what Hesla calls "the final 

idol which the poet and the critic in their human weakness are tempted 

to fall down and worship," "the last literary absolute" (227). The 

dilemma of Beckett's drama is that his characters want this absolute 

and cannot have it. 

arbitrariness of order. 

They try to find order, but find the 

Since we have seen that for Beckett all 

action is in fact disorder, the play itself is quintessential disorder 

and disjuncture, in which characters do not have control over their 

bodies, their minds, their hats, nor their words. Nor, indeed, their 

meaning. Theatre here, cruel theatre, is a ritual of questioning the 
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ritual of meaning. Meaning here is not message; for Beckett, the 

meaning is the insoluble problem of delivering messages. Beckett's 

messengers invariably have no intelligence; they are the parodies of 

the "off-stage voice" Beckett mocks. No matter how close Beckett's 

characters try to get to what Lance Butler has called "the experience 

of being," they find that gesture and word, as uttered in the dramatic 

context, do not compose meaningful action but perform a questioning of 

meaning. My point is that this questioning, this absence, is relative 

to the convention of heart-fel t human meaning posited in the voice 

with which Beckett speaks in "Cascando" when he derides 

the churn of words in the heart again 
love love love thud of the old plunger 
pestling the unalterable 
whey of words. 

The play of order and disorder, of the desire for human validity where 

it is not available, wrought by Beckett into the beautiful image of 

the "heart's" "pestling" of the "whey of words," an intentionally 

mixed metaphor, since whey cannot be powdered and therefore not 

pestled, shows the power of the trace: the image in the metaphor 

cannot contain a meaning that is inevitably added on as supplemental 

baggage. The human condition is one in which one constantly attempts 

the impossible with words: tries to make them be what they will not 

be and do what they will not do, simultaneously constructing with them 

the images out of which they seem to circulate within a system of 

concerted meaning •. 

But meaning is precisely what Beckett's words perpetually 

leave out; the more theatrically heightened and idealized human 

experience becomes, the stronger and more obvious this estrangement 
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becomes. In "Catastrophe," when the protagonist finally lifts his 

face to the audience, at the end, the running tape of a "distant storm 

of applause" falters and dies (300-301): again and again Beckett 

shows that desire for meaning in human consciousness, where it is not. 

Beckett, like Artaud, protests against what Derrida calls "Ie l~ttre 

mort qui s' absent loin d 'haleine et chair [the dead letter which 

absents itself far from breath and flesh]" (Writing and Difference 

187) but at the same time acknowledges that theatre, the perfect 

fleshly place for this revolt, is itself the imitation of writing, so 

that the so-called "center" is not experience but what Derrida calls 

"Ie puits innommable sans fond dont Ie signe du centre etait ••• Ie 

centre comme Ie signe d' un trou que Ie livre a essaye remplir [the 

unnamable bottomless well whose sign the center was. • • the 

center as the sign of a hole that the book attempted to fill]" 

(Derrida, Writing and Difference 297). Thus Derrida states Beckett's 

program from the other side, that of the voice of plenitude relative 

to which Martin Esslin develops his concept of Beckett's absurdity. 

In Beckett's plays, that plenitude is cancelled. On Krapp's last 

tape, for example, it is precisely the moment of meaning that is 

denied: 

~lat I saw then was this, that the belief I had been 
going on all my life, namely--(KRAPP switches off impatiently, 
winds tape forward, switches ~ again)" (60). 

This occurs over and over, that threshold of meaning that remains 

looped within the text. 

This self-referentiality is clear in Lucky's monologue and 

in Hamm's final soliloquy, as he retreats behind the virgin page 

itself, the unfolded white handkerchief that is mask, veil, and 
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infinite latency. Hamm speaks to the mask, a kind of last voice of 

meaning in a place where the meaning of voice, its substantiality, is 

denied. Indeed, in Beckett, voice is denial and absence of meaning 

beyond the text, just as action is denial and absence of order. 

3. Trace and ~ Power of Distance, the 1i:trangete of the Text. 

Beckett derives his power precisely from the questioning of 

action and meaning's validity in the text, and the gap or aporia that 

opens through the etiolation of spirit and person. The threshold 

Beckett is always inviting the reader/viewer/listener to cross with 

his text is that at which, as Butler says, one has come to "the end of 

the normal world, the end of surface realities" (163). This is a 

world of etranget~. The implication here, however, that therefore 

Beckett presents an alternative reality, is misleading. Beckett's 

reality is like Borges' imaginary realities: the cosmos of Beckett's 

text is a combination of Einstein and Heraclitus: "all is flux, [and] 

the only principle of consistency is that all possibilities are 

possible" (Dearlove 28). His is a world not of a dialectic with 

reality, but with the estrangement from reality ~ all. This kind of 

opening can only occur in a text dissociated from the presence of 

voice, not the world of what Ross Chambers calls "Beckett's 

dimensionless interiority" (153) but of the distance and difference of 

the order of the written which, being metaphoric and not corporeal, 

can only to be "encoded" in that corporeal world as part of the 

teleological "re-invigoration" of reading or watching. 

Text for Beckett is the ultimate solipsism of print, the 

indifference of type, and the dramatic tension of the page, without 
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reference to any reality outside the formulations that give experience 

order, and with the barest skeletal references to the dark, liquid, 

latent imagery of some experiential well posterior and subordinate to 

the written one. For Beckett, the idea of "meaningful reality" is 

itself apocryphal, in that reality consists of the constant abrogation 

and subversion of meaning. Indeed, existence itself is called into 

question in Beckett's textualizations: no longer will existence 

conveniently or conventionally link itself with an extra-textual world 

of experience the essence of which is its imitation in language. The 

entire concept of "external reality" is ironized by Beckett, and the 

additive of "meaning" to that chimerical context makes it the more 

fantastic. Reality becomes, in the Beckettian text, the index of the 

merely possible, the hypothetical, the imagined--but the imagined that 

bears no necessary connection to conventional reality, perceived as a 

transcription of experience or of fact. Beckett is always at the edge 

of a definition of reality; Ross Chambers calls attention to that 

"threshold"--as he too calls it, and names it "that region of being 

where existence and essence, nonself and self, time and timelessness 

endlessly co-exist, in the strange, ambiguous, inescapable half-world 

of semi-exile" (168). But Chambers stops short of Beckett's 

brinksmanship. One could go further: the threshold, that brink, edge, 

or fold from which the text derives its power, like Derrida' sand 

Mallarme's "hymen," is writing itself, g trace, grammatology's 

-etrangete. Beckett's writing is always an allegory of writing, a 

positing in text itself of that which cannot be written and which must 

be written about just because it is lost in or absent from writing. 

The astonishing thing about this u-topos is that it is so 
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joyful and (which is different) so humorous. Beckett is amused by the 

cusp on which human consciousness hovers, the precipice on which it 

totters. He has been educated by the Nietzschean joy of insecurity. 

Our response to Beckett, that we can never be sure whether what we are 

getting from him is comic or sad, whether it is potentially ~ of 

meaning or utterly devoid of it--or more worrying, that what is sad 

now will be comic in an instant and what is devoid of meaning ~ will 

be significant, this response is produced by a Zarathustran jester who 

is ready to overleap us at any moment. Beckett plays on our 

convergent need to predict, to construct our individual and cultural 

identities out of a continuity of moments connected by a seemingly 

consistent consciousness, but then proceeds to operate outside this 

framework himself, to play with it as a cat does with a bug. If we 

are about to signify something, we never do, it seems, and the play of 

that possibility (the implications of its elation and its horror) form 

a comedic context that crosses generic lines just as it cancels 

predictability. This is the nature of Beckett's itrangeti. He 

reserves for himself, or rather for "himself," the position of 

authority from which these questions of authority emanate, then 

obscures, mocks, and inverts the questions. Beckett's writing might 

say, as Estragon does, "either I forget immediately or I never forget" 

(39). Beckett ~ s writing creates the illusion that it itself speaks, 

from its own place. In Company, this "place" of writing, formulated 

in an ephemeral first person, asks the appropriate Nietzschean 

question: 

And whose voice is asking this? Who asks, Whose 
voice is asking this? And answers, His soever who devises it 
all. In the same dark as his creature or in another. For 



company. Who asks in the end, Who asks? And in the end 
answers as above? And adds long after to himself, Unless 
another still. Nowhere to be found. Nowhere to be sought. 
The unthinkable last of all. Unnamab1e. Last person. I. 
Quick leave him. (24) 
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The oscillation between first and third person, calling the nature of 

the "bio-graphica1" exercise into question, is itself conflated with 

that other, capitalized Third Person, who is also subsumed into the 

writing hand. But that revered third person is not the god of 

Christian tradition, however Biblical its formulation might at first 

look, since in context that "His soever who devises it all" clearly 

can refer to the bio-graphica1 hand itself, to the writer. To further 

complicate this text, the quoted passage is uncharacteristic. These 

first-person echoes, here of Nietzsche's last ~, the etiolated 

perceiver of his species' failure to triumph over failure, reiterating 

the fundamental psychic question, "who asks?," occur in Company as 

part of a text written overall in that other perfect Beckettian voice: 

second person. Always combatting aloneness, the narrator creates the 

false voice of the interlocutor, the listener, !!2. if there were a 

second person. Mocking this most human of possibilities, however, 

Beckett holds out the normal and then withdraws it: in the text, no 

relationship to reality occurs in second person, since the listener is 

"hidden" in the text, unidentified. The only conceivable "company" is 

pre-existent in the articulation itself. The writing hand is 

responsible for, encompasses, and creates all writing/voices. 

Encapsulated in his dramatic world of tensions is Beckett's 

"ruthless criticism of experience" (Mayoux 78). Since in this world 

of over- and under-determined observation, in which the relativizing 

of value never can be permitted to normalize itself, experience first 
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posits itself as an "it" and then cancels that existence, its only 

solution is to claim that the "thingness" of experience is a function 

of the senses of it one accrues from the forces capable of shaping it. 

And since, as Deleuze points out in his long discussion of the nature 

of the will to power as force, those tensions are uncountable (4), 

even to try to establish a solid relationship between thing and force 

is to mock the notion of essence. Estragon' s claim that "we always 

find something, eh Didi, to give us the impression we exist" (44), is 

echoed at every level of Beckett's text. Experience must be seen as a 

series of vectors whose additive accumulation achieves a weight of 

what we refer to as meaning. The Deleuzian centrality of force 

derives from Derrida, for whom 

Ie distinction entre force et sens est derive en relation a un 
archi-trace; c' est aux metaphysiques de la conscience et du 
pr€!sence, ou plutat du pr~sence dans Ie mot, dans la 
hallucination d'un langage d~termin~ sur la base du mot ou de 
la r€!pr~sentation verbale. Le metaphysique dela precon
science, Freud dirait • • • 

[the distinction between force and meaning is derivative in 
relation to an archi-trace; it belongs to the metaphysics of 
consciousness and of presence, or rather of presence in the 
word, in the hallucination of a language determined on the 
basis of the word or of verbal representation. The 
metaphysics of preconsciousness, Freud might say. • ] 
(Writing and Difference 213) 

But the "metaphysics of preconsciousness" relates to the world of 

experience in a very problematic way, as we see over and over in 

Beckett. The notion of the "archi-trace," the apochryphal stasis of 

trace and the origin of a relationship between force and meaning, is 

seen in Derrida and in Beckett as an original differentiation, a kind 

of absence which is not necessarily a loss. The report at the 

conclusion of Molloy demonstrates the non-referentiality of experience 



in terms of its power to create a simulated experiential world: 

• • • in the end I understood this language. I 
understood it, I understood it, all wrong perhaps. That is 
not what matters. It told me to write the report [that we 
have been reading as Molloy]. Does this mean I am freer now 
than I was? I do not know. I shall learn. Then I went back 
into the house and wrote, It is midnight. The rain is beating 
on the window. It was not midnight. It was not raining. 
(176) 
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What matters is that the voice of the "report" of the "novel," which 

again here writes itself, has been "told to write" and that "it" 

proceeded to produce a series of untruths that pass for experience. 

Since events cannot be verified, we are left with Beckett's 

formulation that "where we have both dark and light, we have also the 

inexplicable. The keyword in my plays is 'perhaps'" (Hesla 230). The 

desire to believe in a transcendent reality or even a transcendent 

power, or even in the transcendence of writing itself, is always 

powerful in Beckett, but can be exercised only as a question. This is 

the distance of etranget€. 

Two of Beckett's works best demonstrate this €trangete of 

writing. The first and most obvious is Waiting for Godot, written in 

French, according to Martin Esslin, "parce qu' en fran~ais c' est plus 

facile d'ecrire sans style" (8). Beckett has corroborated this, 

declaring that in French he is "anonymous," a "tool-user," which 

allows the play to be more "purely written." The dramatic form, which 

denies generic delineation, consisting of repetition and pause, is 

nonetheless what Foucre calls "the opposite of an anti-theatre, since 

there is no other reality than the gestures that make it up, the words 

said on the scene itself" (51). And if Beckett is writing here the 

opposite of anti-theatre, does that mean he in writing theatre--
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itself? Anti-anti-theatre? How far do these designations hold; or 

rather,. how far out along the vectors of designation must one go to 

come to the beginning of meaning in Waiting for Godot? 

Of the dramatis personae one confronts in Waiting for Godot, 

Lucky stands at the crossroads of the themes of absence and language-

power. Lucky, the encapsulation of the possibility of all 

possibilities, is the embodiment of Heraclitan chance, the plenitude 

of change that lies behind all seemingly predictable order; he is, 

therefore, the ironic embodiment of pure~: his famous monologue 

is memorized and forgotten simultaneously, not because it is receding 

into the impossible, Romantic obscurity of the interior, but because 

it is "emerging," in Joycean fashion (as in "Oxen of the Sun," or 

throughout Finnegans Wake), a protean energy that belies Pozzo' s 

assertion of Lucky's "falling off." Lucky is a dramatic emblem of the 

emergent text. In the French version of Godot, much more engaged in 

the play of etrangete than its English translation in which Beckett 

slips back into the "voice of the music-hall," Lucky's speech is 

presented on the page as a learned treatise with marginalia, further 

mocking the scope of human interiority: the text is self-sufficient, 

not even, in a sense, needing Lucky to deliver it (indeed he delivers 

only a fragment). The conclusion of his speech, which gives the 

impression of being overfull of meaning but through which he fights 

his way as if caught in the actor's nightmare of being on stage 

without a clear sense of purpose and, more importantly, without lines, 

is an index of desire, alienation--~trangete--the threshold, and 

because of Beckett's own self-alienation into French and then back 

into his own English I want to quote both: 



.la t~te la t~te la tete en Normandie malgr6 Ie tennis 
labeurs abandonnes inacheves plus grave les pierres bref je 
reprends helhs helas abandonnes inacheves la t~te la t~te en 
Normandie malgre Ie tennis la tete he1as les pierres Conard 
Cona rd (Me 1 ee. Lucky pous se encore que 1 q ues 
vociferations.) Tennis! ••• Si calmes! ••• Conard! ••• 
Inacheves! 

• • • the skull the skull the skull in Connemara in spite of 
the tennis the labors abandoned left unfinished graver still 
abode of stones in a word I resume alas alas abandoned 
unfinished the skull the skull in Connemara in spite of the 
tennis the skull alas the stones Cunard (melee, final 
vociferations) tennis. • • the stones. • • so calm. • • 
Cunard • • • unfinished • • • 
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For Beckett the concluding word, in any language, is always 

"unfinished"; the listener sees Lucky as emerging through and engaging 

in a fragmented and never-ending recollection, trying to connect with 

a world (and a speech) he has known and lost, which was present and is 

not absent except in this trace. Phrases of a pregnant richness with 

which the speech is seasoned, seemingly remnants of a significant 

other speech which lies behind this one, phrases such as "the labors 

abandoned left unfinished," "abode of stones," and "alas alas 

abandoned unfinished," are locked in an invisible but logical 

relationship with others of a quite different nature, phrases such as 

"in spite of the tennis." This relationship is at once, once again, 

comic and serious. It mocks the oracular nature of natural genius 

Lucky seems to possess when he speaks, and still permits the 

reader/listener to codify Lucky in that guise: he ~ scintillating in 

the sharpness of his phrases, and he does have a seeming gift for 

connections that l'ies beyond the normal. He is not like us and yet he 

seems to mirror us. Like us, his phrases soar and then thud, but 

unlike the "us" we imagine ourselves to be, Lucky's speech is always 

at the precipice of dis-association (and dissociation). He finds 
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(rediscovers?) words that suggest a deep but always hidden meaning, 

and follows them with words that are clearly gibberish--or does tennis 

somehow invite a significant interpretation here, if only we knew the 

rest of the speech? Thus does Beckett engage the Idealist tradition, 

from the Platonic dilemma of insight and knowledge to the Heideggerian 

one in "On the Origin of the Work of Art," of truth's being 'untruth 

insofar as there belongs to it the reservoir of the not-yet-revea1ed, 

the un-uncovered in the sense of concealment" (180). Lucky allows us 

to glimpse these possibilities, and then he is forced back into the 

world of his masters. His subjugation is accomplished by the 

restoration of his "lid," the bowler of convention and metaphysical 

presence. Hat restored, Lucky stops. In terms of conventional, 

"realistic" logic, and in terms of a normative world of experience, 

Lucky's speech is indeed, as Pozzo suggests, a winding down, but it is 

also pure trace. 

The paradigmatic text of Beckettian estrangement, however, 

is The Unnamab1e, the text of the grammato1ogical moment. It is the 

musing of text i tse1f--the world's most self-reflexive text. 

Constantly denying its own textua1ity in a mockery of the presence of 

voice, it dares to imitate (and therefore mock) the Nietzschean

Joycean-Derridean creator, the voice not in but of the text. As we 

have seen, this is the voice, as it were, of the center where the 

question is displaced. In The Unnamable the trace is revealed as the 

outpouring of the'ecart, the gap of what Tom Conley discusses in his 

essay "A Trace of Style" as not merely an inversion of letters in an 

alphabet, a pun to amuse, but an interaction of language and chance, 

of meaning and frc~dom-from-meaning that leads to the anxiety, what 
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Conley calls the "verbal apprehension" (80) so prominent in Beckett's-

-and Derrida's--writing. Conley points out how this word-play is in 

fact the opposite of the facile exercise it seems at first to be: it 

demonstrates the slippage inherent in and endemic to any text, which 

must not be overlooked, but which cannot be relied on for meaning. 

The Unnamab1e is the text of the trace--the unnamable. The easy power 

of the voice "in" the text is fluent, trustworthy, and absent. It 

establishes its authority as it denies its fleshly metaphoricity; it 

becomes more authoritative as it denies Beckett: 

To hell with silence, I'll say what I am, so as not to have 
been born for nothing, I'll fix their jargon for them, then 
any old thing, no matter what, whatever they want, with a 
will, till time is done. • •• First I'll say what I'm not, 
that's how they taught me to proceed, then what I am, it's 
already under way. I have only to resume at the point where I 
let myself be cowed. I am neither, I needn't say, Murphy, nor 
Watt, nor Mercier, nor--no, I can't even bring myself to name 
them, nor any of the others whose very names I forget, who 
told me I was they, who I must have tried to be, under duress, 
or through fear, or to· avoid acknowledging me, not the 
slightest connexion. I never desired, never sought, never 
suffered, never partook in any of that, never know what it was 
to have, things, adversaries, mind, senses. (325-26) 

Again that play of opposing phrases, some substantial and some 

flippant, almost slap-stick, indicate those poles of writing in which 

voice resides. "I'll say what I am," says the voice, "I'll fix their 

jargon for them." But then it turns to denial, to ~tranget~: "I'll 

say what I'm not." What the voice is not is substantial character--

certainly not those Beckett has created in his previous works, which 

are listed, then personified ("others whose very names I forget, who 

told me I was they, who I must have tried to be, under duress"), then 

denied. We have seen that this voice, in its various guises, cannot 

be "trusted" in a conventional way--which is certainly not to say that 
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the voice is that of Beckett himself "lying," but it is equally not to 

say that any sense of conventional identity resides in such a voice. 

This radical declaration, an auto--biography in the sense 

that the writing hand writes itself, must because of the nature of the 

distance of writing/telling itself, conclude for Beckett at the 

threshold, which he calls "the door." This door is the fold at which 

trace must always dialectically divide itself, as Nietzsche saw. It 

is a turning aside from the directness of voice, a concealing and an 

opening at once, the perfect metaphor and the mundane, the symbol and 

the tool. For Beckett, as for the Nietzsche of Zarathustra, self-

inscription is worse than over-simplification, it is an invitation to 

the rigidity of that death-in-life, self-iconization, the eschatology 

of the archi-trace. Biography removes the bios. For Beckett, self-

telling is self-denial, and so the text itself, denying itself, tells 

of its power. On its last page, ~ Unnamable asks 

what's a door doing here, it's the last words, the true last, 
or it's the murmurs ••• a dream silence, full of murmurs~ I 
don't know, that's all words, never wake, all words, there's 
nothing else, you must go on ••• as long as there are any, 
until they find me, until they say me, strange pain, strange 
sin • • • per-haps they have carried me to the threshold of my 
story, before the door that opens on my story ••• it will be 
1. (414) 

In this simulation of a reality that extends into the physical world, 

the text of the unnamable gives an image (and a metaphor) to the power 

of etrangete, and immediately cancels it again. The door is "the last 

words, the true last," opening onto the vista of a phenomenal world 

that always constitutes itself of "murmurs." In that "dream silence" 

which is not a silence but "full of murmurs" the only imperative is to 

follow the murmurs, to constitute the text, which can never be ended 
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and, by extension, never begun. When the door is perceived, the trace 

of power, one must, indeed, "go on. • • as long as there are any, 

until they find me, until they say me." Because this distance is the 

power of the text and at the same time an acknowledgement of the 

impossibility of that power outside the metaphor, it is a "strange 

pain," and because it brings the voice back to a world in which 

disconnection, chaos, and estrangement are causes not of strength but 

of guilt, it is indeed "strange sin." Beckett then transposes his 

posi tion wi thin the metaphor of the space before the door: "they" 

have carried him to the threshold of "my story," which has comprised 

these words--he has not carried the words--and yet when he is at the 

threshold of that narrative opening, Beckett qualifies this 

localization: "before the door that opens on my story"--the story is 

still beyond the door, the fold of the narrative, the unfolding of the 

writing. He then comes full circle to the displacement that must 

always enshroud the narrator: "it will be 1." That future tense, 

and the use of the expletive (a false subject, "it," that places the 

formulation in the passive voice), accumulated with the final pronoun 

that stands so rigidly for the nothing it always "represents," all 

these combine in a final, ironic formulation of what seems solid 

prose, but the "I," the reci t, is avoided in that repeated "until, Ii' 

"until they say me," in the trace. 

What is Beckett tracing? The obvious first assessment, that 

he is tracing absence, seems on reflection to be incorrect. The 

skeletal nature of his writing, writing without a skin, as though it 

had been flayed off, does not "produce" absence. Beckett's is indeed 

a flayed writing, "~criture ~corchee," stripped to the bone and 
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cruelly humorous, a continuous play on the conditions of a solid 

language leading to a solid world; language for Beckett points to the 

not-there, a "langage ecorche," the vernacular expression for 

"murdered language" from which the experiential life has been peeled 

away and removed. In Beckett, this tracing is a flaying of the corpus 

of metaphor, writing without comfort. 

* * * 



Conspicuous Absence: Trace and Power in Beckett's Drama 

Supplement 

Friedrich Nietzsche (liOn Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense," §l): 

In irgend einem abgelegenen Winkel des in zahllosen 
Sonnensystemen flimmernd ausgegossenen Weltalls gab es einmal 
ein Gestirn, auf dem kluge Thiere das Erkennen erfanden. Es 
war die hochmuthigste und verlogenste Minute der 
'WeI tgeschichte': aber doch nur eine Minute. Nach wenigen 
Athemzugen der Natur erstarrte das Gestirn, und die klugen 
Thtere mussten sterben.--So konnte Jemand eine Fabel erfinden 
und wurde doch nicht genugend illustrirt haben, wie klaglich, 
wie schattenhaft und fluchtig, wie zwecklos und beliebig sich 
der menschliche Intellekt innerhalb der Natur ausnimmt. 

[Once upon a time, in some out of the way corner of that 
universe which is disposed into numberless twinkling solar 
systems, there was a star upon which clever beasts invented 
knowing. That was the most arrogant and mendacious minute of 
"world history," but nevertheless, it was only a minute. 
After nature had drawn a few breaths, the star cooled and 
congealed, and the clever beasts had to die.--One might invent 
such a fable, and yet still he would not have adequately 
ill ustrated how miserable, how shadowy and transcient, how 
aimless and arbitrary the human intellect looks within 
nature.] 
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First there One's first reaction to reading Beckett is that he is 
is a mountain not only the most obvious choice of an author to 

whose works one can apply post-structuralist 
strategies but that he is almost too good, programmed, it seems, for a 
Derridean treatment. His themes of absence, loss, darkness, and 
silence (particularly when seen in the context of humor, the style of 
play so common to Beckett and deconstruction) require a deconstructive 
response. 

Then there 
is no mountain 

Reflection makes one suddenly doubt this assumption. 
Beckett is tied to his text; it is a privileged 
place, as for Joyce, for example, and Pound. Beckett 

can be seen to be making vehement statements about identity, 
difference, presence, Being--the right themes but on the wrong side. 
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Beckett is obsessed with PRESENT-ing the voice, and the text that, so 
to speak, produces it. This doubt comes about when one listens to 
Beckett's nomenclature of failure. 

Then there is But Beckett's power derives not from text, not from 
voice, presence, identity, Being, but from 

questioning, from failure itself, from distance/distancing. Seen as a 
palimpsest of strategies of presence and absence, the threshold on 
which Derrida's trace occurs, Beckett's is the dangerous, precipitous 
writing of and for deconstruction. 

Jacques Derrida (Positions 38): 

Le jeu des differences suppose en effet des syntheses 
et des renvois qui interdisent qu' A aucun moment, en aucun 
sens, un ~l~ment simple soit present en lui-mgme et ne renvoie 
qu'a lui-meme. Que ce soit dans l'ordre du discours parle ou 
du discours ~cri t, aucun ~dement ne peut fonctionner comme 
signe sans renvoyer a un autre element qui lui-meme n'est pas 
simplement present. Cet enchainement, ce tissu, est Ie texte 
qui ne se produit que dans la transformation d' un systeme, 
n'est nulle part ni jamais simplement present ou absent. II 
n'y a, de part en part, que des differences et des traces de 
traces. 

[The play of differences involves syntheses and 
referrals that forbid at any moment, in any sense, that a 
simple element be present in and of itself, referring only to 
itself. Whether in written or spoken discourse, no element 
can function as a sign without referring to another element 
which itself is not simply present. This interweaving results 
in each "element"--phoneme or grapheme--being constituted on 
the basis of the trace within it of the other elements in the 
chain or system. This interweaving, this textile, is the ~ 
produced only in the transformation of another text. Nothing, 
neither among the elements nor within the system, is anywhere 
ever simply present or absent. There are only, everywhere, 
differences, and traces of traces.] 

Samuel Beckett (Addenda to Watt): 

qui du vieillard 
l'histoire contera? 
dans une balance 
absence pesera? 
avec une regIe 
manque m~surera? 



des maux du monde 
la somme chiffrera? 
dans des mots 
neant enfermera? 

[who may tell the tale 
of the old man? 
weigh absence in the scale? 
mete want with a span? 
the sum assess 
of the world's woes? 
nothingness in words enclose?] 

Jacques Lacan (Ecrits 692): 

L'homme ne peut viser a etre entier ••• des lors que Ie jeu 
de deplacement et de condensation ou il est voue dans 
l' exercise de ses fonctions, marque sa relation de suj et qu 
signifiant. 

[Man cannot aim at being whole • • • while ever the play of 
displacement and condensation to which he is doomed in the 
exercise of his functions marks his relation as a subject to 
the signifier. ] 

Samuel Beckett (quoted by Shenker): 

In my work there is consternation behind the form, not in the 
form. 

Samuel Beckett (Endgame): 

CLOV: mlat is there to keep me here? 

HAMM: The Dialogue. 

Samuel Beckett (Molloy): 

No wanting to say, no knowing what one wants to say, no 
possibility that one can believe that one wants to say, and 
always say, that's what is important not to lose sight of in 
the heat of composition. 
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Democritus [in answer to Parmenidean certitude]: 

We know nothing in reality, for truth lies in an abyss [~ 
bythoi]. 

Samuel Beckett (Molloy 64): 

To know nothing is nothing, not to want to know anything 
likewise, but to be beyond knowing anything, that is when 
peace enters in, to the soul of the incurious seeker. 

Jacques Derrida ("Differance" 28) [on trace]: 

Cet innommable n'est pas un etre ineffable dont aucun nom ne 
pourrait s'approcher. • •• Cet innommable est Ie jeu qui 
fait qu'il y a des effets nominaux, des structures 
relativement unit aires ou atomiques qu' on appelle noms, des 
chaines de substitutions de noms, et dans lesquelles, par 
example, I I effet nominal "differance" est lui-meme entralne, 
emporte, reinscrit, comme une fausse entree ou une fausse 
sortie est encore partie du jeu, fonction du systeme. 

[This unnamable is not an ineffable Being which no name could 
approach. • •• This unnamable is the play which makes 
possible nominal effects, the relatively unitary and atomic 
structures that are called names, the strings of substitutions 
of names, and in which, for example, the nominal effect 
"differance" it itself infused, carried along, reinscribed, as 
a false entrance or a false exit is still part of the game, a 
function'of the system.] 

Jacques Derrida ("Differance" 23): 

La trace ••• s'efface en se presentant, s'assourdit en 
resonnant. 

[The trace ••• erases itself in presenting itself, muffles 
itself in resonating.] 

* * * 
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CHAPTER NINE 

THE CRISIS OF NOUVEAUTE: THE NOVEL AFTER DERRIDA 

By "the novel" here I do not mean the genre "novel," 

"roman, "--or at least not the genre "novel/l alone: my intent is to 

discuss the crisis of nouveaute, of newness, of novelty, inherent in 

and vital to creative literature (the novel, poetry, drama) and which 

is seemingly brought from a state of constant experimentation into a 

state of crisis by post-structuralist literary theory, particularly 

that of Jacques Derrida. I say "seemingly" because this crisis, 

insofar as it is held to be caused by post-structuralist or 

deconstructive theory, is apocryphal, in that crisis is naturally as 

much a part of literature itself as it is of theory. 1 Indeed, the 

challenge Derridean theory, in particular, offers to other theoretical 

and critical modes is precisely that it "accounts for" this inherent 

struggle, this opening, as a strategy, extremely well. That is, to 

discuss the nouveaute of literature is to engage in an analysis of the 

strategies of genre and of enculturation, of cultural identification, 

itself. It is, in addition, to probe the strategy of resistance 

literary theory, like literature itself, manifests and invites, 

simultaneously. It is this inherent and immanent strategy which 

manifests itself as crisis. 

I want to emphasize also that my meaning of "crisis" is not 

1 This connection is discussed at length in a number of Derrida' s 
texts, most notably Margins Ei Philosophy and Writing and Difference. 
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merely that of "time of acute danger," as those who resist theory 

would maintain theory to be, but also that of "turning-point." This 

is not to say that theory, like literature, is not dangerous. It is. 

Theory, like literature, like man himself for Nietzsche, is. a 

"dangerous across, a dangerous on-the-way, a dangerous looking-back, 

a dangerous shuddering and stopping" (Zarathustra, Prologue 4). The 

critical enterprise--crisis--is a turning point not just in the 

Aristotelian sense, not just as a cathartic; it is a turning point in 

that it is always a deviation, a folding, an articulation. The crisis 

is ~trangete, human consciousness turning, and turning back, on 

itself, reflecting itself, folding over itself. There is no telling 

what can occur when this takes place. This is the very manifestation 

of metaphoric transference, the first acknowledgement of difference. 

But as the first opening, nouveaute is the pivot of originality. 

Thus "the crisis of nouveaute" is inherently that space in which 

innovation, literary and theoretical, can occur. Near the beginning 

of his novel Cette voix, Robert Pinget declares "tout s'est fige dans 

Ie cataclysme [everything is frozen in the cataclysm]" (8); this 

juxtaposition, of stasis and dynamic, of identity and change, present 

everywhere in Pinget and the experimental novel, is indigenous to 

literature and to theory. "A loi nouvelle fable nouvelle [A new law 

needs a new fable]," Pinget concludes Cette voix: this is indeed the 

condition of the theoretical crisis, a condition which gives it its 

energy and its ene~ies.2 

2 Pinget's novels, like Robbe-Grillet's, experiment with these 
"bookends" of stasis and order, part of whose strategy is the overt 
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The crisis of theory begins in the distinctions of genre; 

that is to say, in the dialectics of structure. Theory--theoria--is a 

perceptual model of differentiation, formed in analysis. Theory, 

theoria, was insight for the Greeks, a sending to the orac1e--

perception as revelation. But in addition, theory is division. When 

Alain Robbe-Grillet declares that "each novel must invent its own 

form" (For !!. New Novel, "The Use of Theory, n 12), he introduces a 

dialectic of the identification of boundaries that simultaneously 

declares originality and derivation. "If the norms of the past serve 

to measure the present," Robbe-Gri1let declares in "A Future for the 

Novel," "they also serve to construct it" (18). But where do genre 

distinctions originate? Any sense of the originality of a 

continuously manufactured present is not without its limitations and 

delimitations. Indeed, any such sense is not without its paradoxes. 

Originality, in that it is unlike, is deviant: originality does not 

declaration of the book in which they appear. In Cette ~, for 
example, Pinget repeatedly refers to the book we are reading, as when 
he narrates "at such and such a page the maid was in her kitchen 
explaining to her niece" (33) or when he gives the reader choices as 
to the action being committed, injecting the reader into the work in 
order to distance the reader from the illusion of "narrative 
presence": 

Another bedroom, there were several. 
Or maybe he had simply telephoned his neighbours. 
Or maybe these neighbours, coming home at a late hour, had seen 
his door open, had gone into the apartment. •• (33) 

Through the abundance of these intrusive parenthetical phrases and 
passages, Pinget keeps the reader at a distance from the narrative 
even while he allows the reader a central strategic place in the 
formation not only of interpretation but of the shape of the narrative 
itself. These options are designed to demonstrate the estrangement 
and implication of the reader, to form a crisis of readerly (which 
then instantly becomes writer1y) innovation--of nouveaute. 
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conform to genre law. "A text cannot belong to no genre," Derrida 

declares in "The Law of Genre," "it cannot be without or less a g~nre" 

(61). This is to say that the novelist, the dramatist, the poet, act 

within a dialectic of the "antinomy between creation and 

consciousness," as Robbe-Gri1let formulates it (11), of originality 

and derivation, recalling the last lines and tableau of Godot: 

VLADIMIR: 
ESTRAGON: 

VLADIMIR: 
ESTRAGON: 

[Penultimate silence] 

Alors on y va? 
Allons-y. 

[lIs ne bougent pas.] 

RIDEAU 

* * * 
[Penultimate silence] 

Well, shall we go? 
Let's go. 

[They don't move.] 

CURTAIN 

In this moment of suspense, all action is suspended and declared at 

once. Beckett's play of action here, image juxtaposed with 

interpretation, recites the generic paradox of action in which the 

writer is always caught. To converge on action--to act (in the case 

of Vladimir and Estragon, to ~)--is to commit oneself to the 

movement away from genre's stasis; to remain stationary is to succumb, 

as they have done for the duration of the play. Beckett plays here 

not merely with movement, with action, but with the idea of 

convergence and divergence, Le. with genre. Thus generic concerns 

are also genetic--genre engenders genre. In Beckett and Pinget, as in 

Aristotle, the constitutive role of genre distinctions establishes, at 
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once, that very convergence and divergence. And thus genre study is 

always a falling into place, an installation of genre and its laws in 

a taxonomic framework, a gestaltung that shapes its own consideration, 

as in such genre-designations as "Romanticism," to use Derrida' s 

example, or "Modernism," or (to use Nietzsche's example), 

"philosophy. ,,3 The evolution of theory since Robbe-Grillet has 

discovered or decided that these distinctions and their underlying 

association occur not in original perception nor in the perception of 

the original, as Robbe-Grillet advanced, but in language. And so 

Richard Rorty, from an alternative (pragmatic) viewpoint, in his essay 

"Philosophy Without Principles," describes the evolution of genre 

theory thus: 

vocabularies get discarded after looking bad in comparison 
with other vocabularies, not as a result of an appeal to 
over arching metavocabularies in which criteria for vocabulary 
choice can be formulated. (Against Theory 136) 

According to Rorty, whatever these vocabularies of genre claim about 

themselves, they are useful for creating narratives with political, 

polemical stra tegies, indeed serving as parameters (finally a 

legitimate use of that word!) and often as inventors of those 

strategies. Rorty's pragmatic claim that genre results from the 

adoption of vocabularies as attempts to cancel literary theory only 

3 See Of Grammatology for a full discussion of this generic 
distinction. The term "Modernism" (in its twentieth-century 
permutation) invites its own self-definitions relative to "symbolism," 
"realism," and "post-modernism." The eternally raging debate over the 
definition and borders of Modernism attests to its being representative 
of the stasis and slippage of generic distinctions. As for 
Nietzsche's use of "philosophy," which is sometimes pej orative and 
sometimes congratulatory, is discussed in Beyond ~ and ~ and The 
Will to Power most extensively. 
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serves (as Rorty acknowledges in Beyond Pragmatism) to spotlight the 

tensions out of which theory appears. 

Rorty, then, however much his project differs from that of 

de Man and Derrida4 concur that genre is a system of language signs. 

Derrida claims that our ability to identify a work of art, "of 

whatever sort," depends on its "bearing the mark of a genre," which he 

says the work "signals" or "makes ~arkable" (60), that is, which can 

be repeated and in that repetition signal the same meaning, much like 

Rorty's "vocabularies." And herein lies the crisis of newness, of 

theory, and particularly of genre theory. This so-called "remark of 

belonging" (61), which itself does not belong to any genre, is 

metageneric, is for Derrida the play of life and death itself, of 

difference. What he calls the "genre-clause" (words like "novel," 

"drama," or "essay") is the moment of inclusion and exclusion, 

generation and morbidity, it "puts to death the thing it engenders" 

("The Law of Genre" 61). Genre designation is "the unfigurable figure 

of clusion" (62), simultaneously gathering together and preventing 

closure. This is precisely what genre does. Consequently, genre lies 

problematically at the place of difference, of which death is the 

sign. 

It is important to understand that this "death" is not the 

morbidity with which tradition infuses it, but a designation for a 

conclusion, a closure (what Derrida has just called "clusion," linking 

those two designations together). The "thanatography" with which this 

4 whose own projects differ greatly, as de Man points out in the 
interview with which Resistance ~ Theory concludes. 
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designation is mapped is conceptual in nature, a topos of genre. In 

an interview with Eugenio Donato (in ~ ~ of ~ Other), Derrida 

discusses this thanatography. His conclusion is that all genre is a 

theory of death, but therefore, in Nietzschean fashion, of birth: 

genre theory is the genesis of theories of death. The sign is always 

left behind, passed beyond by its diff~rance. This is, indeed, 

according to Donato, "the first logic of deconstruction": "there is 

always something of the dead" remaining after theory. 

But these remarks raise the inevitable question as to 

whether theory is indeed a subset of genre, a dead remnant of its 

articulation. Paul de Man points out in Resistance ~ Theory that 

literary theory can be said to come into being when the 
• • • object of discussion is no longer meaning or value but 
the modalities of production and of reception of meaning and 
of value as prior to their establishment. (7) 

Theory is insecure about its portfolio. Thus de Man points to what 

Derrida calls the "principle of contamination" at the heart of genre 

theory (liThe Law of Genre 53). liThe condition for the possibility of 

the law" of genre is !!. priori that of a counter-law. For de Man and 

Derrida, the "pragmatism" of theory is not that of the sign, which is 

merely death, but of the force of the sign, its ambivalence and 

tension, which is the transference of life and death. This is not, in 

other words, as critics of literary theory maintain, morbidity: as I 

have argued in the chapter on ~ Spoke Zarathustra, this is 

precisely the aff~rmation of Nietzsche's argument in Zarathustra, and 

taken there further than it is in either de Man or Derrida. 

Zarathustra is the figure of paradox, of transference, I maintain. 

His exhortation consists of passages like the following: 



Und ich hiess sie ihre alten Lehr-Stuhle umwerfen, und wo 
nur jener alte Dunkel gesessen hatte; ich hiess sie lachen 
uber ihre grossen Tugend-Meister und Heiligen und Dichter und 
Welt-Erloser. 

tiber ihre dUsteren Weisen hiess ich sie lachen, und wer 
je als schwarze Vogelscheuche warnend auf dem Baume des Lebens 
gesessen hatte. 

An ihre grosse Graberstrasse setzte ich mich und seIber 
zu Aas und Geiern--und ich lachte fiber all ihr Einst und seine 
mfirbe verfallende Herrlichkeit. (III. "Von alten und neuen 
Tafeln." 2) 

[And I bade them overthrow their old academic chairs and 
wherever that old conceit had sat; I bade them laugh at their 
great masters of virtue and saints and poets and world
redeemers. I bade them laugh at their gloomy sages and at 
whoever had at any time sat on the tree of life like a black 
scarecrow. I sat down by their great tomb road among cadavers 
and vultures, and I laughed at all their past and its rotting, 
decaying glory.] (3. "On Old and New Tablets." 2) 
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The quality of laughter at !!l so-called great masters, from poets to 

philosophers, is that which allows Nietzschean theory to rise out of 

nihilism and morbidity. Only from wi thin the paradigms Nietzsche 

attacks could he be called a nihilist. Further, just when Nietzsche 

is about to explain his point, such as in "Zarathustra's Prologue" in 

which explanation turns into the parable of the tightrope walker, or 

later, in the "Gate of Moment" section, or indeed in Zarathustra' s 

"conclusion," the poetry of "Among Daughters of the Wilderness" or the 

"Drunken Song," he narrates: concept (even the kind of "poetic 

concept" he utilizes above) is transformed time and again into 

metaphor, conclusion into the dialectical tension of transference. At 

the conclusion of Part I of Zarathustra, in "Von der schenkenden 

Tugend [On the GHt-Giving Virtue]," Nietzsche asks and then answers 

himself) "sagt mir, meine Bruder: was gilt uns als Schlechtes und 

Schlechtestes? 1st es nicht Entartung?--Und auf Entartung rathen wir 

iromer, wo die schenkende Seele fehlt. [Tell me, my brothers: what do 
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we consider bad and worst of al11 Is it not degeneration1 And it is 

degeneration that we always infer where the gift-giving soul is 

lacking]" (1). A paragraph later, he declares that "Gleichnisse sind 

aIle Namen von Gut und Bose: sie sprechen nicht aus, sie winken nur. 

Ein Thor, welcher von inhen Wissen will! [All names of good and evil 

are parables: they do not define, but only hint. A fool is he who 

wants knowledge of them!]." To assign!!. meaning is to kill, to submit 

to law. And so, when Zarathustra submits to the declaration of law, 

as he is always doing, he does it in the form of parable, as 

immediately follows in the same section: 

Wenn euer Herz breit und voll wallt, dem Strome gleich, 
ein Segen und eine Gefahr den Anwohnenden: da ist der 
Ursprung eurer Tugend. 

Wenn ihr erhaben seid uber Lob und Tadel, und euer Wille 
allen Dingen befehlen will, als eines Liebenden Wille: da ist 
der Ursprung eurer Tugend. 

Wenn ihr das Angenehme verachtet und das weiche Bett, und 
von den Weich lichen euch nicht weit genug betten konnt: da 
ist der Ursprung eurer Tugend. 

Wenn ihr Eines Willens Wollende seid, und diese Wende 
aller Noth euch Nothwendigkei t heisst: da ist der Ursprung 
eurer Tugend. 

Wahrlich, ein neues· Gutes und Bases ist sie! Wahrlich, 
ein neues tiefes Rauschen und eines neuen Quelles Stimmel 

Macht ist sie, diese neue Tugend; ein herrschender 
Gedanke ist sie und um ihn eine kluge Seele: eine goldene 
Sonne und um sie die Schlange der Erkenntniss. 

[When your heart flows broad and full like a river, a 
blessing and a danger to those living near: there is the 
origin of your virtue. 

When you are above praise and blame, and your will wants 
to command all things, like a lover's will: there is the 
origin of your virtue. 

When you despise the agreeable and the soft bed and 
cannot bed yourself far enough from the soft: there is the 
origin of your virtue. 

When you will with a single will and you call this 
cessation of all need 'necessity': there is the origin of 
your virtue. 

Verily, a new good and evil is she. Verily, a new deep 
murmur and the voice of a new well! 

Power is she, this new virtue; a dominant thought is she, 
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and around her a wise soul: a golden sun, and around it the 
serpent of knowledge.] 

The passage demonstrates the balance Nietzsche is able to achieve 

between the prophetic, the poetic, and the philosophical, all within 

the context of a style that is utterly un-conventional. In form and 

in content this passage shows the mix of transference Nietzsche 

achieves and that informs both literature and theory. I have said 

that Nietzsche goes further with the notion than do de Man or Derrida 

because Nietzsche, like that virtue of which he speaks, is the 

revolutionary originator of such discourse, and the master of its 

limits. He perceives the opening ~ of metaphor. To name is to 

kill, to subject to law. 

But ~ assign--assignificance--is to step away from the 

choices to choice itself, the condition of genre, theory, and 

literature itself. Theory is not a subset of genre. David Carroll, 

in his book The Subject in Question, which plays on the transformation 

of the concept of subj ect after Nietzsche and on "subj ect" as in 

"subject of discussion," in this case the subject of theory's 

interaction with fiction, shows Nietzsche's position (particularly in 

The Birth of Tragedy) as being one in which Plato is not only the 

first metaphysician but the first novelist. Nietzsche's contention, 

according to Carroll, is that the dialogues ("novels") as "attempts to 

recuperate, to rationalize art (poetry) for the purposes of 

philosophy" (Carroll 90). Nietzsche calls the Platonic dialogue a 

mixture of all extant styles and forms," hovering like Zarathustra' s 

tightrope walker, "midway between narrative, lyric, and drama, between 

prose and poetry, and so has broken the strict old law of unity of 
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linguistic formll (~ Birth of Tragedy 90). This perfect depiction of 

the novel's ~trangete then goes on to claim that 

Plato has given to all posterity the model of a new art form, 
the model of the novel--which may be described as an 
infinitely enhanced Aesopian fable, in which poetry holds the 
same rank in relation to dialectical philosophy as the same 
philosophy held for many centuries in relation to theology; 
namely that of ancilla. (90-91) 

The ancillary role of poetry, for Plato, is eroded by Nietzsche into 

an attempt at equivalency, though not in ~ Birth of Tragedy. In 

Zarathustra, Beyond ~ and Evil, and the latter books of 1888, 

Nietzsche transcends Plato, producing just the sort of IIcontamination" 

Derrida points to in his analysis of the law of genre. Carroll, that 

is to say, places nouveaut~ in an historical context, pointing out 

specifically in terms of contemporary fiction that lithe history of the 

New Novel," that anti-theoretical manifestation of Dasein, lIis also 

the history of the various theories used to analyze and explain both 

the form and sense of the various New Novels ll (9), including Robbe-

Grillet's own theories, which have already been and which will again 

be cited here. 

The strategy producing these various juxtapositions, then, 

of Richard Rorty with Paul de Man and Jacques Derrida, and of Robbe-

Grillet with Nietzsche begins to hint at its own justification. When 

Rorty talks about vocabularies of theory, when Derrida talks of 

"thanatographic dialectics, II when Robbe-Grillet declares being there 

and Nietzsche demonstrates the etrangete of metaphor and the warfare 

with fixed literary form, we glimpse the deeper dialectic, that of 

cultural identification. Culture constructs itself not only of 

difference but of a homogeneity of assigned sense. Carroll's 
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assertion that genre division is not a "neutral activity without 

historical or theoretical implications" (9) echoes Jean-Fran~ois 

Lyotard's designation of history as "big narrative," and leads to 

Derrida's claim that the ~ of genre is determine4 by "repetition or 

Re-citation," by the re-cit (54). What is repeated in genre theory 

and in literary theory, what is cited again, is highly enculturated 

interpretation of the nature (i.e. the narrative) of experience. The 

theorist is what Jonathan Beck calls a "depositaire d' un langage 

herit~," a "trustee of an inherited language" that "works him and that 

he works like the instrument of faith of his servitude and his 

liberation, living [as he does now] ••• in a time capable of 

alternating between the two" (129). He "affirms himself," Beck says, 

in his "bruised language" (129; emphasis mine). The question of 

theot'y is a recitation of the question "what is essential1" Robbe

Grillet claims that any repetition of the forms of the past is not 

only "absurd and futile," but harmful" (9): "by blinding us to our 

real si tuation in the world today," Robbe-Grillet says, such 

repeti tion "keeps us. • from constructing the world and man of 

tomorrow." Essential for Robbe-Grillet is the insight of perception, 

but to say that this is "new," and not a slightly radicalized Platonic 

vision, would be as blind as Robbe-Grillet sometimes is to his own 

diachronicity. In the evolution of Dionysianism, Nietzsche saw his 

historicism, just as in Derrida's adherence to the texts of philosophy 

and literature, his strategies of insinuation, and his unwillingness 

to valorize a particular vocabulary, he sees his (and discusses it in 

Positions). But for the critical theorist (meaning both critic and 

theorist of crisis), the coming of age of Nietzsche's concept of a 
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consciousness formed in writing has as its corollary the form of the 

dialectic. Each gramme is a cultural signature. 

* * * 

The crisis, then, for the critic who distrusts or fears 

post-structuralism and deconstruction (and this includes "creative 

writers," of course, with very few exceptions) is whether the novel, 

or the drama, or the poem--whether literature--can be theoretized and 

remain fresh. Can he protect that valorization of imagination, or 

perception?--can one continue to be a secular humanist and still be a 

theorist? On the other hand, can one really defend the notion of the 

theorist as monster? We have seen how the manifesti of the New Novel, 

at least from Robbe-Grillet, claim a "subjective realism" that makes 

of every "stammering newborn work" a "monster, even by those who find 

experiment fascinating" (17). Within this dialogue, someone must ask 

whether it is better to be a monster or a ratifier. The answer to 

this will determine the position one takes toward theory, certainly 

toward post-structuralist theory. And the answer is that innovation 

is always monstrous. And it is always new. The world of differance 

is always in non-stasis, however hard it may seem to want to try to 

come to rest. When Nietzsche claims that man is "a rope tied between 

beast and overman, a rope over an abyss" (Zarathustra Prologue 4), 

that he is a "conflict and cross between plant and ghost" (Zarathustra 

Prologue 3) he speaks of man as narrative, as interpretation, as poem, 

as theoreia. Man and language are conjunction and disjunction, always 

new (if that phrase itself is not merely or singly an oxymo~on). Yet 

as Joyce points out in Finnegans Wake it is the "original sinsel' we 
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seek (239).5 The triple pun on "sin," "since," and "sense" not only 

crosses paradigms but states the narrative of history and theory at 

once. Derrida simply insists on doing with language what Joyce does, 

and what Nietzsche does, no more and no less. When we perceive this, 

and when we read Robbe-Grillet' s introductory comments to .!!!. the 

Labyrinth, we see him raising the question of theory: "this narrative 

is not a true account," Robbe-Grillet begins, 

but fiction. It describes a reality not necessarily the same 
as the one the reader has experienced. • • • The reality in 
question is a strictly material one; that is, it is subject to 
no allegorical interpretation. The reader is therefore 
requested to see in it only the objects, actions, words, and 
events which are described, without attempt to give them 
either more or less meaning than in his own life, or his own 
death. (140) 

This denial of "allegorical interpretation" is itself heavily 

thematic, with a decidedly Platonic cast. How is the reader to "see" 

the material reality Robbe-Grillet advances, aside from 

interpretation? And is he not asking the reader to offer an 

interpretation? Why can the meaning given to a so-called "thing" in 

one's ~ life not be overtly instead of merely covertly interpretive? 

Robbe-Grillet's claim elsewhere that "all our literature has not yet 

succeeded in eroding" the "smallest corner" of the serene power of 

"things," nor in "flattening their slightest curve" ("The Future of 

the Novel" 19) is highly suspect, and far less kinetic than his 

theoretically fictional, and fictionally theoretical work in Jealousy 

5 The sentence in which this rich pun occurs is even more rich: "We 
feel unspeechably thoughtless over it all here in Gizzygazelle Tark's 
bimboowood so pleasekindly communicake with the original sinse we are 
only yearning as yet how to burgeon." All the senses of fullness, 
completeness, and unity are here, as well as the combination of 
written and spoken paradigms. 
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or In the Labyrinth. His attempts to designify, which are stated and 

carried out in Heideggerian terms (not even at his most pragmatic is 

Robbe-Gri1let not magnetized and galvanized by theory), is a reaction. 

And it is not literary theory that motivates Robbe-Gri1let to respond, 

but the Ba1zacian novel, the paradigm that "gets realism wrong." This 

is all only to say that Robbe-Gril1et's endeavor is theoretical and 

hermeneutic as well as literary. The "new new" novel of, say, Robert 

Pinget (particularly in a novel like ~ ~ 1e materiou), passes 

beyond the privileging of subjective perception over 1anguage. 6 It 

becomes overtly what Robbe-Gri11et wants to deny, but cannot. 

The crisis of nouveaut~ and of theory, then, to use de Man's 

apt word, is one of resistance. It is a crisis, a constant turning-

point and articulation, of canonicity. Post-structuralist theory 

avoids the danger of iconicity into which Robbe-Gril1et falls as he 

contemplates the solid serenity of the ding-an-sich and moves to strip 

those things of over-layerings of specious interpretation. "Ideas," 

he declares, "remain of little consequence in relation to works" (13). 

But we know how in Nietzsche, Joyce, and Derrida, idea and work are 

simultaneous. Nietzsche's manifesto in response to the same dilemma 

is that the artist "will never submit to the tyranny of actuality"; 

Joyce, in his re-working of the dialectic of literature and poetic 

language, and in his concept of epiphany, places language at the 

fountainhead of experience (conscious and, in Finnegans Wake, 

subconscious). Derrida exercises a strategy of co-option. They would 

6 See David Carroll, Chapter One, for a discussion of this 
subjective perception. 



initially agree with Robbe-Gri11et that 

the function of art is never to illustrate a truth--or even an 
interrogation--known in advance, but to bring into the world 
certain interrogations • not yet known as such to 
themselves. (14) 
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The function of theory, however, is not to "illustrate a truth" 

either, but to explore the forces and tensions of the signs called 

"ideas" and "works." This must be done, .!!. any time, in the face of 

the resistance of cultural dogmatism, fear of displacement, 

ressentiment, blindness, identity crises, and scholarly apprehension. 

Paul de Man's book ~ Resistance ~ Theory is a case in point: 

commissioned by the MLA to produce a pedagogical (and paidaic) 

"explanation" of literary theory for a volume to be entitled 

Introduction to Scholarship in Modern Languages and Literatures, to be 

used as a teaching tool, as de Man narrates in the opening paragraphs 

of the book, he produced an essay in which he asserts that the "main 

theoretical interest of literary theory consists in the impossibility 

of its definition" (3). Leaving aside for the moment de Man's 

strategies in so claiming, the Committee, he says, "rightly judged 

tha t this was an inauspicious way to achieve the pedagogical 

objectives of the volume" (3). Another article was commissioned (from 

someone else), and de Man, manifesting his resistance to the 

resistance to theory, published his re-worked piece independently. 

The point to be made concerns the nature of the pedagogy involved in 

de Man's choice and that of the MLA Committee. The resistance to 

theory is actually a resistance to the use of language about language, 

and more specifically to what de Man calls "the rhetorical or 

tropologica1 dimension of language" (12), which points to the most 
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fundamental link between theory and nouveaute, but which also points 

to the subversion of generic distinctions on which more traditional 

literary criticism and practice (despite Nietzsche's claims for Plato) 

are based. 

But this schism goes deeper than it first appears to. 

Acknowledgment of nouveaute as here described is fundamentally 

uncomfortable. Writing, and particularly the production of 

literature, is the acknowledgement of the conscious struggle for 

existence. It is simultaneously latent and potential, the positing 

and the cancelling of the writing subject. It is experience, 

dialectical and contradictory (in its literal sense). The anti-law on 

which theory is based replaces the question "for whom does one write?" 

with its corollary, "against whom and against what does one write?," 

as Jonathan Becks reminds us (127). In so-called post-theoretical 

literary study one is left with the trace of what Beck calls "une 

problematique d'alienation," 

une tentative (inconsciente) de la part du professionnel de la 
parole patronnee de 'fabriquer un mode d'ecrire qui permette 
de d~saliener et de repersonnaliser Ie rapport de l''ecrivain a 
son ~criture'--fut-ce au prix de l'obscurite, d'une obscurite 
nouvelle et differente. 

[an attempt (unconscious) on the part of the professional of 
the patronized word to 'fabricate a mode of writing that 
permits him to de-alienate and depersonalize the rapport 
between writer and his writing'--produced at the price of 
obscurity, of a new and different obscurity.] (129) 

This obscurity is the post-structuralist reincarnation of Nietzsche's 

untergehen, the going under that produces a seering awareness (and 

then a forgetting, in Zarathustra's case) of the suspension of human 

consciousness in writing, forming the basis of post-structuralist--

i.e. obscurantist--literary theory. The obscurity of that 
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Heisenbergian position, in which the polarity "alienation/personaliza-

tion" is overcome between the writer and his writing, occurs because 

both alienation and personalization, both objectivity and 

subjectivity, are sublimated, aufgehoben, relevees, in language. The 

power of this "war-machine" of language--Nietzsche would approve of 

Beck's designation--is that it is always a self-dialectic, a 

privileging of and a resistance to self implied in "theory" itself. 

To achieve insight into the self, into experience, and into the 

etrangete of (metaphoric) language, the self must be overcome, passed 

beyond--one must give oneself to language, present oneself in 

language. And this produces a paradox, as de Man points out: 

the loftier the aims and the better the methods of literary 
theory, the less possible it becomes. • • • The more it is 
resisted, the more it flourishes, since the language it speaks 
is the language of self-resistance. (19) 

The more it is resisted, the more it flourishes: theory adheres to 

the concomitant sending forth and gathering in of discourse. More 

importantly, it adheres to the rigidity and the play of dogma. 

Derrida's concept of paleonymy, of the "old name," developed in 

"Signature Event Context" (Margins of Philosophy), entails just this 

dialectic: "writing," Derrida declares, "is read, and 'in the last 

analysis' does not give rise to a hermeneutic deCiphering, to the 

decoding of a meaning or truth" (329), but to "an opposition of 

metaphysical concepts (for example speech/writing, presence/absence, 

etc.)" which is "never the face-to-face of two terms, but a hierarchy 

and an order of subordination" (329). The newness of post-

structuralist theory is that it is never a "neutralization," but 

always a "double writing," a "practice of overturning of the classical 
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opposition and a general displacement of the system" (329). Theory is 

an intervention, a graft. Robbe-Grillet's expectations for the 

nouveaute of a writing that would be identical with an experience 

separate from writing are expectations that cannot be fulfilled, but 

in whose very energy the resistance and acquiescence to theory are 

created. 

And this is perhaps the most insistent strategy of 

deconstruction--what makes it work: it operates within an economy 

that counts on its own debits. The resistance to theory is a vital 

and vitalizing part of theory itself. "Only what is classically 

didactic," de Man declares of Derrida, "can be really and effectively 

subversive" (Ear Ei the Other 117). Like Nietzsche's "poetic 

philosophy," literary theory is formulated out of the irresolvable 

tensions of signification--and therefore of language itself. In this 

respect, Nietzsche is again at the forefront of theoretical thinking, 

and writing. His own resistance evolves into contemporary theory in 

its self-acknowledged recitations. Indeed, Derrida's response to the 

resistance to theory is to cite Nietzsche, to recite Nietzsche, and 

particularly the eternal return, as the signature of theory. The 

eternal return, for Derrida, is the signature of theory, which 

"signs," Derrida says, "only in the form of the d.ifference of forces 

and qualities" (Ear ~ the Other 57). Theory, as sign, therefore, is 

always a strategy of re-opening that never comes to rest, never 

adheres. Theory is catalyst, agent, and action itself, sliding across 

conventional lines of generic authority, creating a constant crisis of 

interpretation in which all generic fixity is denied, folded, or 

subsumed. All context--novel, play, poem, essay--theoretical or 
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"literary," all context is rendered as fluid as the problematic medium 

it serves to decode. 

'* '* '* 
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